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Packed 
tighter than 
an Arsenal 
back four... 

t's been a great month all round, actually. Okay, so 
initially it was a bit disappointing, with Quake II being 
delayed again (look out — definitely — for the full review 
next issue), but then Premier Manager turned up for 

review (alongside the first ever copies and tickets to England 
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The sequel 
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Boy... on the 
Internet! 

20 COMING SOON... MANA 
Masses of top-notch previews! See all The first football management 
the best new games - right here! game to hit the N64 - and 

. guess what? It’s excellent fun! 

SHADOWGATE 64 
76 The highly-anticipated first-person RPG finally 

makes it out over here. 

ONKEY Kd SUPERMUAR 
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Your first look at the BIG 
new N64 games! 

this month 

PERFECT DARK 
Over 30 never-before-seen shots! 

TOP GEAR 
at ae 
CCT a Coe ut ee CMe 

QUAKE Il 
Exclusive Q&A with the developers. 

WANT MORE NEW GAMES? 
Check out the Coming Soon section 
of Planet 64 on page 20! 
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The lab scenes are a good deal more detailed than 
those in GoldenEye. 

y Cut scene, Jo Dark and some alluring action spandex. * — 
Ss AV4 It's already tampering with Martin’s hormones. 
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This is another ym 
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: he E3 game show thrives on noise. Imagine 
every new computer game in the world 
playing under one roof, each clamouring for 

& Enemy animation that managed to block out the accumulating din and 
EE ey drag you fully into its world; while you were playing 

ta Heme Vo Roel] lo Matec RUT 
noises vital to its environment 
and, when stealth was required 
and there was nothing to be 
heard from the game at all, all 
you could hear was silence. 
Perfect Dark makes a good job 
of holding your attention. 

Rare are heading for the final 
straight with their GoldenEye 
follow-up. Yes, we've said| that 

ne ee le eee) MASTERY | Z 
Daa ae oY ae Tt a ArX 1° ee 
crammed to the 

_-_new ideas and f. 
, show back in September, and 25 playing pods and a 

huge projection screen TV is a vast step forwards 
from a short video, shown behind a curtain onja 

portable TV. 
Rare must also be feeling the strain, though. With 

Super Mario 64 2 now looking more likely to appear 
on Nintendo's next console rather than the N64, there 
can be no doubt that Perfect Dark is the game|for the 
Christmas period — in a very real sense, Nintendo's 

Uhr well-being rests on it. Would you fancy working 
sect tet aaas game under that sort of pressure? 

window. 
oe looks far from any ordinary 

i 2 48 ene a “+ sequel. Put simply, it's 
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in multiplayer modes, but it's undoubtedly a stroke to shoot the 
of genius. How many hours will we all spend le oli 
mapping pictures of Mum, Dad, evil sister and the es 
cat onto the game's dastardly foe, before chasing 
them around |with a rocket launcher (er, in the 

In Perfect Dark you 
rT ar (e 1k ey -1 44 

h a level using the fallen 

_ Magazine compo coming on already. F 2 
How many other games developers would have 

e and trouble to correct the one thing 

fact that dead bodies disappeared moments after 
falling to the ground? It's certainly no simple matter 
to weigh down the N64's processor with the task of 
remembering) all those corpses and the positions 

can navigate back through a level using the fallen et eT 
victims of your sharp shooting. C71] : 

The only |cloud on Perfect Dark's horizon could rh Able oes 
be the recent furore surrounding guns and games in a om “ 
UO MTU a V GoldenEye. 
Oem OLE] 

ae 

aT 

Hover taxis fly 
5 fe ae Xeh public comp: fh you. Blade 

are understandably q eel Ele 

eee oe 
Dark will be a Tet ey) 
received. One 1% ship. They're 
thing's for sure, X always green 
though: regardless Eee a 3d 
of any moral uestions, PeHect Dark is going to 
demonstrate, once again, that Rare are the 
top developers in the world. Now all we've 
got to do is sit back and wait. Pity, that. 
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5 

3) LIVING ON j THE EDGE 

The movement and control system employed 
in Perfect Dark will not be exactly the same as 
GoldenEye's. Rare have opted to rewrite a lot 
of GoldenEye's software engine, giving Ms 
Dark new opportunities in her adventures. 

The main news is that you will now be 
able to fall off ledges and walkways onto 
whatever lies below. While this is definitely 
going to put a new spin on the Temple and 
Complex deathmatch levels (both of which are 
included in Perfect Dark — along with around 
12 new areas), allowing players to jump down 
onto their unsuspecting prey, it may annoy 
other gamers. One of the joys of GoldenEye 
was that it was free from that platform game 
irritation of falling off things and having to 
climb all the way back up, again. 

Will long falls result in death? And how 
will they be handled graphically? We'll have to 
wait and see. 

A pair of alien guns? Shoot ~ 
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Jo loads 
her gun. 
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A Sideways shooting, Blake’s Seven 
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One gun bad, two 
guns good. 
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A Laser targeting is a nice effect, 
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“Don't point that ] 
ruddy gun at me!” 

This street appeared in some 
of the very first screenshots. 

2 

we waitin 
GoldenEye burst onto the scene just after Christmas 1997 and the 

IN 7 Mt games world hasn't been quite the same since. In the new year, Rare 
promised that a sequel to the game using the original software engine 

would be ready within a year. Eighteen 
GoldenEye is, for many, the definitive N64 22 sacri months down the line, though and 
multiplayer experience, so the designers of ry we're still waiting; the game's not due 
Perfect Dark have a hard act to follow. One of now until Christmas. So, what exactly 
the major areas of improvement involves the i a went wrong? 
use of computer-controlled ‘bots’ to play 7 The major 
against in multiplayer. ‘Bots’ allow deathmatch | problem is that you 
ECU ROR CLLR Mee |r simply can't make 
human opponents to play against and can great games ina 
even be thrown into the game when it's year. Sure, 
already a full, four-on-four event. companies like EA role out a new FIFA every ten 

The success of deathmatch bots is entirely minutes, but sports games have set rules — they 
dependent on the programming of their imitate games that have already been refined over 
artificial intelligence: if they behave too tens of years. Developers of all-new games like 
predictably, match after match, then it's easy GoldenEye have to design a game structure that 
to win every time. However, behavioural works, as well as physically program it. 
programming — where the computer tries to Also, with the software engine for GoldenEye 
make a character behave as unpredictably as a already in place, Rare were kidding themselves if ; 
human - is extremely difficult and notoriously they thought they'd just be able to fit a different a " 
complicated. Rare have promised that each of story to the engine and role it out as a second . , , 
their bots will behave in noticeably different game. A company that prides itself on perfection TON mk eae LOS ee 
ways, but this will put a considerable strain on and attention to detail just couldn't resist fiddling with 
the N64's processor which will already be and refining different bits of the game, and that 
loaded down with a four-player game. Will inevitably eats up time. Remember, we haven't even See weapons alert! Good job this guy’s a 
Rare manage it? We'll see in a couple of seen any of Perfect Dark's new Motion Capture yet. WAT eae tet 
month's time. The truth of the matter is, if you want great 

games, you have to wait for them. The loyal band 
of N64 owners must be the most patient 
gamesplayers ever, but at least we know that 
Perfect Dark will definitely be worth it. 
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Lovely scenery yes? And look how a 
you can see into the horizon. 

Fogging, but it’s not a result of bad programming, 
V Re eee ee 
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5 A nice wide track [> 
Baia fea aig 
to be like this all 
the time, though. 

he original Top Gear Rally received a 
A handy mixed response when it was first released 
aad back in the Autumn of 1997. Driving 

Rests enthusiasts welcomed it as the first 
Which ‘proper’ racing game on the N64, and applauded it 

direction for itssconvincing bounce and authentic rally 
ty) handling. Unfortunately, lots of others — the 

erg 
eee} 

(oT n 

majority as it turned out — couldn't see beyond 
some muddy visuals and a rather low track count. 
A pity,,because TGR is one of the N64’s most 
Wars 2 uel ae 
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cars leave the ground 

io) are after bumps... 

4 The first-person view is by 
Tae ETI CAT Py 

Top Gear Rally 2 is, confusingly, the third game 
in the series, after the original game's creators, Boss 
Game Studios, handed development duties to 
Snowblind for last year's Top Gear Overdrive. But, 
while TGO lost the plot a little, bringi 
and San Fran Rush-esque jumps, Saffire — under the 
watchful eye of Boss — look to be returning TGR 2 
to its more traditional and realistic rallying roots 

The little-known American development 
house's debut on the N64 was the conversion of 
Bio Freaks a year or so ago, which is encouraging in 

z in nitros 
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Just like one of the bridges [> 
from the original game. 

What's the betting you drive 
back over it? Expect full replay options 

AV from all sorts of angles. 

DUET ee Lee Tee we 
AV bit of trouble up ahead. 

eat 

Too much air and you're facing 
the wrong way! 

eR eM ete 
of real rally-going machines 
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with another OM Weae-ColaC Mon tarot le aspects of the 
Neate aL beat-'em-up that really stood out. The difference in ES 

al emaree em oMcole Mira ntareae- Ure Mc Col gremee tat MASTERY nirerN another result in 
could hardly be more different, but Saffire's early damage to 
playable version of TGR 2 at E3 was encouraging. Ja) (a (=e TL hr a Te amage to your Caf your car that 

The game features 15 licensed vehicles i p extends 
including the all-new Ford Focus and the positively tha im 4 tends LT ne e cosmetic. ore eNom tale 
Elec imal aA ola (ome OC atc nm a(R) t 41g 5 cosmetic. Bent 
there's a strong structure imposed on the game, LN ColremeLNE(0) 1 Tomo nicola mtate NT at body panels cause extra drag and frontal impacts 
with players having to first gain a licence to race at_~—_- winning oreo oe Ure , oe with every affect the accuracy of your steering. With no 
a rally driving school. Once on the track, there are victory. Most enticing of all, TGR 2 offersa random —_ power-ups or such like in the multiplayer mode, a 

ee track generator as the prize for bit of judicious stock-car racing might come in 
completing the game, with Saffire handy to finish off the opposition. 
promising that the point-to-point events At the moment, the game's two biggest 
it creates will be full of fantastic obstacles problems are its trackside collision detection and an 
and packed to the brim with Sel occasionally sluggish frame rate. It's these areas, 
new challenges. and not the game's host of fancy extras — such as 

A four player simultaneo: mod will paint shop customising, car adjustment and that 
Elsed lalate eRe Ue Uc tantalising track generator — which will have the 

: ’ Elem Uil Fela une M Lie ee] Mm MTC 
for TGR Pre tL Sele — lo) a a Ll Le 
ie in nd we have high hopes for Top Gear Rally 2 

Fez-Taalon rac ash [ ~__ when its release rolls around in the autumn. 
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an That isn’t an enemy's blood. At that 
range, firing explosives is suicidal. 

ls : Hey, ugly. Shooting men with buckets 
eens NVA a er ene) day's work. 
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Time for a little bit of BFG 
action. Mmm, messy. 
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So how’s a shard of armour supposed to help? 
Do they expect us to glue them all together? 

Urls corpse was lucky enough not to be blown 
RG into tiny pieces, or ‘gibbed’ as the saying goes. 

e'll admit: we were pleasantly 
surprised last month when Quake II 
turned up in the office, complete 
with brand new one-player levels 

and an absolutely stunning multiplayer mode. So 
much so, in fact, that we decided to track down 
developers Raster and find out how a potentially 
poor, one-and-a-half year old PC conversion 
turned into a rip-roaring shooter to rival the likes 
of the Turok twosome (though, possibly not 
GoldenEye and Perfect Dark). 

“Everybody agreed up front that delivering a 
diluted clone of the PC version that everybody's 
already played would result in a lukewarm response 
from gamers,” explains Aaron Seeler, a member of 
the Quake // development team at Raster. “That 
said, Quake |] N64 was never meant to differ from 
the PC version, but rather enhance. | believe you 
can now see this in the brighter graphics, heavy use 
of coloured lighting, and less ornate map layouts." 

ANTICIPATION RATING 
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So, how do Raster think Quake /I's much- 
criticised one-player game compares with, say, 
GoldenEye? “GoldenEye has got a deeper 
storyline. That always helps in making the play 
more immersive," believes Aaron. “But, we bring 
the fun out through tension. Quake II for the N64 
gets things going pretty quickly. It's always been 
about being underpowered against an indomitable 
foe, and not standing around for too long. The 
Strogg's are mean and if you want to infiltrate their 
defences, you're going to need fatigues, not a 
tuxedo." Nice, that. 

But, for all this, Quake // really comes into its 
own in multiplayer mode. “Deathmatch is fun 
because the multiplayer maps have the right 
layouts with the right balance of weapons,” Aaron 
tells N64. “They aren't just interconnecting boxes. 
The key is to play the maps that were designed for 
the number of players you're playing. So, if you've 
got two people, then play the smaller multiplayer 

Multiplayer deathmatches are 
the business. No other game 

V moves at this kind of speed. 

oo 
It'll take ages to wash that [> 

eyo elm el ala 

Nice 
sniping 
there. 
eT) 

V rs 

U 
See how the blood es 
drops are circular { 
Te 1880) 6° 118 cee ‘ 
with the law. = 

maps. They were designed with a flow to picking 
up weapons and meeting in the large central 
rooms where the sheer fun of rocket jumping, 
dodging, railing and gibbing occurs." And 

does Aaron think people will be surprised at just 
how good Quake II's multiplayer is? “I'm hoping 
to hear not quite so much about GoldenEye," 
he laughs. 

A real bonus for Quake // players has to be the 
supreme analogue control. Was it tricky to get 
right? “I'm still not sure we did!” 
reckons Aaron. “As a player gets 

AR: the run 

“The Strogg’s are mean 
and if you want to 

infiltrate their defences, you’re going to 
need fatigues, not a tuxedo.” 
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The pistol is weedy, but 
doesn’t require ammo. 
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better, they expect a different response from the 
stick. Beginners get frustrated with twitchy controls 
and experts can't spin fast enough. We just made 
sure that it was very configurable. There are 

separate 
sensitivity 
controls to 
either dampen 
or amplify the 
response of the 
analogue stick, 
and there are 

six controller presets too. And, of course, any 
configuration changes can be saved to a controller 
pak so you don't have to re-configure at power on. 
That should do it.” 

Indeed. Look out for the definitive review of 
Quake II next issue... 

We'll definitely, definitely have a 

August 1999 



network... 
t's true! The Greatest Game 
Ever™ js getting a sequel. 
And it's going to be out by 
the end of the year. Ever since 

people discovered that The Legend 
of Zelda: Ocarina of Time came 
complete with 64DD ‘hooks’, and 
Shigsy himself hinted about the 
existence of ‘Ura 
Zelda’, 
gossip 

aes 

: has been rife about when, where 
: and if the game would ever come 
: out. Well, now we know. 
i Unfortunately, though, there are a 
? couple of catches... 

The 64DD. There 
have been long 
delays, but finally - 
at last - it's coming. 

Zelda one 
confirmed! 

Link's back! Along with the 
64DD and an online 

Firstly, it's only coming out in 
: Japan. And secondly, it's going to be 
? on the 64DD. Yes, Nintendo have 
* finally confirmed that the N64's 

troubled disk-drive add-on will 
be released in 
Japan with 
accompanying 

_ software, and the 
new Zelda game 
— now called 
Zelda Gaiden - 

, will only be 
compatible with 
the DD. 

Of course, 
Ocarina of Time 

was always meant 
to be for the 64DD 

anyway, and 
apparently Zelda 
Gaiden will offer new 
worlds, characters and 
quests for Link; most 
probably everything 
that Shigsy had to cut 
out of the game in 

re 

oe Z 

: order 
: to fit it 
: onto a 
: cartridge. The original game 
: will be required to run 
: Gaiden, so keep on 
: looking for those 

provide a route into the new 
? game. Our guess is that 
? Zora's Domain will unfreeze... 

: for a Christmas release in 
? Japan, with the 64DD 
: arriving, apparently, at the 
: end of the summer. Those of 
? you feeling disheartened about the 
? Japan-only news, though, have every 
: reason to be optimistic about an 
: American and European release. 
: Considering that Ocarina of Time - 
: during the three week run that it was 
: in the shops before Christmas — made 
: more in America than any movie 
: released during the same period, 
: Nintendo of America must be 
: planning a cartridge release of the 
: game at some point in the future. 
: That's unlikely to be Christmas, 
: though; Perfect Dark and Donkey 
? Kong are on the way for the Yuletide 

th 

lia 

‘hooks’ which might 

Zelda Gaiden is scheduled 

: season, and 
? Nintendo obviously 
? don't want anything to 
: interfere with their 
: projected astronomic sales. 
: So, should Zelda Gaiden 
: make it to America, you can 
: expect a PAL release 
: sometime in 2000. 
: In the meantime, the 

? game will be shown at 
: this year's Nintendo = 
: Spaceworld, on August 27th. 
: We'll be sending Wil over to bring 
? back all the information you'll need... 



SELLS OUT! 
: How on earth did this happen? If 
? you've already read Tim’s review 

CUTS : later on in the mag, you'll know 
: that Titus’ Superman is, well, 

i utter rubbish. And, despite 
? American critics having come to 

i pretty much the same conclusion, 
i the game-buying public of the : 
i USA have voted with their wallets: 
and pronounced the game a ; 

i success. Topping the N64 charts 
: this month, and coming in at 

? number nine in the all-format 

@ G64DD online 
network 

? charts, Titus have obviously 
? recouped the five pounds it cost 
} to hire the infant that made the 
? game. Dear readers, please don't 
i let this happen over here. 

The 64DD will also come with a 
modem and Internet capabilities, 
meaning that — brilliantly —- you'll be 
able to download games from 
Nintendo's own network, dubbed 
the ‘Enternet’. And, like you can 
with a PC, you'll be able to play 
games over an online network with 
people halfway round the world. 
Well, anyone in Japan, at least; the 
64DD isn’t planned for release 
anywhere else. 

The 64DD is due for release in 
: December, and will come complete 
: with a utility disk, the expansion pak 
: (which the DD won't work without) 
? and a cart with an in-built 28.8K 
? modem. Despite that fact that we 
? won't be getting the disk drive, all of 
i this bodes extremely well for Project 
: Dolphin, which, if we're to believe 
: Nintendo's heavy hints, will be 
? coming complete with online 
? capabilities. Great news, then. 

©The games 
Around ten games have already : 
been confirmed for release with the 
64DD: Zelda Gaiden; the long- 
delayed Mario Artist (which we 
saw back at E3, and looked great); a 
golf game; Shogi Chess; a mah 
jong game, a Wall Street game (!) 
and something called Dai 
Senryaku. 

The final game to be announced — so 
far - for the 64DD is the wonderfully 
odd-sounding Kyojin No Doshin, 
which roughly translates as Doshin 
the Giant. And it's very bizarre... 

Developed by Japanese outfit ; 
Param, and published by Marigul, the : 
game appears to be what can best be 

Along with Zelda, though, 
: perhaps the best news is that an F- 
: Zero expansion disk will be released, 

? which, in conjunction with the 
: original game (if you remember, it 
: has ‘hooks’ like Ze/da) will allow you 
? to design your own tracks. And just 
: imagine playing F-Zero over a 
: network, with 29 other people... 

. Giant steps 
described as a 
‘philosophical life 
simulation’. You 
play the giant, 
who finds 
himself on a 
tropical island - 
the aim is to co- 

Hopefully Wil's trip to Space 
World will shed more light on the 

? game. 

exist happily with : 
: natives, and you'll grow bigger i 
: depending on how the islanders see 
? you. As you get bigger, you're able 
i to help the islanders more, or cause 
? more destruction. Interesting, eh? 

? videogame 

connected = 
ust as we were going to press, news reached us 
— unbelievably — of plans to hook the Game Boy 
up to the Internet. Software is being developed that 
will allow everyone's favourite handheld to be hooked 

MARIO’S 
ROAD 

: Not content with 
: starring in some of the 
i finest games ever 
} made, well-known 
i plumber and 

i mascot Mario 
? “Mario” Mario 
i has had a street 
? named after him in 

_ + the town of 
_ } Kungsbacka in 
~ } Sweden. Why? 

= 

Game Boy gets 

Apparently 
because, as a 
representative of 

the Bergsala 
company who 

pushed for the naming 
explained: “Naming 

2 a street after 
, Mario is a good 

way of 
# showing our 

appreciation.” The 
Bergsala company also just 
happen to be Nintendo's 
Scandinavian distributors... 

LINWid 
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up to a mobile phone, allowing 
access to the Internet, as well as 
providing the ability to swap data 
with other players and download 
additions for characters, 
backgrounds and so on. 

Whilst these are the only 
details available at the moment, 
one thing's for certain: Nintendo 
are certainly focusing a lot of 
energy on online technology. 
Which can only be good news. 

: _ Worried about missing a competition date? 
: | Wonder what's going on, this month, in the world of N64? 

Then wonder no longer... 

TIM'S BIRTHDAY 
13th July 
N64 Magazine's very 
own tinpot dictator is 
22 years old today. 

STAR WARS EPISODE 1: 
THE PHANTOM IMENACE 

7. 16th July 
The new Star Wars film 
hits the cinemas today. 
Tim saw it in America, 
and he says: “Good, 
but — controversially — 
not great”. See for 
yourselves if he’s right, 
or wrong. 

N64 Magazine, 30 

JAMES’ WEDDING 
24th July 
That's right. Mr Ashton 
is getting hitched. We 
wish him all the best. 

N64 QUIZ 
Issue 30 © 16th July 
There's £50 up for 
grabs. Best get your 
entries in, then. 

BOWS YOUR FATHER 
Issue 30 16th July 
There are motorised 
Mario Kart toys waiting 
on Wil's desk. 

i _ (> REMEMBER THE ADDRESS! 
Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 3; tigen ae ey 

E3 VIDEO OFFER 
Issue 30 ¢ May 
Still haven't called for 
your free E3 video? 
Then ring now, on 
0906 401 0011. There 

might still be a few 
copies left. 

DUKE NUKEM: 
ZERO HOUR 
Issue 28 ¢ Early August 
GT Interactive assure 
us that, despite slipping 
again, the Duke's latest 
brilliant blaster will be 
out in early August. 

oe ee 
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G HOTEL ? confirmed for hotel-installation 
CALIFORNIA 64 : include Zelda, Mario 64, 1080° 

Those of you that have beento _: Snowboarding and Mario Kart. 
America are no doubt aware that; Imagine that - you'd never get out 
many hotel rooms come equipped : of your room... 
with a selection of SNES games, 
including old favourite F-Zero and : 
several other gems. Well - : 
brilliantly - Lodgenet 
Entertainment have announced : 
that they're going one better than i 

that, with plans to install 11,000 
N64's in hotels over the USA and 
Canada during the next year. 
Games that've already been 

Fancy 
seeing your 

favourite N64 
games reviewers 
on the telly? 
You bet you do! And it's really very 
easy. See, Gamers is the new 
videogames TV show, broadcast on 
ITV on Saturday mornings, and at 
various times throughout the 
weekend on Rapture TV (the same 
channel as FilmFour, if you've got 
satellite). And guess what? Squeaky- 
headed Jes and gruff-voiced farmer 
Tim have both already been on it. 

So, to see them both make even 
bigger fools of themselves (and also 
get the lowdown on the latest games), 
simply tune in at the times listed 
across to the right, here. Oh, and keep 

ITV regions: 

: Country and Channel 
a lookout for the Gamers logo too. ? SATURDAY ...........ecee 
The reason? Well, to coincide with : 
Tim and Jes's new jetsetting TV : Rapture TV: 
lifestyle, throughout the mag you'll : SATURDAY ...........0 
see the Gamers logo next to reviews 
and previews. Whenever you see the 
logo, take note of the date, as this 
indicates when you can see that game 
in action. 

: Meridian, HTV, Anglia, West ] 

There are 
more 

SHORT 
CUTS 
on page 

Co) elim miele 
fifty quid's 
worth of 
questions... 

ifty frickin’ quid, as Dr Evil 
would no doubt say. That's a 
whole lotta cash; just think of 

: the things you can buy with 
: it. A new game, obviously, or some 
: clothes, or CDs, or 5,000 Mojos 

(assuming that they're still 1p, of 
course. They weren't actually 
invented when Wil was a youngster). 

Aaanyway, get all ten questions 
correct, send them in, and fifty 
smackers could be yours. 

Which game was described this month as deserving “nothing less than your 
utter contempt"? ; 

Which sequel contains 15 licensed vehicles? 

In what game would you find the Retractor? 

Who is N64 Magazine's king freak? 

Which game features Groundhog Day-style scenarios? 

‘Luigi Loses!’ — but on which page? 

Who is the Evil Acorn? 

inwhich upcoming game will you find deathmatch bots? 

What happens when you enter RRJINNRE? 

Superman. Would you buy it? 

It's easy. Simple. As thoroughly un-difficult as you 
can get - (Snip! — Ed). Um, you get the picture. 

Good Golly Quiz Folly: Augustus Gloop 
N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 

magic, from Wil's mighty wig 0’ grease 
4. The prize is fifty English pounds. Not bad. 
5. Just know, I've got a whole bag of ssh! with 
your name on it 

: Rules 
1. The closing date for the compo is August 16th 

: 2. Employees of Future Publishing can't enter. 
: 3. The winning entry will be pulled, as if by 

Bernard Hill, Felixstowe 

9. 

oi 

Good, no? Oh, and you'll probably be wanting this too... 

Address 

vRwn = 

e 

Name 

Postcode N64/31 

ie ee es a ee 
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ASAGSMAN ~ 

Get your hands on this most luxurious of steering 
wheels for free. We've got one to give away, complete 
with cartridges worth £20 each for N64 and PlayStation. If 
you own more than one machine, you could be in £180- 
worth of driving heaven. Just answer this question: 

Who finished 8th in the 1987 Formula One 
World Championship? 

Write your answer on the back of a postcard and send it to: 
T Hairy Boots On Competition, : 
N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, BA1 2BW GO! 
First one out of the hat wins. O 



APE ON 
A STICK! 

Just when you thought, 
post-E3, that the 

Nintendo scene 
couldn't get any more 
exciting, along comes something 
to mess with your mind. Nintendo 
World - sister magazine to N64 
and Planet Game Boy — is out 
right about now for £1.70! It's 
fun, young and action-packed. Go : 
take a look... : 

To mark the birth of our sister : 
mag, we've persuaded the powers : 

FANZINE 
FARM 
Another Zelda 
obsession, 
eh? Lovely 
jubbley. .. 

Normally we only allow fanzines in 
our farm — Jethro goes mental with 
the ole pitch fork otherwise — but, for 
Zelda: Angels Four we'll make an 
exception. 

It appears that Jon Davies has an 
obsession with The Best Game Ever™ 
- like ole Brian's obsession with 
cabbages — because what we have 
here is a story, a very involved story, 
all about Link and Zelda's adventures. 
It's actually a prequel to Zelda 64, 
and creates a nice build up for the 
game. 

Link has to do battle with the 
Angels Four (four angels, then) who 
are a scary bunch of hybrids. There's 
also Nektaa the fire-breathing dragon 
and Stalvagia, a ‘Zombie Dragon of 
the Dead’ to compete with. And, just 
in case you were getting worried, 
Ganondorf pops up to create some 
havoc as well. 
A jolly fine read for Zelda fans, 

but best saved for those long winter 
evenings after a hard day's slog 
cleaning out the pig sty. 

¢ Fancy a copy? Best send £3.50 to: 
Jon Davies, Stable Cottage, 
Littlestoke, Wallingford, 
Oxon, OX10 6AX. 

Got a fanzine? We want to see it! 
Send your choicest produce to: 

Fanzine Farm, N64 Magazine, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

| good to you here on 
N64? Yes. We. Are. 

: To win one, answer this 

i question: What's N64's Wil 
} Overton famous for? 
: a) His hair. 

: b) His Mario-style moustache. 

i Bath 

i c) His love of garlic. 
Send your answers to: 

: Mr Overton! 

: Nintendo World 
; Future Publishing 
: 30 Monmouth Street 

: BA1 2BW 

: Best o! British... 

DOUBLE TAKE 
3 We bumped into our chums 
: at Take 2 this month, and were 
i able to drag a few details about 
: their upcoming games out of 
i them. Apparently, an up-and- 

running, fully playable version of 
: the Game Boy version of Grand 
i Theft Auto is in existence, as 

a 
} well as a portable version ff the 
? ace Silicon Valley. Both games 
: that are going to be well-worth 

: looking forward to, when they're 

} released later on in the year. 
And, although nobody's seen 

i anything of it, the N64 GTA is 
i apparently still scheduled for the 
: end of the year. Let's hope so... 

n e days of the — 
‘SNES? Let us take you back... 

77 om tear in- -their ~ different énough: Despite 
eC CE eye. being the best multiplayer - 

ss What’ - game in the history of all 

“SUPER MARIO — 
KART. —- 

- Nintendo *-1992 —— 
That's Super as in Super 
Nintendo. The-game that 

~- spawned Mario-Kart-64 
~and-one-of the most = —- 

= contentious of gaming _ 
debates — was the original.» 
actually-bettet than-the-—— 

~ “sequel? Both games were — 
_-somewhat underestimated 
by reviewers-at the time. 

'-: Some-even delivered-so-so- 
—verdicts"on Super Mario~ 

_ Kart, but as the novelty-of.- 
—seeing Mario-and ‘friends 
chugging round on-four 
wheels wore off-and the 

two-playermode sank in, 
one-mag éven-felt ; 

= compelled to apologise for 
damning it with their faint 
praise.The-public- 
response was ~~ ———« 

=-Kart-64? Nope.-Not in a = —phenomenal. Copies --— 
became-as hard-to find as _ 
Zelda was last Christmas, 
and-a new gaming genre 
was-born:- No wonder 

_ people remember it, with a 

depth of gameplay-in the —— between the-characters 

~»-Bowser-being ineredibly. 

_milfion-years. But as SMK_ — 
_ suffered for being too 
—different, MK64-got its 

about it? 
Well if 
you've only: 
ever played 

the 64-bit 
=version, the. 
“tightriess of 
—SMK's = === 

—things-ever.Ho-hum: 
~When-Mario-Kart 3 arrives - 
~on shiny new hardware, 

first few months with it 

__MK64. Whatever, we'd 
definitely recommend 
seeking outa SNES-and a 

sc ~ handling - copy, of SMK.— 
“will come as a surprise... — 
With no_analogue- -F-ZERO 

Nintendo» 1991 
- Along with the sublime = 

Super Mario World, F- 
Zero-was-one-of the 

controller to-help out, 
cormering is-all about 

_ knowing when to start 
--your_powerslide. and-——» 
learning which blocks you 

————_ = Despite there being-only- = 
—-fourtitles-available at — 

launch (Super Soccer.and 
—Pilotwings, the -others),- 
—onelook atF-Zero running 

in-a shop window-was = 
enough to_make many. — 
gamers-take out-bank 

_-and those graphics into 
their own.living rooms. 
Remember, this-was-all 
way before textured 
polygons and mip 

can-clip off the walls: —- 
There's-a- more 
pronounced difference 

too, with Kong and 

fast-and slippery = and the-—} 
two-player mode is a - 
-work-of-art: 
—~|s it-better than Pie 

spurte ees 

we'll probably spend the-— - 

wishing-itwas-as goodas 

“loans to-get-that:machine—= “tracks... 

Tapping. F-Zero was the a 
_fastest, smoothest, sexiest 
game the world-had ever— 
seen, and it was in3Dr — 

-Well,-it looked like it was - 
anyway... 

It-played-beautifully, 
which was the most: —— 
important thing -when the 

h —~thrill-of the visuals. 
games that-sold-the SNES. ~ 

- the-craft- could slip 
eventually-faded: The way I 

through the tightest- of 
chicanes,- making. minute 
adjustments on the D-pad —- 

~and-shoulder buttons-and 
_the heart-stoppingteaps - = 
you-could make to-cut 
corners on some-of the 

Perfection. doce. 
Playing it again today, _ 

little -has changed. It's so ~ 
similar’ to-F-Zero_X thatit's 
even possible to get close 
to. top lap times after just 

alittle-= 
acclimatisation: © 

~lt-doesn't look 
as impressive 
as it.used-to,- _ 
but it's closer 
-to-its.— 
deliberately 
retro N64 big 

~brother than— 
Super Mario ~~ 
Kart. 

Fancy seeing your favourite NES or SNES game re-reviewed? Drop us a 
line at Retroworld, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 



TAMARA WANTS TO HATE HERSELF 

FOR LOVING HIM. All Keith wants 

is a spanking gorgeous Pot Noodle 

af 

te. 

pie 
bala ime 



; ing er ee games of Ts future: 

Gea WUT ee aM ang 

Se a ee eae 

@ All sounds very : 
WW exciting, but the i 

camera's a bit of a worry, : 
isn't it? i 
Mmm, yes, a bit. But cast : 
your mind back to Banjo and 

you'll recall its viewing 
problems didn't have an 
adverse effect on the way 
the game played — and that's : 
the important bit. : 

@@ And the game won't 
WW run without an i 
expansion pak? 
Nope. It'll be the first game 
of its kind. 

Which means we'll : More new shots of Rare’s stunning 3D ape attack! 
have to go out and 

VAAN SLL Loe 
slide, a boss and you. 

spend an extra £30... i f Perfect Dark was the game of New information has been particularly —_ perfect; it seems to have some trouble 
Not necessarily. Early word the show, then Donkey Kong 64 hard to come by since the show, though - __ realigning and sometimes gets trapped 
has it that Nintendo willbe was certainly a very close second. something that's been made even more behind walls. But, with a few more 
bundling copies of DK64in With its staggering hi-res visuals tricky by the fact that traditional tight- months to go before the game's release, 
with an expansion pak. Price- : (remember, it won't run without an lippers Rare are behind the game — but there's plenty 
wise, this'll probably mean: expansion pak) and quirky platforming we've managed to dig out these new of time for 
the game retails for around : fun, it was head and shoulders above pictures which, once again, show the Rare to get 
£50 but, if you think about: most of the Mario awesome potential of things right. 
it, that's quite an investment: : clones that made up the DK64. In fact, the only Roll on 
an expansion pak for £10. : adjacent PlayStation foreseeable problem November, 

: stand at E3 last month. could be the camera then. 
S'pose it is. So how which, like Banjo- We can't 

Kazooie's, isn't exactly wait. QO, x Diddy feels the Te 
effect of this. Nasty. 

different is DK64 INFO BURST 
going to be from the 
SNES games? 

Well, it's completely 3D, so 
the worlds and contro! 

system are going to seem 

pretty different. As for the 
way it plays, well, some 
things will remain the same, 
particularly as far as the 
‘feel’ of the game goes. The 
puzzles and objectives and all . 

of the characters hark back WHEN'S IT Tour? 

<{ There's some fab 
sub-games — cart- 
riding being one. 

PEL e Ll 
the detail 
a 4 
Turtle 
Look at 
this level! — 

to the SNES days. Essentially, = a 
DK64 is the SNES Donkey ‘Sicatanabinin 22nd 
Kong games done bigger and 
better and taken further. 
Which means it's going to be 
a tiny bit special. Yep. 

30 INO 

CU NU 
Diddy can pick these crocs off with 
his coconut shotgun. Handy, that. 



PICS NEW PICS NEW PICS NEW 

ele 
So, what sort of mini 
games are there? 

? Details are a bit scarce at the 
: moment, but N64 managed to 
i get a glimpse of a couple: one 

saw Kenny, Stan, Kyle and 
: Cartman in a pie-eating 

contest (with points awarded 
: for the most amount of pie 
? consumed), and the second 
i was a tug-o’-war, with Stan 
? and Kenny competing against 

? Cartman and Kyle with the 
? losers falling into a chilly lake 
: in the middle. 

Sounds... inspired. 
Well, let's face it, South 

: Park was never about subtlety in @ : f 

? - something that's reflected in 
i the way Chef's Luv Shack emelt 
i plays. But, if it's laughs you're 
: after, this is the place to be. 
: Hopefully. 

It’s party time in 
South Park! 

fter the disappointment of South 
Park, Acclaim have announced details 
of a further two games based on the 
hit cartoon show. Chef's Luv Shack is 

the first, taking the party game theme of Mario 
Party and throwing 
in a heap of what's 
made the TV show so 
popular. So, er, 
swearing and fart 
gags, then? Yup, 
that's just about the 
size of it. 

Like Mario Party, | 4 
players have to battle A Re La popular 
through dozens of Re oe 
mini-games, and with 7 : 
names like Spank the Monkey with Mr Mackey, 
Huntin’ and Killin’ with Jimbo and Ned, and Asses in 
Space with Terrance and Phillip, it's not hard to 
guess what they might be about. Chef himself will 
also make an appearance hosting his own trivia 
section. Also, there will be the chance to team up 
with three friends and play as either Kenny, Stan, 
Kyle or Cartman. 

Bearing the first game in mind, it'll be 
interesting to 

Still, if all else fails, 

there's always 
: swearing... 
: Yep. Expect the game to grab 
i itself a 15 certificate, thanks 

: to a bewy of blue words. 

eunatinisite : see whether 
PR AU aa ae Chef's Luv 

eee 
; attention of aot 

anyone other 
than the 
most devoted 
South Park 

een bmereeg fan. More Ts and the only one you'd want to 
news 

se @ Geen» get it. 
WwWw.premier-manager.com 

Premier Manager® and Actua® are registered trademarks of Gremlin Interactive Ltd. 

All Rights Reserved. NINTENDO ®, NINTENDO 64, Nr AND © ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO CO, LTD. 



How many levels? 
Six themed worlds, 

each made up of several 
impressively large levels. 
There's a boss to scrap with 
at the end of each world and 
a few bonus race games to 
have a crack at. 

What are the bosses 
like? 

They all involve Thread-Bear, 

the animated teddy 

subverted by the evil 
NiteKap. Thread-Bear rides 
dinosaurs, flies UFOs, and 
ultimately sees the error of 

his ways when he gets his 
hairy arse kicked one time 
too many. 

How does the two- 
player mode work? 

It wasn't playable in the 

version we saw, but it's going : 

to be a co-op game. One 
player takes Ruff, the other 
takes Tumble, and their 
different abilities combine to 
get through some specially 
designed levels. It will use a 
split screen, so the players 
can take their own routes or 
join up to form a more 
formidable force. 

Anything else we 
haven't seen before? 

Well not really. The moves 

are all from Mario 64 and 
Banjo. It's basically another 

attempt to outdo Nintendo 
and Rare at their own game, 
with the difference being the 

number of power-ups and 
goodies to be found. The 
levels are stashed with stuff, 

little glinting icons tempting 
you wherever you go. 

Will Donkey Kong 

be worried? 
In a word, no. There's only 
one platform game people 
will be interested in this 
Christmas, hence 40 Wink’s 
early October release date. 
We'll tell you whether it's a 
viable alternative in a 

couple of months. 

Issue 31 

Lie elmexey WT ek) elgg 
exploits, 40 million years ago. 

Bel Te) at 
attack in space world. 

Some action from the 
ee MEV Ar ce) [< 

aPPened to the winks - 
“who'd save us from 
Pele bs) itr) 

Small enemies are common. 
A bit too common if you ask us. 

<] We like the lighting 
ita eee OM eee 

The boss from the 
WA ern Cama 

a ae 

= 4 

40 Winks 
GT's attempt to out-Banjo Banjo. 

Ruff dresses up as 
a little jester. 

<{ Collect tokens to 
[oye oles 

DU 

traight in at number 20 in the list 
of the Cheesiest Game Plots Ever, 
GT's 40 Winks stars a pair of 
cute, stumpy siblings called Ruff 

and Tumble (parents were hippies, 
probably). Their task is to save the Winks 
- the fluffy things responsible for good 
dreams — from the clutches of grumpy 
old NiteKap and his sidekick, Bob 
Hoskins-alike cuddly toy Thread-Bear. 

Well anyway. Let's move on. It's a 3D 
platform game with more than a passing 
resemblance to Banjo-Kazooie. The 
chunky, solid graphics lend 40 Winks the 
right to look down its nose at the likes of 
Glover, although the gameplay isn't 
anywhere near as innovative. Since the 

| That's the 
rather butch 
Mle 
dressed as a 
be 1164 

game is set in the kiddies’ dream world, 
they have the power to change into their 
favourite fantasy characters by hopping 
into a magic jack-in-a-box. There's an 
invincible fairy, a tough caveman, a robot 
superhero and — best of all — a ninja, 
complete with kung fu sound effects. 

To prevent the kids from waking up, 
and thus ending the game, you have to 
collect little Z icons from around the 
levels, ensuring a sound sleep. There is a 
bewildering number of different power- 
ups to collect, from little eyeballs to the 
fabled Winks themselves. The enemies 
are the Hood-Winks, evil little things 
which cause nightmares. They're difficult 
to dispose of, particularly when they're 
protected by their minions. Liberal use of 
the butt-slam and projectile attacks @ 
are essential. 40 Winks should be 
released around October time. 

Suspended over the lava, like that bit in a 
V certain Rare game. What was it called? 

Wonder 
who lives 
ee 

V (e111 (ee 

Re mR i Lem Lo 
there be the Jolly Roger. 
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South 
Park Rall y 
We’re going karting down in South Park... 

he second N64 South Park title 
this month borrows from 
another well-known Mario 
game. South Park Rally, as the 

name suggests, is a racer in the style of 
Mario Kart. But, like Chef's Luv Shack, 
it doesn’t just impersonate. Instead, with 
the help of some unusual vehicles, 
familiar characters and a wheelbarrow 
load of swearing, it tries to go that little 
bit further. 

Take for example Stan's Grandpa's 
rocket-powered wheelchair, or Jesus’ 
puffy white cloud, both vehicles that aptly 
demonstrate Rally's attempts to distance 
itself from Nintendo's wondrously 
playable classic. And with even more 
sampled speech than graced the original 
South Park, you can bet the losing kartists 
in Rally won't just go out with a whimper. 
Instead, each of the competing racers 
comes complete with signature one-liners, 

We reckon 
those icons 
are 
Uc -s-) ole 
Wises 

Woooaaahhh! 
Hang on, there. 

ss 
Grandpa‘’s 
etter. 
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Prepare for a 
bumpy landing 
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which are set off when opponents crash 
into you, or cut you up. The addition of 
weapons, like vehicle-fired missiles, fire 
bombs and greasy oil slicks, also spices 
things up in the blue word department. 

South Park Rally's biggest bonus 
though is its multiplayer. The four-player 
deathmatch allows players to race against 
each other or battle it out in a 
vehicle-based kill fest. Sounds like Q 
it could be nice... 

\\Ke to use 

off Joh 
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i Yep. South Park's inhabitants 
: all come complete with 
i specifically tailored vehicles. 
? Quite how fast Jesus’ puffy 
i white cloud goes is up for 

iG to help with their 
4 falling object bounces 

ome head hus 

So, rocket-powered 

wheelchairs, then... 

debate, but you get the gist. 

SMAIIATUd 79 LAN What others are 
there? 

All top secret, that, but it 
doesn't take a genius to work 
out that Terrance and Philip 
are going to have some form 
of fart-powered kart, while 

: Jimbo and Ned will come 
? complete with hunting 
? vehicles (perhaps equipped 
i with rifles). Don't expect 
i much in the way of surprises. 

At least the dreaded 

fog's gone... 
Take a look at the 

i screenshots, yep. 

And no turkeys! 
Er, we wouldn't count 

i on that, actually. 

Teachers 
experiments 

g 
“GRAVITY 
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Seven worlds, is it? 

Yep. And they're all set 
in real life locations. 

Sounds like Micro 

Machines. 

Mmm, well, we can see why 

you might say that. But, it's 

actually pretty different to 
play. And, anyway, Micro 

Machines never featured Toy 
Shops, Museums, gangsta- 

packed Neighbourhoods, 
Supermarkets, the Botannical 

Gardens and the Wild West, 

did it? 

Well, it had a 

garden... 

Ah, but not a botannical 

garden. And it didn't have 

the Fleur de Lis Grand Prix 

either. 

So, how do the 14 

tracks equal out, 
then? 
Well, with six worlds, that 

just about makes for two 

tracks per theme. But, in 

each world you're 
guaranteed a fairly simple 

opening track and an 

incredibly tricky second 

course, so as far as difficulty 
goes, the fairly slim 14 

should actually make for 

plenty of longevity. 

And at least you've 
got the Track 

Editor... 

Right. And it's pretty darn 

fancy too. You start off with 
a huge black ‘building area’ 

(probably, oooooh, a 10x10 

grid, we reckon), on which 
you can then place pieces of 

the course — everything from 

L-shaped corners to 
suspension-damaging bumps. 

Naturally, courses start out 

fairly small, but once you get 

used to which tiles do what, 

you can construct 

fantastically elaborate 

courses, save them out, then 

take them round to your 

mate's house. Great, eh? 

Sounds it. 

Oh, and you can also 

include the in-game power- 

ups in your track; things like 

oil slicks, fireworks, bombs, 

water balloons, turbo 

batteries, electro pulses, ball 

bearings and lightning. 
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First proper playtest of Acclaim’s radio controlled racer! 
ith its release creeping ever 
closer, it was only a matter 
of time before we got to 
spend more than just a 

couple of minutes with Acclaim's ace 
radio 
controlled car- 
fest. And so 
it proved. 
This month, 
we played 
Re-Volt 
until the 
batteries ran 
out; and it's 
actually pretty 
nifty. Not 
faultless 
perhaps, but 
good, 
wholesome, 
old fashioned 
fun all the 
same. Yep, 
indeed. 

= 

i Acclaim 
| CARTSIZE: 1 28MIbit | 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 
ye 
pyre = 

October 

CU LNT 

The structure of the game is fairly 
similar to most racing games: three tracks 
are available to you from the outset, and 

through a process of bashing opponents 
out of the way, skidding round 90° 
corners, and coming in first, you gradually 
open up the final total of 14 different 
single-player courses (spread across seven 
separate graphical environments), and — 
incredibly — 28 different radio controlled 
cars, each with individual characteristics. 

Like Mario Kart, there will be a stash 
of multiplayer options too, with battle 
arenas and mode-specific tracks. There 
will also be a host of different playing 
options including a tag mode not unlike 
Turok 2's, where one player is ‘it’ and 
must try and tag one of the other players. 

The most exciting feature must be the 
Track Editor, though, where you can 
create as many new courses as you want 
— saving them all onto controller pak. We 
spent a good few hours turning the Track 
Editor's huge black screen into a hyper- 
detailed O-shaped track, shoving U- 

shaped curves, tunnels, huge jumps and 
90° corners into the bargain. And the 
results are top (not least because you 
know every single inch of the course 
before you've even begun, giving you a 
sneaky, but useful, advantage over your 
highly charged competitors). 

Good news all round, then. We © 
should have a review in N64/34. 
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to be falling off here. 

Pink trees in 
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1/2 Century 
Is this - ha! - going to rock-et 
your world? (No - Ed) Oh. 

ere's one: Duck Dodgers is 
being developed by 
Paradigm, the expert guys 
and gals behind the 

exceptional F1 World Grand Prix, 
Pilotwings and Beetle Adventure 
Racing. Which means that, with any 
sort of luck, this won't just be your 
average 3D adventure. Ooooooh, no. 

Story-wise, the game takes its 
ideas straight from the cartoon of the 
same name — “a classic" we're reliably 
informed by Wil — and pits Duck 
Dodgers, Daffy's space helmeted 
alter ego, against Marvin the Martian, 
his famed nemesis with the John 
Major voice. 

Rather unfortunately, Marvin has 
positioned several Alludium Phosdex 
atom collectors on different planets 
within the solar system leaving Duck 
Dodgers to work with Porky Pig in 
uncovering the atoms (dotted across 
42 different levels) and saving the 
Universe. Gripping stuff, eh? 

This looks like a level gatekeeper 
V about to do Duck some damage. 

A clever inclusion, and a super- 
important part of the gameplay, will be 
learning Duck's character traits and 
then using them to your advantage. 
What this means, then, is that different 
situations will trigger Duck's different 
moods and the player must learn to 
react to these accordingly. We'll 
find out how this works over the 
next few months... 

“eS 
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here but Duck looks a little stunned. 

Wi aru nd 
cool qd 
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Jumping. Just one of 
Duck's many moves. 

INFO BURST 

ANTICIPATION UY 

Bros cartoons. 

confidently. 

Can we expect any 
other Looney Tunes 

: characters, then? 

: Certainly. Each planet that 
i Duck and Porky crash land on 
i has a gatekeeper who'll be a 
i familiar face from the Warner 

Nice. Will Duck be 

‘tooled up'? 
You mean, will he have any 

weapons? Well, yes, actually. 

He'll have a Disintegrator 
Pistol but just how useful 

that'll be will depend on 
where he is and who he's 

fighting. It's all tied into this 
character trait thing that 

Paradigm are trumpeting so 

And he's got plenty 
of moves too? 

At the moment Duck has 11 

different moves — obviously. 
he'll be able to jump around 
but he'll also be able to do 
things like climb ropes. 
Handy. 

Vimto to help 
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How many tracks 
are we talking here? 

We're talking 12: six 

stadium-based courses and 
six outdoor tracks. The 

stadium courses are more in 

line with traditional 
motorsport, with mainly oval 

shapes. But, the outdoor 
courses are where it gets 

really interesting, as you can 
drift from the set route. Of 

course, in the middle of a 
desert — which is where one 
of Excitebike's tracks is set - 

easily finding your way 

around might not be as 
simple as you first imagined. 

Can you do tricks? 
That's a big part of the 

game. In fact there are 32 
tricks to uncover meaning 

Excitebike has some things in 

common with Nintendo's 
own 1080° Snowboarding. 

And that's what 
“> wins you races, is it? 

Nope. There's a separate 
Trick Mode like 1080°'s. 

What wins you races is 

coming in first on one of the 
12 tracks. But, if you can pull : 
off some tricks along the 
way, you're laughing. 

12 tracks. That's not 
W® going to last long... 

Ah, but a Track Editor will. 
Like Re-Volt, Excitebike 
comes complete with a grid 
system, that you can install 
pieces of course onto. There 

won't be as much variety as 

Acclaim’s game, but you can 
guarantee one thing: jumps 

and plenty of them. 
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Photo-realistic 
landscapes. That'll do. 

Meee eile eele)(<-) 
of bikes to ride. 

Nintendo turn their attentions to 
supercross! (Why? Who knows...) 

eft Field, the developers behind 
the world’s most entertaining 
basketball game (quite an 
achievement, we can tell you) 

and one of the lucky few to have already 
been handed Nintendo's Dolphin 
development kits, have finally released 
details of their next N64 project. 

Excitebike 64 takes the formula laid 
down by the original Excitebike on the 
NES, and also incorporates bits and bobs 
from Acclaim's 3D Jeremy McGrath 
Supercross (coming out on the N64 
before Christmas) and EA's Supercross. 
And the results are pretty impressive. 
Certainly at E3 a couple of months back, 
on-lookers were pleasantly surprised at 
the video footage of the game, not least 
because it made pelting around on a 
lawnmower look pretty ace. 

Immediately noticeable are the superb 
photo-realistic landscapes (last seen to 
dazzling effect in the otherwise pretty 
hum-drum Top Gear Overdrive), with 
muddy hills rolling away around you and 
terrific cloud-scattered skies overhead. 
But, what's even more likely to turn heads 
is what Left Field have labelled the game's 
‘inverse kinematics’. All sounds a bit fluffy, 
but basically what this means is that the 
bike and rider both have different 
movement patterns. So, say you come a 
cropper on a bump, the bike's front 
wheels might jab right and then left, 
while you as the rider might fall forward, 
roll around a bit then fall off, hopefully 
avoiding being run over in the process. 
Might sound an obvious thing to include 
in the game, but surprisingly this system 
hasn't been incorporated into any other 
bike-riding sims before. Up until now, 
whichever way the bike goes is the way 
the bike rider has gone too. 

RY erm hire4 
racing. Good fun. 

PMs sees os 
impressively grand. 

And with tricks, leaps, loads of bikes 
and some unusual tracks, Excitebike could 
finally make the dirt-spraying sport 
of supercross something 
approaching fun. More soon... 

eR eres The bike's suspensions 
Eley eee a 
you can see for yourself. 

The great outdoors sees 
Meteo ce eye ¢ (3 

8 some lush backgrounds. 
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<{ Try your best to 
come in first. 
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Rayman bounds onto the N64... 
f Rayman 2 has only one thing 
going for it, it's that it is 
conceivably the prettiest 3D 
platformer this side of Banjo- 

Kazooie. The design is great, the 
graphics are wonderfully colourful and 
stylised, and the game is currently 
running at a respectable speed. 

Thankfully, though, graphics aren't 
all the game has got going for it, as 
Ubi Soft's latest is shaping up to be an 
entertaining companion piece to the 
all-conquering twosome of Super 
Mario 64 and Rare's bear/bird duo, 

Banjo-Kazooie. That said, Ubi Soft 
have plainly realised that going up 
against those games is a daunting task, 
so Rayman 2 is an altogether simpler, 
more action based affair, employing a 
far more linear route through the 
game. The version of the game we 
played held such delights as flying a 
small rocket through some surreally 
twisted rooms, a Mario-style 

swimming section where you have to 
follow a whale, and a fantastic 
swamp-skiing race where you're 
pulled by a sea monster. Nice. 

INFO BURST ‘ 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 

Pais [A717 SS — @ 
September TBA 

i of Mario — a mascot character 
: who is incredibly popular in 

; the company’s native France. 

i Huge, he is. Ginormous, even. 

: has he? 
: Yep. On the Playstation and 

: Saturn, actually. It was called 
: — ahem — Rayman, and was a 
: good-looking, if basic, 
: platformer. 

WWW. Vito, Co.uK PugS a Smile on yout sace 

Rayman? Who he? 
He's Ubi Soft's version 

And he's been in 
games before this, 
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And Rayman 2 is the 
3D sequel? 

i Uh-huh. It's shaping up quite 
? nicely - although the camera 

i needs a bit of work, which 
has always been a problem 

: for anyone that isn't Nintendo 
or Rare. The game does have 

: loads of cut scenes and 
} Rayman himself is privy to 
i loads of moves, though, so 
: there's a lot going for it. 

! Post Girls 
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It certainly does. The 
environments are detailed 

and impressively colourful 

TS eS ae 

effects. The character 

So this looks pretty 

animation is also delightully " Another Looney Tunes adventure comes to the N64! 

good, then? 

done. And, of course, it's all 
made to look even better by e're all in a spin (Sorry-Ed) game Taz Express. Although it was an though, was the position of the camera; 
the unusually placed camera. this month after finally incredibly early version of the 3D instead of sitting behind Taz, developers 

: getting the chance to play platformer, it was still looking promising | Zed Two - the people who brought us 
‘Course Taz'll be : Infogrames’ Looney Tunes with crisp graphics and a smooth Wetrix — have positioned it much higher 

® spinning a lot too... framerate. up, allowing for a perfect view of the 
Of course. Obstacles that get What surrounding scenery, which was superb. 
in Taz's way, preventing him was most In fact, it was so good it could have been 
from delivering his mail and suprising lifted straight from a Taz cartoon. 
earning his crust, can expect about the Unsurprisingly gameplay involves lots 
to be obliterated by the game, of running, jumping and spinning but 

while some levels have 
simple objectives — like 
safely delivering an 
ACME package — others 
are likely to be more 
complex. Add to that a 
whole host of other 
Looney Tunes 
characters — including 

freaky brown lump of fur. 

How many levels are 

there? 

There are five worlds, each 

made up of separate stages. 
Each level also has one or 
two secret stages which can 
only be accessed once certain 

a At : 
areas have been opened. TBA “ Ef ae 4] Wile E Coyote and 
Other Looney Tunes ANTICIPATION RATING rN ar gee nd Marvin the Martian - 

characters act as level bosses ean 8 3 A Five worlds to work your way and you've got a 
and the environments are Mec en em eT YEW Cw Val) eit smart sounding 3D 
based around their character. ss = adventure. 

aa” ©. , Wow. So, what next? : 

WD The long, long wait for: Les 
Nintendo confirmation, we} 
suppose. Of course, the ; 
game could just be a figment 
of someone's overactive i 

imagination but, then, why 
would Nintendo include 
Kirby footage on the E3 
video? There's a question. 3 Wh at ex. actl y i Ss gol n g on wi th K i rby 64 ? WA ee eel oa (oF De 

of sub-games. interesting. 

2D platformer you: nce confined to the scrap mysteriously, be back on. There's been 
WD reckon? i heap of gaming, Kirby 64 - no confirmation from Nintendo 
Mmm, looks like it. With 3D : formerly known as Kirby’s Air themselves but a Kirby game appeared 
bonus levels. i Ride - could now, on their looped E3 video... and there's 

is 2 these new pics. 
Another Yoshi's INFO BURST > eo ae Yup, after contacting 
Story, then? . 

Yoshi's Story was great, 
though! Not, perhaps, up to 

the standard of the 
exceptional Mazza or Banjo- 

Kazooie, but a top class 
platformer all the same. 

our insiders in Japan we 
managed to come up with 
these luscious pics of a 
game tentatively described 
as Kirby 64. Nintendo 
weren't available for 
comment, but we didn't 
need them to tell us what 

So no chance of a we already knew: that these 
proper 3D Kirby screenshots point towards a collection of eight different Kirby platform 

game? — secret Yoshi's Story-style 2D adventures. 
Who knows? Maybe. The 2D ? eC 3 Ea@M platformer. Other gameplay Rumours persist that Kirby 64 might 
formula hasn't been 5 @y details are scarce but it also even be a completely 3D game, in the 
confirmed — that's just the 
way it looked on video — so 
a 3D Kirbster might still be 

looks as though the game style of Mario 64, but the E3 footage 
might possibly include some didn't point towards this with the Kirbster 

pa A Looks a bit like Baby 3D bonus levels — a bit like scuttling along sidewards across a 
on. It's all, annoyingly, a bit eelele| | ee cm Cae) SNES game Kirby Deluxe, 2D landscape. Whichever proves © 
hush-hush at the mo. 

ING) ie 

which was basically a true, we'll have the first news soon... 
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It's been a rum old month, and 
OM ELC Lc mma eL Nan VTL 
Creative Director on 
Shadowman, has been unable to 
Tees MeL mae M-LaL oe 
Magazine with his usual arcane 
scribblings this month. 
Thankfully, Mr Simon Phipps, 
Senior Designer at Acclaim, has 
been able to step in at the last 
minute in the absence of his 
gentlemanly compatriot. 

ON eRe Colm Colm urd 
Nobody knows. Perhaps least of 
all, Mr Miller himself. Something 
terrible must have happened as 
he was browsing through the 
VTE eel om OMe Lede AC 
he now resides alongside poor 
Taser mm eC Uy 
hope he recovers soon, especially 
ECM ees ora mar CM ole iil 
unrecognisable, save for a few 
nonsensical words. Just who is 
‘Yog Sothoth’, anyway? 

Coy Rian (oM uel uVe 
though, is that Shadowman is 
going to be frighteningly good. 
And we hope to bring you a 
world exclusive review next 
month. Until then, enjoy the 
latest instalment of our 
Shadowman diary — direct from 
Acclaim themselves. 
Henry Heppelwhite, Editor 

50 TNT an 

Reports of my associate Mr Guy 
Miller's death are greatly exaggerated. 

Indeed he is very much alive and well, 
and | am assured by all at the 
Sanatorium that they may soon be 
able to start reducing the voltage. In 
his absence therefore, the task of 
attending to this journal has fallen to |, 
Simon Phipps, his partner-in-crime, if 
you will. | am also the Senior Designer 
of Shadowman. To, perhaps, explain 

is the one that orchestrates this 
insanity, then | am the conductor, the 
brass section and the man with the 
flugelhorn brought in for those special 
Alpine numbers. It is | that have 

ne, 

our terrifying partnership, if Mr Miller 

The end is near... 
: laboured these past 27 months 
: channelling his insanity and blending it 
: with my own, to bring it to form. And 
: then spending many hours dotting the 
: i's, cross-referencing, double-checking 

:_ and poking things... 

i ...many little, tiny things... 

...all alone in the dark... 

A Astisly Deadside 
resident makes an 
egregious error. 

Zombies, brought back 
from the dead with 
forbidden knowledge. 

: And now, at the end of the project, | : 
: must pack away the piles and piles of 
: schematics, designs, flowcharts, 
: structural diagrams and documents 
? that | have toiled over for many an 

} HE WHITEC 
ALWAYS FIRST WITH NEMS OF HIDEOUS MURDERERS 

a (NEW! Exclusive N64 Shadow 

: hour. With the project nearing 
: completion they no longer serve a 
i purpose. So | find it some small 
comfort that before they are consigned 

: to the Abyss that | may share some of 
: their secrets with you... 

: ...Witness then, the plans to the 
: Temple of Prophecy, from which the 
: Shadow Man must claim the Gad 
i Marcher... 

: ...its four idols — Anima, Animus, 
: Trickster and the God, representing the 
: faces of Prophecy (and a decent 
? gameplay challenge too)... 

...And here — the Retractor Chapel — 
: storehouse to the dread keys of 
i infinity... 

iA One of the idols from within the 
Temple of Prophecy. 

OLE LE: All OR 
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man shots. 
Shadowman will truly be a sight for sore [> 

eyes. Look at those effects. 

Down in the Asylum... deep, deep, 
V down... inside the Retractor Chapel. 

i 

Helpfully — and, naturally, exclusiy 
Mr Phipps sent us these schematics 
the Temple of Prophecy and the 
Retractor Chapel, which we now pre 
for your pleasure. The Temple of 
Prophecy is one of the Gad Temples, 
wherein magical tattoos are burned ii 
Shadowman's body, granting him certa 
abilities. Specifically, in this case, the 
Gad Marcher — which allows our dark — 
hero to traverse red hot lava without a 
so much as a singe. 

The Retractor Temple, on the other 
hand, contains a ribcage-cracking device 
that opens the Schisms, rotting torsos 
that act as grisly warp points to 
Liveside. Lovely stuff. 

...But be warned... 

...An over-intensive study of these 
designs may send you insane... 

...after all, who should know ® 
that better than I? 

Our hero, surrounded ~ and 
outnumbered ~ by villains. 

One of the Sisters, who're Deadside- 
bound wraith creatures, 

NEXT MONTH 
Shadowman - THE REVIEW! 

rH >) 
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Some more unpleasant beasts from 
the depths of Deadside. 

August 1999 



Planet 64 Information 
Station is your one-stop- 
spot for tracking the 
release dates of 
unreleased titles, 
checking on the sales of 
those already out, and 

it oy tea ecleMOl LET CL) 
Emer tN 
awaited. Fill in the 
coupon with your votes, 
or just include them in 
your letter or compo entry. 
We want to know what 
you think and we don't 
care how you tell us! 
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Top IY wets 

Star Wars 
Episode 1: Racer 
LucasArts/Nintendo 

NEW! 1 
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7 ave 2080 | 

>) FIFA '99 A 
Released: 3/99 a, Nintendo ” Released 7/97 

featry 

Star Wars 
Rogue Squadron 

Released: 2/99 

ion 
Pratl LS ECTS TE) 

Last month’s chart position - 7 IN Issue 28 74% 

| ‘A The Legend of Micro Machines 
{“ Zelda 64 64 Turbo 

Dt CUT fo) gi / beer ied PECTS Be YD) 

Last month's chart position - 5 IN6qi Issue 25 86% 

INFORMATION stat 

Konami Released: 5/99 

Last month's chart position - 1 

Top 5 dt ieoa chart 
Source: CA Games (0141 334 3901) 

LSS E tye YET) 

[NCW issue 28 80% r 
ee 
yA 
ef 

| rN 
chart updates @ release list most wanted ® most played 

3. This voucher Is not exchangeable for 
4. wo 
against “sale” Items. 
5. This voucher is only valid from 12th July 

VALID FROM 12TH JULY TO 

Premier 
Manager 64 

NEY issue 31 + 88% 

Most 
wanted 

Perfect Dark 
Rare/Nintendo 

UK: December 
USA: December 

Star Wars 
Episode 1: Racer 
Nintendo 

NER Issue 30 * 88% 

Shadowman 
Acclaim 

UK: Sept 1st 

US: Sept Ist 

FIFA '99 

IW issue 26-83% 

GoldenEye 

NA Issue 9 94% 

FIFA '99 

NIM issue 26 + 83% 

Donkey Kong 64 

US: November 
UK: November 

Zelda 64 

IN Issue 25 

Mario Golf 
eld 

INGat Issue * 90% 

Jet Force Gemini 

Tea Tsar od 

UK: August 31st 

USA: August 31st 

Smash Bros 
Tl) 

INEM Issue 26 + 90% 

Banjo-Tooie 
ite Tar fo) 

UK: TBA 
USA: TBA 

Star Wars: 
Rogue Squadron 

NGM issue 25 85% 

wcw/NWwo 
Revenge 

[NCW tissue 22-75% 

Most 
wanted 

Perfect Dark 

UK: Late ‘99 

USA: Late ‘99 

Donkey Kong 64 

US; November 
UK: November 

UK: Out Now 
USA: Out Now 

Shadowman 

UK: Sept 

USA: Sept 

WWF Attitude 

UK; July 
USA: July 
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The latest information on every Nintendo 64 game currently in 

development world-wide, updated monthly. 
Easy to spot UK release dates. Just look for the titles in a dark blue bar! 

Game name Publisher Type Country Game name Publisher Type Country Game name Publisher Type Country 

Exhumed 64 Crave Ready 2 Rumble Midway SPT. ——sUSS 
Resident Evil 2 Capcom 
Rev Limit 

Re-Volt Acclaim 

Ridge Racer 64 

Riga Nintendo 

—RoadRash64.——~=<“«;é‘*ésSTSHQSSSCRACS CSS 
Robotech: Crystal Dreams Capcom ACT US/UK 
Ronaldo Soccer Infogrames SPT _ UK 

Rugrats T#HQ ACT US 

— Shadowgate Rising | —|Kemco. RPG. ~——~US. 
SUE Cele Tr Ue Acclaim ACT UK/US 

Smash Bros. Nintendo ACT 
Snowboard Kids 2 

Spiderman Activision ACT | US 
ICE ACT US/UK 

StarCraft Nintendo SLG _ US 

RIT aE yo Nintendo ACT 
Super Mario RPG 2 Nintendo 

Beda UCU st cs) Infogrames ACT _ 
Thornado Factor 5 SHT | US 
Thrasher Skate and Destroy Take 2 SPT | UK/US 

Top Gear Hyperbike Kemco RAC | US 
Bey Relat Ps / 

Toe Jam and Earl 

Triple Play 2000 
Biel eae RU CU 
Twelve Tales: Conker 64 

Unreal GT 

OMIM aL Activision is Extreme Sports 

Carmageddon 2 : F-18 Super Hornet 
F1 World Grand Prix 2 SIM — Flights of the UN Video Sys. 

Fighting Force Half Life Sierra 

Hybrid Heaven Konami : Harrier 2001 

Premier Manager 64 Gremlin Harvest Moon 64 

Cole La Activision Hercules: Legendary Journeys 

Roadsters ‘99 s Hydro Thunder 

BYE (olny to | Hype: The Time Quest 

BYTE Uy) In Fisherman Bass Hunter 64 

World Driver Championship Boss Games \ Gauntlet Legends 

Grand Theft Auto 64 

ats 

Gex: Deep Cover Gecko j Jeff Gordon Racing 

ace Re ACT. Jikkyou Golf Tournament ‘98 
Blin cele] : ! Jungle Bots 
Aa ACI Jungle Emperor Leo 

Steere Ken Griffey Jr Baseball 2 
i Legion X 

Hybrid Heaven ACT. Looney Toons Space Race 

EC mOh uke lae med Madden 2000 EA 

Monster Truck Madness “RAC Magic Flute Sunsoft 
Shadowman Mario Golf Nintendo 

Metroid 64 Nintendo 

Mini Racers Nintendo 

R Mission: Impossible 2 

1080° Snowboarding 2 Nintendo f Montezuma’s Return TBA 

GT Mortal Kombat: Special Forces GT 

Animaniacs Ten Pin Alley ASC Games : US Mother 3 Nintendo Velocity Acclaim 
Acclaim Need for Speed 64 EA War: Final Assault Midway A 

Army Men: Sarge’s Heroes 3DO Neon Genesis Evangelion Bandai WCW Game EA ACT US 

Art of Fighting Twin 2 Culture Brain FGT JPN NFL Blitz 2000 Midway } Wild Metal Country DMA ACT UK 
Asteroids Crave ACT US NFL QuarterBack Club 2000 Acclaim : Winback Koei ACT JPN 

Attack! Midway ACT US NHL Blades of Steel 99 Konami p Team 17 PUZ UK 

PEW mares Rare ACT US/UK NomenQuest TeHQ Xena: Warrior Princess Titus ACT US 

Battlezone Crave ACT US Nuclear Strike i —xMen ss t”t”*«‘(‘é‘irR «US. 

Blues Brothers 2000 Titus ACT UK Psygnosis “Zool ~~—~CstSCSI RG) PN 

California Speed Midway RAC UK Onegai Monsters Bottom Up *working title only 

Command and Conquer EA STG US Perfect Dark 

Daikatana lon Storm SHT US Picture Maker 64DD Nintendo 

Poker onionap inten) ACTION 
DethKarz GT Interactive RAC US Polygon Maker 64DD Nintendo | 
Donkey Kong 64 ACT US/UK Powerslide Emergent 

YET iL RPG US/UK ouemeers ker > STRATEGY | | BOARD GAME | 
Duck Dodgers/3rd Dementia Infogrames Cet loa 
ee ee LIED Interplay ACT frie scc 
Eternal Darkness Nintendo ACT Rayman 2 RACING 

INFORMATION 
station Top 5 vote n’ draw 

Name 

NOILVLS NOILVWUOIANI 

ROLE PLAYING GAME 

FIGHTING GAME SPORT 

SHOOT-'EM-UP | | SIMULATION 

MISCELLANEOUS 

TRO Ee ee five most played games are: My five most wanted games are: 

track of your gaming needs — and 
Eee el mmm ml molt) mul 

form and send it in! Yes! 
And as if you needed any more 

encouragement, each month we'll be 
Peete Mem ee ee Lee E) 

el dle SMe Me MT ale) 
awarding a 

spanking new 
N64 game to Postcode 
the first one 

(ole em 
which game Game wanted 

you'd like on 
the voting slip. 

Address 

N64 31 



£200 
Sad jong way, 

level 9 
if you're lucky. 

It’s surprising how far so little money will take you. You could spend an evening driving the 

world’s fastest cars. You could play football in the Cup Final. You could fight with superhuman aia 

beings. Or, if you really felt like it you could do all three because Blockbuster has a great PRE 

selection of all the best new and classic games available to rent for just £2.00-£3.50 per night. ™ 

Then again you could always spend your money on a big bag of penny sweets. 

www.blockbuster.co.uk make it a blockbuster night 



IN presents ss 

Se é Rare’s squirrel 
- adventure finally 
oie arrives — and it’s great! 
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otice the ; a EVI EWS R Ful EWS 
Chiceaecm alt q 
Tuva elas /. Top titles 5 = Godse who’s finally here... 

ame Boy has gained a few extra . : “ 
pages, but never mind the width - coming soon. Seen. : Plus reviews of Bust-a-Move 4 
just feel the quality. Flip to page 42, sh aoe egttgr et al ; a : 

| and Lucky Luke. NLC m VOM tLe Mt eR U 
Mr Nutz, finally finished after a 
delay of Zelda proportions. It's top 
stuff too, and you'll notice that 
we've given it a whole two pages — 
something we'll be doing with all 
the biggest GB titles in future. 

As more developers begin to get 
to grips with the GB Color's new 
re V7 e ol OLX mel mOLE oe Ge | f 
the calibre of software we've got this ln | 
month. From Bust-a-Move 4 to 
Lucky Luke, not to mention Spy ss sere | ES 
Hunter and the immensely promising | : 
Revelations; we Game Boy owners : | : 
are in the happy position of having Xx : Ess Eee : 
more top software than we can Tl ps AN I SCORES 

possibly play. Dn 
That's why Planet GB is here. To Pear ery a sem w* ea 

sort the great and good from the prc into the GB's : Mario and MK4 
rank and stainy; to ensure that 
money best spent on Mario Deluxe on the same 

page? It 
(ola elt me mele ct ae eS Ae 
again wasted on an Oddworld or a 

can only 
he tips. 

Bug’s Life; to explore the stranger 
side of the world's favourite console; 
and to bring it to you every month in 

Top quality freakage 
right here! 

the UK's best selling games mag. 

Martin Kitts, Editor 

planet »» 
7S ale 

ar" ry 
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SEGA JOIN 2 
DREAM TEAM 

ell here's a surprise: Sega, former arch 
- ae WN rivals of the Big N, are developing Game 
Se Boy software. With Nintendo's 

handheld having thoroughly seen off the 
F challenge of the Game Gear, which was 

discontinued in 1995 after a brief period of 
success in the early ‘90s, Sega are now free to 

start producing software for other portable 
Y & systems. As far as we can recall, it's actually 

the first time a major console manufacturer has 
started making games for a competitor's machine. 

Naturally it all comes down to profit, with Sega in 
need of hard cash to push the next phase of the 
Dreamcast's development. We're unlikely to see Sega's 
mascot, Sonic, on a Nintendo machine in the foreseeable 
future, but the first title confirmed is Sakura Taisen, a 

hugely popular Saturn RPG in Japan. The 
game is still highly regarded among RPG 
connoisseurs, and the good news is that 
the Game Boy adaptation is due out next 
March, with an English translation set to 
follow shortly afterwards. 

That's all on the condition that Sega 
receive a Nintendo developer's license — 
Sega are particularly keen to enable the GB 
Sakura Taisen to link up with a Dreamcast 
version (the cheek) but we reckon the 
- deal will go through. Here's to some top 

RPGs and arcade conversions! 

Ves 
intendo's latest 
ambitious project 

ve could see the 
Japanese games giant 
Rel xo oie 

. Disney, as a 
iN competitor in the 

Ue Ua Uc 
NAVI oxetgartox) 

it's not on quite the 
same sort of scale as Disneyland, 
but the proposed Pokémon theme 
eeUA alamo elCom el ae Moar Ut 

supposed to be released. 

The original Saturn 
game. Just how close 
will the GB version be?~ 

intendo might be a bit slack 
Ni Nai eco reae- | 

certain red hot game out over 
here, but our friends at CA Games 
recently informed us of some news 
that might put a rocket up the 
backsides of those marketing 
people. In just one week, they sold 
140 imported copies of Pokemon. 

That's one independent games 
store, one city and seven days. 
Multiply that by the number of 

TNR ah eon CLAN An Cele 
Wp reteiner Red/Blue in this country, 

gamers in Japan have been 
frustrated by the latest delay to the sequels, 
Pocket Monsters Gold/Silver. The enhanced 
colour carts have been put back until 
SYS) Cee ees ae We SVC 

From what we've seen of them though, 
they look superb. There are 250 monsters, and 
Nel mer- tant elaan oO maerLiUI Com ico] aal Mel lelois 
versions, so you won't have to wave goodbye to 
your trusty old Snorlax. Some maxed-out monsters will even evolve further 
in the new cart, creating previously unseen variations. The Pokedex has 
been upgraded too, with monster gender among the many new stats. Will 
the beasties be able to breed? Hmm. Pocket Monsters Gold/Silver will also 
have a new mascot, possibly several. The new monsters, such as Mariru, are 

being used to promote the games, to distinguish 
them from Pikachu and the old guard, and to 
save the world from 
Pika syndrome — an 
uncontrollable desire 
voc (rancolee] (eter 
furry animals. 

ra Wale y- Jin eye} ee.) 

Yee el 
more options. 

essential holiday destination for 
Nintendo fans. It will be a showcase 
for rides based on games such as 
Pokémon Snap, with brand new 
videogames and actors dressed as 
the most popular Nintendo 
characters. Sega are the only other 
games company currently involved 
in this sort of thing, and Nintendo 
would dearly love to join them, 
assuming some kind of deal can be 
worked out with the local Japanese 
authorities. Fingers crossed, then. 

Once again there are 
roaming trainers to 
ee TeU mY e 

cS 

other importers around the country 
selling the excellent Pokémon, and 
that adds up to a hefty grey market, 
and massive interest in the game 
VAM TEe Nae meli(ellel) 
release in October. 

CA Games also sell stacks of 
cool Pokémon toys and goodies that 
you won't see in most UK shops, 

official or otherwise. Why not give 
them a call on 0141 334 3901 to 
find out more. ‘ 

(oY Mate dT TT ststo) a7 
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ART OF 
Bid for a genuine J 
celebrity GB, or _#f 
get your 
own 
design 
manufactured hy 
Nintendo! 
W ith the Game Boy can actually own one of them for 

phenomenon stronger today yourself. They're all up for grabs in 
than it has ever been (current —_ an online auction, with the proceeds 

estimates suggest around 79 million going to a leading children’s charity. 
units sold, including 14 million Color The closing date for bids is July 24, ven the severely famous play Game 9 
models), it's nice to see the art unfortunately, so hurry along to E Boy, y'know. Goldie, the jungle fi 
community celebrating the success Dancesite if you've got a fair bit of superstar, graffiti artist and soon- 
of the world’s favourite console. spare cash and you'd like to spend it to-be Bond villain (in The World is 

The seven designs on these pages on a one-off, playable work of art. not Enough) turned his Game Boy 
were all produced as part of a And even if you can't afford the into a miniature version of a New 
collaboration between Nintendo and real thing, you could get your own York subway train. The tasteful 
Dancesite, the music web page. design made into a genuine limited pink and blue paint job is 
They're on display on the Internet at edition GB by Nintendo if you enter adorned with the man’s 
www.dancesite.com, and at our fantastic competition. signature, ensuring instant 

collector's item status. Soho's Hit & Run store in 
Upper James Street, and you yY 

ey eee Is 
ete Fowler was the man oki is a Japanese creative recyclist, who 
responsible for a highly yy makes startling works of art from choice bits 
controversial drug-based ‘S) \ 

Fabergé ad campaign, bd sa 
earning himself considerable s al 

s ry be ‘ ee 

ct 

Fe 

of household and industrial waste. 
The Noki Game Boy comes with a 
padded case and a fantastic 

notoriety. His customised 
Game Boy treads safer me 
ground, and we at N64 

carrying bag, and we'd love to see 
some official Nintendo 

absolutely adore it. The 
eyes, in particular are 

8 merchandise based on 
it. Not too sure 
about the spot 

guaranteed to induce in the middle 
outstanding nightmares of the 
after a late night session screen, 
playing Tetris. though. 

38 (oy, ED 



ccording to his press blurb, 
A Stash is a '90s graffiti 

innovator, partner to Futura 
and half of New York's ‘street 
design’ house Project Dragon. 
He's the one behind the neat, 
stencilled designed on this 
white Game Boy. Cool and 
understated. 

ablo is the ‘technical 
p master craftsman’ 

from the Dyson team 
who created two of the 
designs here. The handcuffs 
are ideal for those who 
eep forgetting where they 

left their 
_ Game Boy, 

and the 
wing mirrors 
mean you 
can stare 
sneakily at 
the people in 
the seat 
behind you 
on the 

train. 

ou've probably seen some of Inflate’s 
work before, or at least stuff influenced 
by it — from inflatable beanbags to 

rubber chairs, and the like. This plastic blow- 
up Game Boy sheath is based on an old 
arcade machine, which is appropriate since 
the GB Color is the new home of retro arcade 
conversions. It will also protect the machine 

_ inside from knocks and bumps, although 
actually pressing the buttons might prove a 
little tricky. 

aving adorned many a Soren 
H public edifice and subway e- 

train with his own brand of . 
street art, Futura turned his ° 
hand, and not inconsiderable “ s 
talent, to decorating Nintendo 32° ee 
hardware. This speckled Game x = 
Boy is the result of his labour, on 
and, if you've got the cash, it 
could be yours to own. 

Design a real, limited edition Game Boy! 

Mee arc 

2nd prize: = ra 

EY Me tel ye 10H 

How to enter 

OryElTie@ 
GAME 
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Revelati 

software house with a more- 
than-respectable reputation in 

the RPG field, and its latest Game 
Boy production is Revelations: The 
Demon Slayer. 

T his looks excellent. Atlus is a 

eleased to coincide with 
3 Disney's next animated 

blockbuster, Tarzan, 
Activision's game of the movie, 
should satisfy vine swingers and 
monkey howlers everywhere. 

We haven't had a chance to see 
anything of the game other than the 
press release blurb and pictures, but 

Disney's Tarzan 

The game borrows elements from 
Squaresoft's Final Fantasy Legends 
series, combining them with a heavy 
dose of Pokémon to form a playing 
experience that's a happy halfway- 
house between trading, battling and 

exploration. The plot involves 
inhabitants of a distant planet 
searching for a magical force 
known as Gaia. To prevent it from 
falling into the wrong hands, you 
have to gather an army of 
monsters to help you. 

it sounds quite promising. There will 
be 15 levels of jungle platform 
action, although Disney's secrecy 
over the movie plot details means 
that any surprise levels will remain 
that way, at least until the trailers 
start appearing in your local flea pit. 

There will be different characters 
to control — presumably the Lord of 

the Jungle’s monkey 
sidekick, a few other 
animal buddies, the 
odd elephant, and his 
faithful female 
companion. Keep an 
ear close to the 
jungle drums for 
Disney's Tarzan later 
on this year. 

pb¥Yes No 
Status 

Rather than capturing the wild 
monsters like in Pokémon, you have 
to persuade them to join you by 
talking to them. If you say the right 
things, you'll be joined by one of 100 

Antz 
nother big 

A name from 
the prolific 

Infogrames, Antz 
should, under no 
circumstances, be 
confused with the 
shambling A Bug’s 
Life. It's similar 
sort of film, but 
quite a few leagues 
apart on the Game 
Boy food chain. 

Antz features 
some typically outstanding graphics, 
so we were surprised to learn that 
the game is set to be compatible 
with older Game Boys. As for the 
gameplay, you can expect the same 
kind of classy platform action seen in 
Looney Tunes, except with assorted 
giant hazards and a swarm of ants 
instead of Porky, Daffy, and the evil 

different breeds of creature. Say the 
wrong thing, and they'll attack you. 
The only way to get all the monsters 
is by breeding them with one another 
and you can pit your creatures 
against your friend's creations using 
the link cable. There are even more 
types of weapons, armour and 
magical items to find than there are 
creatures, making for a (hopefully) 
lasting quest. 

It's available on import from mid- 
July, and we'll have an in-depth look 
at Atlus’ latest in a month (or two). 

Tweety. The famous voice-over 
actors won't make it to the GB, 

though, but that's no great loss. The 

last thing anyone wants on their 
Game Boy (apart from Tweety) is a 
virtual Woody Allen. 



games on the N64, but none so 
far for the GB Color. The good 

folk at Konami are set to redress the 
balance, though, with their 
comprehensive new Blades of Steel 
hockey title. 

With no direct competition, 
Konami are setting the standard for 

T here are loads of ice hockey 

nother premium quality 
A Nintendo game, this time 

developed by Bits Studios, R- 
Type DX arrived just days too late to 
make it into this month's Planet 
Game Boy review section. 

R-lype D 

NHL Blades of Stee! 
others to follow. Blades of Steel! 
features a player creation mode, 
enhanced graphics (it will only work 
on a colour machine), on-cart save 
slots, a practice arena for trying out 
scoring tactics, real player names, and 
a two-player link mode in which you 
can brawl against a friend. The action 
is fast and furious, arcade-style, 
making high scores commonplace, 
and the bold graphics show up well 

on the GB screen. 
Hopefully the 
puck will be a bit 
more obvious 
than it is in these 
pics, though. 

Ice hockey is 
a minority sport 
over here (unlike 
in America), but 
it tends to 
translate into a 
videogame very 
well. Whether 
Blades of Steel 

There are actually five versions of 
Irem's classic shoot-'em-up on the 
cart. R-Type and R-Type 2 were both 
monochrome GB games from years 
back, and they're present in their 
original versions as a bonus for 

will prove to be a cut 
above the likes of NBA 
Jam remains to be 
seen, but we're 

absolutely 
certain that it 
won't turn out 
to be another 
NFL Blitz 

travesty. 

owners of 
older 
machines. 
And for 
those who 
want to see 
the 
venerable duo in action on a super- 
sharp screen, you also get new colour 
updates of the two original games. 
Best of all, though, is R-Type DX itself 
(the version shown in these pics). It's 
for colour machines only, and it 
combines elements of both original 
titles, merging them into 
one lengthy blasting quest 
with superb graphics. 

We'll have a full review 
next month, after we've 
had time to sit down and 
give the game a thorough 
going over in all five play 
modes. See you then! 

wer a 
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A simply fantastic 
[oF Tine ale 1) 

(IXY ee REL 

a ea 
Five Star Scoring 

Well worth a look, Some problems, 

[eee Pa uredia 
ie eae ae lle LL 

review this for months now, 
and every time we thought we 

might finally get our hands on a 
copy of the game, it suffered 
another six-week delay. Well at long 
last Conker's Pocket Tales is 
finished. So, is it Mr Nutz on the 
Game Boy, or a serious alternative to 

Zelda? Hmm... 
To tell you the truth, our first 

impression of it was like that of 
someone opening a game-shaped 
birthday present, only to find an 
Old Spice gift pack inside. The 
intro sequence is absolutely terrible, 
and it's followed by a game that, at 
first glance, seems like nothing 
beyond a slightly more competent 
version of Quest for Camelot 
(reviewed in PGB/4, 3 stars). Just as 
well we were prepared to persevere 
with it really, because once you get 
to know it, Conker's Pocket Tales 
proves to be charming, varied and 
extremely playable. 

F inally! We've been promising to 

ate Mager Lh Urea 
not worth FET al lel Aed lek 

bothering with. like the plague. 

The aim of the game is to 
retrieve Conker's birthday presents 
from around the six themed levels, 
and (less importantly, of course), 
rescue his kidnapped girl, Berri, from 
the clutches of the Evil Acorn. While 
the Zelda influences are obvious in 
many of the puzzles and situations, 
Conker uses a continuously scrolling 
screen, and has enemies wandering 
up and down, back and forth in set 
patterns. Hence the Quest for 
Camelot comparison, but it really is 
far, far better than that. Yes, it's 
aimed at younger players, but that 
didn't stop us oldies from having a 
laugh with it. There are entire 
housing estates of buildings to 
explore, loads of secrets to find, nine 
different sub-games, and a nice dose 
of Rare humour along the way. 

At one point, Conker is 
incarcerated in a prison cell, complete 
with slopping out bucket. Escaping is 
rather easy, as are most of the 

puzzles, but it's fun. The levels 

Sub games 

Gold rush 
Use a pan (after a long trading sequence) to fish gold nuggets from 
the river. Shake them dry using the D-pad, and use them to bribe the 
Vulture Culture tribe. 

Shootout 
Great one, this. After a break-in at the bank, 
Conker gets employed as a hired gun to shoot 
it out with the robber. Dodge the bullets and 
dish out hot lead justice! 

Targets 
This crops up more than once, with an increasing 

difficulty level. The object is simply to hit all the pop-up targets using a 
limited amount of ammo. Dead easy. 

A2 Cy planet. 



Rare's official estimate is 20 hours of 
gameplay, which sounds like more 
than enough, but you're likely to 
play Conker so intensively that you'll 
whizz through it faster than you'd 
have liked. Ration your playing time, 
and Conker might last you the full 
whack. It's nowhere near 
as good as Zelda, but 
it's still one of the best 
of the new wave of GB 
Color games. 

become more intricate the further 
you get, with plenty of exploration 
and backtracking required. There 
are also some fiendish physical 
hazards to overcome, which is just 
as well given that the puzzles all 
seem to be of the push blocks/hit 
switches variety. 

It's top stuff, far more engrossing 
than you'd expect it to be after the 
dismal start, and the further you get, 
the harder it becomes to put down. 

Dual format 
Conker comes on a cart twice the size of 
almost any other GB game, but it's only 
when you try playing it on both a GB Color 
and a monochrome machine that you realise 
why. It also explains the lengthy delays, 
because it contains two different versions of 

the game. 
Depending on Gennes BEM 
which machine you EOS 
own, you get 
different graphics, different locations, and even 
different controls in certain situations. A word 
of warning — don't swap between different GBs 
until you've finished one version, as all the 
save data will be erased. 

A petri T] TUTTI T TUTTI T ri) ttt) LUE 

Creatures featured 

Evil acorn 
The Evil Acorn is Conker's nemesis, having stolen 
Berri and hopelessly ruined our hero's chances of 
getting lucky at his birthday party. Whenever he 
pops up, a boss is nearby. The Evil Acorn must be 
defeated after the final level. 

Good acorn 
Good acorns can be found wandering around 
outside, or sitting in buildings. They either offer 
blindingly obvious hints, or clam up and simply 
wish you luck on your quest. One day they'll make 
a handy winter food store for our heroic rodent. 

Cow 
It was stuck behind a fence, and we 
couldn't find a way to get to it. 
Presumably it's just scenery, but there's 
something vaguely disturbing about the 
way it stands as if petrified, its dead-eyed 
stare haunting Conker's dreams. 

a 

oo eed 
eae aa 

Wizard 
These are 
stunningly easy to 

defeat, once you suss out their movement pattern. 
They move across the top of the screen, firing 
spinning discs or swords. Hitting them with the 

catapult makes their 
projectiles disappear, 
rendering them harmless. 

Mice 
Aarrrgh! Terrible things, these clockwork mice. 
They're immune to the catapult, so the only 
way to kill 
them is to 
stomp on 

them. They move at quite a speed though 
so timing the stomp is one of the more 
fiddly tasks in the game. 

oa ey ae ee one 2 
DPS 
eae Sia 

Blob 
These squidgy jelly creatures are the 
devil's own work. They lie still on the 
floor, and as soon as you step 
anywhere near them, they wake 
up and hunt you down. Three 
shots from the catapult will kill 
them (for a while). 

Spider 
Common and easy to kill, but 
there's something about their 
twitchy legs and bulging eyes that 
makes them quite endearing. 
They're also very satisfying to 
shoot — one direct hit and they 
explode in a puff of smoke. 
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planet 

idway might be the company 
responsible for California 
Speed and Rampage 

Universal Tour on the N64, but 
when it comes to Game Boy arcade 

mi 
opy Hunter /Moon 

a 
Five Star Scoring 
A simply fantastic | Well worth a look, 
[oF Teale 1) lee e le 
(IXY LURK) rum 

af 

Some problems, 
but almost 

(cacao Le 

tele [ale TS MLE Lake) 
and not worth 
bothering with. 

af 

Ora 
ETrade d 
like the plague. 

af 

conversions, they certainly know 
what they're doing. 

Spy Hunter is the main attraction 
with this two-in-one cart, a fondly 

remembered driving/shooting game 
which was a forerunner to the likes 
of Chase HQ and Vigilante 8. You 
drive at trouser-staining speed along 
a narrow and slightly twisty road, 
weaving in and out of the 
unnaturally hostile traffic in the 
pursuit of some spies. Blokes on 
turbocharged mopeds get in your 
way, and every so often a real thug 
in a Fiesta XR2i will try to run you off 
the road. You can fight back by 
taking advantage of the weapons 
van, which you drive into, Knight 

Rider-style. It's cool. 
Less cool (but 

still pretty good fun) 
is Moon Patrol, an 
even earlier 

& Lola to their credit. Most of their 
recent stuff has been Warner Bros 
cartoon platform games, but Lucky 
Luke is different — it's a Wild West 

cartoon platform game, 
and therefore an entirely 
Tweetyless zone. 

Luke is a rootin’, 

tootin’, good ole boy 
(probably) who likes his 
drinkin’ and his killin’. We 
wish, anyway. He actually 
looks more like a clean- 
cut Milky Bar Kid than a 
mad dog Lee Van Cleef 
type, but gaming is all 
about using your 
imagination. Sometimes 
poor Luke even comes off 

rench developers Infogrames are 
behind some of the prettiest 
Game Boy software around, with 

e likes of Looney Tunes and Bugs 
“1 © 
t => 

issue 6 

Luke i= 
B38. 5: eo Ll 

driving/shooting game. 
It's a sideways scrolling 
design, with hovering 
aliens to shoot and great 
big potholes to jump 
over. It doesn't look like 
much, and to be honest 
it's hardly the most 
varied game ever made, 
but it works well on the 
Game Boy, and the cart is 
well worth buying for Spy 
Hunter alone. 

second best in a scrap with a 
roaming ball of tumbleweed, so it's 
only fair that we show a little faith in 
his potential. 

The hapless lad does have the 
odd trick up his sleeve though, 
namely his ability to dangle by his 
fingertips from the sides of tall 
objects. He can also use his six- 
shooter to pop 
caps in the 
backsides of 
slumbering 
Mexican 
characters (who 
then drop their 
trousers 
obligingly). Luke's 
mission is to 

My 
recover lost objects, and other such 

“ite 
<> 

BRe830 Beso Boe 

nonsense, but the game 
is well programmed, 
stunning to look at, 
and, while it lasts, a 
good laugh. 

Boo Be ic te O1 



in mind the fact that this isn't a 
J ust so there's no confusion, bear 

real Bomberman game. Wario 

ew Bust-a-Move games are a 
regular fixture on Acclaim’s 
release list, but it’s unusual for 

the Game Boy to get a more 
advanced version of the game than 

3 

Blast — now that was the real thing, 
a great piece of multiplayer action in 
the Bomberman tradition. Pocket 

Bomberman is a plain old 2D 
platform game that actually has 

more in 
common with 
the dodgy N64 
Bombermen 
than the classic 
SNES versions. 

It's a 
simple enough 
game. All you 
have to do is 

> 

the N64 - on 
which version 
three is the 
current 
bubbling 

standard bearer. 
Bust-a-Move 4 

introduces a rather nice 
new type of puzzle, 
where the bubbles are 
suspended in two clusters 
from the ceiling, 

connected by a pulley. If 
you add or remove too 

many bubbles from one side then the 
whole thing becomes unbalanced 
and drops below the deadline. It 
adds a new tactical dimension to the 
game, although the screens could do 
with being a little taller to take full 
advantage of it. 

kill all the enemies in the scrolling 
levels, by dropping bombs on them. 
All the usual Bomberman power-ups 
and items are available, normally 
hidden inside fake blocks or in 
inaccessible corners, so after a good 
winning streak you'll find yourself 
tooled up with multiple bombs, 
speed boots and a handy remote 
detonator. The game progresses in 
the usual manner, with four 
increasingly tricky levels followed by 
a boss stage, in each of the five 
different themed areas. 

It's all somewhat repetitive 
though, as solo Bomberman games 

Colour is an essential part in 
Bust-a-Move 4, and although there 
have been versions of the game in 
the past for monochrome Game Boys 
(this version is compatible with any 
machine), it’s infinitely more playable 
when you can tell what colour the 
bubbles are. The graphics are as crisp 
and clear as you could wish 
for, the gameplay is 
reassuringly familiar, and it's 
perfectly suited to the Game 
Boy. It's not as good as Tetris 
DX, of course, but among the 
very best of the rest. 

Ne ee 

. 
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always are. There's an unusual ‘jump’ 
game included as a bonus, in which 
you have to climb to the top of a tall 
and hazardous tower. But every time 
your feet touch the ground, you're 
launched into a full-power 
jump, making progress 
extremely difficult. 
Strange and tricky, but 
not in the same league 
as Wario Blast. 
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the dodgy folk of the gaming underworld 
have been hard at work trying to grab their 

slice of Nintendo's good fortune. You see, the 
GB is basically old technology, and unlike 

N64 carts, GB games can now be 
4 manufactured by companies 
\ with reasonable resources 

and a disregard for the 

nf y 
vy 

| n the ten years since the Game Boy's birth, 

local law enforcement. 
Most of the heavy duty 

piracy goes on in Hong Kong, 
where it's often easier to find a 

e knocked off GB cart than an 
original one, and a tiny 
amount of it eventually 
filters through to us over 

i” here in ole Blighty. But is it 
any good, or is it just novelty stuff 

for dedicated collectors? And, is it 

GAME BOY WORLL.\* \ | 
> UNDERWORLD 

th 
Looks familiar, doesn’t? 
it? Wonder what Shigsy 

V would make of it? 

> 
¢ 

worth paying for these dodgy carts, or he 
safer to stick with the original thing? ri] 8 

Ever wondered what a Mario game would be like if Nintendo was 
staffed by chimpanzees? In a bizarre parallel universe where Shigsy 
flips burgers at McDonalds, and the world's pre-eminent games 
design team is the one behind Wheel of Fortune, maybe Mario 4 
is the kind of thing the Big N would be churning out. 

Fortunately, back on Planet Earth the only way you'll get to 
see Mazza starring in a bad game is by getting hold of a copy of 
this extremely dodgy cart. At first glance it looks exactly as a 
Mario game should — hardly surprising, since most of the graphics 
have been taken straight from Mario Land 2. Play it for a couple 
of minutes, and it’s obvious that Mario 4 hasn't had the benefit of 
Nintendo's magic touch. It plays just like an average platformer 
from an average games company, and it’s really quite a shock to 
see Mario in something so dull. It's not terrible, but it's a stark 

reminder of just how lucky we Game Boy owners are. 
Thank Shigsy for that. 

/\, The fak 
game fully pe 

Doe 

Yoshi stares out, wondering A Plays like any one of a . 
how the hell he got here. thousand average games. ©1996,1997 Nintendo 
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dodginess market, Monster Go! Go! Go! is Pikachu's first ever platform 
game outing. Somebody has obviously gone to a lot of trouble drawing 

all the Pokémon backgrounds 
and the many frames of 
yellow mouse animation, but 
programming the game code 
must have been a piece of 
cake, because it's actually 
Smurfs Nightmare by 
Infogrames. 

Which makes it a real 
dodginess double whammy, 
ripping off one of Nintendo's 
most prized characters and 
stealing Infogrames’ 
programming expertise. The 
pirates probably chose the 
Smurfs game because 
hardly anyone in Hong 
Kong or Japan has ever 
played it, so they might 
not recognise it as being 
an ‘unofficial’ product. 

The people behind 
Monster Go! Go! Go! 
certainly deserve full 
marks for brazen cheek, 

although we wouldn't want 
to be in their shoes when 
Hiroshi Yamauchi's legal 
team get their hands on 
them, that's for sure. 

( h blimey. Currently one of the hottest properties in the Far East 

The box artwork. Please note - this 
is not an official Pokémon product. 

Yes, that's right — six! 
Presumably the others 
were legitimate games on 
Sega's home systems, as 
this is the only dodgy 
Sonic GB game we've 
ever seen. Sadly it's 
absolutely dire, disgracing 
the spiky blue hedgehog's 
once respectable name 
with a mixture of sub-Bug's Life gameplay and appalling graphics. 

The object of it all is to collect coins, which is somewhat strange, since 
the real Sonic always preferred rings. Presumably the coins are leftovers 
from whatever poor game supplied the guts for this. It takes forever to 
reach a decent running speed, so progress through the levels is incredibly 
frustrating, and there are thousands of instant death situations to look 
forward to. If you even brush a bad guy, you're whisked right the way back 
to the start. 

To be perfectly honest, we haven't managed to get off the first level 
yet. Maybe there is only one level. Who knows? Even for a pirated product, 
Sonic 6 is staggeringly bad — possibly one of the worst GB games of all 
time. To be this crap takes ages. 

©1998 SONIC MORLD 

<{ It looks like 
Sonic, but it 

WE O3 50K BBOL1GO tn: 9¢ plays like cack. 

f=... 
5: B3 Kort: @B1158 

A We don’t believe the claims of the map A Sega had nothing 
screen. Five worlds? Don’t make us laugh. to do with this! 

GB X-Changer 
Oooooh dear. While the three 
games here are mostly harmless — 
if obscure — fun, the GB X- 
Changer is more sinister, 

because it allows you to copy 
genuine GB games. 

Plug an original cartridge into ’ 
the X-Changer, connect it toa PC, and ~"™ 
the device transfers all the game code onto i 
the computer's hard disk, in the form of a ROM 
image — a file that can be transferred, modified or cal 
copied like any other computer data. J A blank cart for use 

How do they get away with it? Because with the X-Changer. 
the X-Changer is described as a back-up tool, 

and it's apparently legal to back up software 
you've paid for. That's a rule which is fine 
when applied to things like expensive 
computer business software, but obviously 
there's no way anyone would need to ‘back 
up’ a GB cart for legitimate purposes. Most 
X-Changer owners use the thing to swap 
copied ROM images over the Internet, by 
saving them on a reusable blank cart for 
later use in a Game Boy. It's highly dodgy, 
and potentially harmful — after all, if 
everyone used an X-Changer then no big 

"” games companies would develop new 
3 software, and we'd all have to put up 
* with stuff like Sonic 6. Just say no. 

<{ The X-Changer itself is surprisingly 
small ~ smaller than a Game Boy. 

repute. This 290-game cart actually 
contains a mere 19 games, with the 
other 271 being repeat copies with 
slightly different names. Most of 
them are fairly old and small, so they 
can be squeezed onto a standard 
ROM chip. 

It isn't particularly well made 
either. The front of the cart appears 
to be a genuine Nintendo part and 
the back is made of a different type 
of plastic altogether — and the two 

halves don't fit together too 
well. It also refuses to work 
properly on a GB Color. 

you'll find in pirated GB carts is 
a huge number of different 

games. All ripped off, of course, and 
all completely illegal. 

The biggest one we've seen 
claimed to contain 450 games, and 
we've even heard rumours of a 
1000-game cart. However, don't 

expect to find anything like that 
number, even on one of the multi- 
chip six inch carts you sometimes find 
at game stores of dubious 

i ne of the more common things 

Cripes. There’s stuff 
stolen from Rare and 
Nintendo here. 
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start getting 1-ups instead of lives, 4 o 
stop the shell and start over. It's a 

tale). See seer EB ECE ae tricky technique, but keep trying and “Vy 
you'll eventually get the hang of it. a . Py 

iP 2iUn ele eels e eh telstsssmeme=sm = t's also great for getting the points oe 
IN ANOTHER CASTLE? medals in Challenge mode. 

PLAY AS LUIGI 
Press select on the map screen to 
switch between little red Mazza and 
little green Luigi. 

what & sate a lo oe a el ed ye VERSUS BOO 
Beat 100,000 points to enable the 

EASY POINTS NES game, and it's fine in the GB brilliant Boo race mode. 
Can't get the 300,000 points required _ version too. First you need to find an 
to open the Super Player mode (aka end-of-level staircase with a koopa FIREWORKS 
the Lost Levels, aka Super Mario Bros __ walking down it (there's one on level |= The number of fireworks you get at 

Look below to Find 

2)? This tip worked with the original 3-1). Jump on the koopa, leaving its the end of a level depends on what 
shell stationary on a the last digit of the counter is when 
step. Stand on the step you touch the flag pole. Stop the 
below and do a short clock with a 1, 3 or 6 and you'll be 
jump, knocking the shell _ treated to a display. 
forwards. Keep doing 
small jumps and FORTUNE TELLING 5-UP 
bouncing up, and the Even if you turn up an unlucky card, 
shell should rebound retry until you get the picture of the 
continuously, giving you _ princess. Start a new game, and 
big points. When you you'll have ten lives to play with. 

KOMBAT KODES Fight Reptile — 205205 
Enter these codes on the Message1 — 987666 
matchup screen to get your Message2 — 123926 
desired effect: No blocking - 020020 
Dark Kombat — 688422 Play as Reptile —- 192234 

Psycho Kombat — 985125 
Random kombat - 111111 
Switcharoo — 460460 
Throws disabled — 100100 

Gi) 

EXTRA CREDITS 
On the difficulty tower 
screen, press Up on the 
control pad to increase your 
credits to a maximum of five. 



oF Talcy 4 

Well played, again. Tetris scores 
seem to be going through the roof 
lately. We've had a few that we 
reckon were accomplished by using 
the ‘cheat’, but we're pretty sure 
the ones below are all legit. Plus 
we've got three GB Camera scores 
for you to have a crack at. Next 

_ month: Mario Bros scores — so, 
erm ol ae AAA TAL 

ae) 
40 Lines (level 0) 
1:48 Paul Bush, Teddington 
1:59 Paul Wrathmall, Middlesbro’ 
2:10 Andrew Marriot, Edinburgh 

Ultra (level 0) 
17,884 Paul Bush, Teddington 

INCREASE screen to get more 
DIFFICULTY enemies and a much 
Hold Up, harder game. You also 
Select and B get a different ending if 
on the title you manage to 

complete the game. 

Hold Down, Select and Down | 
Bon tiie ude scleen al CONFIGURATION MODE [RURAAR CI Com Ctpcreae 
youlbeet ancy 16,009 Andrew Marriot, Edinburgh 
configuration menu — you should be 7 
able to hear the game music — where : SVT ee Marathon (level 0) 
you can change the number of lives, KIRBY:O0S 1,545,126 Andrew Marriot, Edinburgh 
or reduce your health. 1,338,534 Paul Bush, Teddington 

SOUND TEST 1,065,723 Nayden Koon, N. Zealand 
EXTRA GAME 
Hold Up, Select and A on the title EXIT BOE CT CT ; 
screen to get a free continue. 2,240,101 Andrew Marriot, Edinburgh 

2,111,947 Paul Bush, Teddington 
1,617,045 Ross Bullimore, via email 

ee 
GALLERY 
Donkey Kong 
2626 Ryan Medlock, Cobham 
1830 Nayden Koon, New Zealand 
1418 Audun Knudsen, Norway 

Woven 

Pak Bs 
PASSWORDS Urals) 

1203 Tommi Aarela, Finland 
1096 Nayden Koon, New Zealand 
819 Craig Miller, via email 

Chef 
1473 Audun Knudsen, Norway 
1291 Martin Hall, Dover 
1121 Nayden Koon, New Zealand 

usTC i NvVSIcC 
ON 

ane, 

F i EXIT 

4 ag aan 4 

Helmet 
1518 Luis Costigan, Sutton 

i pe Fe cere WE EPO 
f 1118 Matthew Barker, Nottingham 

EIT fe 

=< 

a ea 
By °F: ee 
Ball: 382 
Run Run Run: 18:95 
All from Martin Hall, Dover 

Scores wanted 
Send your high scores to: 
Planet Game Boy (high scores), 
N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth St, 
Bath, BA1 2BW. If you're online, 
email us at n64@futurenet.co.uk. 

CODES LEVEL CODES 
Level select - DLVTRKBLVL To get to the medium 
All weapons — DLVTRKBWPS stage in arcade mode, 
Bird mode - DLVTRKBBRD iNF INI TE WEAPONS enter FAST as your 
Infinite lives - DLVTRKBLVS password. To get to the 
Invincibility - DLVTRKBNRG hard stage, enter FOOD. 
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Now this is a real Chernobyl of 
a mutant. Planet of the Apes 
meets Nosferatu — in stereo 
shock-o-rama vision. Steven 
from Edinburgh is responsible 
for this irradiated freak boy. 

Eek! This 

couldhave’ _ Curse you god, for been absolutely 

neco Making me this way. 
ell done folks. We asked you for 
premium quality freakage, and once 
again you've surpassed all expectations 

with another set of fine Gallery mutations. Saree: 
We've seen all sorts of different photography techniques over 

From Geoff 
Williamson. A 

strangely two- 
dimensional ladyboy. 
Erm... Well done. 

Ben © Top ahs > 

1998 Nintendo 

Snape’s thanks to 
mother, the Juha-Pekka Saari the past few months, from advanced lighting to trick lenses, 

beautiful from Finland. taking in still life and painting along the way. For those of you 
Debbie. who haven't sussed out some of the more obscure effects yet, 

we'll be running a Gallery special in the near future, with a full 
Eovenianfoni round-up of the better ones. 

Wallasey enclosed In the meantime there's a GB Camera 
this fine snap NTS masterclass right here, assuming you can 
from the family figure out how this month's mutant makers 
album. Tasty! created the effects in their pictures. Top marks 

for technical merit go to 
Ruben Larsen, Steven of 
the Unreadable 

Scouser Sue Me 
Martin Hall 
of Dover sent 

us this bit of 
Pikachu action, 
and set a new GB 
Camera high 
score challenge. 

Disturbing caver Surname, Edd Howarth 
stuff from from Chesham, and Andrew Wood. Our 
Ae oe the world’s own master photographer, Jes, is on holiday 

readetheane: youngest at the moment, so no more freaks from him 
bodybuilder. this time. Next month though... 

= . Ace! Edd ty Quite cute, this : 
Se om The Game b oe tS 
| Boy stylings of Mr Seident a Come on then you Game Boy Camera artists. Knock up 4 quick 

lan White from 
Nottingham. Well 
drawn, sir. 

t FE picture of absolutely anything you like, using the most imaginative 
entitling this pic techniques you have at your disposal, deface it (if the mood takes 
‘Modern Scream’. you), print it out and post it to us. Who knows, you could see your 

picture right here, and you could win a shiny new 
Jason ; 1 EA ky 

Frost ason @) Ruben Larsen © oe : game it Lt . a Es of the pic o’ the 

Adelaide, from Norway & onth. The a SS: 

with a | knows his lighting 3 

slightly “ effects, that's for Game Boy Gallery, Planet Game Boy, 
hideous sure. Brilliant stuff N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth St, 

there. Nice eyes. seinne Bath, BA1 2BW. 
eis ae 2s 

bh 

$ a 

c 

Princess Leia. 
=. 

Finland's Jimmi From Hadlee 
Bennett of Aarela, sucking 

Appleford. It’s his down a bottle of 
dad, with a antifreeze to protect 

him through the 
winter. 

mouthful of Boos. 

Andrew Wood 
from Dumfries has 
a bright future in 

horror movies. 

Scott for 
that. It’s a 

shaggy dog! EVERY MONTH — ONLY WITHIN THE PAGES OF 



CHEATS & TIPS FOR OVER.1000 GAMES 
INCLUDING release dates, charts, reviews & news 

ae als Assault 
@ Acro G auge 

F1 World Grand Prix 
Fifa 64, 98 & 99 

HI Im THE CHEATMASTER, IF ‘You “RE STUCK AND FRUSTRATED THEN CALL ME. I'M THE WORLD'S 
— LEADING SUPERPOWER FOR CHEATS, HINTS AND TIPS. A SIMPLE CALL AND YOU'VE GOT THE CHEAT! 

Mission Impossible 
Mortal Kombat 4 

Star Wars: Racers 
Star Wars: Rogue Squadron 

All Star aes 4 Renee ect Mortal Kombat: Sub Zero Super Mario 
Automobili Lamborghini Flying Dragon Mortal Kombat : Trilogy 1080 Snowboarding 
Banjo Kazooie Forsaken aed Racing ee eaeal Bey oMEz-Te la <ol1)4 
Battle Tanx AKO no Winter Olympics '98 Top Gear Overdrive 
Beetle Racing Aventure Gex RS comma de Turok 1 and 2 
oR elas Glover Ns Quarterback 98 Vigilante 88 

Bio Freaks Golden Eye NHL 99 Virtual Chess 64 
Body Harvest GT 64 Championship Edition UI VAele=iS Virtual Poo 

Pee eonule\-aulel ey. accu Perfect Striker V-Rally 
Buck Bumble International Super Soccer alm AATITe ae Country Club 
Chopper Attack ISS '98 (ele] <M War Gods 
aN 64 Nailer astute @ze)(e} Rampage Universal Tour Wave Race 

ROEM TMA orale! Lylat Wars Rampage World Tour Wayne Gretzky's 3d Hockey 
Cruis'n USA Mace : The Dark Ages INofe (UI) Se Nicol anoles Wipeout 64 
Dark Rift Madden 64 NUS WCW Vs NWO World Tour 
Diddy Kong Racing Mario Karts Sell cenene SO WCW Vs NWO Revenge 
Doom 64 Mario fe SCARS World Cup '98 
Duel Heroes NexeM Cerentino Niele AMol mM ay elit WWF War Zone 
Duke Nukem 64 Milo's Astro Lanes Snowboard Kids XG2 
Extreme G 1 and 2 Mike Piazza's Strike Zone South Park NS TESS olp 7 
F1 Pole Position IitEcal (cla Wel <otes Space Station Leo) 

oi NN This service should only be used with the agreement of the person responsible for paying the telephone bill. Calls cost 60p a minute and maximum call cost is £3.00 after 24 June, before this date once the call fime has exceeded 5 minutes the call will be terminated upon next request, Ensure 
4 } you're calling from o touch tone phone. Accuracy of the information is not guaranteed. Please put comment or queries in writing to Interactive Telcom Lid, 8 Grants Walk, PL25 SAA or call our customer service on 0845 0202011 (local call rate applies) 

i Te 
SU 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: os4s5 oOo202011 

e HTH THE CHEAT MISTRESS. WAT DON'T YOO CHECK OUT MT SPECAL FEATURES) 

ay | 
<a 101 Complete 

wo = eer ee: 
Ss Le = ew EK Guides for these 
a hae 4 great games 

Metal Gear Solid 
Tomb Raider 1, 2 
and 3 
Crash Bandicoot 2 
4 3 
Abe's Oddysee 
Fifa 99 

RS 
LS 2:31] Dp} 

To order FAX CHEATS & TIPS, lift the handset 
on your fax machine, dial the number below 
and follow the simple instructions. 

FAX-BACK 

09062 994950 >» 
[OEEMESNEMON Calls ONLY cost 25p a minute to this number 

Command & 
Conquer 
C & C: Red Alert 
C & C: Retaliation 
Doom 
WWE Warzone 
Resident Evil 1 

STi 95000 

Co) eae mtg 
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Thanks to Gavin Roberts who took all the pics 



TN ALL 
ETale MMe eKy 
Suckling, Mario Kart 
who appears bi 
to have just F-Zero X 

Cs a Turok 2 

| Team Three 
= a Case 2% 

rd 

ee 3 al eer a 
> FG, a D4 wm 

aw 
———s 

ae 

IN Me els 
(Cr) eg) | A 
(right) didn't | Mario Kart 
EL <i | 
through to | Lait 4h as 



1) —— — 
F 

er, an 
—_ 

SF naa 

i 
ae Mario Kart 
melas 14 a 4 

Turok 2 

13pts 

Team 
be T 
Koopa 
Bye) 
TET) 

Mario 
Raceway 

Bowser's 
te.) if) 

6pts 7pts so) 6pts 

Team 
» Two 

LOLs) 
Bert 
TFC 

Pett) 
Raceway 

Bowser's 
Castle 

' 8pts 6pts 8pts 8pts 



Team One 

Ay] CV C3 

Mute City 3 

Big Blue 

Team Two 

tT f-V 14-3 

Mute City 3 

Big Blue 



h e 

Bonus Round! 
eV ena CI UOT — 
Coane ao) Oma Ce) oa , = es 

was challenged to a three- = 
Vex mel g oc UN Ons ~ - 
GoldenEye against N64 et ae) 
Magazine's very own Jes, 4 fe 
ae Rumen te cra 5 =: bi 
to what he knew best, chose aw erm = it 
Automatics and the Complex a 
[Vo hye @ 

What followed was a = — 
massacre. Phil beat us 6-0, much to our embarrassment and his 
credit. Our hurriedly made-up excuses are as follows: 
Tim: “We never play Complex, because, quite frankly, it's the 
Vo) 61 (AV ae UL 
Martin: “I never play anything other than Licence to Kill, the 
LAU) 4 9X1 gc] Ato 
Jes: “If it had been Power Weapons on Facility, he wouldn't 
have stood a chance. Honest. Really.” 
Wil: “Let's face it, he was just better than you." 
All: “Um...” 

Anyway. Next year, Mr Hughes, be prepared to play on 
(eo) Cette 
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he <{ The bosses are big, bad and \ 5 
| & TT eer ae LL) 

. Leek elon 

Ah! A favourite attack, this. 
They'll rip out your back. 

7Vi) eae) 
with purply-blue goo. 

we ob 

< Highly intelligent Al means the EL ITT Ce sac las Colm Ae) 
bugs scrap amongst themselves. absolutely tiny. Here, they‘ve leaped 

: straight at our faces. Must... work... gun. | 
One of the later levels, set in the 

5 V sewers beneath the bug world. 

ies { 
Not an explosion, sadly, but some clumsy «,, 
walking. We've fallen down a lava pit. 

WV The staff might not look like much but this ; peed j = 
bug will need more than an Elastoplast. 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 
wey wer 

Se e - 
November TBA rs 7 
SET 

EEE EEE ee rte ee Lee el 
make your way across this eat To) room. Gulp. 

= < The nest. Unfortunately, at this early stage you don’t 
have any grenades to lob into it. Just the laser gun. 



apons and barrel loads of bugs... 

Armorines: plain named 
Tony Lewis, and the slightly 
more exotic Myra Lane. 
Tone's three standard 
weapons are the Claws, 
Shotgun and Missile 
Launcher, while Myra deals 
herself in with the Tazer, 
Machine Gun and Grenade 
Launcher. Pleasingly, each 
of the weapons are actually 
built in to the battle suits 
meaning that, when you 
select a weapon, it actually 
morphs from the arm of 
your suit. Nice, that. 

Ze lw lel mma Tel Le {Diem hase tha o 
laser gun, flesh-chomping bug. ; 

V Or, um, rip me to shreds. opportunity to play as two 

rmorines, Not the biggest And what a job. Playing Armorines 
name on thé N64 this year - tells you one thing: it's no straight 
especially with the stunning conversion of Turok 2. Yup, it uses the 
Perfect Dark on the horizon- —_ same engine, but Acclaim London have 

but, then, that's just the way developers done a lot more than just incorporate their 
Acclaim London like it. Without any American counterpart's hard work. By 
Turok-like hype to live up to they can just smoothing out the flaws that annoyed 
get on with their job. some Turok 2 players, tossing in a Starship 

Troopers-like plot and 
littering the game with skin- 
crawling bugs, they've 
created a first-person shoot- 
‘em-up of the very highest 

Te 10) Ye) 
terror as these little 
blighters jump out at 
you. Shriek or, er, run. 

order. 
From the moment it 

begins, Armorines reeks of 
careful thought and 
invention, with a superb 

environment, tidy plot and 
screen-shaking weaponry. In 
fact, it could just be 1999's 
darkest horse. Want to 
know more? Read on and 
find out why you're going 
to be so keen to get your 
hands on Armorines... 

Go! 
GO! 

So° 
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bug catcher 
There's still a way to travel as far as development goes but one thing's obvious: Armorines is scary. 
Cross your legs, close your eyes and get a load of the game’s opening... 

A nice touch comes when you 
actually kill off one of the bugs 

with the charge gun. They flip over 
onto their backs, writhe in agony 
and then fizzle with electric. Ha! 

You're dropped here: right in front of a bugs nest. Immediately, 
you can hear the skin-tingling squeal of the insects... and then 

they start appearing from the hole. 

re 

Oh... Kill one of the baby bugs 
and Mummy doesn’t like it very 

much. Hence this monstrous spider- 
thing rising from the dust. Best 
tactic? Run. And very, very fast. 

The most fantastic part of 
Armorines is that the bugs 

are actually, truly intelligent. 
They chase you, they hunt you 
and, as you can see, they also 
leap at you... 

Except you can’t. See, gunfire attracts unwanted attention, and as 
soon as you turn to run, you'll find the area surrounded by even more 

eight-legged beasts. Gulp. 
Fortunately, your Armorine comes complete 
with three standard weapons, one of which 

is this bottom-of-the-range, but still useful, laser 
charge rifle. Bzzzzzzz. And they don’t hang 

around either. Before 
you've even hada chance’to 
think, the bugs are on top of 
you. One of their favourite 
moves is to dig their claws into 
your back. 

8 

Time to 
change to 

another 
weapon, in this 
case the 
unspectacular 
but pretty 
effective Missile 
Launcher. Watch 
the ammo, 
though, as it 
wittles down 
pretty rapidly. 
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In the final game, explosions will bea 1 ..-And with 
good deal more impressive than this; as one of your 

will the weapon effects and, of course, the seven remaining 
blood. Expect Turok 2-style globules. Mmm. __ missiles, you can 

attempt to take 
out Mum. The big 
bugs can take a 
shedload of hits, 
while the 
cockroaches are a 
bit simpler. 

x | 7 Turn around and... gaaaaaah! Armorines makes you 
ey 4 jump out of your seat by having the insects creep up 
~~ behind you. Luckily we spotted Mum before she attacked. 

14 

1 Up and — 
onwards to 

the Egyptian 
temple, which 
spells a change in 
scenery, but no 
shortage of 
cannon fodder. 
Each location also 
means a change in 
the way the bugs 
look. 

11 

1 Back away and shoot, back 
away and shoot. The best 

tactic in Armorines... as long as 
you've made sure you're not backing 
into anything else. Four missiles left. 

i y | Reach the end of a level 
quarter and you come 

face to face with a boss. 

butAcclaim promise it'll be minimal for & CLE teal ae EA 
the final version. Oddly, there will also be a fog % rasa .. cle ee we 
adjustment option for you to tinker with. 3 BB 

11 There's quite a bit of fog at the moment, 

ie Selle Meal: ome <eh Ge 
. and seeking shelter in the 

shadows. That's not to say 
they won't try to tear you 

apart. Oooooh no. That's 
their number one priority. 

And the special 
= aig , . MUR ST aL 

1 Just behind the Sphinx you'll find the | — boss is that you can 
opening to the Egyptian temple. Now oa 5 b shoot away its face 

it gets even more tension-packed, with ; : Vee) S and uncover its 
darkened corridors, echoey footsteps and that one, that’s x skull! Nasty. 
squealing bugs. V for sure. 

7 You're also 
introduced to 

the annoying 
cockroaches who 
scuttle towards you 
at knee height and 
prove deceptively 

| difficult to finish 
off. Here you've got 
a bit of both... 
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BLOOD SIMPLE 

v= eternal darkness 
moment yet, one thing’s for ' : : sure — you won't be able'to You've seen the opening levels, now prepare for something even darker... 

rely on Perfect Dark much 
as far as gaping stomach alien ship | sewers 
wounds go. Which is where 
Armorines comes in. Thanks Similar in theme to Perfect Superb level, this. Brilliant Harking back to the first Turok Reminiscent of Turok 2's 

Dark's shipwreck, with looks sound effects and twisty-turny, | game, this level takes you up hives, this level takes you right 
straight from the Alien films. finger-biting tension. to a bug-filled treehouse. into the heart of the bugs. 

to its wealth of tasty 
weaponry, you'll be well set 
to deal out plenty of meaty 
punishment to the bugs; 
and the results are going to 
be gory. The current version 
chucks blobs of blood 
around a bit, but not at the 
rate the final version will. 
Best of all, there'll 
eventually be body-specific 
wounds, as demonstrated 
so aptly in Turok 2. 

Built into the Armorines experience is this helicopter, piloted by the 
= & computer, from which you have to destroy the bugs’ hives. Although e 

it moves fairly slowly, the ‘copter provides a perfect vantage point for shin are sa diae Sa 
finishing off the insects, as well as a superb targeting system — a bit V pa bi he = P Wis, 

© like Perfect Dark's = where Ne AGES MPLA 
two vertical and horizontal : a 
crosshairs converge. 

e The best bit of the 
= ‘copter ride though has to 

be lobbing grenades into the 
es ki = eS hives, holes in the ground 

from which the bugs scuttle 
Movement isn't just restricted to out of. Look and leer as 
the ground either... your crosshairs bleep 

(signifying a lock-on) and 
seconds later those dastardly 
eight-leggers squeal in pain. 
Great, stuff. 

Fire at the blighters as [> 
they crawi out from 

their nest. Shame about 
the amount of mist at 
the moment, though. 

A Here, you can see a 
plucky young bug who 
fancies his chances a bit. 
And here, on the left, 
you can see one that 
doesn't. Hee, hee, hee. 
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eek eRe) 
bit of 

GoldenEye. In 
fact, reminds us 

quite a lot. 

The explosions are going to be far 
V more impressive in the final version. 

heir very own comics line has 
provided an unlikely, but 
astonishingly reliable, source 
of inspiration for Acclaim-over 

the past three years. First, there was the 
exceptional Turok: Dinosaur Hunter 
and its equally tremendous sequel, soon 
there will be Shadowman (next month, 
actually), and this*Christmas there will 
be this, the rather magnificent 
Armorines. 

The brilliance of Armorines is obvious 
from the very beginning, when you're 
dropped in front of a bug-ridden cavern. 
Even blankets of fog,.a lack’ of enemies 
and some non-working weapons can't 
disguise that. Currently running at about 
60% complete, the game immediately 
demonstrates exactly how refined its 
refined version of the Turok 2 engine is, 
with silky, smooth movement, impressive 
frame rates, precise aiming and pacy 
expansion pak-led play. 

If Turok 2 had some minor problems, 
Acclaim London have sorted them out in 

A That nasty water boss again. He'll 
hurt you and he'll hurt you plenty. 

means you can tip-toe away without 
wasting any precious ammunition on a 
spider the size of a semi-detached. 

Weapons-wise, Armorines sports 
similar hardware to the Turok games. 
There's only one thing that matters here 
and that's whether your gun can decimate 
a village at 50 paces. Unfortunately, in the 
current version, not all of the weapons 
were available to play, but we did get our 

CUT ‘EM UP g 
Each level quarter will 
open and close with a 
cut scene, as will-each 
boss encounter. Here, 
you can see the intro to 
the first level's 
skyscraper-sized spider 
(featured in more detail 
in our walkthrough on 
page 60). Armorines is 
projected to come on a 
128MBit cart, so it's 
unlikely to feature 
similar amounts of 
animated sequences to 
Perfect Dark and,.before 
it, Turok 2 but, Acclaim 
assure us, it will weigh 
it with around half an 
hour's worth of 
storytelling. Yup. 

Where Armorines could 
really stand out is in its 

use of a co-operative mode, where two 
of you can take to thealiens in tandem. A The webbed ceiling of the alien hive. 

The viewing width is much bigger 
than Turok 2's, so you can see more. 

xe e Ee Kel 
attacked by the bugs. Hence this 
toothsome terror sending us rouge. 

EMER eh MUL a ie Melee kext) 
lava pit to a central temple. Can you 

V have a guess as to what's inside? Bugs. 

Armorines — and 
the effect is ace. 
For starters, one 
of the things 
many people 
disliked about 
Turok 2 was its 
massive playing 
environments. 
As.a result 
Armorines scales 
its levels down, 
quartering off its 
five worlds to 
make for.more 
concentrated 
bursts of hyper- 
violence. The 
result is 20 
separate 
missions instead 

of Turok 2's six and also a set of much 
closer together save points. 

Where Armorines really scores points, 
though, is in its choice of enemy. Like 
128Mbits of Starship Troopers, Armorines 
is mesmeric from-the moment you set foot 
inside its Egyptian-like opening level, and 
that's entirely thanks to its viciously large 
house spiders. Genuinely scary, they pelt 
out of the fog, their mouths chomping, 
and chase you until they catch you. This is 
no Quake. The enemies don't have a set 
route; instead, if you step into their 
immediate vicinity, they'll leap towards 
you before you've even had: a chance to 
lock and load. 

That said, they're so intelligent that, if 
one bug strays onto another's patch, 
they'll even go for one another. This is, of 
course, an ideal situation for you, as it 

hands on some Claws (a bit like Turok 2's 
Talons), a bottom-of-the-range Missile 
Launcher, a Laser Gun, an Alien Staff 

(particularly nasty, this) and another as- 
yet-unnamed alien gun which flashed blue 
and white and made the bugs explode a 
lot. Mmm. 

Each weapon has three levels of 
power, and the power can,be upped on 
each by-digging out pick-ups which are 
scattered throughout the levels. There will 
also be points awarded for bug- 
slaughterage and the discovery of secrets 
as well as promotions for the number of 
kills notched up. 

Where Armorines could really stand 
out from the pack, though, is in its use of 
a co-operative mode, where two of you 
can take to the alien 
hordes in tandem. 
The first Duke Nukem 
game on the N64 
gave it a go — and it 
worked surprisingly 
well — but with true 
3D enemies and 
environments, 

Armorines should be 
a bit more interesting. 
Additionally, there will 
be a deathmatch 
mode, and a separate 

one-player story mode with twin strands 
that develop differently depending on 
which of the game's characters you 
choose to take through the game. 

So, whilst Armorines might not have 
the advantage of Turok 2's sky-high hype, 
itis actually shaping up to be — 
incredibly - a better game. We'll 
find out for sure soon... o 
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A missile mid- 
flight. Probably 
a bit of overkill, 
but still. Do we 
Veh Fe 
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Our Special Investigations can take us all 

over the world. This month, we only had to 
go as far as Twycross to see Rare's latest. 
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JET FORCE-GEMINI 
FROM: 

aes 

| 
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BLOOD ON THE TRACKS 
A little like Turok 2's Razorwind, this deadly throwing star is capablé of ie 
insectoid heads straight off. Fast, accurate and invariably fatal. 

mG MULTIPLE LOCK-ON 
Neer] 

eC RiG 
LLL 

Ua 
One of Jet Force's prettier and 
aol cM UNV N om Worl ele Lom 
ie cat MICO M CLOSER 
the Plasma gun envelops enemies 
in incandescent streams of 
Cle yA aT SV Aood ole 

PX) alae 
lighting 
effects. Jet 
Force is 
absolutely 

a ele 

» Now this is class. Lock on to a couple 
; of enemies, let a Shuriken fly, and 
watch two decapitated corpses hit 
the ground. Slicey! 

HOMING ROCKET 
WW HTT 

Another weapon that utilises Rare’s 
new-found fondness for locking-on, 

the homing rocket launcher provides 
pinpoint accuracy and will also take 
out.anyene in close proximity to the 

A You'll have « 
hours of fun 
with this little 
beauty. 

Jet Force Gemini is a graphically stunning shoot-'em-up and, as is only 
proper for such a game, features a wide selection of jaw-dropping ordnance. 
Following are the weapons that we've had the opportunity to road-test... 

This Colle -fire, automatic bug-slayer 
can rip an enemy to shreds in 
cote MN MOT Monm UMUTe KM eC 
weapons but, fellingly, you'll'find 
yourself coming back to it again en 
Ere lap 

Uke iy ofa) <0: 
(e-[o(aw tig 
are 

V Nasty! 

cota mt 

re” 
| Lo100, 

PISTOL 
Your standard 

Fr issue weapon. 
A! It may havé a 

slow rate of 
single-shot fire, 
but it packs a 
certain wdllop, 

being more than, capable of putting 
some goo on aan 

Uta ie a 
WRT 

If any proof wa’ needed to show 
that Jet Force owns the biggest 
UTM ese mos 
Turok 2, it's the 
multiple rocket 
launcher. 
Guaranteed to 
clear any foom 
Clase m ae 

Never before has a grenade wreaked such pretty violence. Chuck one of 
these beauties and you're treated to a series of iridescent blue shockwaves 
and various body parts flying through the air. 

It could be the best shoot-'em-up you'll ever get the 
chance to play. Join us as we take a closer look at 
By s blast-fest i LE 2 

[eVp | 
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a4 TO THE FUTURE Jet Peer emini is all about battling it out with a guns. Here's just, 
ye neg ial to a taster of/some of the intergalactic enemies you'll stumble across and 
Wore BR ay sea itl Ug a Oe muh a to try and blast you away. 

with the expansion pak in 
pe RUE Ue 
deciding, last-minute style, 
whether to implement it for 
BY ele TETAS) 
col CoM ULM om carla dale Ua 
Motul Nanna 
blistering speeds and looks 
astounding — a jerky hi-res 
mode, then, wouldn't 
Brot Vaao MU iaCemmi | 
you never know. 

eae eee YA TAL 
try to redu¢e you to a pair of 

smoking space-boots from 
everywhere possible, hence this 
treetop sniper. 

tapas Meee 

Wem celele Tre sela tlm elem Beeti 
village populated by the fluffy, Ewok-style 

aliens that you’re sWorn to protect. Somehow, ° 
cA RA-DERIE . though, it seems almost too safe... 
Rather like GT's Duke, ba 

ee ae 
Tol OTT TM ewe es 74 
person blast-fest. And, eT 
again like Duke Nuk 
PLM a NPD) ole Se: 1) 
around camera problems by 
fading our heroes out when 
they get too close to the 
camera, such as when they 
back into a wall. It's an Foren in rer | 
incredibly smooth and them; you may _ 
seamless effect, developed be pee and) | 
to keep the action as, well, 

Unfortunately, 
Mizar’s troops 
aren't too keen 
on letting you 
complete your * 
mission. Which 

; 5 : (Ui g Jet Force Gemini’s Al routines allow 
Se a NClt a Cello ko ello ce - you've got a ; MT Lele Re Ko OMe IC 

. Very nice indeed. large gun. chase in a highly intelligent manner. 
You'll never outrun them, and you'll 
never shake them off... 

Pee AM Oy ele eee) 
take the pursuing automatons out 

of commission. Thankfully, the trusty 
rec) gun is more than up to the job. 

A 

Sone ae last month as 
a “turbocharged version of Body 
Harvest", Jet Forée Gemini is 

intendo tsa es elutes ama Bf al elec Te <0) mo NOR 
Wola U VAN LL may MM ULC R EC] But there's every reason to believe that 

(protracted) wait. The three character 
a ; Bi omer well on its way to becoming the OVA eco elm RNR Ue 

‘ me vA best, no-holds-barred, shopt-’em-up you'll psycho mongrel Lupus — puts more. of a 
ever play. Which isn’t an exaggeration. ( eam.spin on the frantic, trigger-happy 

And that comparison is looking more changes, as we speak, are being Wrought. action, as each protagonist takes their own 
WN ace UCU Am UL Cm oR a elcome Nace Apparently, Nintendo expressed some route through the game's 120 stages. As 

Ey-Ya fe) Je (ol deel aC crLO LOM (-ald (ol aKe) concern over a game stayring two bug- such \it's imperative to get to grips with 
swimming is Vela’s weapons look set to outdo Turok 2's in eyed children and their dog, destroying each character in order to overcome the 
special skill. oneme eC li] pl? and all-round hordes ofinsectoid creatfires with the aid of various) individual objectives stuffed 
Juno and flying graphical whizz-bangery. ae cab ing weaponry. As a result, Rate throughout the three routes. For instance, 

are making\some last-minute changes to “ Lupus is equipped with paw-mounted robot chum Floyd * a speed and smoothness that beg 
RE Yo ele tT noe a Juno, Vela and Lupus rockets, énablirtg him to fly for short the Droid. 

em ae 
game for j -Jet Force’s (weapons look 
1999 VN a 
eet coed @: 0 outdo Turok 2's in 
Perea 43 of hinds balance and all- = 

Lote prone graphical whizz-bangery. 
e” worldwide | i 2 
when it's to make them look taller and older. It’s periods; his levels take full advantage of 
released, ° ot something that should take avast this, with canyens to be travérsed, towers 

amount of time, and besides, Rare Have 
Noell ole got to get the game out fairly soon to 
Yep, Cele eur aa molto) 
Sep wae masterpieces, DYNO ao arcUL 6] 
ai aoezl Perfect Dark, out in November and 
rele ae a Ase cetho Na 

ee] 9] Issue 31 Pr ad C 
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hopefully, this to be Scaled and platforms to be reached. 
Ny eaMegetetarctem ar umsaat or tatgy 
end/of the game to take on Mizar, 

palactic tyrant and all-round bad egg. 
well as offering a meaty single- 
hallenge, Jet Forc@ will also comé 



_Amvith one playe' 

ed 

Just when you think you’ve 
dealt with the robots, you walk | 

into an explosive ambush, courtesy 
of heavy weapon-toting bugs. 

Le ie OR, 
@ 

Ai And, in\the 
: Gy midst of all the 

- innocent alie 
See) 

_ Thankfully, © \. 
running up to hi 
PUL Y ALL 

i 

At last, 
DTM) 

elegy =ye tty) 
village. Be 
Teed s 
to shoot the 
flat-headed 
fluffbags, as 
(Flas Re( Te) 
alien counts 
against you. 
Yale Bl 
Te) Bt) 
CMe 

complete ee 
POH eR CR Ten 07-1 Vero N cs 
ol Leal neon ACoA bé a capture-the-flag 
mode, a two-player co- TCU Ee 

ECM maul Keli 
hovering sidékick Floyd the Droid) and, 
alegre Taye oxo WY already 
om erat elaeRom tare Peta aura e) |e 

ffekexoy Nes (eM Ce) V.cl mal] osSeae- Leda ant 
transforming ground-air-water vehicles, so 

oF LU) 

Of course, the 7 

5 

Sy ae 

it's safe to assume fhat these 
Vall the four- al ire) (oma 

horribly shrieking ins 
marvellous cut scenes and some rear 
fantastic, Blast Corps-style military music, 
EUiTe WW (ral gee CTT Cle CPUC ALLL Kg 
ey gat eA e to be getting + 

better and better and better. We'll 
EMA mAb asec 

Ely | 

with Mizar’s insect soldiers. Bes 
to mow them all down, although yo 
EM OM le lae el Ke Melee 

fire and smoke, an — good aliens ie tak as you attack. 

Remémber to scan a 

ee 
around you, as waves of 

LoTR Ll eC 8 
vantage point. Thankfully, a 
io) (Sho) Mey lee eM 
teach them some manners. 

A G00 everywhere. Best 
UR ltl Cael 
kill ‘em good, eh? 

7 | oo 
oS olay | EGG 

res Single a 
eee ie 

100 of which will 
CT Tete 

os Tell AYN ale 2 
_ way’ into this stone- 

clad alleyway. Should 
we.follow them? 

ee 

SINGLE UNIT Gant BAO , 

sues 

Well, why not... 
oooops. It was a trap - 

ETE Mel me Keele Ly 
ee on your position, 

rea bee a halt to you 
Te TT Bela 

\ 
ieee ol eee el betel Cats ete 
POM Ch Meu Meee ree ER Mu eiNy W yis'4 

PMR Cet aT abi Hie ied] a 

3 A And nad eep’coming. You'll 

village*is cra 

/NOLLVDLLSIANI 
Tee alee Le ay 

at any one tim¢ in Jet Foree, and 
they work intélligently toge 
oil eMel lg 
and circling behind you. 

At last, you're out of the 
narrow alleyway, into a vA 

wide open 
_|_ area and face 
~~ to-face-with 
CWE eo 
ety dE 
flying robot 

. ET len 

“Just as/you think that - should UAT CI ee rel] 
canfake the robots down in no time, they split up and fight 

ate[ye Hels each te PUL LR L Se, a Lee * 

Telos Mey melt a golf) pee 
has several moves to use. Here, 

WIEN [ey SoM UTM eel lem lem eed Ly 
Cm aCe ele cle dle) 
robots. . 

u6i 

Rie © Ta 

al a eas J 

bs Fas * ae 

(eel el EN ACL) 
her belly, Vela can 

TE Te eee ad 
of height to minimise 
the robots’ chances of 
hitting her. And at the Lee 

That chap’s name is moment we seem to be. fe x. RK 
Jeff. He's the leader outgunned... 
of the furry good 

oP BP ee Weld Te 1-1 ay 
i alled for, to see if 
HR Coulicann there's anything where the 

ETI lace) 
urls iis) 

= -Someheavier .| 
ena 
elt fol mL) 

PTX ea cola D 
Start... 

muses of 
PMNCMeli 

MN itcom mcm ol Nano) mele 
*** Force over the coming months. _&) TO BE CONTINUED 

| ee 
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Guide to scoring 
Because N64 carts are so expensive, we won't award our Star 
Game until we've played the game right through to the end. 
As well as making sure you'll be getting your money’s worth, 
this means we're able to pack our reviews with hard-won tips. 

The N64's first fo ; 
management ga 
The verdict's in... 

STW Only after playing a game right 
through to the end will N64 
Magazine consider awarding it 
a Star Game badge. 

A dhneen 70 

HOW IT WORKS 
Team 64 are gaming experts. They can 
PE Nar Ue Ue MALO BEL 
eT TNMs ueeemNELmL aUL 
down in a clear and entertaining way. 

What those 
categories mea 

CURE 
The N64 can produce gob-smacking 
graphics. Does the game reflect this? 

your collection. 

If we award a game 70%-plus you 
can be sure it's jolly good fun, and 
well worth thinking about adding to 

Are the tunes any good? Or are 
they best turned off? 

Every so often there comes along a 
game that's perfectly playable but just 
isn't special in any way, and simply 
doesn’t make good use of the N64. 

How well does the game make use 
of the incredible hardware? 

idea in the first place. 

Here you'll find games that're lazily 
programmed or hurriedly cobbled 
together, or simply weren't a good 

LIFESPAN 
You'll want weeks of play but does 
the game peter out prematurely? 

about them. 

The disaster zone. There have been a 
couple and we've not shied away 
from telling you the whole truth 

VERDICT 
How much fun is this game going 
to give you? Look to the left to see 
how this works. 
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SHADOWGATE 64 (oe eee 

First person RPG ahoy! Be 2 3 a wy : RIO GOLE 

a halfling, wander around 
some corridors and, um, 
that's about it. 

GO TO PAGE 

| A BUG'S LIFE 

SUPERMAN t= ee 
Yams, The worst game ever? Well, at 

it's pretty damn close. Find i) ims FIGHTING FORCE 
out why here... 

76 
GO TO PAGE 

77 
GO TO PAGE GO TO PAGE 

Jes Bickham 
“I always look terrible in these photos,” 
said Jes. “Luckily, I'm great at footy — at 
least the equal of Paul Mariner.” 
Within five seconds, Jes had broken both 
legs, scored two own goals and smashed 
old Mr Grimrump's greenhouse. 

Mario Golf 

Pete Travers 
Pete, being 84 years old, is 
understandably not the quickest man in 
the team. However, being bafflingly 
attractive to women, we invited him 

along so we would get to speak to some. 
Well, stand near to them, anyway. 

Mario Golf 

Wil Overton™ 
Wil was the manager of the side - in the 
vein of, say, Ron Atkinson — with his 
1970's tracksuit and 1940's haircut. 
“Right lads, this is how we'll attack... er, 
sorry, football is the game with the two 
things at either end, right?” Tsk. Gimp. 

Mario Golf 

Martin Kitts 
Kittsy's the hard man at the back, 

scything down opponents with scant 
disregard for bones and muscles. Indeed, 
The Kittster — known as ‘Serial Killer 
Martin Kitts’ in footie circles — enjoys 
collecting up the skulls of his victims. 

Mario Golf 

Justin Webb 
Justin likes to refer to himself as a 
creative midfielder. A more apt 
description would be someone who 
ponces about in the middle of the park, 
looking for the ball and inevitably not 
finding it. Still, nice beard. 

Superman 

Paul Edwards 
Paul, who a) plays guitar in a band and 
b) is a surfer ‘dude’, wanted to play in 
the team solely to get signed up to doa 
shampoo commercial. “Look at my 
hair!" he said. “It's like Jennifer 
Aniston's.” Later, he was sacked. 

PM64 

Tim Weaver 
Serious-looking Tim is the captain of the 
side: INSPIRATIONAL, A WONDERFUL 
LEADER, HIGHLY AMUSING and A HIT 
WITH THE LADIES (Sorry Jes, | had to 
edit some of that - Tim), he really rates 
himself AND SO DOES EVERYONE ELSE. 

PM64 

Andrea Ball 
Due to Andrea - get this! — having Ball 
as a surname, and also slipping like a 
horrible, grotesque-looking, slimy snake, 
out of the photo shoot, this month, we 
put her face onto our football. She 
deserves it, believe us. 

PM64 
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ew» We Specially Investigated Premier 
PREVIOUSLY IN N6 pi aoe a Vr ue Everton 1:0 Teese Overmars breaks through for 

: a Paar a rr PUT SZ. ode a 8a 
STATS 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Although the match 
highlights could very 

ifzues eto tem Weaver 

Fo} bill oy 
etl Petia) seed 

definitely have been better, pera pr emer en 
they do provide a pleasant Sey SS hc ae 

RR DOD LLG ety 
change from management Rely > De Ich) Ua Sr a 
games of old, where you tek, ed ene an 
had to watch a screen full of sce ae od _ er ee 

. Rates gC Cent 
numbers and fluctuating Re RON = eee nina) e~) abd 

possession bars to get an A ad Ce 
idea of how well your team => 
were doing. Luckily, if the s 
idea of watching your goals : . A 
go in via a briefly appearing 
number is your idea of fun, 
PM64 has all you could ever 
want. Well, a screen full of 
numbers and fluctuating 
possession bars, anyway. It’s 
not quite as pretty, but less 
traumatic; at least you don't 
get to watch your defenders 
passing the ball across their 
own six yard box to an 
opposing attacker. 

Career mode, 
ee a 

fe Tome) 
Delmas le) (4) 
of clubs to 
LT EL- 1° 

Transfers, sponsors and away days at 
Burnley finally arrive on your N64... 
erhaps The Messiah's magic the world has ever seen in 
touch has deserted him. First he | Bulgaria. And now barely a few Rewae 
takes over full time as England months later, the Keegan- ; 

= boss, grabs a lucky 0-0 draw endorsed Premier Manager 64 
INFO BURST & <@ with Sweden and then watches as his appears on the world's loveliest 

team plays out the most boring 1-1 draw _ console. 
And it's slightly- 

less-than-perfect. 
Okay, so it's still 
really good - really, 

PREMIER MANAGER 64 

WS 

, ae re : really good in places 
enh cia / ‘ic see = — but it's not 

: ee rats } ala ee The Champions eS provides a 
er) ake fantastic opportunity to test yourself 

re aa rs] there's very definite problems against the best. And then get sacked. 
er ess TC with PM64; and, annoyingly, 

er od they're the same problems 

ees Cee) that afflicted the PlayStation affect the game as a whole, but they do 
es a eo version a couple of months prevent the N64's first football 

Pomee re Pek Continue ‘ back. Little niggly things that | management game from feeling perfect. 

= The fact that the CPU changes your squad at will could have so easily been Which is a shame. / 
means Hughes will regularly have to be replaced. sorted out between then and But, worry not. Premier Manager 64 

now. They don't necessarily is still a fantastic feast of football... 



Date 
THI ALG SB 

RY lela Mel Meme eile A Pare sn - 5 jit r (oak > £3 million for Ricardo Schimeca?! 

eerie Ur (Sh a gE oS 
aA an VAs (17 certainly won't be short of stats. 

rion urine 

ach ESI 

. sd peer Test 
eee al atid i ta ee sie 24th/25th July 
PEI ORR ele tT eal balaed Sa] West 

xe action from. This is one. J Jerenies _ Listed CHAIR MARE 
= = hee Listed One of the most annoying 

cheba Sable things about PM64 has to 
eee Ee ecm rers) be its chairmen. Fair's fair, 

you expect the men in suits 
to. have some say in the 
way you run the team (and, 

na 2 let's face it, the club too), 
ea ie but all too often they tell 

you the squad needs 
streamlining then pounce 
on you when you start 
putting players on the 
transfer list. Which leaves 
you in an interesting 
dilemma: you've got to sell 
players, but you're not 
allowed to sell players. 
Unfortunately, there isn't 
really a solution. You've just 
got to try each of your 
players and see whether he 
allows you to put them on 
the transfer list. And, of 
course, the knock on effect 
is that you can't buy until 
you've sold, so things really 
slow down to a halt when it 
comes to wheeler-dealing. 

cr ea ng 
eT el 

WARUEST GAME LI The EPtetee Su \! L \! IE 
Four hard winter months in the life of a Premier Manager... 

Third from bottom after a disastrous start A disappointing Erratic 
(including an embarrassing 5-2 home defeat away draw at form nates 

by Wigan), the Second Division ee table Bournemouth spells | means new phos teh 
makes for the need for faces are Ware 

depressing change. And to needed. So a eae wal 
reading. But, in raise funds for couple of 
case you've any potential transfers player sales 
need to, you can 2 you have to later and we've Sree 
peruse any of the transfer list players. No club buys rubbish, so oo the necessary funds together. The transfer 
four divisions, any sometimes it means selling your best players. Even » list is really very 
time you want. if you're Manchester City. yi simple to get to 

ge grips with — 
merely choose 
your position 
and star rating. 
Oh, look... a cut 
price lan Dowie! 

Man City 3-1 Notts County © Bournemouth 1-1 Man City Man City 2-1 Walsall Colchester 3-2 Man City Man City 2-4 Chesterfield co! 

GO! 
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LOOSE CHANGE 
A question that 
desperately needs to be 
levelled at PM64 is why 
it feels it necessary to 
change your squad 
round every time you 
play. Take, for example, 
our season in charge of 
Arsenal. Naturally, we 
put Petit and Vieira into 
midfield from the start, 
being as they are top 
quality players. Next 
match, however, we 
came to check on our 
squad just prior to a big 
game and the CPU had 
replaced Petit with 
Grimandi. Why? Who 
knows. Petit wasn’t 
booked or injured. 
Which means things 
become pretty laborious 
pretty quickly, as you're 
reduced to changing 
round your squad every 
single time you play. 
Surely Wenger never 
had to do this... 

SSPE SEEL ES 

December 

Despite two defeats on the trot, 
we've managed to recover a little 

and have worked our way up to 16th, 
four places off the relegation zone. The 
Chairman won't put any immediate 
pressure on, but come the new year 

he'll be wanting to see a turnaround. 

Cn ad 
at 

ee 
Cae] 

Date en) 

Man City 2-1 
Gillingham 

Burnley 0-2 Man City | 

mr Tara" 
January and Dowie's already scored 
one, in an impressive away win at 

Fulham. Unsatisfyingly, though, and 
despite a massive four wins on the trot, 
we're still struggling in midtable. Our 
appalling run at the beginning of the 
season really cost us dear. 

mer 

BR] 

Peek 

Man City 1-2 
Bristol Rovers 

Finally, after much toing and froing, 
ladies man lan decides to join the 

merry troop that is Man City. How did we 
manage to persuade him to join? A hefty 
£12,000 a week, some tasty win bonuses 
and a sizeable signing on fee. Let's hope 
he does the business. 

Date 

RCRA C LET og 

fain Dowie is happy to Join you 

Ahem. There seems to be a bit of a 
problem: lan's some way short of 

being match fit despite having already 
bagged 10 goals for QPR in the First 
Division. So, twiddle with the training 
regime, and you can concentrate more on 
his overall fitness than on skill. 

oe 
Mid 

ee PA sy 

ete 

15 & G Taylor 
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Bs Td ce 
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DR 99 
Cy 76 
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rT) bi 

bt A SUF 

Wt r 
Increase fitness 4 Fitness 

A couple of days later and he's on the road to recovery. However, because PM64 
has a realistic ageing option, lan — at 33 

<a Tim Weaver 

- is going to take longer to get his fitness 
up than the younger players. Give him a 
rest, then? Put him straight in, more like... ° 

Come this time of the season, it's just as well to 
keep an eye on the old finances. Gate receipts — 

ticket prices are adjusted from here — and player 
sales mean more money in the kitty for squad 
additions. You can also dabble with player bonuses 
here too. 

SESS SE coh 

mh: 
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frananne Pas 
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Facilities 4 
Ce Meare (00) 
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Man City 2-1 York City 

Tim Weaver 

4 

Sa 
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This is probably the more 
important of the two finance 

screens, dealing with sponsors and 
facilities. The most efficient sponsor 
is the one offering the most money, 
and facilities need to be constantly 
kept up together, or you get 

neni massive 
fines from 
the FA. 

Ce 

Checking the top scorer lists is a useful way of 
tracking the best strikers in the league and, 

therefore, potential signings. As you can see, both Dowie 
and — surprisingly — midfielder Jamie Pollock have 
contributed significantly to the City cause. 



February 
Into the 
second 

month of the 
year and we're 
lying ina 
respectable 
ninth in the 
table. Things 
could be better 
but, then, they 
could also be a 
lot worse. 
Seven wins out of eight means we're on an upward spiral, with 
confidence high and team spirit juuust nice. 

ee Rea - 

Blackpool 2-1 Man City 
ee 

Man City 3-3 Wrexham 

here's an obvious problem with 
console football management 
games: there's just never enough 
space. Whilst the PC can play 

host to a database the size of a small 
continent, the more comfy confines of 
something like the N64 mean that that 
same database has to be comprehensively 
condensed, even if a developer upped the 
ante and went for a 256Mbit cart. 

Strangely, this lack of space doesn't 
adversely effect Premier Manager 64 too 
much. Because, with every Premier and 
Nationwide League team to choose from, 
there's more than enough choice, 
regardless of whether you're starting out 
or starting again. That said, the fact that 
the choice of managing an Italian Serie A 
team is no longer an option is a bit of a 
crushing, blow. It was an attractive part of 
the PlayStation version (adding an extra 
element, and even more longevity to the 
game) and there surely can't be a good 
reason for dropping it. 

Indeed, it's from here, that you start to 
notice just how much has been sacrificed 
for this 64-bit venture. Where, for 
example, are the Sky TV-style replays in 
the match highlights, where a red line 
maps out the route of the ball from your 

Three bad 
results on 

the trot and the 
Board are 
getting itchy 
feet. The 
problem is, 
being one of the 
bigger sides in 
Division Two, 

success is 
expected at Maine Road, and 
because we're not challenging 
for honours at the moment, 
they're a smidge unhappy. 

Oldham 1-0 Man City 

BAZMANIA 
Whilst the match 
highlights might be a bit 
of a let down, at least 
you get to hear the 
dulcet tones of 
commentary king Barry 
Davies while you're 
playing. Okay, so it's a 
tiny bit prone to 
repetition — even 
though Gremlin tried to 
incorporate a clever 
random sentence 
system into the game - 
but at least there's loads 
of it and it's absolutely 
crystal clear. Oh, and as 
a bonus it's a far cry 
from Tony Gubba's 
mindless meandering in 
the otherwise perfect 
ISS '98. 

Memo to the Manager 

Me Baeroe emelsloesult Gn eee aed 

ios 

Finally, their 
patience runs 

out. Barely a 
couple of hours 
after we come 
away from 
Oldham with 
nothing, the 
board announce 
its decision to 
sack us. We'll 

V9 UADVNVW UIIWwWiAdd 

blame it on a string of poor performances, a leaky defence 
and Dowie's insistence on missing open goals. 

A Four points off the relegation 
zone and in no way safe. 

foot to the goal, along with the 
goalscorer, speed and distance? In 

fact, where are the replays full 
stop? For a game with such a large 
proportion of spectacular goals, 
you'd think a replay would have 
been an obvious inclusion (which 
it was for the PlayStation version). 

Additionally, where has the name 
bar gone that allowed you to see which 
player was in possession and, more 
importantly, which player was scoring your 
goals? In PM64, you no longer know who 
has the ball and, even more criminally, who 

has just buried that 25-yarder. 
It seems bizarre that, in the transition 

from CD to cart, such obvious gameplay 

It's hard to believe that the 
match highlights have 

been taken from an updated - updated! - 
version of the Actua Soccer 3 engine. 

Theat. 

aT 

A t's better than a 
Rye ¢ 1-1) ey I CIES 
but the highlights 
have some 

details should have been dropped. It's also 
hard to believe that the match highlights 
have been taken from an updated — 
updated — version of the Actua Soccer 3 
engine. Actua Soccer 3, mind, a game 
which moved at the speed of sound. Here, 
the engine pootles along at the pace of a 
Sunday league match — and, worst of all, 
the players seem to have lost even their 
most basic of Al routines. Watching in 
horror as your defender passes the ball 
straight to the opposing forward and then 
does absolutely nothing about it — not 
even as much as a tackle, or a chase, not 
anything — is like buying Paolo Maldini and 

annoying niggles. 

coi & 
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Peed les ee pluses and 
mete a little prone to repetition. Can't have it all, eh? 

ewes 

perfect, but 
eae 

Ol AC EU 
of its sort on 

aloe 

v/ Barry Davies’ commentary is pleasantly diverse, if pares See > 

Pence AMOR Ue ee 

ee ee 

x 
@ A good-sized 
database of clubs. 
@ Plenty of tactics. 
@ Superb realism. 
@ Barry Davies 
commentary. 

Rew 

Premier League 
sides are a lot 
more difficult 
to manage. 

bec 

yim sy 
pce hy 
tS Bs) 

eae) 
asm ie ced 
Ground Improvement 

@ A wealth of 
missing options. 
@ Poor highlights. 
@ Over-reactive 
chairmen. 

If you like this... 

eT} 
Lelie Wil 

N64/20, 92% 
Not quite the same, but 
still a wonderful game of 

football. 

Plenty of stats, but 
disappointing 
highlights. 

Fantastic, but 
repetitive 

commentary. 

Let's hope Actua Soccer 
64 runs a bit faster than 

the Actua Soccer 3 
engine does here. 

Conceivably forever. 
No one season's the 
same, and there are 

plenty of clubs. 

M431 ae 
Some absolutely 

shocking exclusions, but 
Premier Manager 64 is 
still an enthralling slice 

of dugout action. 

QOH 

eS Issue 31 

then realising you accidentally bought 
Eddie Youds. Surely matches shouldn't be 
decided on horrific Al errors such as this? 

All of which might leave you to 
wonder whether there's actually 
anything good about PM64? Well, yes, 
there is. Plenty, in fact. But, there are such 
basic problems, you can barely believe 
they're even there. Particularly as most of 
them were either solved, or not half as 
bad in the PlayStation version four months 
ago. And it's exactly these things that 
spring to the fore as you wade your way 
through the game; leaving PM64 as — 
initially, at least - a crushing 
disappointment. Persist though and things 
start to look a little brighter. 

First, however, you've got to accept 
that, unfortunately, PM64 isn't faultless. 

Done? Then, you can start enjoying 
the game a bit, taking on the role of 
Gaffer at any one of England's 92 
league clubs. And, perhaps the most 
impressive aspect of PM64 is its incredible 
realism. Not only do you inevitably get 
punished for leaping straight into the 

ny 

Sat 22 & 
oe at | 

Use the D-pad to traverse the menus - 
eee eel ae eer el | e 

hotseat at a top Premier League club - 
watch in disbelief as your Arsenal and 
Leeds sides go down 6-2 at The Dell - 
but things seem to pan out almost exactly 
as they eventually do in real life: teams 
like Aston Villa and Derby make a good 
stab of the title early on, and then fall 
away to be replaced by the powerhouse 
foursome of Man United, Arsenal, Leeds 
and Chelsea. 

Which means the only alternative is to 
learn your trade in the lower leagues — and 
that's where PM64 really starts to take off. 

Bae actu (-ig 
i Manager 2 on 

“~~ the Amiga is 
Rye g se) 
Ue ltt eon 

Keeping to budget, trawling the transfer 
market for non-league players, trying to 
attract sponsors, YTS schemes, training, 

contracts, win bonuses (if you can even 
afford them), stadium facilities, everything 
seems that much more important when 
your team are teetering on the edge of 

Le | Le] 
Cash eS NP 

tee eS | Sd 
Led ee SS & 

=> 
A Hiking ticket prices up gets 

you extra cash, but 
alienates the paying public. 

The real test of a 
management game of course 
is in its randomness, and 

PM64 is, for long spells, 
pretty effective. You'll hardly 
ever see two scores the same 
— certainly not in close 
proximity, anyway — and 
every match will have 
different highlights. Some are 
over in seconds, with just 

one shot on goal, while some last for 
minutes, with chance after chance after 
chance. But, even so, the good work can 
be undone: half way through our first 
season for example, we played out two 4- 
3 home wins one after the other; and, 
more annoyingly, both saw us go 3-0 up 

By buying PM64 you won’t 
be buying into perfection. 

Far from it. But you will be guaranteeing 
long evenings of relegation dogfights. 

bankruptcy. And that's not to mention on- 
field performances, where between 
Saturday league matches, you pray for 
good cup draws and money from 
television to bolster up the kitty. (£25,000 
from Sky for Hull's FA Cup draw with 
Leicester was big money we can tell you; 
in fact, we managed to buy a couple of 
nifty reserve team forwards from Bolton, 
and even got some change back to spend 
on the stadium.) 

Tactics are where it really starts to 
count, though. And, fortunately, PM64 
offers up a wealth of playing formations, 
including Christmas trees, diamonds and 
wingbacks, as well as more traditional 4-4- 
2's and 4-3-3's. And, even though the 
match highlights are, for the most part, 
pretty poor, it does at least adjust your 
players’ positions and tactics depending on 
what you've selected pre-match. Certainly, 
you can tell the differences as you attack, 
between a passing and long ball game, 
and also zonal and man-to-man marking 
at the back. 

before relinquishing the lead and then 
scoring a winner right at the death. 
Fortunately, these blips are pretty scarce, 
so be prepared for a more likely 1-0 win. 

Which leaves PM64 in an unusual 
position. On the PC, where every month 
there's a new management game to pore 
over, the sort of problems PM64 has 
would mean a lukewarm reception 
(especially in the light of the staggering 
Championship Manager 3). But, on the 
N64, where there's less choice, it's hard 
not to advise against the game, even given 
its faults. And not only because it's our 
only football management title. But 
because, for a lot of the time it's also 
stupendously compelling to play. 

So, don't be fooled: by buying PM64 
you won't be buying into perfection. Far, 
faaaaar from it. But what you will be 
doing is guaranteeing long evenings of 
relegation dogfights, irritating chairmen, 
satisfying 1-0 away wins at Rochdale and, 
who knows, maybe even promotion. 

TIM WEAVER 
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Tickets to see England 
thrash Luxembourg 

at Wembley 
the first copies of ‘& . 
CC me t=) go 

Well things aren't going too well for England at the moment, just as they didn't go too well for Tim in his 
ill-fated reign as boss at Maine Road. With qualification for Euro 2000 hanging in the balance, the lads with 
the three lions on their shirts really need to complete a morale-boosting tonking of poor Luxembourg in 
front of 78,000 partisan fans at Wembley before they take on the trickier Poland game that will mean the 
difference between play-offs and humiliation. 

Despite earning more money in a week than most people make in two years, England's biggest superstars 
need your support to build their motivation and work them up into a goal-scoring frenzy, the likes of which 
hasn't been seen since Swindon were getting pummelled out of the Premier League. 

How could you resist? (All non-English readers are excused at this point.) It's your patriotic duty to urge 
the boys to victory, to force Shearer's tenth into the back of the net by sheer willpower alone. Ah. But you 
don't have tickets, right? Well we've secured five pairs of tickets to the match. It wasn't easy — the promise 
of a goal avalanche means they're like exceedingly rare things indeed — but we've got them, and we're 
going to give them away to a lucky winner. 

The match is on Saturday September 4th, so make sure you keep that day free! 

As if that wasn't enough, our winners will also be some of the first people to play Premier 
Manager 64, with carts hot off the production line — and in your hands before the game's 
even in the shops. Damn fine prize, if you like your football. 

What we want you to do 
It's simple. All you have to do is answer these three simple questions. Write your 
answers on a postcard or the back of an envelope and get it into us by Friday 
23rd July. THIS IS IMPORTANT! The first five correct entries out of the hat will 
win the tickets and copies of Premier Manager 64. Here are the questions: 

1. Name the three most recent holders of the 
world transfer fee record. 

2. Who scored Bayern Munich's goal in the 
Champions Cup final? 

' 3. How many times have England lost to Luxembourg? ; a 

Think you know your footie trivia? Send us your answers and you could be on your way to Wembley. 
The address? Wem-ber-lee, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
Remember, entries have to be into us by Friday 23rd July. Good luck! JEMIER) 
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mol uN mete Mr Te (el 4e C1 
PREVIOUSLY IN LY] in RPG News, back in N64/26. pluses and 

Mets 

OP Uy @ Mildly intriguing 
ea story. 

| @ It's like you're 
really trapped in a 
castle... 
@ ...0n your own. 

TAN LUCIE 

i ETe Tate mul | 
books is one of 
the game’s better 

V points. 

@ Slow as you like. 
@ Baffling puzzles. 
@ It's like Zelda 
never happened. 
@ Not much fun. 

A Well, obviously. Does any of this 
make sense to you? 

Outside is a lovely view of a 
graveyard. Pleasant place, eh? 

SHADOWGATE 
And verily, Shadowgate 
didst return.... (Dies.) 

f If you like this... 
WN re 

nothing on them. Castlevania 

Konami 
N64/27, 82% 

(OF Te (So man UU ON oo 
bashing, vamp-filled fun. 

igh. We follow this game for - speed, being a halfling named Dell and Corridors. And more 
months and months and months __ text messages that read “You can't use corridors. And some 
in RPG News, and then all we that here”, you may get marginally more ghosts that appear, don’t 
get is a game worthy of the enjoyment out of this than we did. move, and disappear. 

pitiful score you've already peeked at in In fact, Shadowgate 64 is pretty indistinguishable puddle, for no other 
the bottom right corner of this page. much identical to its NES predecessor: a reason than it's deep. Hurrah! 
And the reason for this? Shadowgate first-person RPG that renders the It's a shame, because, at times, 
seems to believe that the player will freedom of a first-person view redundant Shadowgate has a good sense of Footsteps:\Doors 
enjoy a significant amount of time as you've no choice but to follow the atmosphere. Rifling through the dusty heal aN Me at ad 
trudging up and down endless, increbibly narrow route through the books that you accumulate to get a sense Sea: 
indistinguishable grey and brown game. Which, when coupled with some of time, place and character is an 
corridors. Very slowly. Whilst scouring instant death situations that come with interesting slant, but high points such as 
and picking up every object in every no warning, can be very frustrating: one this get lost in the quagmire of boredom 
room. Shadowgate is, simply, very dull. | shining example sees you trudging that Shadowgate 64 becomes after Wallethene auitem lot 

If you're an aficionado of old-school _—_ through the sewers and then immediately about, ooh, 20 minutes of play. A shame. fe Bat fee hardly 
RPGs, and don't mind tortoise-slow drowning when you hit an JES BICKHAM innovative stuff. SNES- 

style, in fact. 

INFO BURST =" 

SHADOWGATE 64 

DED! Cina. Nostalgia fans may 
2 Here's an example of Shadowgate's, at times baffling, internal logic. Fairly early on in the game well stick with it, but 

you find a selection of small statues, including a ‘modern’ man, apeman, fairy and elf. At one point the rest of you will get 
you're required to place two of these next to a statue of a primitive man, in order to open a secret bored in no time flat. 

CONTE SOLLER PAI DAK: IE door. The obvious solution is to put the primitive and modern men down. But no! The puzzle 
ea RIDGE Pe ' J requires the fairy and elf. Which begs just one question: Why? VE 4 Dp I CT 

Remarkably similar to 
re > the decade-old NES 

= games, Shadowgate 64 
| is a game lost in time. 

Too little, far too late. 

COST: £40 

e issue 31 
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altel 
intelligent 
robots, these. 

WV No, not really. 

A Four-player ‘deathmatch’. 

One of the Dark Shadows has Pe 
a shot. Pretty unusual, this. 

eM tel aMule Leelee 
N64/17. We were very wrong. 

rl he VTA e. Tea A Visually, not too 
nu bad. But, otherwise, 
a CNT KIA X Oe 

a 

Poke at 

ave 

, 

COST: £40 

A bit like Cooperman, but not as good. 
f you backtrack a little, to page 32 
in fact, you'll see that Superman is 
top of our import chart. Sadly, due 
to the constraints of magazine 

deadlines, we never had the chance to 
warn the poor unfortunates who 
unwittingly purchased a copy of this 
‘game’ on the assumption that it might 
actually be alright. If only. Superman isn't 
alright. In any way, shape or form. 

There's only a select band of games 
that can stagger you into silence with their 
utter ineptitude and Superman is one of 
them. From promising beginnings (i.e. 
there's no spelling mistakes on the title 
screen), the game quickly descends into 
astonishing crapness with a first level 
amalgamation of Pilotwings' ring contest, 
and three mind-blowingly awful sub 
games: one, where you have to stop two 
cars running over some pedestrians by 

lifting the vehicles up and throwing them a 
couple of metres away (?), the second 
where you have to lift a police car up and 
carry it along a stretch of road while some 
sinister henchmen fire rocket launchers at 
each other (?), and the third where you 
have to use your ice breath to extinguish 
three tornadoes (?). You can't help but nod 

your head, and just... wonder... why... 
Unfortunately, it gets worse. Once 

you've completed five brain-numbing 
levels of flying through rings, you're 
whisked away to a 3D adventure, and the 
blood-draining horror of the game's control 
system is demonstrated in full. Pressing Z 
to get into the air, you then have to press 
B to fly. Fine. Except, the only way to stop 
flying is to crash into a solid object, 
preferably a wall. You then have to press Z 
to drop back down to the ground again. 
Predictably, though, the game doesn't 

always let you, leaving you hovering 
uncomfortably in mid-air. Add the fact that 
you always have to press forward to go 
forward, even if you're facing into the 
camera, and that one twitch of the 
analogue sends Supes darting about like 
he's just been picked off with an air rifle, 
and you have got a game on your hands 
that's virtually unplayable. 

Rounding things off nicely is an eye- 
droopingly dull multiplayer mode in 
spaceships, some pleasantly angular visuals 
spoilt by the worst fogging we've ever 
seen, and a brilliant, brilliant sampled 
laugh, blurted out by Superman's arch rival 
Lex Luther every time he triumphs — which 
isn't, as you'd expect, hearty and evil, but 
a barely audible “hfff!". This alone almost 
made up for Superman being so hideous. 
But regrettably not quite. 

TIM WEAVER 

Four reasons to hate Superman 
Don't believe a game can be so bad? Here's the proof... 

“Help, Superman! Lex has 

kidnapped us!" 

“It's okay, Lois, if | can just use the 
analogue to regain some height... 

Nope, sorry, I'll have to take a 
raincheck on that kidnapping.” 

“Morning, Dark Shadow." 

“Morning, Supes.” 

“Are you going to shoot me, Dark?" 

“Nah. I'd like to. But I'm unable to 

shoot you when you get this close 
to me. Sorry about that.” 

TCT Ta 

minutes time?” 

“Er, yeah, that's right.” 

ne ie 
1 ee 

nc Ht ry 

“Solve my maze!" dares Lex. 

“Right. So, by maze, then, you 

mean this long line of rings that 

start here and end in five and a half 

a 
eal 

“There's someone in trouble in 

Metropolis!" 
(Several minutes later.) 
“Um, don't suppose anyone knows 

the way to Lexcorp, do they? | 
appear to be lost in all this fog.” 

Po) RE UT 
minuses 

@ Lex's fantastic 
laugh. 

@ Dire controls. 
@ Unplayably bad. 
@ Tedious levels. 
@ Masses of fog. 
@ Stunningly basic 
Artificial Intelligence. 

eC oe ee 

Mortal Kombat 
Mythologies 

eal 
N64/11 (import), 9% 
Similarly awful sub- 

15%er. But, at the same 
iano Oc Uaroa VAareUL LOLS am 

By 
Cie | 
oy 

—‘~ 

VISUALS 
Acceptable 

environments, 
absolutely ruined by 

fogging. 

Music straight from the 
animated series. Not too 

bad, really. 

Staggeringly inept. Do 
Titus even know what 

an N64 is? 

Can you bear it? 
That's the test. 

An utterly hopeless, 
consistently appalling 

leper of a ‘game’. 
Bordering on the illegal. 



SALES HOTLINE 0870 444 0999 
DIMISTON OF INTERACTIVE COMMERCIAL ENTERPRIGEs Ltn) 

mon to fri 9.00am - 8.00pm 
sat10.00am - 7.00pm 

sun10.00am - 4.00pm 

ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE from =: 
one of the largest games suppliers in the 
country. Over 280,000 customers so far! 

Ist class delivery free of 
to UK mainland. We provide 

the FASTEST delivery service around: 
1-3 working days max on stock items. 
Next working day delivery from £4. 
Orders placed before 3pm are sent 
the same day (subject to stock). 

1000’S OF TITLES. We also °} 
stock games and accessories for 3 
Sony Playstation & other consoles :j 
and PC CD ROM. 
Other companies may take your :4 
MONEY immediately but with =4 
Gameplay you will be safe know- 
ing that your credit card will : 
not be debited until your 
order is despatched! 

You should find Gameplay to 
be the cheapest supplier of 
games in the country. 
However, we can’t look every- 
where at once, so if you do find 
a better price, please ring us and we will do 
our best to beat or at least match it. Also, 
we.offer a FREE 1st Class delivery service 
and we don’t charge for membership if you 
are buying by mail order so there are 
no"Hidden Charges”. The price you see is 
the price you pay! 

=) 

CALL FOR YOUR 
FREE 64 PAGE 

Just look at this advert! 2 
pages crammed with games 
and accessories! We i) to 
stock every game available and 
if it’s not in stock when you ring we 
should be able to get it for you fast. 

SPRING 99: 
CATALOGUE! 

Order by credit card, cheque, Postal 
Orders or cash (please send cash in 
a registered envelope for your own 
protection). Sorry, no cob. 

LINES OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
fax 0113 234 0770 

email gameplayuk@aol.com 

All items are fully guaran- 
teed by both Gameplay 
and their manufacturers. 
Any product that becomes 
faulty will be replaced hassle 
free, quickly and efficiently. 

Ae 

Delivery time is normally 
within 2 working days 
and our packaging has 
been specially designed to 
ensure that your products arrive in per- 
fect condition (we do not use Jiffy 
Bags!). Also whatever your needs we 
can help you make the right choice. Our 
salesmen are all enthusiasts and do not 
make commission, so they can give you 
completely impartial advice. 

Remember, if you don't like it you don’t have to keep it so 

ul t Ae ME da 
to ensure ‘nearly-new dua ity. 
All 2nd hand games are 1080° Snowboarding ...... £33.99 
Pace - ema raas Allstar Baseball 2000 ..... £33.99 

, : Allstar Tennis ‘99 ........ £36.99 
for buying and selling. Banjo-Kazooie .......... 

1. Y Fbe i Beetle Adventure Racing . . .£33.99 Diddy Kong Racing ....... 
Leaditiee: WE aRLet Rea Bio Freaks ..... 2 Doom ...... eae: £19.99 
with torn or stained manuals or dam- Blastcorps ... Duke Nukem Zero Hour ... 
aged boxes and you must clean the CD Body Harvest .. ei Extreme G......... 

peters sending it te; ee Remember that Bomberman ...-.... 0.6. rf Extreme G 2 
ikemsal fone ae deasastinackawo? Bomberman Hero ....... .: £27.99 F1 World Grand Prix ...... £24.99 
will not buy it and you will have to pay Buck Bumble ............ £29.99 F1 World Grand Prix 2 ... .£33.99 
a £4.00 charge to get it back. =] BustA Move3........... £29.99 FIFA 299) 5 os o's aes nies £33.99 
2. You must ring us before sending Carmageddon ............ £33.99 FIFA Road to the World Cup £27.99 
ene seat ae Deere ter mre Vou [| Gastlevania............. £32.99 Fighters Destiny ......... 
will be given an authorigatfon number Chameleon Twist ......... Pics Prasen eh pe 
which will be valid for three days. Chopper Attack .......... £37.99 Forsaken............... 
3. You will receive a credit for the Clayfighter 63 1/3 EeZero Ko wove oveyahaiat niche, spare 
agreed amount which you may use Dark Rift . . GASP... 2.5 

“:4against other games, either new or used. |:: Gex 64 ......... 
Goldeneye ............. 
GT Racing 64 ........... 
Holy Magic Century 
Int'l Superstar Soccer 64 .. - £24.99 
Int'l Superstar Soccer ‘98 . .£32.99 

ALL PRICES LISTED IN THIS Lamborghini 64 ......... £14.99 

ADVERT ARE FOR NEW GAMES | pact Siars no Jolt Pactoaae ae =] ONLY - PLEASE RING IF YOU |: Madden NFL 6402255 sue £25.99 WOULD LIKE 2ND HAND PRICES Madden NFL ‘99 ........ .£33.99 

E: ; h The coolest bedroom 
xperience the | furniture in the 

calming hypnotic | world! Ch 
WO ctfect 1 at volcano load i 

lamps bring to your orange and 
room. Choose from blue. Two 
pink, green, orange, | styles - Game 
purple and blue. | Throne and, 

| Tomato chair 

each.\ 

STAR WARS EPISODE 1 : 
RACER 

Mario Kart 64 
Mario Party 
Micro Machines 64 
Mission Impossible . . 
Monaco Grand Prix . . 
Mortal Kombat 4........ .£42.99 
Mortal Kombat Mythology . .£21.99 
Multi Racing Champ ..... .£14.99 
Mystical Ninja ...... oes £24.99 
Mystical Ninja 2 ......... £39.99 
Nagano Winter Olympics . . .£24.99 
NASCAR Racing ‘99 ....... £29.99 
NBA Courtside .......... £24.99 
NBA Live ‘99 ............! £33.99 
NBA Pro ‘98 ............£21.99 
NFL Quart’back Club ‘99 . . .£37.99 
NHL Breakaway ‘99 ...... £29.99 
Penny Racers ........... £29.99 
Premier Manager 64..... .: £35.99 
Quake rasta - .- sccrsterel separators £24.99 
Rakugakids ............ £24.99 
Rampage World Tour 2 .. . .£32.99 
Rogue Squadron ..... wie ete 
SGARS Wercioters'~ cisverereresss so. « £34.99 
San Francisco Rush 2 ..... £33.99 
Shadows of the Empire ... . 

SOUTH PARK 
RRP £49.99 

BEETLE ADVENTURE RACING 

If you are not absolutely 
delighted with your 

purchase for any reason 
you may return it to us 

and we will gladly 
exchange it for you or 
send a refund. Simply 

ring for an authorisation 
number and return it to 
us by recorded delivery. 

(We will make a small restocking 
charge of £4 or 10% of the purchase 

price and we would ask that you 
return the item in perfect condition.) 

Snowboard Kids 
South Park Siofet eter 
Space Station Silicon Valley . . . 
Star Wars: Pod Racer .. 
Super Mario 64... 
Tetrisphere .. 
Tonic Trouble ...........£35.99 
Top Gear Overdrive ..... -£34.99 
Top Gear Rally ..........£34.99 
STUPOR dire «ie tiets- oars sarees £31.99 
Twisted Edge Snowb’ing .. . 
Vigilante 8 
V Rally 99 
Virtual Pool... 
Wailiae Golf . 
Wave Race 64 

Wayne Gretzky’s ‘98 
WCW vs NWO: Revenge ... 
We tritiation een £19.99 
Wipeout 64 ............. £28.99 
World Cup ‘98 ........... £29.99 
WWF Attitude (Due August) .£41.99 
WWF Warzone 
Yoshi’s Story 
Zelda 64 

Quartz Analogue alarm clock, 
water resistant with hanging 

cord for the shower! 

The fastest arcade racing game 
on the nintendo 64. 

m BIG tracks to race at break-neck 

speed 

m@ masses of hidden power-ups 
= multi-player mayem 

DUKE NUKEM - ZERO.HOUR 
“Big guns, lotsa blood and a 
refreshing sense of the ridiculous” 
m expansion pack compatible 
m 1-4 players split screen 

m stunning 3rd person perspective 

Racing ramshackle Star Wars 

vehicles in a tournament 
running across eight planets. 
muses high res graphics 

m eight characters to choose from 

m hidden characters & vehicles 

© Includes clock 
and timer. 

Rugged water 

esistant casing. 
Easily mounted § 
on bicycles. 

Press his tummy and he 

will start to moo gently. 

After a few seconds his force feed- 
back motor kicks in and he'll be 

BRITAIN’S LARGEST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF COMPUTER GAMES! 



THE WORLD'S MOST F exc.usive GAMEPLAY BUNDLES 
POWERFUL CONSOLES.AL N64. CORSEISNID Teo 2 eo £68.99 

164 Console + Mano. 64 . wee ee 89.99 

BRITAIN’S LOWE SW” prices! + Zelde 

N NINTENDO® 

Ned Console “eax etd BF oo ccc eee £104.99 
N64 Console)+“Turok 2 . R 
64 Console + Int’l S/Star Soccer ‘98 . .£96.99 

Console + Goldeneye ‘ 
Console + F Zero X ............ 
Console + Rogue Squadron ..... ‘£103.99 

64 Console + Banjo Kazooie 
N64 Concle + Star Wars Racer ...... £107.99 

SAVEMMORE WHEN ¥Y@U BUY THE FOLLOWING 
IAT THEKSAME JE AS A NEW N64! 

Top Gear/Drive Steering Wheel......... aed 
icial go orColoured Joypad..........£ 

Rumble Pac 
1 MB =" 
RGB/S*VHS Scart Cable.. 
Logic 3 Carry Case........ eseeeceessessecees re 14.99 

PLUS Ger £1.00 OFF EVERY GAME BOUGHT 
AT THE SAME TIME AS YOUR NEW N64!! 

MEMORY EXPANSION |. 
Allows you to Ps 
play all com- 

-| patible games 
(e.g. Turok 2, 

= South Park) in 
«| hi-res graphics. 
“| NINTENDO 4MB : 
RAM UPGRADE £23.99 : 

3| JOYTECH 4MB UPGRADE 
AET6.99 

To most areas 
in the U.K, 
subject to 

security checks 
and stock. 

: COLOURS AVAILABLE 

BEY SeuaeK 
£17.99 each OR 

£16.99 each when yo 
buy TWO OR MORE 

JOYSTICKS 
ARCADE SHARK 

STICK 
ComPETITION JoysTICK 

witH AuTO-FirE, 
SLOW-MOTION & 
EXTRA LONG CORD. 

PERFECT FOR BEAT ‘EM 
ups! £29. 99 

PS SHARKPAD PRO 64? [:2*: 
y STINGRAY” SHAPE FOR |. 

All machines nes Rouant from Gameplay ¢ are fully 
orcas intendo and we offer full 
er sales BpeOH. Unlike some of our com- 

‘Backed up we only sell official UK consoles 
jacked up by genuine British warranties. 

If your machine develops a fault within the 
guarantee period, we will 

COLLECT IT FROM YOUR DOOR AND 
REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE!! 

CABLES 
Composiv2/RGB Scart Casue - 
IMPROVE PICTURE/SOUND QUALITY WHEN 
CONNECTED TO A SCART TV . 99 

1 SsWHIS Gagug - EVEN HIGHER 
“1 QUALITY THAN THE COMPOSITE SCART 

: at REQUIRES SVHS COMPATIBLE TV 
R VIDEO £8.99 

es REPLACEMENT RFU £11.99 § 
4) lie Auoio Laan - PHONG LEAD TO 

“2] ALLOW YOU TO CONNECT YOUR N64 To 
J YOUR Hi-Fi SPEAKERS FOR AMAZING 

SOUND QUALITY £9 

RUMBLE PACKS 
RUMBLE PACK WITH 
1MB MEMORY £10.99 fe: 
256KB MEMORY £9.99 |: 

RUMBLE PACK 
£7.99 

MEMORY CARDS alow YOU i 
TO SAVE HIGH SCORE: 
GAME POSITION, REPLAYS SS 
ETC. 

NINTENDO 256K MEMORY CARD THE 
ONLY CARD TO WORK WITH TUROK 2 & 

“4 SoutH Park..£13.99 
1MB MEMORY CARD 

RECHARGEABLE 
RUMBLE PACK 

£12.99 4. TIMES BIGGER THAN THE 2 MEMORY 
carp. £6.99 or £4.99 WITH A GAME 

8MB MEMORY CARD - 40 mes siccer 
THAN THE 256KB memory caro. £17.99 

SHOCKWAVE - UNIQUE SENSOR 
ADDS RUMBLE TO ALL GAMES 

£21.99 

JovpAD EXTENDER CABLE - 1.5M EXTENSION 
LEAD. ATTACHES TO ALL CONTROLLERS . .£6.99 

=| PACK OF 2 EXTENDER CABLES £9.99 

~ CARRY CASES, ETC 
LOGIC 3 CARRY CASE 
CUSHIONED INTERIOR, PARTITIONS 

AND POCKETS, 
DURABLE, 
LIGHTWEIGHT & 
WATERPROOF, 

£15.99 
N64 CLEANING 
Kit £9. 
Dust Cover 

CHEAT CARTRIDGE 
Date AcTION 
RepLay Pro 

CONTAINS LOADS OF 

BUILT-IN CHEATS FOR ALI 

N64 Games. YOU CAN 
ADD MORE CHEATS AS 

NEW GAMES ARE 

RELEASED OR INVENT ©@ 

YOuR OWN! 

NEW LOWER PRICE! £ 27.99 

N64 Cheat Line 
09066 098050 

100 games & 
walkthroughs! 

Calls cost 60p per minute. 
Please ask permission 

before “calling! 

TOP DRIVE STEERING WHEEL 

Steering Wheel & foot “oS 
pedals with working gear- 
stick. Fully programmable @%) 
with leather steering wheel 

cover Works 
on N64, PSX & 
Saturn. Rumble 

facility. 
RRP £49.99 
£35.99 

ATARI JAGUAR & 
£34.99 

TT at cig 

£27.99 

Ce lity ay 

\ 

al boiled 

GAME BOY ColcR GAMES 
720 Skateboarding ... .£22.99 
Allstar Baseball 2000 . .£23.99 
Battleships £22.99 
Breakout £18.99 
Bugs & Lola... 
Bugs Bunny 3 .. 
Bust A Move 4 
Centipede 
Colour Tetris DX 
Cool Hand 
Drop Zone 
F1 World Grand Prix ... 

BLACK 2 WHITE ‘GAMEBOY GAMES 
Adventure Island 2 
Batman Return of the jokers13, 9 
Bugs Bunny 2 . £18.99 
Bust A Move 3 
Donkey Kong 
Donkey Kong Land 
Donkey Kong Land 2 .... 
Donkey Kong Land3 .... 
Dr. Mario 
F1 Race 
Final Fantasy Legend .... 
Final Fantasy Legend ye 
Final Fantasy Legend 3 .. 
Game & Watch Gallery . . 
Ghostbusters 2 Game & Watch Gallery 2£21.99 Golf 

Harvest Moon 
Hexcite 
Hollywood Pinball ..... 
Int'l S/Star Soccer 99 . "£22. 99 
Legend of the River King£22, 99 
Men In Black £19.9 
Missile Command 
Monopoly 
Montezuma’s Return .. . 
Mortal Kombat 4 
NBA Jam ‘99 
NFL Blitz 
Pitfall 
Pocket Bomberman .... 
Power Quest 
Quest for Camelot ... 
Rampage World Tour . . . 
Rugrats 
Shadowgate 
Shanghai Pocket 
Smurfs 
South Park 
Super Mario Brothers .. 
Top Gear Rally 
Turok 2 
V Rally 
Warioland 2 . 
WWF Attitude 
Zelda 

HINT BOOKS 
1080° SNOWBOARDING SECRETS .£10.99 
BANJO-KAZOOIE UNAUTH’D SECRET £9.99 
Dippy KONG UNauTH’D Secrets .£10.99 
GAMEBOY SECRETS & STRATEGIES 
GOLDENEYE SECRETS, STRATS & SOLS£E10.99 
MaRriO 64 SECRETS, STRATS & SOLS £10.99 
N64 SECRETS, STRATEGIES & SOLS £14.99 
SOUTH Park OrFiciAL Guide . . .£10.99 
TurROK 2 UNAUTHORISED GUIDE .£11. 
WCW v NWO ReveNGE GUIDE . 
YosHi’s STorY UNOFFICIAL GulDe £10.99 
ZELDA OrriciaL GuiDE Book . .£12.99 

£10.99 f° 

Jurassic Park ... 
Jurassic Park 2 .. 
Mario & Yoshi 

9 Mystical 
Oddworld eieciiires ares 
Pocket Bomberman 
Star Wars 
Super Marioland 2 
Super Marioland 3 
Tazmania . 
Tennis ... 
Tetris Plus . 
V Rall 
Warioland ... 
verogne 2 

{1217.99 Gameboy Action Replay . 
£18.99 Link Lead (Colour or Pocket) a 99 
£14.99 Travel Case 6.99 

PROTECTOR 
L, £6.99 

Pra 

SCREEN LI & 
MAGNIFIER 

£7.99 

£11 

£17.99 

ae 
PRINTER 
£45.99 

ri ——_ 

“GAMEBOY 

( GAMEBOY POCKET / 
(CHOICE OF COLOURS) 

‘OPTIONAL EXPRESS CHEQUE CLEARANCE. {€. 
PAYING: BY CHEQUE: BUT: DO ‘NOT WANT TO? WAIT Ft 
CLEAR: PLEASE: ADO: SOR HERE: FOR “EXPRESS: CLERRAN ee 

e'= express: cheque: clearance. cannot be 1 dratts or building society cheques, 

a a 

Sent to:press: 28/6/99 
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Bee Um Cue) 
this section are so far 
lr A ce CME ey 
MN ile Mm ete ye} 
is fully independent from 
Nintendo, though, we 
CUM Timea ROLE 
them immediately. When 
they're released in the 
UK, we'll bring you a 
new, updated review. 

ON64..... 

PREVIOUSLY IN N64 
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e really didn't know what 
to expect from this. At 
best, we were hoping fora 
Mario Kart of the 

fairways. At worst, something like a 
SiC eel eT MUU me eae ela 
However, Mario Golf 64 is very much 
itscown game and, happily, another huge 
gold-star for the little plumber’s record 
haute 

The control system is simplicity itself. 
Youpress a button to start the sliding 

ized sec | 
MARIO GOLF 64 

FROM; “Nintendo 

Cis ax) 
Al 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 
— wey 

SN Ci 
July TBA Now 

URS ET Te eh) aie 

meter moving, press it again to’set the 
power and press-a third'time to set the 
accuracy. A perfect shot earns 
enthusiastic congratulations from your 
opponents who, in the Mario tradition, 
remain the best of friends throughout: 
Once you get the hang of whacking 
monster drives right-up. the fairway, 
there's the little matter of wind direction 
and ball spin to:take into account before 
you'can start reaching par five greens in 
two shots. 

72-100 

Peach leathers a drive 
out of bounds on the 

Bases tricky Desert course. 

The best bit about Mario*Golf.is the 
CS alctol maze Uila1g MeL lLaC-Icol Nae ex-UL N= ag(1e ow (k 
to:play. After a little stumbling around 
the Japanese ménus, we found stroke 
play, match play and: skins. for up to. four 
players, as well-as some more Unusual 
variations — one game uses'a slot 
machine to give you a random’selection 
of just three clubs to complete the hole 
with. You-can play. individually or in 
teams, and’even set a handicap-for.the 
less able players. If you just want to play 
on your own, there's the ting shot-mode, 
time-trials, a putting green, a driving 
range and all sorts of tournaments to try 
out, from straight battles with secret 
characters (Kong and Bowser lurk 
towards the end) to virtual multiplayer 
games against the computer. You can 
save any. of your games (apart from time 
stil) etal aoe | eee Ut ore nfo 
save slots, so you don't even have to play 
a whole round in.one sitting: 

The golfers are a mixed bunch — 
unlike. Smash Bros, you don't get a whole 
load of classic Nintendo characters: 
Mario, Bowser, Donkey Kong-and the 
gang are-all present and correct, along 
with Baby, Mario from Yoshi's Island on 
the SNES. Unfortunately there are also 
several ‘ordinary person’ characters. We 
couldn't bring ourselves to ever pick 
some anonymous bloke witha pork pie 



Press B to activate 
your special shot. 
Hit it spot on and 
you'll be treated to 
Rel eic aes of aE 
Sie ceem ier cmolg 
Mario's clan, a 
rainbow for Yoshi, 
and a noisy lightning 
Sm ola iTS 
Pred ml 
iE et ee 

Press the C-buttons 
to taunt your 
opponent when he's 
taking his shot. Each 
ie Ur tami Cm cell] gear| 
‘hurry up’ taunt, a 
ETc Ulam: 8 

mildly impressed 
‘mama mia’ for when 
your opponent gets a 
lucky shot, and an 
extra, personal one. 

Careful approach 
work is rewarded 
with a ‘nice on’ from 
the announcer. The 
closer you get, the 
more excited his 
eT cee fel) 
manage to hit the 
ym el MeL dutele ar: 
UCLA Colao a eT 
flag, which is always 
lla 

Md 

What a top bonus 
game! Improve your 
putting skills, and 
Cem tic | 
points while you're 
at it. The courses are 
Terme 
eee Lem ae 
and we reckon a 
hole-in-one is 
possible on all of 
them. 

eee 

A Get both the rings and 
make par. Not easy. 

Look at the curl on that. 
V Realistic physics for you. 

zo 
mad 

DOWN 14 

Tee shot on the 13th.[> = 
Luigi won‘t get much = 

R distance against the wind. RAs 

oe eet Ps Now that’s _ 4 i 
ss af a Fie] le | 2 a 

sand lieforpoor =: Wigs c 

Tw () Beech z. aes 
BS ea 982966 V Tough pen - | ae 

" , ee y we 
hat over the likes of Yoshi and Pree [L » 
Peach, no matter how good his 
stats are, 'so-half of the available 
characters-ate effectively. just.there 
rob (lime) ey o-(ece Ew 

To earn an_extra-character to 
add to the four you start with, 
you'll have to:beat them over 18 holes, on 
the-coursé of your choice. You earn points 
just for competing, and extra bonuses for 
beating a:particularly tough opponentor 
hole, and once-you've accumulated 
enough, you open up a new-course: There 
are’six to find,-with-hundreds, then 
thousands.of points required“to-access 
them. Since-you-only get around 50. points 
for an-average game, it takes ages to see 
all the courses. What's partictlarly- 
ingenious about this system: is that you 
clock up a few. points in.every game you 
play, be itagainst the.computer, with 
friends, or just.on your own. It creates a 

92-100) 

terrific incentive to keep 
playing. Also, unusually 
CTalelOF 4g Pm Aa Vocals 

characters remain-useful long after. you've 
opened up the big hitters, because their 
superior accuracy gives them an advantage 
on-shorter-holes. 

Mario Golf-is top class. Even.if most.of 
it has-been done before, in countless PC 
sims;and notably-in Hot. Shots Golf on the 
PlayStation (by the same developer, 
Camelot),.it has never been done this well. 
Everything fits together nicely, from the 
subtle:controls:to the silky Mario-64 course 
graphics. It won't appeal to ardent golf 
haters, but it will-certainly-win many. 
admirérs in the Nintendo fraternity. 

creat) 

Get round a full 18 
holes as quickly as 
possible. It doesn't 
TELM aE 
Sif) mo CLC 
although each 
wasted shot eats up 
eee CM mE UE 
Meee (rg 
scope for an.I'm The 
Best challenge here. 
Watch this space... 

Peel 

PT Ts 
Mer 

a 
oy 

< co 

& M2 
Perr a 

Not only do you 
have to hit all the 
rings, you also have 

eet 1m mre 
in par or below to 
earn a star. It's 
Ol ere Ny 
Clot ema artd 
em rw dium tC) 
to waste a shot to 
Pee mer 
advantage later on. 

VC Cm eee 

SIlzZ © aS 
ACCESSIBILITY 

It doesn't take much to 
work out, although there 
are loads of little extras 

only those fluent in 
Japanese will appreciate. 
Probably best to wait for 
the US version at the end 

of the month. 

8 VISUALS 

Celts 

i 
BS, ery 

Red Yoshi isn’t 
having much luck. & MASTERY 

Q) LIFESPAN 

Aa tas 

JO" 
NW 
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IMPORT 

We previewed A Bug’s Life way 
PREVIOUSLY IN N64 back in issue 26. We did too. 

BEETLEWINGS 
One of the slightly more enjoyable levels 
in A Bug's Life requires you — by using the 
handy floating properties of, yes, a 
dandelion — to float across a level 
populated by ant-eating birds. Of course, 
the dandelion is losing height all the time, 
so, in a Pilotwings-inspired move, 
‘thermals' (actually holes in the ground 
that, somewhat bizarrely, spew hot air) have 
to be used to regain height. It's a nice touch, 

except, the not entirely unsubtle 
pop-up means that you've no idea 
where the thermals are, until they 
appear right in front of your nose. 
Understandably, it's a little bit 
tricky. And certainly annoying. 

Three cheers for A Bug's Life, 
then, eh? Um, yes. 

A Dandelion-flight- 
adventure ahoy! 

elgg LE) 
jump over 

A wasp 
El ala. coe] 
eM 

Pelt him with 

him sharpish. 

Po) Eee Te 
erst 

@ It's based on a jolly 
good film. 
@ A three-year-old 
might like it. 

@ It's based on a jolly 
good film. 
@ Extremely simple. 
@ A very nasty bit of 
camera action. 
@ Appalling pop-up. 

If you like this... 

Banjo-Kazooie 
Rare 

Le Ba) 
Colourful, sprawling and 

That's a thermal thing on the 
left, there. Good, eh? 

ele ala second only to Super 
Mario 64. 

iteel A 
against a 

grasshopper 
called, er, 
Hopper. 

5 visuats 
Colourful and cheery 
enough, but basic and 

full of nasty, nasty 
pop-up. 

6 sOUNDs 
Cheery tunes, vocal 
samples, insects 
scuttling about. 

Cae 

Take my Bug’s Life, please. 
perfectly enjoyable movie-inspired romp, 
whereas game-literate folk such as us can 
afford to be a lot more critical. And, chief 
amongst the criticisms that we have are that 
A Bug's Life is riddled with horrendous pop- 
up, single-path levels (that are tiny) and 
hopelessly inaccurate jumping. Enemy 

urrah! Another movie licensed 
game. And, like every movie- 
licensed game in the world ever 
- apart, of course, from 

GoldenEye - A Bug's Life is a wholly 
underwhelming affair. That a sparklingly, 
witty, animated film has been transmuted 

into a dull 3D platformer with absolutely 
nothing to recommend it over Space 
Circus, much less Banjo-Kazooie and - 
God forbid - Super Mario 64, comes as 
nothing of a surprise at all. 

To be fair, however, the game is aimed 
at younger players, but we won't let that 

Lest we forget, this is a 
direct port of the same 

PlayStation game. 

oi impair our insects have a habit of either scuttling round 
INFO BURST : ee judgement. in mindless circles and then darting towards 5 malas 

We merely you, or flying at you from outside of your 
A BUG’S LIFE point out that _field of view, falling through ceilings or F 

at ae : ; 5 It's short, all too easy 
sore a younger otherwise simply attacking without allowing and any difficulty is 

sibling, cousin you to avoid them. Very frustrating. only provided by the 
or nephew Also included is a skill-destroying auto- frustrating jumping. 
may be happy _aim facility that immediately targets the 
with a nearest opponent, so that you can pelt A ae 

Bashed out cash-in of a 
great film that fails to 

make any impact 
whatsoever. 

them with berries. Although, it has to be 
said, that this is sometimes a boon, as the 
camera is wildly schizophrenic, swinging 
with manic, nausea-inducing elasticity 
whenever you try to manually adjust it. 
Nasty. Very nasty, indeed. 

So then, A Bug's Life proves to be a 
simplistic, primitive platformer with the 
barest grasp of 3D mechanics. Roll on 
Donkey Kong 64, we say. 

A (Wied emel meen 
He’s an ant, don't 
you know. 

Rea de cee 
evil worm. So just 

avoid him. 

WHEN?S IT OUT? 
wry 

JES BICKHAM 



MVE Cee ee Mn 
N64/18. But let’s forget about that. PREVIOUSLY IN N64 Po) TETSU Ts | 

a et 

@ It's an N64 game. 

oe é ae = 2 : 1 as ie i 8 eee 

7 y ot ; es ' @ But one that you'll 
= 7 4 Slee ’ aa never want to play. 

* >» Ff . ween Wan ee 

Fighters Destiny 
Tih ceyte- U4 

N64/13, 86% 
Not technically the same, 
but Fighters Destiny is a 

e live in hope that one Creatures, a similar game to Fighting 

bright and shining day, Force, and one that shares at least, ooh, NE OUNES 
backflip, here. 

greedy games developers 300 of its problems. Hopefully they'll soon ° ot first-rate scrapper. 
and publishers will realise we want more for our money. i ; 

suddenly realise that third-rate Ostensibly a 3D update of Final Fight, Wiesel a 
PlayStation rip-offs are not going to fool Fighting Force tries to be a free-roaming é 
N64 fans for the briefest of nanoseconds. _ beat-'em-up. It isn't, however, as such a 

It's not going to happen, of course. game would need at least in excess of And then there's the analogue control. 
Certainly not while there are Men In Suits four or five moves per character - at least Or lack of it. It's here that it becomes 
making financial decisions based on — and require a bit more than interminably _ painfully obvious that Core have simply 
converting the most uninspiring games sequential room-sized areas in which scrunched up a PlayStation CD and stuffed 
they can find. And - get this — Fighting zombie-slow thugs shuffle up to you, wait —_ it inside an N64 cart, as the stick merely 
Force is one such game, following in the for a bit, remember what they're supposed _ turns you, and you have to press Z to run. 
grand tradition of the risible Nightmare to do, and then punch you. Astoundingly inept. And the camera is 

quite the worst 
we've ever seen. 

Rg Re Le ee Te) , Anything else of 
as it gets. Which isn’t very Ue) TT BAZ 1c the slightest interest 
Tl ete me COMO CUEE a be read here: 

Truly, the most = eee v f " you can pick up 

boring game pS guns and crowbars, 

NWA aT m bash up cars and You hit someone. It goes 
. "a “as J a lot choose from four ‘whack’. They go ‘thud’. 

Perfectly acceptable but 
completely 

undistinguished. 

different characters. 
And that's about it. 

Fighting Force, 
then. A waste of 
plastic, money and 
precious seconds of 
your life. 

JES BICKHAM 

It's a PlayStation game. 
And a particularly 

rubbish one, at that. 

Csi 
The action is so 

repetitive that there's 
no incentive to play it. 
That and it being utter 
fish heads, of course. 

VERDICT 

Fighting Force gives you the chance to play with because you'll 
four different characters, all of whom have have turned the 
differing abilities in the manner of every game that — game off within 
ever existed. There's Smasher who's — gasp! - slow __ ten seconds, run 
but strong, and Alan who's — spook! — quick but back to your 
weak, and Hawk and Mace who are - it can't be! local games Uninspiring, outdated 
— somewhere in the middle. We've seen them all emporium and and misguided from the 

before, under demanded your outset, Fighting Force 
different names, in money back. deserves nothing less 
different games, and _—_ Unless you've than your utter 
it matters not a jot read this review. contempt. 
which one of them In which case, you 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 
Wye 
"Alas 

you play with have been warned. 

PRA SED eh) 

NGy 

LuOdwi 
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Welcome to TOTAL GAME SERVICE FOR NINTENDO 64 OWNERS 
Club 64, the 
part of the 
magazine 

designed to 
help you get 

the most out of 
your favourite 

N64 games. 

Club“) wean 
Got something to say? Say it here. 

ACTION REPLAY 
Games cracked with these handy codes! 

PNM veadaches are teats 1D 
cured at the clinic. 

1 PDS H OTLINE “ED 
If the line’s jammed, then stop off 
here for the hest hits. 

GAMET! || Ee) 
Challenges to make you swear! 

€ pa 
es Only the very best make it in. 

Now introducing the 
esteemed Platinum club. 
Join up here! 

: CONTAGT 7 
make a friend. "rn TT} ce fastest times with our 

Suide to the first 14 tracks. 
Check before you _— 

Sul") BACK ISSUES 8 San? 
SUBSCRIPTIONS Re 



Fax: 01225 732341, 
e-mail: 
n64@futurenet.co.uk 
Each month, the N64 Star Letter wins a 

G64 Steering Wheel with Rumble Effect 
(LMP 0800 0813061). 
All other letters printed win a prized N64 badge! 

reaks, fancy dress and funky joypads. There's 
some real beauties in this month's Mailbox. 
Have a look for yourself... 

this month... but 
then this turned 
up. We especially 

ed the unusua 

= ae 

Correction corner 
We're only human after all. Except Martin... 

In N64/27 on page nine of 
your Pokémon Snap Future 
Look, the Ponyta you pointed 
Cla Mm lame Cae 
which has evolved from a 
Ponyta. Basic error, that. 
Lee Moore, London 

In your Duke Nukem: Zero 
Hour review, you said Ted 
Ninto was an anagram of 
Nintendo. Wrong. There's too 

issue 31 

many t's. Also, the picture 
itself says Ted Nindo, so you 
got that wrong too. 
Chris O'Brien, Stevenage 

In N64/29, you gave 
Castlevania a score of 82%, 
but in the Directory in N64/30 
you scored it up as having 
81%. Which one is right? 1% 
rem oleic necmme (osm mel] 
know or something?! 
Dave Hollis, Worksop 

In N64/29, you gave 
Rampage: Universal Tour 
22%, which according to your 
scoring chart should have had 
a red-coloured percentage. 
You, though, coloured it grey. 
MAAN ear SM 
Oem Co aCe mm MUU Ure 

In N64/30's Special 
Investigations, your world map 
arrows were pointing to South 
America and into space. 
Nia tacexe) nF olga 
Simon Towne, Worcester 

bor Ryser} 
re er pn = bc) COEUR at TT a) bol ees We went to EU Ree SES 

| have uncovered a plot so dastardly 
Saddam himself would be proud. | 
have proof that James Ashton, ex- 
Editor of N64, is planning to murder 
Tim and his relatives in revenge for 
the Weaver family taking over the 
world. How, you say? Well, take a 

look at these photos: any number of 
Weaver-owned places, Tim becoming 
Editor of N64 over James and now, 
even worse, James setting up his own 
funeral parlour in Dundee. Tim, 
please be careful. 
Andrew Mills, 
Dundee 

No need to 
worry, Millsy. James won't be finding 
his way home from Dartmoor 
in a hurry. Ed 

‘My 

sister’ 
This is maybe 
one for your 
‘Here's one | 
made earlier’ 
compo but still... 
Here's a couple of 
pics of me and my sister ‘doing’ 

Zelda. |In the 
first photograph, 
Link meets 
Malon (can you 
spot the Gold 
Skulltula?) and 
in the second 
Link is collecting 
Gold Skulltula 
tokens. 
Clare Horscroft, 
Eastleigh 



Great dressing up! Oh, and we 
spotted the Gold Skulltula in the tree 
too. The only thing is, you look like 
you're a little narked off with your 
sister. Was she making fun of your 
lovely tights? Ed 

‘Spooky’ 
What's the story with your Ultra 
Release List? There's quite a number 
of games mentioned in the list that 
have never even been mentioned in 
the mag. For example, Spooky, Rat 
Attack, Mud Monsters 4x4, Toe Jam 

and Earl, and Blues Brothers 2000. 
Also, how can Top Gear Rally 64DD 
be released in the UK and US if the 
64DD itself isn't actually coming out 
over here? 
Matthew Mannion, Leicestershire 

Actually we only include games in 
the Ultra Release List after 
mentioning them in the mag first. So, 
the games that you talked about 
have, at one time or another, been 
confirmed for the N64. Spooky was a 

strange little horror game we 
previewed in N64/10, while the 
puzzler Rat Attack was confirmed 
right at the beginning of N64 
Magazine's life. Both, unfortunately, 
disappeared without a trace. Rat 
Attack is still around (somewhere), 
but Spooky looks like it might have 
joined Robotech, Buggie Boogie and 
all on the development scrap heap. 
We try to keep our Release List as up 
to date as possible, but occasionally 
a game slips past our attention — like 
the now (obviously) defunct Top 
Gear Rally 64DD and recently 
renamed Mud Monsters 4x4 (aka 
Monster Truck Madness). Sorry if this 
caused some confusion. Ed 

‘Elbow’ 
| have been finding it hard to play my 
N64 lately after |, unfortunately, 
smashed my right arm and elbow and 
ended up in an external traction. So, | 
was wondering if there was a one- 
handed joypad on sale in the shops 
that | might be able to 
make use of? It seems a 
bit unfair that people 
without the use of both 
arms should miss 
out on fantastic 
N64 gaming. 
Beau Francis, 
Norfolk 

Good question, 
that. Interact once 
produced a potentially one-handed 

joypae 
dubbed the 
UltraRacer, whic 
well as being a ‘steering™ 
wheel’, was supposed to 
aid single-handed ; 
gamesplayers. Unfortunately, it 
actually required more than one 
hand to work it properly. It's still in 
the shops, and costs around £25-£30. 
Try giving the company hotline a call 
on 0161 702 5010. Other than that 
Nintendo's own pad can be operated 
pretty successfully with just the one 
hand on certain games — once you've 
reconfigured the pad set-up. Ed 

‘Correct me’ 
Correct me if I'm wrong but in 
N64/23 didn't you confirm that 
Nintendo had obtained the exclusive 

rights to the Star Wars 
games? | only ask because 

it seems both the 
PlayStation and 

PC also 
have Star 
Wars 
games of 

- their own, 
which appears 

to kind of defeat the object of 
exclusivity, doesn't it? Can you 
explain what happened? 
Stephen Reid, Hamilton 

At the time Nintendo worded their 
confirmation so that it sounded like 

they did have the exclusive rights 
to the Star Wars games. What 
they neglected to mention was 

that they only had the 
exclusive rights for six 
months and the deal only 

m cae, involved Racer, not The 
ud Phantom Menace 

. adventure game which 
has appeared on the 

PC and will be coming 
to the PlayStation. Thus, 

Episode I: Racer will be out on the 
PlayStation, but not until 
September/October time, due to the 
six month period of exclusivity. Still, 

we wouldn't worry too much about 
not having the adventure game - it's 
rubbish. N64 owners probably came 
out of it better off. Ed 

‘Bore you’ 
Sorry to bore you with yet another 
letter about the Triforce mystery in 
Zelda 64, but | really think I've found 
something. While looking for hints 
and tips on the 
Internet, | stumbled 

across the official 
Nintendo of f 
America 4 
website who ,“"= 
claimed A Se 
you can @ 
get the 

4 

SMalAad WSACVSY © CHVOE VEN « ZIND © SHALIAT KOSTVIN A Gn 

GOLDENEYE 007: THE EXTRA MISSIONS 
Coming in the form of an add-on cartridge, working rather like the old Sonic 
and Knuckles cartridge on the Mega Drive, the extra GoldenEye mission 
pack would contain five totally new missions, consisting of the following: 1) 
The Throne Room, where you have to protect Felix, rid 
the level of Mafioso agents and find a suitcase of 
counterfeit money; 2) Tanker, on which you'd have to 
destroy the tanker's nuclear threat, get to famous Bond 
villain Karl Stromberg’s underwater city, and protect the 
ship's captain; 3) Stromberg’s Underwater City, where 
you have to eliminate Jaws, Stromberg and rescue Bond 
babe, Anya; 4) Spectre HQ, set in Africa, which is more 
of an all-out destruction, with Bond killing anything 
that moves, and finally 5] Rare HQ, where you have to 
infiltrate Rare, disguised as Donkey Kong and steal 
their future plans for the N64 and Dolphin. New 
weapons would include the Platinum PP7, Golden 

Klobb, Spyder (kind of like an automatic 
pistol, but silenced), Pen Grenade (which is 
actually a pen), Scatter Mines (nasty) and a 
Phosphorous Flare Gun. Oh, and finally, each 

mission would be almost four times the 
size of the ones in GoldenEye, and each 
ould be split into four quarters, with 
ifferent missions for each quarter. 
lister Newstead, Australia 

hat a tremendous effort! We absolutely 
ved your ideas for the extra missions, 
specially the one set inside Rare’s top 
cret HQ. Well done, cobber. Ed 

ear 

end your ideas for games you want to see to: 
ream On, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 
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Nobody supports Ipswich. 
M Hughes, Widnes 

Belgian's number 15's called 
Beffen. Hilarious. 
Quinten van Wichelen, Belgium 

Link has got the biggest mutton 
chops ever. 
Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Who has houses, mountains and 
hills? 
Sverre Andreas Sydnes Gustaven, 
Norway 

You won't print this letter because 
you're scared of saying the word 
tra : 
Oliver Rea, Wokingham 

| saved myself a small fortune. 
Niall Matthews, Ireland 

They are very gentle children and _ 
still play outside on their bikes. ‘ 
Tineke Endicott, Plymouth 

Great distance, my foot! 
Matthijs Wouter Franken, 
Netherlands : 

oy 

| will not brake for Mark Green 
when he crosses the street. 
Sam Holland, Cardiff 

it’s about as useful as a glass 
baseball bat. 
Dan Morris, Redditch 

And then he said his name was - : : 
the Incredible Hulk. If only. j 
Sam Toosen, Liverpool 

Triforce. | know there's a lot of rubbish 
going round at the mo about the 
Triforce, but this isn't any Dodgy 
Dave's step-by-step guide to finding 
the Triforce, this seems to be the real 
thing. Honestly, it is. 
Ed Harris, Surrey 

We must admit, for a while we were 

convinced. Then we looked at the 
bottom of the printout you sent in 
and we saw the date: 01/04/99. A 
good old April Fool's joke, we 
suspect. Nice try, though. Ed 

‘Pen and ink’ 
Just a quickie: when we were looking 
at the Action Replay codes for 
GoldenEye recently, we noticed there 
was an LM code, but when 
we went into 
the game 
itself 
nothing 
happened. 
When we 
looked at 
the Cheat 
Menu in 
GoldenEye, 
however, we 
noticed a 

1. Will GTA 64 have a four- : have Dolphin up and 

rN 

ikea” 

new cheat called Line Mode, which is 
a bit like Pen and Ink mode in Turok. 
Can you get this without 
the Action Replay? 
Jami and 
Shaun, 
Loughborough 

Nope. This is 
only available 
through the 
wonder of the 
Action Replay. 
To see how to 
access it, simply 
flick to our special 
feature on page 98. Ed 

‘64, 96, 128’ 
Here's a question for you. With an 

expansion pak fitted in my 
N64, | now have a 
whopping 8Mb residing in 
my machine, yes? Well, 
when you review a game, 
you always tell us if it's 
compatible with the 
expansion pak, but as 
well as that you also 
include a separate set of 
figures, like 64, 96, 128, 

256Mbits. Now, what exactly does 

Ws ey pat 

: consistently on 01703 
EE P Pee ace) E Ss 

this mean and how does this effect 
the game, particularly in relation to 

the expansion pak? 
Barry McDougall, 

Glasgow 

It doesn't. 
See, the 

64, 96, 128 
and 256 
you 
mention is 
basically the 
size of your 
N64 
cartridge. 
Zelda was a 
huge 
256Mbits, 

while Mario 64 was only 64Mbits 
(meaning Zelda was four times the 

size of Mazza). However, when we 
talk about the 4Mb on the expansion 
pak, we're talking about 4 Megabytes. 
There are eight megabits in a 
megabyte, so the expansion pak is 
actually 32Mbits — half the size of the 
original Mario cartridge! Soooo, what 
the expansion pak does is provide 
developers with an extra 32Mbits of 
space, effectively transforming a 
256Mbit game like Perfect Dark into a 
slightly bigger 288Mbit's worth. Ed 

: Actua Soccer 64 is a 
: definite - and will include player mode? 

Pre a WM oie Uwe tol 
Replay carts? 
Andy Stratham, Oxford 

foolish, but a 
ye ereLyi MG 

citing. 
tween 

ding on 
A el) ag 

No Eta Oct oLeel eT C 
doing Resident Evil, is 
CREA Uae Ue me) 
RY eta le pa ee 
Adam McWilliams, 
PPE alco) 

Doubtful. But you never 
ok out for firmer 

nt from 
once Nintendo 

running. That said, surely 
MER esei mela 
something like X-Men vs 

: Street Fighter wouldn’t be 
: too tricky on the N64. 

PP At Ua ume) or 4 
: on with Smash Bros, then? 
: It has echoes of Super 
: Mario RPG about it. 

2. Are Rare working on this 

Instinct 3D, perhaps? 
Mark Storey, Sheffield 

1. THE, Nintendo’s UK 

distributor, have 

rumoured that it might 
not even make it out this 
year. Shocking. The best 

: bet, then, is to write to 

Hampshire, 

demand t 

Smash Br 
: that, badger them 

: 2. A while back we did 
: some scouting about and 
: one of the companies 
: that provides the 
: processors for Rare’s 
arcade cabinets, to our 

: surprise, actually 
Sete UT eae 

istinct 3D was in 

: development. But, that 
: Tekken-beater, then? Killer : 

Fe UK eM LA) 
: since then, so we rather 
: Suspect Rare were going 
: to do Killer Instinct 3D 
: then decided against it. 

Was aaaaaages ago, and 

‘eep your eyes peeled, 
: though, for news. 

UC 
: Manager, are there any 
: other new football games 
: coming up? And which 
ones will allow you to play 
MMO Cu) Cele Kort aCe 
ne OU) Ue ye oY 
MCN UCC 

unlicenced versions of 

the competitions you 
: mention — while FIFA 
Hers OWL Maolsiiale Mel mip 
: the year. Michael Owen's 
: Soccer ‘99 is coming next 
: month too and, being 
: honest, that’s the best 
: football game this year. 

: 1. How good is Command 
: and Conquer? 
: 2. With Half Life 64 on 
ean aE a 

: chances of an N64 version? 
Mutu ae ecules 
Bold dlel ad 

1. The same as it’s always 
: been. Which is ace. 

2. Not brilliant, we'd 

: guess. But you never 
: know, do you? 

RYO Cl Mo eS 
: N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth 
md EV Werk 



‘Bits 
and 
bobs’ 
After reading your Special 
Investigation on Perfect Dark 
last issue, | was suddenly 
finding myself worried about its 
predicted greatness. To me it 
sounds like the game is much 
the same as GoldenEye; in 
fact, apart from the new levels 

and central star it could 
feasibly be GoldenEye. | 
know there's some new bits 
and bobs, but how different 
is Perfect Dark? 
M Turner, Lancashire 

Very different. But you've 
got to get into it. The E3 version 
wasn't helped by the fact that the 
old GoldenEye animation routines 
were still kicking about, but you 
can tell Rare have spent time 
distancing Perfect Dark from its 
predecessor with subtle gameplay 
enhancements, weapon changes 
and level branching. Certainly, in 
places it does still feel like 
GoldenEye but that's because it's 
using the same engine. How many 
PC games have used the various 
Quake engines and still played a 
brilliant game? Absolutely loads, 
the awesome Half Life included. 
Don't worry, Perfect Dark will be 
incredible, and significantly 
different to GoldenEye. Ed 

‘Masking’ 
Whilst reading Mailbox in N64/28, 
| was impressed with your 
camouflaged joypad, so | set about 
changing my N64 a bit. You can't 

dismantle 
the 

console itself, so | covered all the 
important parts with masking tape 
and sprayed the rest gold. What do 
you reckon on it? 
Tim Plunkett, Wembley 

Like it. It would 
look even nicer with an N64 
custom kit (as seen in N64/21). Ed 

‘340' 
In response to John Copping's letter 
in N64/29 about people who take 
ages to complete games, I'd just 
like to say that | took almost a year 
to complete the giant Super Mario 
64. The exact number of days was 
340. Not all that impressive, | know, 
but the game was well worth it. 
Ross Galloway, Scotland 

we 
RRS 

Nothing to be embarrassed about, 
there. Well, not much. Ed 
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How on earth is this astonishing? | 
played this for the first time about a 
week ago and, quite honestly, | prefer 
F1 '98 on the PlayStation — and that's 
rubbish! The cars drive like cardboard 
boxes on wheels and, although you 
said the graphics were amazing, they 
look dull with little detail. It feels as if 
you're driving in perpetual fog and the 
cars sound like my Mum's hoover! 

The only redeeming features F7 
WGP has are the replays and the well- 
known drivers and teams — and that's 
about all! Personally, | hate it! 
Peter Horner, Worksop 

The voice of the reader. 
Come along, join in and 
have your Say. 

e often get calls from 
disgruntled readers who 
disagree with the score 
we've given a game. 

Sometimes they think we've 
completely overrated an apparently 
dull game or, at other times, 
underestimated a game's fantastic 
appeal. Well, we're pretty sure our 
reviews reflect the opinions of most 
N64 readers, but, if for some reason 
you disagree, here's the place to put 
your point across. 

Just send us 100 words clearly 
stating why you disagree with us, 
give the game the percentage score 

MARIO PARTY 

Mario Party is compelling stuff. The 
single player game is brilliant in its 
own right, but it's the great 
multiplayer mode that really shines, 
blowing every other multiplayer game 
out of the water in terms of playability 
— even GoldenEye. The graphics are 
cute without being sickly sweet, the 
tunes are catchy and the gameplay 
has been tailored to perfection. 

If you've got friends, get this. If 
not, grab some people off the street 
and have a scream! Think Mario 
Party, think the big ‘F’ word — FUN! 
Bevis McNeil, Leeds 

| don't understand what you're 
complaining about! Sure the camera's 
a bit annoying, but the rest of the 
game's brilliant. Clean graphics, 
excellent sound and a brilliant plot 
with cool cut scenes. The bosses are 
particularly ace: giant skeletons, bulls, 
vampires and, of course, Count 
Dracula — all capable of scaring the 
living daylights out of you. With the 
option to play as two characters, each 
with a different route through the 
game, this will last a while. Definitely 
a purchase you won't regret. 
Tom Harding, Gloucester 

you think it rightly deserves and pop 
on your name and address. Oh, yes, 

don't forget that. We'd also quite like 
a photo of you to put next to your 
review, so if you've got a good 
mugshot, that would be great. 

Once you've done all that, just 
chuck it all in an envelope and send it 
to the following address: 

Write You Are!, 

N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
BA1 2BW 

E-mail: N64@futurenet.co.uk 

BEETLE RACING 

| can't believe you only gave Beetle 
Adventure Racing 81%. It deserved so 
much better. | know it’s only got six 
tracks, but they're all packed full of 
shortcuts and there's loads of fun to 
be had when bombing round. 

The multiplayer is also excellent, 
allowing you to take alternative routes 
in the fight with your mates to the 
finish. This is the best racer I've ever 
played — it's even better than Mario 
Kart and F-Zero X! - and it should 
have got a Star Game award, that's 

for sure. 
Greg Cossar, Scotland 

Send Th reviews tik Write You Are!, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 
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£6.99 gets you 10 Magazines, 3500 eats FREE Ccumpatttions| and a FREE REE GIFT’, 

Market Leaders. Established 11 Years. Great Web Site. Mail Order plus 
Seven Amazing Shops. Brilliant Club Magazine. Huge Discounts. Massive Range. 
Officially Approved. Genuine UK products only. Trial Membership for Just 60p. 0% PAY LATER (subject to status). 

Nintendo 64+  Goldeney & wv nd 99 iss 10 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Tea RF Lead 
PLUS Goldeneye (98%: 

Nintendo 64 + Star Wars: Racer 119,99 less £10 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller, RF Lead 
PLUS Star Wars Episode 1: Racer 

Nintendo 64 'Fire” + Goldeneye 107.99 iss £10 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue ae RF Lead PLUS extra 3D 

} Analogue Controller, 1 MB Memory Card and Goldeneye (98%) 

NO4 Fire’ + Stor Wars: Racer .l2/.99 ess £10 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller, RF Lead PLUS extra 3D 
Analogue Controller, 1 MB Memory Card and Star Wars: Episode 1: Racer 

“Deduct £10 off our price of any one other 
product bought at the same time as a 

Nintendo 64. Compare this deal for example: 

N64 “Fire” with Two Controllers, 1 MB Memory Card, 
Goldeneye plus Micro Machines 64 _...£131.48 ... SAVE £43 

Nintendo 64 Controllers 
MAD KATZ STEERING WHEEL 

AND PEDALS ...44.99 
Steering wheel and pedals for 
PlayStation, Saturn, Nintendo 64. 8 
digital buttons and analogue foot pedals 

dated TOP DRIVE PLUS 
DUAL SHOCK 

WHEEL AND PEDALS FOR 
PLAYSTATION & NINTENDO 64 ...49.99 

9 button control, D-shaped wheel, stick shift, self 
coat technology, wheel rotation angle select. Full 

re 
dual shock facility for both PlayStation and N64 

JORDAN GRAND PRIX DUAL 
SHOCK RACING WHEEL 

AND PEDALS .-.45.99 
Official Jordan Grand Prix steering 
wheel and pedals set for Playstation 
and Nintendo 64. Built-in Dual 
Shock/double rumble facility 

OFFICIAL NINTENDO 64 
3D CONTROLLERS WITH FREE 

1MB MEMORY CARD ...17.99 
Available in many different colours: 

_black, blue, green, grey, red & vow Ws 

AM JOYTECH 
my CONTROLLER ...14.99 

8 fire buttons, analogue and digital directional 
control, turbofire function, slow 

TI 7 a3 MOtion function & LED display 

INTERACTOR RUMBLE VEST 22.99 
Compatible with PlayStation, Nintendo 64, 
Saturn and PC. Sends vibrations through 

the vest to give an extra dimension 
to gameplay 

JOYTECH HI-RES 4 MB 
RAM EXPANSION PACK -.16.99 
NINTENDO HI-RES 4 MB 
RAM EXPANSION PACK ++.23.99 
Hardware upgrade that provides an all round 
performance boost to your N64. Increases RAM from 4 
MB to 8 MB thus allowing certain games to be played in 
high resolution. Look for games marked (Hi) 

ACTION REPLAY PRO ...34.99 g@a238) 
Cheat cartridge containing 100s of cheats 

for most Nintendo 64 games. Fully 
programmable memory enables you to add, 

store or delete cheat codes as required J.) 7a ed 

in 

ppetepe 

Nintendo 64 Extras 
256K OFFICIAL MEMORY CARD _...14.99 
1 MB MEMORY CARD 4.99 
8 MB MEMORY CARD 18.49 

JOLTPACK (RUMBLEPAK) +18 99 

OFFICIAL RUMBLE PACK 14.99 

SCART LEAD 
- Nintendo 64 to SCART TV_..... ...7.99 

Nintendo 64 Games 
1080 SNOWBOARDING 93% -32.99 
ALLSTAR BASEBALL 2000 91% -+34.99 
BANJO-KAZOOIE 96% .. -+.34.99 
BEETLE ADVENTURE RACING 92% 33.99 
BIO FREAKS 85% ++ +139,99 
BLAST CORPS 89% 217,99 
BODY HARVEST 93° «+999 
BOMBERMAN HERO 83° 33.99 
BUCK BUMBLE ..... + 0119.99 
CARMAGEDDON (15) (Hi) | «34.99 
CASTLEVANIA 90% _.. 34.99 
CHAMELEON TWIST 89% __.. 29.99 
CHARLIE BLASTS CHALLENGE 29.99 
CHOPPER ATTACK 84% .. -+-40.99 
DIDDY KONG RACING 97% ++:29.99 
DOOM 92% pata + +:12,99 
DUKE NUKEM 64 91% G «26.99 
DUKE NUKEM - ZERO HOUR (Hi) 92% 32.99 
EXTREME G 95% , + 18.99 
EXTREME G 2 88% +6 44:29,99 
F-ZERO X 92% ++:29.99 
FIFA 99 94% : + ++33.49 
FIGHTERS DESTINY 93% --36.99 
FORMULA 1 WORLD GRAND PRIX 94% 26.99 
FORMULA 1 WORLD GRAND PRIX 2_ ...33.99 
FORSAKEN 93% r 14.99 
GEX 64 ....... -.25.99 
GOLDENEYE 98% -.39.99 
GT G4. scene ‘ oe 84,99 
HOLY MAGIC CENTURY 84% ++:22.99 
INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 97% 27.99 
INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER 98 94% 32.99 
JET FORCE GEMINI taee 189,99 
LAMBORGHINI 64... ... . 17.99 
LEGEND OF ZELDA 98% --38.99 
LYLAT WARS 95% -.26.99 
MARIO KART 64 94% 26.99 
MARIO PARTY 85% 32.99 
MICRO MACHINES 64 TURBO 91% ...32.99 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 92% +++32.99 
MORTAL KOMBAT 4 90% -31.99 
MYSTICAL NINJA 90% --25.99 
MYSTICAL NINJA 2 
NASCAR 99 
NBA JAM 99 89% 
NBA PRO 98 82% 
NFL QUARTERBACK Cl 
NHL BREAKAWAY 99 90% 
OLYMPIC HOCKEY 98 84% 
PENNY RACERS _...... 
PREMIER MANAGER 99 . 
QUAKE 92% a 
QUAKE 2 = 
RALLY MASTERS 
RAMPAGE WORLD TOU 
SCARS 85% savas e 
SHADOWGATE 64 . 
SHADOWMAN (Hi) 
SILICON VALLEY 91% 
SOUTH PARK 92% 
STAR WARS: 
EPISODE 1: RACER (Hi) 93% 

{ 
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JOYTECH HI-RES 
4 MB RAM EXPANSION 

NINTENDO HI-RES 
4 MB RAM EXPANSION 

ACTION REPLAY PRO 
CHEAT CATRIDGE 

XPLORER 64 CHEAT CARTRIDGE 22.99 

PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES 9.99 
Extend two controller leads by 1.5m each 

STAR WARS: ROGUE 
SQUADRON 92% (Hi) ... ... .. 
STARSHOT: SPACE 
CIRCUS FEVER 84% 
SUPER MARIO 64 100% 
SUPERMAN... ... ... 5 
TETRISPHERE 96% 
TONIC TROUBLE os 
TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE (Hi) 85% 
TOP GEAR RALLY 90% ..... 
TUROK 2 - SEEDS OF EVIL (Hi 94% 
V - RALLY 99 90% ie 

Tas Th 
IE 

spear Reserve 12/9 921 30 
Or FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 322 322 AND WE'LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM 

l OPEN 9.30aM TO 8PM (MON-SaT) 104M TO 5PM (SUN & BANK sua) BASILDON OPENS & CLOSES 1 HOUR LAT! | 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS MUST STRICTLY BE PLACED BY THE CARD-HOLDER GIVING THEIR ADDRESS 

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 

pName, Address & Post Code. 

33.99} | 

VIGILANTE 8 (Hi) I CURRENT MEMBERS PLEASE ENTER 
VIRTUAL CHESS. i MEMBERSHIP NO OR POST CODE 
WAVE RACE 64 92% “26.99 | # Phone No Machine 
WAYNE GRETSKY ICE HOCKEY 90% 19.99 l £6.99 Annual Membership includes 10 Magazines, Free 
WCW VS NWO: REVENGE 94% Competitions, 4000 Cheats, internet guide AND tick a FREE GIFT below if you buy any item as you join, 
WIPEOUT 64 93% I We only supply members. There is no obligation to buy anything and you can join at any age. 
WORLD CUP 98 ... .. 
WWF ATTITUDE ... . PLEASE ENTER ANNUAL Fee £6.99 (UK), £9.99 (EC) OR £12.99 (WorLD) 
WWF WARZONE 90% or TRIAL MemBerRsHiP Fee 60P (ONE MAGAZINE, ONE ORDER, NO GIFT) 
YOSHI'S STORY 86% ‘ 33. 

laa Colour I 
item 

—— item Deduct any 
-BLUE . 69.99 Less £10 li £2 Discounts 
-CLEAR . ..69,99 Less £10 | Hitem as described Il 
- GREEN ... ... ...69.99 Less £10 above" 

- RED ..69.99 Less £10 l item = 
-PURPLE ...... 
- YELLOW 

--69.99 Less £10 
.-69.99 Less £10 

“Deduct £10 off our pric cone other product 
bought at the same time as a Gameby Colour 

GAMEBOY CAMERA 
Turns any Gameboy into a digital camera 

GAMEBOY CAMERA - BLUE 
GAMEBOY CAMERA - GREEN 
GAMEBOY CAMERA - RED 
GAMEBOY CAMERA - YELLOW 

GAMEBOY PRINTER e 
Allows you to print the images taken ‘with your 
Gameboy Camera. Supplied with batteries 
and a roll of sticker paper 

Jitem 

ICheque/P O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa 

Mt tro I 
CREDIT CARD EXPIRY CARD SWITCH 

[start DATE. DATE. ISSUER, ISSUE NO. 

CARD-HOLDER New Members - please tick this box if you do 
SIGNATURE not wish to receive mail from other companies 

The credit card given must be registered in your name at the delivery address. Hardware items (mains or battery). 
are only supplied to UK mainland. Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. Overseas carriage £2.00 per item 

ae aoa : ‘Ga 6.99 Free immediate cheque clearance l 

mosaunencrccnes -seeefl hedves payable to at | 
BUSTAMOVE 4 ...... 22.99 Lo PO Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH I 
GAME AND WATCH GALLERY 2 ...22.99 

HST MOON .. Gear el EO *Please tick your choice of gift when you join fora | 
WARIOLAND 2 ee ot 991 & year (£6.99) at the same time as buying any one item. 
ZELDA 96% . 21.99 alii- If joining by telephone please ask for your gift at the time. l 

PlayStation Top ¢ Games|t TWO FREE COMPETITION PRO 
CONTROLLERS FOR Siorate 
PLAYSTATION - 

OR FREE 1 MB MEMORY CARD 
FOR PLAYSTATION 

OR FREE HARD CASE STORAGE 
RACK. Software storage rack and carry case 
for up to 6 PlayStation games 

OR TWO FREE 1 MB MEMORY CARD 
FOR NINTENDO 64 

PlayStation games from £6.99 
DRIVER 94% 25 +-82.99 
FINAL FANTASY 7 98% 18.99 
GRAN TURISMO 98% --18.99 
GRAND THEFT AUTO (18) 95% 15.99 
GRAND THEFT AUTO DATA CD - 
LONDON 69 (RATED 18) 92% 
METAL GEAR SOLID 100% 
WWF ATTITUDE 

i_| 

i_ 
_] 

17.99 nD 
29.99 
..32.99 |] 

We're all NUTS about something 
FREEOLA gives you Free OnLine Access, 

a choice of 700 e-mail addresses & much more 
Full details of Freeola’s extensive services at 

www.englandfans.com 

OR FREE RUMBLE PACK FOR N64. 
Sends vibrations through the controller 

OR FREE PREMIER FOOTBALL. Full 
size, PVC. Design may vary 

OR FREE CASIO ORGANISER. With 
télephone directory, memo function & more 

OR FREE NINTENDO 64 3D r ne 
ANALOGUE CONTROLLER. eS is 
OR TWO FREE COMPETITION PRO 
CONTROLLERS FOR PC 

OR FREE CD WALLET - 24 

209/213 St Mary’s Lane, UPMINSTER, ESSEX. 
2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. Opposite 

Somerfield Supermarket. 01708 225 544 

43 Broomfield Road, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX. 
Just around the corner from the 
bus station. 01245 348 777 

164 Derby Road, STAPLEFORD, NOTTINGHAM. 

SPECIAL RESERVE BIG 
CLUB DISCOUNT SHOPS 

I CAPACITY. Stores loose CDs = J 
OR FREE GIANT INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR. 2 
Add £3 carridge charge for this item only 

- GREEN INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR 

I - PINK INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR, 2 
l - PURPLE INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR — 

- YELLOW INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR = ~ 

4 

C 

C 
10% deposit, no more to pay for 9 months and no 
interest, subject to status. Your total purchase 
must be over £200 including one hardware item. 
Telephone 01279 321 321 or buy on the spot at P 
one of our shops (please bring identity, bank 
details, credit card and employer's address). 

0% APR if the balance is paid 
in full after 9 months 

mi eT I i) Or 29.8% APR extended loan. 

2 miles from junction 25 of the M1, near Kwik 

Fit and Pizza Hut. 0115 949 1000 

351 Gloucester Road (A38), BRISTOL. 
1/2 miles from the City Centre and just 
up from Kwik Save. 0117 924 5000 

168 High Street, EGHAM, SURREY. 
ar Windsor and Staines. Just 1 mile off 

junction 13 on the M25. 01784 473 444 

The Maltings, Station Road, 
SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS. 

Not far from the M11, over the road from 
the train station. 01279 322 399 

[" coolest bedroom furniture in the world. Just add air. 

UW OR SEVEN GAMES FREE FOR PC CD ROM. 
Actua Soccer, Premier Manager 2, Utopia, Zool 2, 
Retribution, Space Crusade and Re-loaded. All seven 

Overseas members add £2 postage. Other free gifts available 
see the club magazine for further details 

Bonus GiFTS Written details available on 
request. See Club Mag for details, | 1 

IDE + ees ‘ EST INTERNET Gul as or ven NBASILDON, ESSEX. Bee iG BOOK OF 3500+ CHEATS - 
tect ic TS ne grease a TORMERY KEN NS _ The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG. 
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STUY 

Saito clam rut 
alone will sell millions of 

copies of this game. 
~  \Thankfully it’s actually 
_ worth all the hype.” 

oy 

[eo eta EE tat where you don't fly 
the Millennium Falcon? Get outta here! 

edged somewhere between Wipeout 64 simple stuff. So, that's why we've put together this 
and F-Zero X — with the floaty feel of the comprehensive guide with extensive tips on how to tackle 
former and the speed of the latter - Star all the tracks, good advice on what to spend your hard- 
Wars Episode 1: Racer won all our hearts earned cash on and some handy cheats (you never know, 

when it finally arrived for review last month. you may need them). This month we've managed to 
However, with eight worlds, 24 tracks and 21 different | squeeze in 14 tracks, but, rest assured, we'll finish the rest 

SIMA lecmoar-le- (elle coma aol mice a Mea Clin \maCeL (olin LUNN Mts dal on 

manage your money successfully 
The big money prizes you win can be spent at Watto's shop on upgrades for your pod; it's essential you upgrade if 
you want to come first on the later tracks. Below are some Jabba the Hutt-style tips for economic success. 

If you've already got to grips with the game's physics, Peer et rs ae 
and know the tracks inside out, then this is an excellent 
tip. Before the race, change the prize money to 
‘Winner Takes All’ and start zipping around the 
track. Should it start to look as if you won't be 
coming first simply restart the race and try again; 
by the time you unlock Bullseye Navior you'll 
have in excess of 17,000 trugnuts to spend on 
parts! A word of warning though - invest in two 
more pit droids to take care of your upgrades 
otherwise you'll find yourself without them after 
EVM Cleon 



If you're new to the racing game, it can be tempting to 
spend your hard-earned cash on just about anything you 
can afford. And, of course, you might end up regretting 
that impulse buy once you find yourself needing money 
for a faster engine just to keep up with the opposition. If 
you end up in this situation, enter Watto's shop and look 
for a cheaper cooling, repair or braking system than the 
one you already own (these aren't essential by any 
means). Because of the trade-in value you should see a 
minus number in the cost box, and this means Watto 
(foolishly) will give you cold hard cash for the part which 
you can now use to purchase a better engine (or 
whatever part you may 
fancy). Go on, make your 
Podracer faster than ever. 

Always always keep some money in reserve, and avoid 
the temptation to spend recklessly. When you get to 
certain tracks you'll find that a specific upgrade is 
needed to cope with the long straights, tight bends etc, 
and this is when your back-up cash comes in handy. 

Let these mechanical workmen protect your investments. 
For just 1000 trugnuts each they will repair any 
damaged parts — especially useful when you've bought 
something from Watto's junkyard — which means that 
you save money on replacements. Three droids are more 
than enough for all your maintenance needs. 

Don't even think about the competitive time attack 
mode until you've amassed a small fortune to pay for 
upgrades. You see, it's usually the tightest players who 
end up with the fastest machines. 

rst de 



TURBO BOOST START 
At the beginning of the 
race the announcer will say, 
"3... 2... 1!" Just before he 
ae POEL] Mola tal 

analogue and press A. Your 
pilot will shout if it works. 

RECOMMENDED 
CHARACTERS 
Until you unlock Bullseye 
Navior (after Sunken City) 
Anakin Skywalker proves to 
be an adequate choice for 
beginners and experts alike. 
Once you have the 
prehistoric teletubby under 
your control you can 
peice Ma Re cs 
immediately and make 
minor adjustments for the 
FAK aCe 

REPAIRING 
During the course of a race 
it's inevitable that your 
engines will endure a few 
bumps and scrapes but if 
they take too much 
damage it can cause severe 
steering problems. If you 
hold R you can go some 
way to repairing any 
damage but your speed will 
drop and you won't be able 
ome meet cra To |e 

After a certain level of 
punishment your engines 
will stay in the yellow and 
you'll find yourself repairing 
more often and for longer. 
The best time to repair is 
just before a corner (you'd 
normally slow down 
anyway) or after you've 

Loetes} creme ANVE NMOL Lo 
pack and need to let your 
engines cool. Severe 
damage must always be 
attended to immediately, 
but do just enough to stop 
fama COLT 
and then repair the rest of it 
further up the track when 
you've had chance to catch 
up with the pack. 
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ota) 
AMATEUR POD RACING CIRCUIT 

eM eT Rect SR rey ern! 
The first course and naturally the easiest, this introductory MUM em ae ese ORs alta UO CLG ae 
ete eee Me) mM la Mico ree CEN aCe mecLLel possible to lap many of your computer opponents with 
the corners are easy to take at high speeds. relative ease. A good track to practice skidding on. 

4 Straighten out your vehicle and 
EU alee mel aur 

ELH Sel a MU ee Lue 
very easy to take and you can use your 
ee Ma me UM UT aC 
Ceo ara 

centre and boost through the narrow 
PMU Ura cee) BAe Ome U4 ws 
to squeeze through. 

‘ “ 

3 Once you're on the open road 
activate your boosters (if they're 

not already engaged) and race to the 
MAUS ea 
small rocks on 
the ground 
eT Tr Cet 
YT aN att 
Ee met) 
will damage 
Dela 

ee Ova: § 
worst, smash you into 
little pieces - so dodge 
them as best you can. 

y By oT RuCl am eco 
navigate the twists and turns 

without 
braking. By 
PTF -a or Cea) 
the analogue 
PTT ard 
you should 
EW ole Merac ly 4 
Neal 
Pures WLC) 
the track 
straightens out, 
get into the 

: cy eae 
y am Ure ruee Le] 

you should be able to 
Mo ea M aur} 

your lap times short. 
Sum Me ure t4 
the boosters at the right 
time, though, so you can 

turn early. Then just straighten out and 
boost to the next one. 

This is probably 
bela cig 

course in Episode 
(elle Clean 
LWA racic Une 
You can use your 
eres Cm hg 
about every corner on this track, 
although only for a brief period of time. 

1:57.785 

tase mM yt 
The token slippery-slidey ice world, and one with a few 
secrets hidden away. Multiple paths make for interesting races 
especially if you know which way is quickest! 

POUR CRRA CT 
The entire surface of Aquilaris is covered with water, bar one 
or two islands, so expect to see some aquatic life as you 
em UC mM ea em 

4 Na cm mee Cr Rol the analogue. This will make you land 4 NSU aC V Mu em MULL aT 
FU RU eC Umm Eh Pee Cae Ue Cel RM Coe Cole oo) it easier to enter the tunnel ahead. tunnels 

with the icy lake which affects your , are straight straight towards the sloped pedestal 
Cire eee el 4 Cel Cd enough for 
aU Eg you to use 
pushing Down on the analogue to Nel arabe 
manoeuvre your Podracer with ease. tele emg 

you'll need 
to relax the accelerator for the harder, 
tighter turns. 

MT 
Sol 3g 

to the next 
Seem] 
CCT al cellos 
FC me) 
fem ins orto 
Lele) a Col ae-1 

Ce RUC aU CU MCR 
Eee Um Ue elie 
have to worry about all those tricky 
PCR Ure m OLs 

y ONO RU CUR me 
and race along the short path. The 

shutter doors are constantly moving left 
to right so you shouldn't need to do 
Tet COM Ca Colt 41 

and through it. 
Be CM aC) 
Me ae 

middle but remain 
unscathed, and 
SOMME WAY 

skipped ahead of the other competitors. 4 Use the path you've created 
After the statue there’s a long stretch Uo Um URC LO Mom umole 4 
PTL el eM COM CU) EUR em Re LL) 
Fea Ce PM RU Cum CMe 

LUE ae Coe e or- mC LUM (Celta UI 
2 Cross the i 

Tite US 
the way to the 

icy cave and go 

i 

sie 4 When you get to the junction 
DM ei Ce ta 

PMR aM aCe bem LC 
be sharply and steer right (remember 

RE Omi te | 
PUCe TE tm Mee CR UC 

other side of 
Me Rica ae: is 

RuCl um UL Bar Cle Mol 4 
Erm ee allen , boost should 
Eat em Colm See eel eC Cole see you 
leave the cavern, though, hold Up on through! 

1:18.453 1:14.508 4:02.452 



Malastare 100 
MMM sal a Cele a Come Mt) MeL em ol an Cards mmr Ug) 
TEA CA Mm mule Cel (MEN aniLold 
be very big compared to others in the game, but it can decide 
the outcome of the race so put your foot down. 

| CMO Cm UCR ele 
ole WA OULU eae | 

short skid and should see you 
glide around, saving time and 
speed. Switch to boost mode as 

aCe URC Cm oe 

x: “3 When you reach the next tunnel, 
3 fee OR ue eae Ut eats OME Wels] 
any unwanted catastrophes. 

by} Boost in short bursts along the 
dat remem ULL Carle Coll] +) 

the ramp to cut out the corer, but be 
CUR Oar UCC aici g 
after, otherwise you risk crashing into 
BUCA E LM cola t (aoa 

* Fi PNM ice mae oe-c ML) 
Se a eo | 

i. eis 4 cI the course, see if you can engage 
boost mode just before you cross it. 
Pull back on the analogue to avoid 
falling short and as you touch down on 
Poe ura me mC ear} 
nicely around the bend. 

SYM 
This race takes place on Mon Gazza again but the workforce 
don't stop mining. So, be prepared to take evasive action to 
avoid their industrial machinery. 

Stick to the right-hand route and 
then, just as the path rejoins, nip 

down the hidden tunnel on your right 
for a handy shortcut (it may not appear 
on the map). 

y When the course branches off in 
bem eee Lele: (ela Uy 

Cra uo aOR URC Rag 
to avoid the large rock up ahead. You 
may have to disengage boost mode to 
DECC UR ula 

TTT Ta 
Mielec Co MoM CMU Mew ceca Burkle 
will cause crashes aplenty. Have your pit droids on 
emergency stand-by in the hangar. 

4 BU Mole Me Le MUNA CLL 
CRU Cea a elts aula 

PTT ae Wee mee rem uct) 
PU Rm a OMe mec Cie 

p The rather large structure behind 
Pm Ua EU el Lae aD 

OC lla Cauca Uriel Fug 
TCM eV: NC LMC 
approaching it 
ENR Cmr tl 9 
to get past. 

3 elt 
Bclstilg 

CR UC 
middle of the 
RTH BCT! 
Ute M EC Ly 
Cu) 
Pr ac Us 
could prove 

dangerous. We 
ruil} 
Bite ti om 
Bel 

3 Keep to the right in the nearby 
tunnels so you don't collide with 

the anti-gravity transport shuttling 
back and forth. 

4 Rol et | 
few precious 
em ele 
track time by keeping to 
the inside when you 
cross over the fiery part 
Rte MCC) 
the wire cage). 

NARROW GAPS 

Always try to approach 
narrow gaps head-on, and 
if you can do that you'll 
squeeze through easily. If 
NioTUMilarem Zell meO lr ae 
Hitmen 7 
holding Left-C or Right-C 
to tilt your craft. It's a little 
tricky fiddling with the C- 
buttons when you're 
travelling at over 6(00mph 
but sometimes you've got 
no other choice... 

r. | Pitt velelig 
mode before 

you get to the zero 
gravity tunnel and, 
PUNT (i -- Ue aEN 
tre nit 1H ws 

boulders, you should reach some 
extreme speeds. If you do crash you 
can still get boost mode, even if your 
vehicle is pointing downwards. 

aa UTM Cela aC L te Comal a 
COT Ree am Lo 

JUMPS 

Miscemolim el Mimosa 
to catch up with the race 
CeCe Teemel aU ai peter 
your lead over the rest of 
the pack. Pull back on the 
stick to stay in the air 
longer (for pits and canyons 
etc.) and push forward on it 
to descend faster (for when 
you need some extra 
speed). Once you know 
where these ramps are you 
can boost beforehand to 
increase your speed, then 
pull back on the analogue 
to catch some serious air! 
Try it on Howler Gorge to 
Roatan MU 

5 Once round the bend you can 
boost all the way to the finish. 

Po} 
rel} 

so 

= 
cas 

{| 
oe) 
a 
sa] 
rd 
= 
oe 
) 

= 
tw 
a 
to 
ce 

= 
= 

ee 
= 

= 
Se 
sp) 
a 
ow 
O 
fe 
— 

a8) a 
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. 
HLS 
at ey at} 
ECO mmol 
Liam ico cm elem Ula ole aay 
vehicles (and their owners) 
as you progress through the 
game, and these can also 
be upgraded. 

Pei Ty ss 

GETTING PSYCHED UP 

At the main menu of 
Tournament Mode hold Z 
while pressing A to start a 
race. You'll now witness 
some ‘friendly’ banter 
before you go to the track. 

Py ete) 
We've been unable to 
uncover this guy during the 
normal course of the game, 
but if you want to use him 
temporarily try this cheat. 
Nolo me-lem atl ooo alae Ure| 
press A. Now hold Z while 
scrolling past the letters and 
using L instead of A spell 
out ‘RRJINNRE’ (the letters 
will appear in the bottom 
left corner). When you've 
finished, highlight ‘END’ 
and press L once more. 
‘OK’ will appear in the 
bottom left corner, and Jinn 
Reeso will appear in 
another save slot (providing 
that slot already has Mars 
Guo unlocked). 

96) CY Issue 31 

SEMI-PRO POD RACING CIRCUIT 
= 

TTT Ce aT c Pees OST UCR UTE Coli 7, is RUE Um col ta 
tunnel on the left, but when you SUL em alae Cea Lag 

This course features one of Episode 1: Racer's sneakier te Ue RU mel cuts out a substantial amount of the 
shortcuts. It won't work with Etre pods nati you've gota down and duck out of it. course. If you miss it, there's another 

Meee oie OTe Cm aE LORE: Ca cy small one you'll find it extremely helpful. Ne ue 

5 When you reach the large orange 
sign you'll see a slope on the right 

Di tm cel e: Ui cen) oe 

Boost along the bend with the 
crowds. The rest of the track is 

pretty simple — just stay right when 
you come to the junction at the end. 

4 SCNT M411 COM a 
tunnel and stay right once inside to 

avoid the ramp. If you do end up flying 
BUT Ue Ue Nae Ue) 
ede 

2 As you exit get on the left hand 
PU Me em uel im mele ed 

CUT Re UT or 

6:47.790 aleleteae 

Howler Gorge 
Once you're equipped with a fast engine, go back to this track 
EU e Cm mm Clam Ula mcm MLN Moe 
perspective. Another course that's perfect for time trialing. 

Back on Malastare for another fast and furious race, Dug 
Derby is also a very dangerous course. High speed chases 
through its rocky terrain mean only the best will survive. 

Use Z to skid around the first ; 4 SEC Mel mca ce ae US 3 Once past the ieee 
cere me eR Veg Oe ul ice, keep to 7 sit Co a cS gt one. Soon 

oe NUEVA ula Raa Tau Pec a ue SM ea a aos 
Di olete (Lief very narrow stretch ~ 

and you should 
have no problem 
PO a ee eee ROT eae Cue 

4 As you near the end of the lap 
PM Mae RCM Cr AM Cott 1M (ol) 

Mele Ur Mole em aC 
to get past them is to keep to the far 
i ae CON Mae OMe lolol a 

too much either. 

aye UT Lead 
tightly as you can to 

stay ahead of Sebulba 
and the other racers, and 
don't settle for anything 
less than first place! 

ae 
Once outside, skid around the tight 
corner (just before you go uphill) 

EU CROMER UCR el 
at the top 

US 
ly 
boost for 
EUR Mc 
Pola 

CMEC aola a om Collg 
Crue CU aoa UC 
melee Ly 
ICM elem Col) 
WYEU la ORICA UCC eld 
LT a a Colo 

ose out After finishing the first lap you'll hs 
=<" the top, 5 notice one of the tents has opened LUD 

pull Down on the analogue to fly nee bearing in mind that 
ee eat a ce) handy shortcut - a it gets narrow bY 
engine you've got in your pod you may _long tunnel leading places and you'll bana 
PoE Maa Uae cura eu to adjust your pod's 
bottom of the slope (be careful not to [rover Ca PEE SALUT 
ao ar Mt em Tel) 

9:21.867 1:43.174 2:33.698 



STi eH 
A personal favourite and a great track for two-player mode, 
Neel) a CORUM WU en ean TL 
plenty of long stretches to boost along. 

overshooting the track below. Turn 
really tightly and accelerate away to 
make up for lost time. 

4 PMY Fa Celera CULL Cele) 
enable you to break away from 

the rest of the pack. 

3 ETO Se Urea) 
ahead, but you can get away with 

Zugga Challenge 
Racing through a construction site is never easy, and it's not 
made any easier when you've got giant machines roaming 
Eel em eM eae Mel MUM melee mead 
TEC elmo alia eal tem 

4 The short straights and twisty 
OTC elim umes ar Uae) a 

course don't allow for much boosting. 
As you get to the red foggy area stay 
on the left-hand side of the track and 
PTR Ol Mme Ur Cec Ul 
on and go around the next one, 
keeping close to the hill. This sets you 

the fiery pit don't really differ from 
each other, so whichever one you 
eMC La OMT A CT Ce) 
Pull Ma Itc f 

MT tire) 
mr 

ey Fe OC 

As you enter the 
RCL TCM um 

bump) boost once again, 
but as you leave slam on 
the brakes to avoid 

using 
Pilg 
boosters 
YIN 
Tis 2 
between 
corners. Once you're back 
CRU Cc em aT 
bts a ome ol ancl ce) 
Ca elm urea italy 
bend. Skid around it while 
Yeu rm sia UTe| 
boost right to the end of 

; the course, using your 
speed to get a really long 
aT aerate a Cmte Fog 

the platform. 

:2:47.762 LAP RECORD: 54.194 

ite) ge RecA 
There's another sneaky shortcut on this track but you'll 
need to upgrade your engine if you want to use it. Check 
out the volcanic eruptions further out to sea — a piece of 
genius that you could miss while happily bombing across 
the sandy beach. 

4 ETE Mm ud Cele ed 
ta i Ue MLM cy 

difficult to navigate at high speeds. 

py} For a monster jump wait for the 
Mee mec mel Lae Muah 

boosters. Go up the ramp on the right 
and pull back on the 
analogue to land between 
PUR eT tee Wem 
onto the track below. Try it 
ma es evar: (a a 

your engine isn’t powerful 
TTT Bl Mc wee 
look stupid! 

Xft ae ace 
beach and use the 

EU ele oN Code Cele 
the tighter turns. Around 
Puente ire 
hidden path that will cut 

elem CooL Uy 

trickier corners, and all you have to 
do is crash through the trees and 
OTT ol ere eC REN 

r. | BUM gue eC 
simple, just use short boosts and 

COTE eee e elm OM UR 
Umm Cle edt RULE CS 
yes moe ea atoms cule 
PC CUE U LR Gry a ued 
pCR) 
rT 

away. ; ae 

BUCA ly 
requires a 
Pua 
with your 
Pela cums 
the gas for a moment. The two 
corners afterwards will cause the odd 
problem as well if you don't use your 
brakes to their full potential. 

PT aU Cac UCR La oly 
eUee  CAE UTTeTo oR U 
right - the 
Cc tm 
through this 
tricky area. 

r. | After the long stretch you'll 
EOC acu mM aL 

airbrakes to stop you from colliding 
Pm UCC @ar ums cera 
the end is just up ahead. 

2 ete Me ise et tw rete) 
CULM Cael mui am ee 

Tem Na Coleg 
tC 
passage without 
crashing. The 

# POR UU 
ome Clit -e-Cacel3 

> said 
oo: 

3 LAP RECORD: 6:18.226 LAP RECORD: 2:02.36 

STU CR der) Cle 
Another race through the underwater tunnels of Aquilaris, 
and the most impressive so far. Keep up the pace, but be 
wary of the cunningly positioned ramps which sometimes 
send you hurtling into a wall! 
4 BUM lcm mel yl CM Cols 3 Lael) 

boosting along the first part of a 105) 
the course, but the turns after the : zo o * Coy tt 

third ramp will Ruad2 » analogue 
eT eu es ela ul 
a Lia - meat) 

Elite Ria) 
in mid air 

to cheat death once again. 
Don't bother trying to go 
up the left hand path — it 
won't save you any time. 

4 Ba moe 
City you can take a 

rm ecu male Tum ul 
piles of junk to the left of 
the small tunnel. Brake and 
turn to dodge out of the 

Mem CCUM UCM (ola a) 
the narrow path to get 
Elite ome Coo 

BTeTel} 
after the 

turns there's a 
EU) aa ole] 
Le eye UT 
analogue to 
avoid 
crashing into 
BUT colette 
Brake sharply for the corners 
inside the tunnel and you should a 
MeL RC Oa LCN ry 
on the left and drive underneath i Fe 
the cascading water. 

3 LAP RECORD: 5:48.188 LAP RECORD: 1:54.603 3 LAP RECORD: 7:21.313 LAP RECORD: 2:19.714 

DUAL CONTROL MODE 

Osim oer UnomCcenlnl (eli) 
as before type ‘RRDUAL’. 
Use controllers one and 
three to race, pressing Up 
on both for acceleration, 
1DYoy VAM Colm Le-Ld lat em LaLe| 
Uf oyA Broa olm oie 

INVINCIBILITY 

Again using the same 
technique enter ‘RRJABBA’, 
then start a race. Pause the 
game and press Left, 
Down, Right and Up on the 
D-pad to become invincible. 

MIRROR MODE 
You can activate this by 
coming first in every race, 
but for those of you who 
want to cheat here's how to 
do it. Enter ‘RRTHEBEAST’ 
and pause the game. Then 
simply press Left, Down, 
Right and Up on the D-pad. 

ee 

SEBULBA’S POD 
RACER 

To get Sebulba’s Podracer, 
all you have to do is win 
the last race. Double tap R 
oma m aM Ce 

That's just the first part of our 
Episode 1: Racer guide. We'll 
bring part two of our fantastic 
guide and tips to you in N64/32. 
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Mess around with your 
games in ways you never 
thought possible... 

acking. The word conjures up 
TE Md 9 
ym Li) 
surrounded by 

mountains of expensive 
equipment, with the US 
Ee MEU aac) > <I 
displayed on an array of monitors. 

But hacking isn't reserved for 
the rich, American, or criminally 
insane. Datel's Action Replay cart 
allows you to hack into your 
favourite games, mess around 
with the code inside, and, = é 
occasionally, alter the game's > Se 

N64 SPECIAL INVESTIGATION 

performance. You might not be able to a 
start World War III with one, but you can Over the next 
give yourself infinite energy in Zelda, 
collect the ice key in Banjo-Kazooie, and 
Ele meu MOM UMass banc 
that GoldenEye’s programmers didn't 
quite have time to implement in the final 
cart. Interesting, hmm? 

Ue CR 
You don't need to know how an engine works to be able to drive 
a car, and you don’t need to know how an Action Replay works to 
be able to use one. Which is basically another way of saying that 
we don't have the faintest idea how the thing works, only that it 
does something. Sometimes. \ 

Since Nintendo change the copy protection in their games on 
a regular basis, the Action Replay has to be updated to work with 
the latest releases. We've got one of the earlier versions in the 
office, and it refuses to work with just about anything post- 
GoldenEye. Not good. The current Action Replay is the Pro ' 
version, which works with everything (for the time being) and j womans 
includes a code generator to help you devise your own cheats. 
Making your own codes is a strange combination of voodoo 

- witchcraft and sheer persistence, but the results can be 
spectacular. Even a single line of code can have a dramatic 
effect on a game — check out the Mario Kart hack to see 
what we mean. Special thanks to Scott Cockroft, Al Pierce, 
Steve G, and many others who devised these fine codes. 

oe) TY ae 

the very best Action Replay codes, 
including some brand new cracks and 
cheats. So lock yourself in your room, 
swot up on your hex, and let's do 
some hacking. 

; : a « : qd S 

ENTERTAINMENT 

three pages we've rounded up some of 

‘ ifs) 

eV 
IN MARIO KART 
N64 reader Al Pierce came up with this truly bizarre code for 
Mario Kart, which unlocks a hidden feature from early in the 
game's development. If you played the original Mario Kart on 
the SNES, you'll recall the feather power-up, which allowed you 
to leap over large gaps or evade red shells. It was going to be 
included in the N64 version too, until the development team 
realised that they wouldn't be able to prevent players from 
leaping over walls and completely ruining the game. So the 
feather was dropped. 

However, its ghost remains inside the cart, and using the 
latest version of the Action Replay cart, you can get at it. 
Because there are slight differences between each batch of carts, 
you'll have to use the Action Replay's code generator to find 
where the feather is hidden in your copy. According to Al Pierce, 
it isn't all that difficult. Here's what you do: 

1. Start a time trial, and press the Action Replay (AR) button 
while you're waiting for the lights. 
2. Now you need to use the code generator to search for a 
known value of 224 (EO). 

Rea Cm com lec Une Com Ma Cele wom elaar-LiLe| 
io Ue eee 

4. Search for a known value of 192 (CO) and 
return to the game. 
5. Pause and retry. While you're waiting to 
start again, press the AR button and search for 
224. There will only be a few possibilities left. 
6. Try each code one by one on CO. Start the 
game. You'll know when you've got the right 
code, because you'll be able to drive away 

while you're supposed to be 
WE Colm ue ce 
7. Jot down the code and add 13 
(D) to it. Remember, the codes are 
Teme tea en eae Lu ea 

the code was 800069F0, the resulting 
code would be 800069FD. 
Sem eels TL Ue CR LoCo} 
digit (to tell the Action Replay to activate it 

when the button is pressed), and 
0002 as the second set of 

numbers. In our example, 
the finished code would be 
880069FD 0002. 
CPM aM Lem Leeds 
worked correctly, 

Me ea Codec YT I 
make your kart leap high 

Tom UAT EU 



Is IT LEGAL? 

ej 8 : ee SI is 
a es bulla WYRE a a 

dalataeat Anccallletsisesileise irae Med shohinxi ee Replay-assisted scores, 
which is why we tend 
to ask for video The most enduringly popular game on the 

N64 is also the victim of the most Action expats Nite (tale mela moLl 
Replay hacks. But unlike the usual bunch LEVELS LT TOCA TeC lle 
Co ecole (CR OCR A Lael a Play Cradle and : games. Cheating your 
other, the GoldenEye cheats tend to be Statue with up to four pale BY 4 4 
more imaginative than most. Of course players! To activate podem ty sche phi feneere age 
Nee MME CCROema TCM  m dtc] the codes, press Top- . ria. Ges: 
levels you can't reach on your own, but C when clicking the e Rete Maess Sei 
the best codes reveal GoldenEye’s truly start tab to go to the ee, the ones that do weird 
excellent hidden depths... Cradle, or Bottom-C aoe SS and wonderful things to 

oe oR COMICON Ze Noltlaic ole Lc Ue 
FOUR PLAYERS ON ALL LEVELS bottom, where PL aU 22 
Select four players, and on the multiplayer Cradle Statue Trevelyan dies, al oat 
main menu press the D-pad in the D00572D1 0008 D00572D1 0004 and allows 

way around Super 
Mario 64 is a 

ete) co) A melee AM Coe UCR LL 0] SRO 722) 5 POO 80025E47 0016 lee ROR UTS POramas sata 
Archives (Up) entire sky(!) ee nom U Rell 
D00572D0 0002 PLAY BIGGER 120 stars defeats 
80026A87 0008 = MULTIPLAYER PUB Ee the object of 

83/485 Cees playing the game. 
Bunker (Left) These codes blow _D00572D1 0020 PN ATs ool Ae) 
D00572D0 0002 eines 800AD31C 0001 ae pos aes a 
80026A87 0008 doors a} itt een ee ire 

Ee ole rl mode in Lylat Wars or 
Caverns (Down) multiplayer levels. Archives/Cradle the platinum challenges 
1pleloloy74DleKeleley2 To open the door, D00572D1 0020 in Blast Corps, for 
80026A87 0008 player one must 800B4BIC 0001 example. It's up to how 

stand in front of it os pe to ie ols 
Egyptian (Right) and press L. The All Facility pole hell ko 
aaeeine a ce eee D00572D1 0020 ES 
80026A87 0008 Cradle is at the 800AFBIC 0001 

eye emi 4s) S| 

ALL GUNS, NO ARMOUR 

These codes give all weapons and remove the ETT ls 
body armour for spicier multiplayer battles. You P1 800A10E4 0007 Fas) a aon eee 
have to activate the individual codes for each 
player and level you're going to use. 

TEMPLE, LIBRARY, COMPLEX, STACK, 
BASEMENT 
rN Pr 
P1 8008F8E4 0007 
P2 80092354 0007 
P3 80094DC4 0007 
P4 80097834 0007 

Facility 
P1 800BO0E4 0007 
P2 800B2B54 0007 
P3 800B55C4 0007 
P4 800B8034 0007 

Lo els SAE Ul Lg 
8108E7E0 0000 
81091250 0000 
81093CCO 0000 
81096730 0000 

810AEFEO 0000 
810B1A50 0000 
810B44CO 0000 
810B6F30 0000 

P2 800A3B54 0007 
P3 800A65C4 0007 
P4 800A9034 0007 

Archives, Cradle 
P1 800B50E4 0007 

P2 800B7B54 0007 
P3 800BA5C4 0007 

P4 800BD034 0007 

Water Caverns, Statue 

P1 800AD8E4 0007 
P2 800B0354 0007 
P3 800B2DC4 0007 
P4 800B5834 0007 

Egyptian 
P1 800DA8E4 0007 

P2 800DD354 0007 
P3 800DFDC4 0007 
P4 800E2834 0007 

Ler: VT=1 3 
P1 800C18E4 0007 
P2 800C4354 0007 
P3 800C6DC4 0007 
P4 800C9834 0007 

No clipping (Dam) 

810A2A50 0000 
810A54CO 0000 
810A7F30 0000 

810B3FEO 0000 
810B6A50 0000 
810B94CO 0000 
810BBF30 0000 

810AC7E0O 0000 
810AF250 0000 
810B1CCO 0000 
810B4730 0000 

810D97E0 0000 
810DC250 0000 
810DECCO 0000 
810E1730 0000 

810C07E0 0000 
810C3250 0000 
810C5CCO 0000 
810C8730 0000 

AR button. You'll 
be pitched to your 
left, through the 
invisible barrier 
around the dock 
and into the 
water. You can 

now walk to the 
Selon 
D004C2D1 0030 
800BA78D 0050 

880BA78D 0000 

MISC CODES 
Extra weapons 8005859D 0001 
Max ammo 80058594 0001 

Predator mode (multi) 800585A6 0001 
soa ee legies e10)s} 137-0 K eon 

cy I (99) August 1999 Yk 

Reach the mysterious island at the far side of the 
lake. Enter the three lines of code, stand on the 
far left corner of one of the docks and press the 
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THE LEGEND OF 
ZELDA: 
OCARINA OF TIME 
Infinite rupees 
81118404 03E7 

Infinite health 
81118400 0140 

i urd 
80118403 0030 

ems (mide 
80118444 0000 

8011845C 0063 
i eel sy 
80118445 0001 
8011845D 0063 
iui em tevin) sy 
80118446 0002 
8011845E 0028 
Infinite slingshot bullets 
8011844A 0006 
80118462 0032 

metered 
8011844C 0009 
80118464 0063 
Infinite beans 
80118452 0010 
8011846A 0063 

ately 
Fill the bottle with whatever you 
want just by changing the last 
two digits: 
aE esis 
80118456 0014 
2nd position 
80118457 0014 
ETM lett) 
80118458 0014 
Ct Lett a Cd] 
80118459 0014 

Bottles contents 
Red potion 15 
Green potion 16 
Blue potion 17 
Bottled fairy 18 
aie i) 

Lon Lon milk 1A 
iatelan is} 
is}O (Mm icc Le 
Bug 1D 

EER cC Co Cee Eee Eee Cee PE CLCROSECEE ECCLES eP ERS COLE CERORCR EEE COOL AEE O CEPR EEOCE CCL ee OCC 

Big Poe 1E 
Lon Lon milk 1F 
Poe 20 
Trading sequence 
8011845A 0021 
Change 21 to: 

(Gl nifere-a ee 
PAA (cE MH inka 2e) 
Pocket egg 2D 
Pocket cucco 2E 
Cojiro 2F 
Odd mushroom30 
Odd potion 31 
eras RINT ACY 
Broken sword 33 
Prescription 34 
Eyeball frog 35 
Eye drops 36 
Claim check 37 

Silver scale 
80118472 0002 
Gold scale 
80118472 0004 

iim eM (Mitel et-3 
in field 
801197A1 003B 
All equipment 
8111846C 7777 

: All items available on quest 
i status page 
? 81118474 30FF 
Hea MMs oN 
: Infinite arrows 
HEM IS7 1) KOO y) 

i SILICON VALLEY 
: Input the following and you'll earn 
AM MUU URL elle 
: choice. Use only one of these codes 
Ree Ua ts 

i? Evo 
: 801DE085 0080 
uel em Tr] 

: 801DFB51 0080 
? Rocket Dog 
? 801DECO1 0080 
Hur aie 3 
? 801E19F1 0080 
? Dog, Bear, King 
Aer fm 
? 801DE459 0080 

: Fox, Penguin, Husky, Tortoise 
Hr UL 
: 801DFF25 0080 
A 4 
i- 801DE82D 0080 

Re UL ect mu 
} 801DF3A9 0080 
Ca A 

: 801E1DC5 0080 

Het) 
? 801E4039 0080 
? Lion, Camel 
? 801E02F9 0080 

: Desert Fox 
? 801E161D 0080 
: Desert Rat, Vulture, Kangaroo 
? 801DEFD5 0080 

? Turn Mazza into a pitiful freak 
Hay ae eT oS aes 

? Limbo Mario 
? 8030961C 00CO 
ECM Ue sta eles 

? 8030961E 0080 
? Big fist Mario 
: 8030961B 0010 
ECC e LULL CLs 

? 8030961C 0050 
? Strobe Mario 
? 803094F0 0078 

Rubber walls 
81309434 FFFF 
bole r ame Uitte: 
81309263 0095 
Flat Mario 
803094E4 0078 
Shrinking 
belo) feel mrt} 
8030961B 0050 
Giant foot 
8030961B 0090 

Mario runs twisted 
sideways 

: 8030961E OOBO 
HOLM Cmts 4 
? 8030961B OOBO 
i; One hand missing 
: 8030961B 0020 

? BANJO-KAZOOIE 
Wes Mes ry 

: DEO00400 0000 
? 8124C628 1700 
: 812874C4 1700 
} 812D3F80 1300 

Open all doors & secrets. 
CM Ula Uy a 

and Down to close it again. 
BOER 
eek 
OEE Oy! 
80277F50 003F 
Fly any time 

? D0285734 0008 
a Am CU oe oe CA] 

? 8037CBA1 0001 

ie Cou ie) 
? Mumbos Mountain 
? 803869D1 0064 
PLC CC) CNC 
+ 803869D2 0064 
FEU) Cle WT) 
? 803869D3 0064 
: Bubblegloop Swamp 
? 803869D4 0064 
Ha 4g 
? 803869D6 0064 
AES 
? 803869D7 0064 
HEC BUC ta EU) 
? 803869D8 0064 
Hrs a 1h Co at 
? 803869D9 0064 
Fam el ate fold aa Ls) 
? 803869DA 0064 

: TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE 
H Unlimited Nitros 
: 800F590F 0014 

: ROGUE SQUADRON 
Hee Cy 
? 80130B65 00C8 
? 200 Saves 
? 80130B66 00C8 

? LYLAT WARS 
: Infinite Lives 
? 80163C09 0063 
Pei eM eedun lS) 
? 80179FOB 0005 

ete) MU tg 
eC UN eee Ce) 
Mera Le) 

A od aed 
: 8002CFF7 000B 
Fe Cte a eC 
: 8002CFF3 0006 
? Unlock difficulties 
? 8002CFFB 0003 

i STAR WARS RACER 
: Infinite Money 
: 8111CB1A 270F 
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To get all the 
characters enter 
the password: 
NOTS3T. 

: pressing L to select each letter. Select 
: ‘End’, then press L followed by A to 
: enter any desired name. Begin a race 
? on any tournament track. Pause the 

game and press Left, 
Down, Right, Up. This 
will enable all of the 
following cheats... 

Select tournament mode, then 

highlight an unused position on the 
name entry screen. Hold Z and enter 
the relevant code as a name by 

Enter RRJABBA as a 
name and the 
invincibility option can 
be enabled on the 
cheat menu that 
appears. Note: Your 
pod is still vulnerable, 
as you can still be 

cliffs or by a turbo 
boost fire. 

To access Lizzy, enter: S4VRS. 

? To access Myukus, enter the 
i password: NOT3T (the ‘0’ is a zero). 

i Enter RRTHEBEAST as 
? aname and the 
i mirrored tracks option 

? name and the debug 
: option can be enabled 
? on the cheat menu 
: that appears. 

i Enter RRJINNRE as a name and save 
: the file as A. Select any other file 
? with Mars Guo and he will be 
: replaced with the bonus pilot. 

destroyed by falling off : 
: successfully completing certain tracks 
: before using this code. 

To play as the alternate alien 
with an unpronounceable name, 
enter the password: B1G4L. 

To access George, enter the 
password: SM14N. 

: To access Ralph, enter the password: 
: LVPVS. 

can be enabled on the 
cheat menu that 
appears. 

Enter RRDEBUG as a 

? Enter RRDUAL as a name and then 
: you can control each engine of the 
i podracer with controllers one and 
: three. Press Up and Down on both 
: controllers’ analogue sticks to 
: accelerate and steer, and Z for the 
: turbo boost. 

Here's how you get a flyer from the 
: start. All you need to do is press A 
; just as the number one disappears. 

Note: Mars Guo must be unlocked by 



Charlie Blast’s Territory 

4 Clubs, 5 Hearts, 10 Clubs, Queen Clubs, Queen Clubs 
4 Clubs, 5 Hearts, 10 Spades, 9 Clubs, 4 Clubs 
Ace Clubs, 7 Diamonds, 6 Hearts, 6 Spades, 2 Hearts 
6 Hearts, 2 Hearts, Ace Spades, 5 Hearts, 8 Hearts 
9 Diamonds, 10 Diamonds, Jack Diamonds, Jack Hearts, Queen Hearts | 
9 Diamonds, 10 Hearts, 10 Hearts, 7 Diamonds, 5 Hearts : 
Ace Clubs, 7 Diamonds, 8 Diamonds, 5 Clubs, 8 Hearts 
6 Diamonds, 4 Hearts, 9 Hearts, 6 Hearts, Queen Clubs 
7 Diamonds, 10 Hearts, Ace Hearts, 9 Spades, 6 Hearts 

7 Diamonds, 4 Spades, 9 Diamonds, 7 Hearts, Queen Hearts 
6 Diamonds, 4 Diamonds, 9 Clubs, 8 Clubs, 4 Clubs 
5 Clubs, 9 Clubs, Jack Hearts, 6 Clubs, 4 Clubs 
2 Hearts, 3 Diamonds, 9 Diamonds, 3 Diamonds, 2 Clubs 
4 Clubs, 5 Hearts, Queen Spades, 4 Clubs, 8 Clubs 
6 Diamonds, Jack Spades, 2 Hearts, Ace Diamonds, 6 Hearts 
6 Hearts, 2 Hearts, Queen Clubs, 7 Spades, 3 Hearts 
6 Clubs, King Hearts, 10 Hearts, Ace Clubs, 3 Spades 

Lia Dee -key | 

aT Ly 

: and fight in the 
: circuit. Then 
: defeat a platinum 
: character to earn 
? a medal. The 
: platinum 
: characters will be 
i playable after all 
: ten medals have 
: been collected. 

Earn nine medals to play in the 
Rayomau tournament. 

Defeat Bokuchin and you'll be 
able to use him. 

Stat ee | Keer) el | 

Complete the Ryumao 
Tournament. : 

: Select the HARD difficulty level and 
: tap Right until VERY HARD is 
: displayed. 

Select the EASY difficulty level then 

: tap Left until VERY EASY is displayed. Select the “SD Hiryu" mode 

Classic tip GoldenEye 
Whadda game, eh? But, have you 
ever fancied some extra multiplayer 
characters? Of course you have. We 
all have. Well, read on to find out 
how you can get your grubby little 
mits on an additional 31 characters... 

CO foie manr Ue Ca ey 
Enter the multiplayer mode character 
selection and display the last available 
character (either Mishkin or 

Moonraker Elite). Next, press the 
following controller combinations. 
Hold L + R and press Left-C. Hold L 
and press Top-C. Hold L + R and 
press Left. Hold L and press Right. 
Hold R and press Down. Hold L + R Baron Samedi Mayday 

and press Left-C. Hold L and press 
Top-C. Hold L + R and press Right. 
Hold L + R and press Bottom-C. Hold 
L and press Down. An additional 31 
characters will now be selectable. 

Ourumov Bond 



We all love a good tip, don’t we, eh? Well, fancy an ultra-rare and highly 
prized N64 badge? Then all you need to do is get a tip printed. And if 
your tip's really good, you could even claim the top 
spot and win a Makopad from Interact 
(01204 700139). Best get tipping, then! 

Top tip 

y | Here's all you have to do. 
Activate All Weapons and Infinite 
Ammo, and go to Silo on 00 
Agent. Then just throw some 
plastique at the wall, shoot it, then 

P ae to fight Ganon, 

EER Ue) oe 
Eee M eile ele 
N64. You'll no longer 
have your sword! Now 
ride Epona and you'll be 
able to use any weapon : 
elm Ela 

3 In Kakariko village, 
get to the roof with the 
bloke on it. Between 

you'll see a gap 
containing a tree 
stump. Longshot across 
to it and you'll find - 
surprise, surprise - a 
Cae 

71 Ie Tiny Bond on 
Bunker 2, then as you 
go up the passage to 
get out of the building, 
crouch down, go up the 
stairs then go 
fo Ta alee UT) 
steps. And hey presto, 
you're right on top of 
rule eae E 

i lo Yr RT eRe 
let him bash your sword : 

: as young Link at night, 
ge OR Ta 
: and they won't appear. 

getting on your nerves 

i oye fof-F Teel Mt 
Hy deele Xx er Ce 
} game and reset the 
? console. Now go to 
BN eae Teel MOR ny 

status beacon to go 
the sails of the windmill : 

ASCE T aol L Ta 
Hae ott <a tedad 
: have gone but the 
AM eee eed 

back to the start of the 

Tic get the heart on 
} top of the house in 
: Kakariko village as 
? young Link, climb the 
: huge tower, go to the 
: left side, press and f 
: hold Z and press A, and : 
: then move the joystick 
: left. Link should grab 
: onto the fence next to 
: the house and pull 
: himself onto the roof. 

AvTam coma 
through a level 
that's on fire behind you. And 
that's how you really feel when 
you're Bond, James Bond. 

f 8520 outside a 
: house, open the door 
: and at the same time 
: hold Z and Right-C. 
: Adam will roll into the 
: house and get his gun 
: out. Nicely done 

E 9%. WAAL) 
: Rampage, after you 
: meet Stan, head along 
: to the end of the road 
: and walk around into 
He Lt. eo oe 
: house on the right. In 
: this small garden you'll 
: find a Warpo Ray Gun 
:, with extra ammo. If 
: you climb onto the 
: roof, you'll also find a 
: Super Sniper Chicken. 

i y [ Oi ER 
: great cheats. Enter 
your name as CATLIVES 

: in the one player mode 
: and you'll get nine 
: lives. Enter your name 
: as GIMMEALL and 
Hen ol? Ae (ar) ay) 
: multiplayer tracks. 

Found an interesting cheat, tip, secret bit or quirky thing to do in one of your 
games? Then send it to us immediately! Each month we'll compile a chart of the 
best and if you make it in, we'll send you a rather flash N64 pin badge. If you get 

Manele Maumee Colm el Maly mec We Lar 

It's for [game name]: 

AGIOS: o2icicsisiecseshosssacnisiciai asesissasstorie nica cnieteseaeaes 

And I've found that if you: 

Send to: Tips Extra, N64 Magazine 
ELUM el eer PAM eek 
If you don't want to cut up your 
magazine, send a photocopy 

instead, and continue on another bit of 
paper if you run out of room. Postcode 



RROveq yh =a 
Mila sabes emes NONI NUAOM UCC Masse oTUUR ILE =O 
PICT L Eee) 

=] POKEMON 
-SONT. SIS NIP 

Lr = 
Hi Res Pak £21.99 
USA Quake 2 CALL 
USA Duke Nukem Zero Hour = AUG 
USA Goemans Great Adv AUG 
USA Pokemon Snap JULY 27 
USA Gauntlet 3D SEPT 
USA Hybrid Heaven SEPT 
USA Star Wars Pod Racers CALL 
USA Mario Golf CALL 
USA WWF Attitude CALL 
USA World Driver Champ CALL 
Pokemon Snap Guide CALL 
FOLLOWING N64 games £20 EACH 
Off Road Challenge GASP WCW vs NWO 

CEU eR ie WOT 
JAP Gran Turismo 2 30 SEPT 
JAP Dino Crisis JULY 
JAP Bio Hazard 3 30 SEPT 
JAP Rasetsu Sword £49.99 
JAP Dr Slump $42.99 
USA Bushido Blade 2 £45.99 
USA WWF Attitude CALL 
USA Lunar Silverstar Story CALL 
USA Tail Concerto CALL 

BEATMANIA POCKET 2) 
Funk Jazz Groove DJBattle | 
Rave Reggae Break Beats 
ey 2 Arcade Tunes 

Arcade Buttons 
Scratch Deck 

£34.99 

For a free price list of imported games, accessories & merchandise send a SAE to 
A UR ER Re CET RO Ce ess aH Ud] 

MVAYG AYZ INE 

NORTH EAST 

Grainger Games 
We buy, sell, part exchange all PlayStation, 

Nintendo & Sega games and consoles. New 

releases arriving weekly at low, low prices. 

Unit 60/61, Grainger Market (0191 230 0900) 

207 Whitley Road, Whitley Bay (0191 251 3533) 

XS Games 
53 Broad St, Parkgate, Rotherham, S. Yorks 

S62 6DU Tel / Fax O1709 522668 
All formats, Mail Order Service 

Retail & MAIL-ORDER 

We buy, sell & exchange games 

All second-hand games guaranteed 1 year 

Another World has branches at: 
23 Silver St. 0116 251 5266 
11 Market St. 0115 948 4122 

42-43 Main Centre. 0113 220 6606 

23 Victoria St. 01902 717440 

a inficvaryaiect VOWOO SC end FAX: 0181 508 3845 

s 
Joypads £28.99 Pokemon <x “ 
Puru Puru Pak £25.99 Pinball 5 3 
RGB Scart lead £19.99 built i : b built in 
Virtual Memory System £24.99 tumble 
Die Hard Arcade 2 CALL toy 
Sonic Adventure £45.99 
Virtua Fighter 3 $45.99 GB Colour USA Pokemon 
Sega Rally 2 $45.99 USA Gameboy Pokemon CALL 
Street Fighter Zero 3 CALL JAP Pokemon Pinball {inc rumble} CALL 
Ait Force Delta JULY 29 JAP GB Pokemon GREEN £35.99 
F1 Monaco GP $19.99 JAP GB Pokemon YELLOW £35.99 
Power Stone $39.99 Pikachu Boxed SetModels £12.99 
Pen Pen Tricelon £49.99 pac edt nen Toy ele? 

V achu Large Plush Toy ; 
Maye apc £3939 Pocket Monster Ball $10.99 £49.99 

£34.99 
£44.99 

Psychic Force 
Aero Dancing 
Blue stinger 

16CM Pokemon Muppets Each £9.99 
10 piece Keychain Models £13.99 

House of the Dead 2 £79.99 ey RL hy |. . 
King of Fighters JUNE a ay, > saan sy rs x 
Buggy Heat JUNE ° 2 5 
Soul Calibur (NAMCO) £47.99 

Jet Force Ge 

Pikachu Boxed Set er elok ent a 

WWW.projectk.com 
Visit Project K Web page, latest NEWS for 

Dreamcast, Playstation, Nintendo. NEWS 

abou t Nintendo's 128 bit Dolphin.Pokemon 
* merchandise. All the latest on Resident 

Boxed Set of 3 Evil Nemisis and Code Veronica as well 
Zelda Models £15.99 as pictures of the latest merchandise 

South Park 

1080 Snowboarding £33.99 
Castlevania £32.99 
OT EN Pe poh eee Pia 
Gasp £21.99 

NG ae are) 

fo) CIC eae er ed 
enero ae ge ee a 

Yoshis Story £31.99 

SOUTH EAST 

VR Interactive 
New and Used PlayStation, N64, Gameboy games and 

Consoles at best prices. 147 Hamlet Court Rd, 
Westcliffe on Sea, Essex SSO 7EW Tel: 01702 394969 

NORTH WEST 

Variables - Sony PSX Centre 
3 Hardman Lane, Failsworth, Manchester 

M35 ODL Tel: 0161 6820860 
Email: sonydavevariablesspc@cwcom.net 

TNT Games 
N64, PlayStation, Second Hand Games 

‘TNT Games, 37 London Rd, Liverpool, Merseyside L3 8HR 
Tel: 0151 207 0090 

SOUTH WEST 

Stan's Games Exchange 
We exchange and sell games and consoles. 

2B Berkeley Court, Falmouth, Cornwall TRI1 3XE 
Tel: 01326 211394 Visit us at the Cornish Market World 

The Games Room 
Games, Distributor of N64, PSX, PC, Accessories etc. 

The Games Room, 6 Old St, Clevedon, N. Som BS21 6ND 
Tel/Fax:01275 340800 Mobile: 07971 671827 

A fully illustrated monthly fanzine in A4 format 
RETRO packed with information and reviews, RC brings you 

the fascinating world of Retro. All classic micros and 
CLASSIX .e. Arcade, Stra and Adventure, 

on-and values. Included 

DEDICATED TO GAMERS AND COLLECTORS 

WELCOME TO THE TIME-MACHINE - ISSUE 21 OUT NOW! 

s covered 
her with user inform: 

classic hard and 
collectable items for sale software listing 

PLAY PCB ARCADES (The full know how!) 
+ Big Game & Watch Feature. 

Send now for this issue and free catalogue enclosing a cheque/PO for £2.50 payable to: 
'G. Howden’ and post to: 

RETRO CLASSIX (N64), 4 CHATTERTON AVENUE, LINCOLN LN1 3TB 

http://members.aol.com/R Classix1/INDEX.html 

Call us on: OI81 767 IIOI 
e-mail: sales@kingcat.co.uk 
web: www.kingcat.co.uk 
Mon/Fri 10am-8pm Sat |0am-6pm Sun |2pm-3pm 
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to: KING CAT. MULTIMEDIA 
and sent to King Cat Entertainment, RO Box 24363 London SW17 9FF 

Banjo Kazooie £26.99 
Diddy Kong Racing £29.99 
Fl World Grand Prix £25.99 

Holy Magic Century £22.99 
Milos Astro Lanes £39.99 
Premier Manager £35.99 

Scars £34.99 Ret ee Sea 
SSR eM ro ge hy Be] 

Twisted Edge 
Vigilante 8 £32.99 

Mile tda ge aect ed 
Be Cae M (ore Mate elo a a 

covca| ge) OV co 



online www.futurenet.co.uk 
uilure 

The fastest growing website in Europe 
Future Online is your gateway to the most exciting content on the Net: 
Point your browser at www.futurenet.co.uk and start exploring... 

SD 



The prescription 
pad is ready as Dr | 
Kitts prepares to | 

prescribe cures for / 
your gaming) 

Dr Kitts, 
I'm 

stuck 
on 
Mischief 
Makers. |'ve found most of the Gold 
Gems but there are a few levels 
where | can't find them, namely 2- 
11, 3-2, 3-10, 3-12, 4-6, 4-11, 5-1, 

5-3, 5-6, 5-8. Please could you tell 
me how to get them. 
Ross Anderson, Peterborough 

Sucking on his bic biro, Dr Kitts 
ponders for a moment: 
Right, | think | can just about 

remember these. 
2-11: With a lot of practice, you can 
defeat Migen and Son without 

sores. 

getting hit. Succeed and the Gold 
Gem will be yours. 
3-2: Okay, here you have to save 

near the beginning of the level 
and then shake him up so he 

’ drops the mine. 
3-10: You have to finish the 100 
metre dash in under 11 seconds. 
You must start as soon as the GO 

. comes up. This is by no means easy. 
: At all. Good luck! 
: 3-12: This is probably the toughest 
: gem in the game. Defeat Lunar 
: without getting hit once and it's 
: yours for the taking. 
: 4-6: When the boss goes for a wind- 

: up punch, grab it and then throw 
: him backwards into a wall. He'll get 
: hit hard and drop the Gem. 
: 4-11: Just like Lunar, beat him 
: without getting hurt — this is much 

easier, though. 
: 5-1: Hell this is tough. You'll see 
: one of the Clancers carrying it after 
: the third mech. Try giving them all a 
: bit of a shake up. 

: 5-3: Give the third missile a shake to 
: free the Gem. 
: 5-6: You guessed it! Beat Phoenix 
: Gamma without taking a hit. This is 
: tough, and no mistake! 
: 5-8: You should be able to figure 

: this one out by now. Beat him 
: perfectly and the gem's yours. 
: Hope that solves your problem. 

: Dr kitts, 
i I'm stuck on Stage 2 of Java in Body 
: Harvest. Whenever | get to the 

the Clancer wearing the Santa hat 

: military base the truck that I'm 
? meant to follow never comes. I've 
: waited for 20 minutes, used 30 
: shotgun shells on the door and still 
: no result. Please help. 
: Liam Desroy, Leeds 

: Dr Kitts slowly crosses and then 
: uncrosses his legs: 
: Right, | think the problem here is 
: that you're waiting for the truck to 
: come to you. You're not allowed in 
: the military base because you don't 
: have authorisation, but if you 
: wander around outside you should 
: find the truck circling about. When 
? you come across it, follow the truck 

: to the doors of the base and when 
i the doors open, follow it in. 

Dr Kitts, 
? Help me! | can't seem to get hold of 
? the fifth lon Capacitor on level six of 
: Turok 2. I've looked all over the 
: place, by laser beams and that damn 

? annoying area with the moving 
: platforms, but still no joy. Please can 
: you help me? 
: Chris Davies, Birmingham 

: Sucking in his teeth, Dr Kitts takes a 
: deep breath and scratches his head: 
: Umm, let's see... Ah, now | 
: remember. The fifth lon Capacitor 
: can be found above the lasers beams 
: with the fans — just after the 
: annoying area with the moving 
: platforms on a timer. There's another 
: one on the lip of a pipe in the room 
: with the narrow walkways. Use the 

i small platform to get into the pipe 
? and make your way round to the 
: crystal. There are two more lon 
: Capacitors in the large room 
: suspended over another series of 
: laser beams, but to get these you 
: must open the doors first before you 
: jump across. 

a: AND 

Doesn't matter how small, or how precise, write into Dr Kitts for 
the answer. Detail your problem in the box provided (use a 

separate piece of paper if necessary) and post it off to: 
Got a gaming query? 

MUN WINSARNNBR SMS INSS: Co ceai (taste ncscn terrae pei ah ap nag One nsten anes aoe aaron ath Ceatoneae Pe TS oes e ES Oma 
I've got this terrible gaming affliction — it’s like this... 

ANNO MANNE AE eg ere he tn aay tesa Raat gu vey un state ascites RAD ov epvemtceabe pasa vs deen asco eat 



his issue of Hotline has 
forsaken the joys of Zelda 
and Pokémon Stadium for 
the spooksville known as 

Castlevania. It seems a lot of you 
are stumped on this fabulous 
vampire-fest, so we've decided to : 
concentrate on covering the main 2 Eo eee ee SES FUT ole 

points for all you unlucky gamers : ee ee 
who can't quite work things out. 
Hope we've been of help. 

We've also been busy getting to 
grips with the fantastically fine Star 
Wars Episode 1: Racer, and whilst 
N64 is currently running the best 
guide you could possibly get your 
hands on (see page 92), we're 
always here to answer more specific 
questions on the latest and greatest 
instalment in the Star Wars franchise. 

Anyway, unwrap the garlic, get 
out the wooden steaks and read on 

Mormal view 

In the Maze I've talked to 
Malus, but he's run off — the 
little tyke! I've looked 
everywhere, but keep running 

at your peril. Mwaa, ha ha ha ha into the spooky guys with 
ha... Cough... Ahem... : dogs. What can | do? 

Just follow these simple 
directions to find the young 
scamp. Go back under the 
archway you came through 
and take the first door on the 
left. Follow the path to the T- 
junction and take a right. Go 

to the end and then go left. 
Take the next right and follow 
the one-way path to the next 
T-junction. Go left, right, then 
right again. Take the next 
right, go forwards as far as 
possible and then go right. 
From here, follow the left wall 
to a single green tree and 
enter the path to the tree. 
Follow the corner round, take 
the first right and go forwards 
to find — at last! - Malus. 

through the archway, forwards : 

What, precisely, are the special 
crystals that | keep finding 
throughout the game? 

These crystals, when found, 
will prompt you (if you wish) 
to overwrite your game once 
you've finished. The first of 
these will let you play the 
game on a new difficulty 
setting (Hard) and the second 
will let you select a different 
costume on the character 
selection screen by pressing Up 
when choosing your character. 
The choice... is yours. 

I'm in the Castle Centre, and 
I'm stumped on the bit where 
you have to use the Nitro and 
the Mandragora. Can you help 
me out, please? 

Certainly can, our misguided 
% demolition expert. Let us 

explain the best approach... 
From the start, pop down 

the hallway and take the first 
right. Follow the right wall 
and enter the first door. Kill 
the three vampires in the 
room, enter the gate at the 

top of the steps and climb the 
stairs. Cross to the far corner 
of the next room and go up 
the steps to the next floor. 
Enter the door on the left and 
continue along the one-way 
path to reach the White Jewel 
next to some broken stairs. 
Enter the door at the top of 

the stairs and go through the 
next two doors. Turn right, 
follow the left wall along and 
enter the door. Talk to the 
lizard to get the Torture 
Chamber key and enter the 
next door to locate the room 
with the Magical Nitro. Walk 
up to any of the red jars and 
get some Magical Nitro. 
(Note: The bottle won't 
disappear from the ledge, but 
Magical Nitro will appear in 
the item subscreen. Also, there 

will be an automatic cut 
sequence with Malus.) 

Leave the room and go 
through the next door. Follow 
the left wall to find a cracked 
section of wall. Put the 
Magical Nitro next to the 
cracked wall - this may take a 
few attempts. Now face away 
from the wall, go forwards 
and turn right. Follow the wall 
on the left and enter the first 
door. Go back down the one- 
way path to the broken stairs 
and the White Jewel, enter 
the next room and promptly 
defeat the lizard-like chappies 
that appear. 

Done that? Okay, from 
there go through the next 
door to reach the room with 
the red carpet and staircase. 
Go down the stairs, and 
continue through the next 
room until you reach another 
set of stairs taking you down 
to the large room with the 
three vampires. Kill these, then 
take the exit on the opposite 
side of the room. From here 
go left to the intersection, turn 
right, go forwards and enter 
the door to reach the Torture 
Chamber. 

Continue forwards to the 
far wall and take some 
Mandragora. Exit the room, 
and return to the cracked wall 
where the Magical Nitro was 



placed. Stand next to it and 
plonk the Mandragora down 
to blast a hole in the wall. 

Go through the new 
opening and enter the door 
on the right to the library. 
Walk over to the right wall 
and jump onto the first 
bookcase. Face the door and 
jump onto the ledge, follow it 
around to the right, then grab 
and climb onto the tall block 
to create an opening in the 
ceiling. Grab and climb up into 
the opening and step on the 
floor switch in the far corner 
to create another hole in the 
ceiling. Climb up into the new 
hole to enter the Star Room. 
Go to the pillar in the 
centre of the room 
and place the goddess 
statues in the following 
order to remove the seal 
in Bull's Room: Gold - 2, 
Red - 4 and Blue - 8. 

Return to the hole 
and stand on the tile to 
open it, drop down and 
stand on another tile to 

enter the Library. Go through 
the Library, and follow the 
right-hand hallway to the 
right. Go past the faces that 
spit fire at you and enter the 
door. Continue along the one- 
way path to reach the room 
with red carpet and a staircase. 
Cross to the far side of the 
room and go up the stairs. 
Follow the one-way path and 
enter the room with Magical 
Nitro. (Note: If you enter this 
room from the wrong 
direction, there's no way to get 
the Nitro safely to the Bull's 
Room. So don't do it, alright!) 

Grab the Nitro and 
backtrack to the room with the 
ledges and gears. Carefully 
cross the narrow ledges to 
reach the slowly rotating gears, 
then follow the first gear as it 
turns left. When you reach the 
second gear, follow the first 
gear as it turns — staying in- 
between the middle spoke and 
the outer edge — to avoid 
getting hit by the second gear. 
Once past these dastardly 

obstacles, go up the ramp 
and enter the door. Go 
down the next two sets 
of steps, squeeze past the 
gate and pop through 
the door. Go right and 
enter the Bull's Room. 
Go up to the cracked 
wall and ditch some 
Magical Nitro there. 
Now go out of the 

4 room, turn right, go 
to the end and turn 

MM right again. Go 
forwards, enter the 
door and get some 

more Mandragora. 
Return to the Bull's 
Room and, just as you 

Ole in the wall. 
There, we hope that 

gets you started. 

did before, blast a lovely 

At the Villa in the Garden 
§ Maze area, how do | get on 
= top of the water fountain? 

In the water at the base of the 
» fountain is a section of stone 

that rises at midnight. Ride this 
section of stone to reach the 
upper part of the fountain. Be 
warned, mind, as this section 
of stone lowers back down 
again at 1am. 

I've talked to Charlie Vincent 
and received the clue about 
‘roses’, but I'm not sure what 
the heck he’s going on about. 
Can you shed some light on 
the subject perhaps? 

By all means. Once you've 
=> talked to Vincent, leave the 

room and head back 
downstairs. Go into the room 
with roses between 3am and 
6am to find Rosa, who will 
give you the next clue. Now 
go back to Vincent's room and 
talk to him again and get hold 
of the Archives Key. Easy! 

Vincent: 
lam Charlie Vincent, 
oT Pah 2s 

all vampire killers: 

WHAT IS THE 
‘NINTENDO 
HOTLINE? 
: We're a team of expert games 
: players who use our vast knowledge 
: of all things Nintendo to help 
: gamers in distress. Staff selection is 

: very strict, so you can always be 
? confident that when you talk to a 
: counsellor (which is what we like to 
: call ourselves), they are one of the 
: finest games players in the country 
: and the perfect coach for your 
: gaming skills. 

Open seven days a week, 365 
: days of the year, the Hotline deals 
: with over 2,000 calls a day, spread 
: over the various Nintendo platforms. 
: To guarantee that your call will be 

: answered quickly and your problem 
: answered swiftly, we have doubled 
: our staff and increased our weekend 
: opening hours. 

Call us on 01703 652222 
: (NOT a premium rate number) and 
: pose your game questions. We 
: should be able to provide you with 

: the answers, whether they're 
: directions, cheats, passwords or 

: simple advice. The Hotline is open 
: Monday to Friday 12pm to 8pm, and 
: Saturday and Sunday 10am to 6pm. 
: So, please, feel free to give us a call 
: with your gaming problem. 

? We now also have a fully automated 
: service allowing you to get help on 
: those games even into the small 
: hours. The automated lines will 
: provide help with most of the biggest 
: release titles, 24 hours a day. Calls 
: cost 50p a minute so make sure you 
: have the permission of whoever pays 
: your phone bill before calling. 

Call us on 0891 669945 and 
please make sure you have a 

: pen and paper ready to jot @ 
? down all the information. 



Once you've seen everything a 
Ten challenges to test the best. [3 sega oe pjel ene 

Here's a challenge that’ gives the otherwise useless Big Donut 
battle track something to do, and it's a great way to teach 
masterful battle mode-players a lesson. While your three 
opponents can pick up andwise any power-up and race 
anywhere, you're banned from using weapons, and 
doomedsto spend the entire race driving clockwise 
around the track. The others gang up and try to smack 
you with their power-ups, whileyou try to complete 
as many circuits of the track as possible before all 
three of your balloons drift into the sky. Youycan turn 
around to avoid an attack if you wishbut only 
complete,clockwise circuits count. 

Pick the practice mode on any difficulty and choosesthe Big 
Hand circuit. The moment the race’starts, flip your vehicle 
to face the wrong way and start racing: The challenge 
is to see how many times you can complete a 
backwards lap without your craft being obliterated. It 

if you see the pack heading straight'for you, and be ( 
aware that the computer opponents tend to bunch 
together on one side of the track as they race. They all 
travel at a relatively fixed speed, so you should be able 
to learn at what points you'll bump into them. 

lt | q)) 6 
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> 
iy 

will not be easy. Try toyactivate your shields with Zand R re 

title has to offer, the only thing 
left to do is put it to sleep in some dark, 
dusty cupboard. 

Until now, that is. With our collection 
of quirky challenges, you can kick your 
forgotten cartridges into life once more. 
We've deliberately made all these tasks a 
little bit tricky, but with skill they’re all 
perfectly possible. Following on from last 
month, we've introduced ten more 
testing challenges to allow you to get the 
most from your favourite games. 

Hasbro's impressive 3D platformer is nail-rippingly frustrating at times, and 
is especially so when it comes to steering the ball across water. So you're 
going to hate us for this. First, guide the ball into any lafge.stretch of 
water (the start of level 1-3 is ideal). Now push the stick in any direction 
for a bit, jump by pressing A, then try to steer the glove so‘it lands back 
on the moving ball. Keep holding A throughout, as this will make the 
glove jump straight back off again, and see how. many times you can 
successfully leap and land without falling in the drink. 

Start a new_gamesand jumpsinto the Milo's Supplies van that's 
lying nearby. Immediately to the east, you should spot a 
cluster of four trees = three of which are arranged in a 
pleasingly straightiline. The challenge here is to weave 
your van betWeenall three (first left,then right, then 
left again), then feverse back through.\If you hug 
the trunks your vehicle should’steer itself around, 
but you'll have to do your fair share of braking and 
turning to Squeeze all the way through. You're timed 
for this/challenge, so we'd advise afew practice runs 
beforejattempting it against the clock. 



Head for the Silojlevel on Agent difficulty for this challenge. The idea is to 
murdeF asimany..guards as possible, without planting a single bullet in them. 
How? By shooting up the local scenery and creating some lovely-but-lethal 
explosions. ‘Sprint through groups of bad guys and lure them towards 
computer.consoles, satellites and barrels, then open fire and stand well back 
— thessurprisingly latge,blast radius should work in your favour. You don't 
need to complete the mission objectives, so feel free to send a few scientists 
flying, and We'll forgive the odd guard accidentally killed by gunfire. 

Start the adventute mode and Kart towards the pond where the froggies 
hang out. You've now got 30 seconds to splat as many of the croaking 
green blighters as you can. Copiotis use of B as you accelerate will ensure 
that yotnswing around quickly, and you can prevent frogs leaping to 
avoid your wheels-o'death by,approaching them from behind, or 
randomly accelerating and*braking as’you get near to them. We'd suggest 
that,you avoid slowing yourself down by going for a dip in the pond 
itself Oh, and you onlysrack up.a flattened frog if you hear the sickening 
squelching noise. Okay? 

Bash ‘n' Cash is one of Mario Party's most unfair,sub-games, so this 
challenge gives Bowser.a.bit of a breatheffrom_having=his head 
pummelled. You, as Bowser, need to hop onto:any or all.of the other 
three players, and bounce on theif bonces as manystimes as you can in 
the time allowed. The others:should try their best to searper and put your 
trampolining to an end. Needless to-say, they're not allowed to use their 
hammers. Remember, you can steer yourself around in mid-air in an 
attempt to prolong your hopping. 

BOUNCES 

role Tightrope treachery 

For this, you need to make your;way to the very top ofiGoron City. This 
challenge is based around the tightrope that stretches from, the central 
platform to the north-westoof the cavern |= it's the\one thateforks at the 
halfway point. The aim is toypelt across and\back at full speed, only. 
moving the stick to steer left and right. You're allowed’a couple.of 
seconds break between runs to swing the camera around using Z and |to 
get your bearings, but braking mid-sprint is forbidden; A full circuit means 
successfully travelling both across and back. Don’t look down... 

Here's one for all you Wave Race fans.You'll need to select the Sunny 
Beach time trial for this challenge. Head for the first buoy (it's yellow) and 
attempt to jetski around it — and here's the tricky bit - without clipping 
the sides. See how many times you can do this in 60 seconds. Make sure 
you pull back on the stick to steer tightly around the bouy, and use the A 
and B buttons together as an alternative way. of performing a swift turn. 
Your choice of rider.is also important — the heaviest jetskiers will find it 
almost impossible to follow the floating balloon’s delicate contours. 

Head for level 1 and run to where the first level 2 key is sitting. Kill the 
first Raptiod you stumble across, then lure the next two back to the room 
with the key. Your job now is to avoid being punched or scratched by 
either Raptoid, without leaving the room. The sidestep button will be your 
best friend here, as it allows you to hug the walls while keeping an eye on 
the pesky mutants. The biggest danger is the two fiends separating — by 
keeping them together, avoiding their razor-sharp. claws shouldn't be too 
much of a problem. Good luck! 

TIME (SECONDS) 

SCE OCT RT CEL ADE Ras 



M\T 
New ti New 

hanging gues and adding ing some of “ 
fresh challenges has meant the your Jabba-tastic Episode 7: Racer times od 
arrival of a whole new pile of and then, in the coming months, you can 
jiffy bags and padded envelopes _ expect to see Quake // and Jet Force * Boonta Trainj 

this month. The I'm the Best box is making an appearance. Get practising ° Beedo’s Wild Bideeuse 
bursting at the seams and to keep things —_and get your times — with evidence — sent [/* WGN Gazea ¢ cea 
exciting we'll be constantly updating in to us. You could be the lucky recipient ° Vengeance peccway 
leagues and including new games as of a shiny new joypad. * Scrapper's Run 

“4 Ando Prime Cc 

¢ Malastare 100 
° Executioner 

Sey: Mectec ti: 22) amen 
UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY wo secret cars) 

SAN MARINO 

1'05"60 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'05"90 Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

1'09"98 Greig Bingham, Kilmarnock 

1'20"23 Allan Marshall, East Kilbride 

0'00"00 

they arrive in the shops. 

ee 
It's that game you keep a 
going back to. Well, we yal) CAP 178) We O9°O1"28 
all do anyway. We it 
devised a whole new set 
of Mario Kart challenges 
and Chris Bartlett had us 
all stood around with our 
jaws resting on the floor 
with his set of mightily 
impressive times. He is, 

you see, a jolly fine 
gamer and no mistake. 

Congratulations to 
Chris on his outstanding 
achievement — something 
special is heading your way via the Royal Mail at this very moment. 

If you think you've achieved a gaming feat worthy of recognition in this 
box then send the evidence in to us, marking your envelope ‘Star 
Performance’ and you too could win a prize. 

DL 
In N64/29 we asked for your fastest times on F-Zero X, in 

particular your quickest Space Plant times. The fastest 
time was actually by Richard Dunn from Lincolnshire, 
but as he won last month, we've decided to award 
the prize to second placer Alan Bell from Milford 
Haven. We think you'll agree it's only fair. Well done 

| Alan - the joypad’s on its way. 

\@ THIS MONTH’S TIME TO BEAT 
If the film's anything to go 
by, Star Wars Episode 1: 
Racer will be flying off the 

shelves. And for this month's 
challenge we want your 

fastest times on Episode 1: 
Racer’s Mon Gazza 

Speedway. Get racing and 
remember, the winner gets a 

lush new Makopad from 
Interact (01204 700139). 
We'll print the winner's 

details in N64/33. 

We’re waiting for your times! 

1'04"37 Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

1'05"78 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'10"62 Greig Bingham, Kilmarnock 

0'00"00 We're waiting for your times! 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

ANADA 

0'55"93 Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

0'58"33 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'02"88 Greig Bingham, Kilmarnock 

1°15"27 Allan Marshall, East Kilbride 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

HUNGARY 

1'00”"88 Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

1'02"44 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'10"32 Greig Bingham, Ki/marnock 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

0’'00"00 We're waiting for your times! 

ELGIUM 

1'22"80 Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

1'24"66 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'29"95 Greig Bingham, Kilmarnock 

0'00"00 We're waiting for your times! 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

eA 

0'53"29 Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

3 | o55"49 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'02"65 Greig Bingham, Ki/marnock 

0’00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

0'00"00 We're waiting for your times! 



Rogue 
Squadron 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Jan-Erik Spangbergy Sweden 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Ryan Medlock, Surrey 

1 | 3:31 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

2 | 3:33 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

3 | 3:46 Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

4 5:36 Andrew Harvey, Reading 

5 | 0:00 We're waiting for times! 

=F Se) ee Oe 

1 | 2:49 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

2 | 2:58 Simon Duroe, Wales 

3_ | 3:08 Andrew Harvey, Reading 

4 | 3:41 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

5 | 3:18 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

ESCUE ON KESSELL 

1_| 0:24 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

2 | 0:25 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

3__| 0:30 Ryan Medlock, Surrey 

4 | 0:44 Josh Bryson, Cheltenham 

5 | 0:00 We're waiting for times! 

: HE BATTLE OF CALAMARI 

1 =| 3:00 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

2 | 3:07 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

3 | 3:42 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

4 | 3:46 Simon Duroe, Wales 

5 | 3:51 Josh Bryson, Cheltenham 

DEFECTION AT CORRELLIA 

7.12 

7.29 

Simon Duroe, Wales 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

t= 1a) et) 

1_| o09"76 _ Gavin Eggar, Staffs 
2 | 009748 Ron Klijn, The Netherlands 

3 | 0'09"36 Philip Evans, Manchester 

4 | 00928 Nick Leach, London 

5 | 0'09"20 Colin Taylor, London 

6§__|.0'09"20 Chris Golds, Horsham 

7_| 0'08"92 James Danson, Bury : 

0'08"88 Sue Bailey, Kent 

0'08"68 Ruben Larsen, Nanay 

10 | 00864 David King, Gillingham 

1 | ss Gavin Eggar, Staffs 

2 | 56 Ron Klijn, The Netherlands 

a | 56 Philip Evans, Manchester 

4 | 55 Nick Leach, London 

5 | 55 Colin Taylor, London 

6 |55 Chris Golds, Horsham 

James Danson, 

Sue Bailey, 

Immingham Andrew Mawer, 

10) 54 Vidur Odedra, Middlesex 

Slot car derby 1 

0’25"13 Ruben Larsen, Norway 

Slot car derby 2 

0’34"33 Ruben Larsen, Norway 

0'32"40 Ruben Larsen, Norway 

“ 0°'35"16 Daniel Syversen, Norway 

Bumper Ball Maze 2 

| 030784 Ruben Larsen, Norway 
2 | 0"36"72 Daniel Syversen, Norway 

Bumper Ball Maze 3 

1_ | 0°37"96 Ruben Larsen, Norway 

2 | 0°'41"68 Daniel Syversen, Norway 

UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 
EVERFROST PEAK 

1'37"40 Andrew Harvey, Reading 

1'52"31 

0'00"00 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

We’re waiting for your times! 

0'00”00 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

FROSTY VILLAGE 

1'20"60 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

1'27"56 

We’re waiting for your times! 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

1'49"06 

0'00"00 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

WHALE BAY 

0'57"46 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

We’re waiting for your times! 

7:38 

8:15 

8:20 

BATTLE ABOVE TALORAAN 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

GH | Se | Go | | = Chris Fennelly, London 

0’59"43 

1'02"85 

1'14"53 lan Lawlor, Leeds 

1'18"96 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

PIRATE LAGOON 

1'06"11 

1'13"33 

Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

1 | 2:02 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

2 | 2:24 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

3 | 3:45 Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

4 | 0:00 We're waiting for times! 

5 | 0:00 We're waiting for times! 

DEATH STAR TRENCH RUN 

1 1:54 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

2 | 1:56 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

3 | 1:58 Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

4 | 1:58 Andrew Harvey, Reading 

5 | 4:58 Simon Duroe, Wales 

1'32”00 lan Lawlor, Leeds 

1'41"60 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

TREASURE CAVES 

1 | 0'49"06 

2 | 0'50"53 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

a | 1'02"65 

1704"15 

lan Lawlor, Leeds 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

5 | 0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

= fe eee ere he 

1°33"26 

1'33"81 

1°43"26 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

2'14"61 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

We’re waiting for your times! 

HAUNTED WOODS 

0’'55"86 

0'57”"90 

1'20"95 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

0'00"00 We're waiting for your times! 

Haas ees ee eee 
1°30"90 

1°31"93 

1'40"75 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

1'55"76 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

0'00”"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

Nae 
1'44"60 

1'54"81 

2'13"85 

Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

0'00"00 We’re waiting for your times! 

0'00"00 We're waiting for your times! 

% 

ooo INCYT 113 



V-Rally 99 
ARCADE 1 

Jonothan Mcllvaney, 
Washington 

Joachim Clauwers, 
Belgium 

UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 14'37"56 

ce ole 
14'52"80 

1 | 9999 Mario Siouyis, Greece 1 | 127796 Al Pierce, Salisbury 

1S'0m 12 os 2 | 9998 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 2 | 1'29"13 Kevin Seeney, Bath 

415'22"00 Nall 3 | 9040 Ed Higgins, Essex 3 | 1°29"73 Graeme Robb, Scotland 

ARCADE 2 4 | 8940 Robert Hollinshead, Kent lalate 

2oraora2 J2n-Erik Spangberg, 5 | 7684 Matt Peck, East Sussex 1 = eign a — 
ohn Heelham, Manchester 

oN Belts a ; ee 5 oe | 3} 1°41743 Konstantinos Mitzithras, Greece 

——ae Se oe 8 | 6572 ne Porter, Saas Lethe 

23'17"00 het ied 98 | 6400 Rob Davies, Swansea 1 | 3s amid “od id 

ARCADE 3 10) 5520 Robert Gallagher, Southampton ia ea 
28°04'"72. Stuart Masterton, = SSa7 Se a SaaS 3 | 1'35”"83 Kevin Seeney, Bath 

Milton Keynes = Tae ey ve) 

1 | 0'26"13 Al Pierce, Salisbu Zegaree pschin Clauwerg uy 1| 4°34”00 Al Pierce, Salisbury 
"26"2 ie Hyde, ford-on-A\ 

28'48"96 ha Tronstad, wae 28 Jamie HgSaeenera oF ae 1'34"30 Kevin Seeney, Bath 
Norwa "26" 7 

y ard Brett Slate 3] 1°35"10 John Heelham, Manchester 
BIG SNOWMAN speed game 

1'35"40 Al Pierce, Salisbury 

SILVER MOUNTAIN 

1'42"80 

1'44"13 Jamie Hyde, Bradford-on-Avon 

1'44"70 John Heelham, Manchester 

SUNSET ROCK speed game NINJA LAND 

5’'58"77 1 | 1°33”33 00'22"66 
lan Gore, Somerset 

00'22"96 

00'23"10 

Al Pierce, Salisbury 

1'36"13 John Heelham, Manchester 

5'10"70 3 | 17°36"93 Jamie Hyde, Bradford-on-Avon 3 
lan Gore, Somerset 

Al Pierce, Salisbury Al Pierce, Salisbury 

Andy Palmer, Herts 

Daniel Aherne, Manchester 

2 | 1°34"60 Jamie Hyde, Bradford-on-Avon 

7ag"7s8 3 | 1°34”60 Brett Slader, Australia 
lan Gore, Somerset 

INFERNO ISLE 

846102 
Tan Gore, Somerset 

Turok 2: Seeds Of Evil 
UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 

LEVEL 1: 
PORT OF ADIA - DRAGON CAVE 

0:14:51 1'02"63 Robbie Khijn, The Netherlands 4'25"43 Sean Matthews, Paisley 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 1'02"73 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 
' we Andy a Stafford 1'02"76 Ruben Larsen, ia 

0:16:4 1'02"79 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 1'25"76 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Soshinn Clauwers, Belgium 1'02"86 Jon Olav Larsen, Norwa 1'26"19 

CRYSTAL PEAK 0:16:46 
lan Will Jessop, Winchester Lk i H ' 3 . Di 1 4'27"21 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 1'26"19 Damien Orchard, Hereford 
18:47 

Jan eauers Belgium 1'27"41 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon DEADLY FALL 

0:21:4 1°27"41 Ss Matth , Pais 
Styn Dende Holland ea aa ews ae 

7, oS 1'27"54 Manolis Kalaitzake, Cork Ae 

Graham Underwood, Cumbria 1'27"81 Steven Zwartjes, Holland v07"84 Ruben Larsen, Norway 

ae dS) hh) LIU 1'07"88 Robbie Khijn, The Netherlands 

ae en — 1'19"'56 Robbie Khijn, The Netherland 
0:23:2 goer Ravn, The Netiegands 1'07"88 Norman Obaseki, Leeds 
James eee Belfast 1°19"59 Sean Matthews, Paisley 

1'19"82 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 1'08"07 Brett Slader, Australia 

0:27:30 1°19"89 Ruben Larsen, Norway CONTEST MODE 

Stephen McMahon, Newry 1°19"92 Steven Zwartjes, Holland 

0:30:38 

ae Mune See 1'22"53 Laurie Eggleston, Kent 322451 Rob Pierce, Salisbury 
0:31:26 
Donald Shaw: Livingston 1'29"69 Ruben Larsen, Norway 308110 Maurice Blount, Deeside 
0:35:34 etese 1'30"15 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 296844 David Vowles, Bath 

— a 1'30"28 Sean Matthews, Paisle : 
Ricky Field, Waringham 1'30"51 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 265088 Oliver Thomason, Brighton 

a] 

wr 
1'25"70 Ruben Larsen, Norway 

Norman Obaseki, Leeds 

oe ne 

1'07"74 Sean Matthews, Paisley 

co j= | Go | an 

0:27:06 
Matt Knutton, Birmingham 

395433 Steven Zwartjes, Holland 



Mario Kart 64 
UK (PAL) TIMES 

eieleere Manse e-tY eee ea) 
1 9'22"84 = Chris Bartlett, Kent 4°52"01 — Chris Bartlett, Kent 2'23"40 = Chris Bartlett, Kent 

1°38"75 David Grice, West Bromwich 2'06"35 lan Gore, Somerset 2'47"17 ~—Hitesh Parekh, West Bromwich 

1°35"74 _lan Gore, Somerset 2'41"88 Lorne Tietjen, Woking 2'51"35 David Grice, West Bromwich 

1°38"89 — Richard Walklate, Southampton 2'13"79 David Grice, West Bromwich 3'06"82 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

1'46"27 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 2'28"73 Richard Walklate, Southampton We're waiting for your times! 

KALIMARI DESERT WARIO STADIUM YOSHI'S VALLEY 

4°31"50 = Chris Bartlett, Kent 4°37"79 Chris Bartlett, Kent 1'55"39 Chris Bartlett, Kent 

2'17"46 lan Gore, Somerset 2'08"47 Richard Walklate, Southampton 2'09"36 = Richard Walklate, Southampton 

2’22"96 David Grice, West Bromwich 2'43"98 David Grice, West Bromwich 2'09"82 David Grice, West Bromwich 

2'25"59 = Richard Walklate, Southampton 2'46"78 _Hitesh Parekh, West Bromwich 2'11"55 —_ Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

2'28"71 Hitesh Parekh, West Bromwich 3'27"53 an Gore, Somerset 2'11"95 Lorne Tietjen, Woking 

TOAD'’S TURNPIKE SHERBET LAND RAINBOW ROAD 

2'37"13 = = Chris Bartlett, Kent 4°30"76 = Chris Bartlett, Kent 4'14"44 = Chris Bartlett, Kent 

3'10"64 lan Gore, Somerset 2'12"53 lan Gore, Somerset 5'04"77 Richard Walklate, Southampton 

3'16"28 David Grice, West Bromwich 2'16"91 David Grice, West Bromwich 5'05"77 Jenna Blackman, Bognor Regis 

3'19"16 — Richard Walklate, Southampton 2'18"61 —_Lorne Tietjen, Woking 5'09"33 David Grice, West Bromwich 

3'37"09 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 2'38"55 — Richard Walklate, Southampton 5'16"56  Hitesh Parekh, West Bromwich 

F-Zero X 
UK (PAL) TIMES 

SAND OCEAN PSVEa ae 
01'03"874 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 4'13"873 — Richard Dunn, Linco/nshire 1'47"694 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

1'17"686 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 1'24"690 Matthew Sexton, Bedford 2'05"581 = Alan Bell, Milford Haven 

1'20"517 = lan Gore, Somerset 1'25"141 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 2'10"423 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 

1°22"162 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 9'27"059 Alan Bell, Milford Haven 2'10"547 Morten Tronstad, Norway 
4°22"582 = Andrew Harvey, Reading 1'27"594 James Green, Boston Spa 2'15"426 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 

IG BLUE PORT TOWN 2 

1'22"403 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 4'11"973 — Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 1°44"395 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

1'38"058 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 1'23"924 Martin Tronstad, Norway 1'57"363 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 

1°40"907 _ lan Gore, Somerset 91°25"043 Alan Bell, Milford Haven 1°57"451 Morten Tronstad, Norway 
9742"153 Andrew Harvey, Reading 1'26"812 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 2'00"534 Alan Bell, Mi/ford Haven 

1°43"115 Alan Bell, Milford Haven 1"32"962 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 2'03"612 Andrew Harvey, Reading 
SECTOR ALPHA RED CANYON 2 SAND OCEAN 2 

1°10"360 = Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 4'23"429 Richard Dunn, Linco/nshire 4'29"063 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

1'26"037 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 1'42"658 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 1'39"894 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 

1°28"378 = Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 1'43"920 Morten Tronstad, Norway 1'54"986 __ Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 
Se eee eee 

1'29"024 Alan Bell, Milford Haven 4'51"520 Alan Bell, Milford Haven 1'55"895 _lan Gore, Somerset 
1'29"948 lan Gore, Somerset 1'58"639 = Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Fife 1'57"344 Andrew Harvey, Reading 

New L eag ues a RA ts 

F-Zero X Diddy Kong F1 World Mario Kart Also, don't forget the * Battle of Hoth* 5 

UK (PAL) times only Racing Grand Prix EGeeimes only “Rogue Squadroeiaae | 2 ae aang 
please UK (PAL) times only UK (PAL) times only please oe = eet ne perce vou 

Sand Ocean please please ¢ Moo Moo Farm SIE Tey. eeied the uB eee fa fee 4 
* Big Blue ¢ Everfrost Peak ¢ San Marino * Kalimari Desert Ge be eee ne: tel e eke Seen é 
* Sector Alpha ° Frosty Village *Spain * Toad's Turnpike GAR buch ae Moe Bish i ie Soo ae ke 
* Devil's Forest 2 * Whale Bay : * Canada * Choco Mountain HBr ate. phi earmenceetan lea tes ee tield * Pirate Lagoon _-e Hungary ° Wario Stadium * Liberation of Gerrard V tracks or, alternatively, try 

* Red Canyon 2 * Treasure Caves * Belgium * Sherbet Land . aah ie oe ey ree Sen a 
Space Plant * Boulder Canyon Austria * Donkey Kong's RESCUE On Regen: SeDASSWOTESEISSN: 

© Defection at Correllia That'll give you access to 
* Sand Ocean 2 * Haunted Woods Jungle Parkway. : * Port Town 2 = Star City © Yoshi Valle ¢ Battle above Taloraan all the ships and all the 

* Spaceport Alpha eiRuRboW A d * Death Star Trench Run* levels. 

How to ayihicle I'm the Best, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 
If you'd like your videos or photographs back, please include a stamped, addressed envelope 

Remember, you need to send in a photo or video for your effort to be ‘confirmed’. Any (with the correct number of stamps) and we'll promise to do our best to return them. 
photos MUST have your name, address and score/time on the back. Videos must have a And remember, each issue has to be completed far earlier than you could ever imagine, 
label attached with the aforementioned information easily legible. so don't fret if your entry doesn't appear in the first issue after you post — it'll be there in 
Send all your bits to: the next one. 



Finally, a new league to test even 
the most battle-hardened Gold 

Club members... 

@ You need to accomplish three challenges to earn yourself a Bronze placing, seven for Silver, ten for 
id you know that Skill Club 64 is now Gold and 14 to make it into the all-new Platinum list. 

15 months old? 15 months! That means @ You can enter whichever challenges you like — it is entirely up to you. 

it's old enough to speak, it's got tiny little @ You can use PAL or NTSC copies of the games but, if you opt for NTSC, you'll have to achieve the 
milk teeth coming through and it can put its faster of the two listed times in Mario Kart and Wave Race. 

own Teletubbies tape into the VCR. But, in the super-competitive 
world of Skill Club, 15 months spells the need for change. Which is 

@ Each challenge entered must be accompanied by photographic or video proof. Squeezing everything 
on to the one video tape seems the most sensible solution to us. 

@ We know how to recognise the influence of cheat carts and codes. Offenders will be held up to ritual 
why, this month, we've gone and introduced Platinum. humiliation and stoned out of the country by zealous citizens. 

Yep, the Platinum League is the latest gamesplaying gauntlet laid @ You can enter for the leagues in stages if you wish. It’s up to you. If you‘ve made it into the Bronze 
down by us steely-eyed gamers here at N64. We've sat round, had a league, for instance, you could send us further proof of four or more challenges to elevate yourself to a 

; Se : Gi lofti ition. 
chat, laughed in a style not unsimilar to an evil Bond villain, and Dearaieenh 
scribbled down four new gaming challenges on four of the best N64 ®@ Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum leagues will be published in each future edition of N64 Magazine. 

games of the past few months: Rogue Squadron, Star Wars Episode 1: @ /f you'd like your tapes or photographs back, please include a stamped, addressed envelope. 

Racer, FIFA ‘99 and F1 WGP. Your task? Not insignificant, we have to 
admit. Like the Gold Club, a certain number of challenges have to be HOw TO... prove your achievements 
completed using any of the games that make up our challenge list, 
before you can even think about getting your paws on one of our Taking photographs 
elusive Platinum certificates. Point at the screen and click away. For best results, turn off or cover up the flash (it will reflect off the 

So, those challenges, then. Oooooh, yes. We want you to complete screen), draw the curtains and use a fast film — 200 or, best of all, 400 ASA. 

14 — that's the big one four - challenges, and we want proof of them EY diatom U2 [teks 

all. In return, you I get one of our exclusive N64 Magazine T-Shirts 1. Take the lead that connects your N64 to your TV and plug it in to the ‘Signal In’ socket on the back of 
(only 100 in existence!), as well as an N64 pin badge and the all-new Nua ; ; : ee 

: + . ' ; 2. Connect the ‘Signal Out’ plug on your video to your TV and turn both on. Platinum certificate, hot off the presses. Of course, if you re coming 3. Switch your TV to the video channel and switch on your N64 with a game plugged into it. 
straight from Silver to Platinum, you'll also receive a fantastic Manta 4. Find a spare channel on the video's tuning mechanism and look for the N64 signal. Save the setting. 

: att 5. Achieve your challenge and get to the appropriate result screen. 
Ray pad from those kind people at Nugen (01992 706407). But it's no 6. Pop in a tape and press ‘record’. Press ‘Stop’ after five seconds or so. 
easy task, we can tell you. No easy task at all. 7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 according to the number of challenges you're attempting. 

8. Rewind the tape to the beginning of your evidence (so we can see your scores quickly and easily). Which means there's only time enough to tell you to get playing on Ten 
your beloved N64. So, yep, get cracking... 

'd like to humbly put myself forward for the Hello there f Nice erro jarrsee ET tuse Please send my badge and certificate to: 
J proof of my achievements in: Name 

A. _K 
Super Mario 64 Yoshi's Sto 

B L Seem cree eee ee eee e esas sees sees eee ee eeee eee eeeeseE SSE SEES EE EEEEEESESESEDEESEEOE SOE SR SESE SESE EEEESSESEESEESSOEOEES 

DKR Banjo-Kazooie Address 
¢ M 

Lylat Wars 1080° 
D I isis aeccacscasssenbbescscsc oa sesavasxessacavasscassesietbisessatscedsessassudsasadasesvsacscsasciscsectesassrsis’ 

GoldenEye 007 F-Zero X 
E 

F P 

°o 
ISS64 Zelda 

Marlo Kare 64 SE 22S SaReteeetl tote arene rmennieannmeieoteaants 

G Q 
Pilotwings 64 Rogue Squadron 

H R 
Turok FI World GP SNe e eee e eee e anne eee e ee eee ee ee eee eee eee see EEE ESSE EEE ESE OE EEA EE ERE AE SHEE ESEEEEEE REE EEEEEEOEEEEO EOE EEEEE EERE ORES EES 

t $s 
Blast Corps FIFA ‘99 

T 
Wave Race 64 Star Wars: Racer 

Use a photocopy of this form if you’d rather not cut your copy of N64 Magazine. 



challenge @ 
What you must do: Find all 120 stars. 
Proof: Any picture of Mario with that magic 120 (stars) in 
the top right corner. 
Helpful tips: The first five issues of N64 Magazine tell you all 
you need to know about Super Mario 64. And DGG + No. 4. 

challenge @) 
What you must do: Finish the game in Mirror mode. 
Proof: We need a picture of the save screen with Adventure 
2 and 47 balloons. 
Helpful tips: Our review in N64/10, and our guides in 
N64/11 and 12. Also, don't forget the DGG + with issue 11. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Finish the game with 1,500 hits or 
more. If you can. 
Proof: A pic of the final hits screen or high score table with 
1,500 hits, or more. 
Helpful tips: N64/8's free poster and the DGG + No. 2. 

challenge (@) 

What you must do: Finish the game on all three settings. 
Proof: A picture of the 007 mode's level editor. 
Helpful tips: The i-Spy Magazine that came with N64/9, 
tips in N64/10 and 12 and the Double Game Guide + on the 
front of N64/12. 

challenge @ 

Super Mario 64 
aa 

What you must do: Finish all the scenarios. 
Proof: A picture of the completed scenario screen (you'll 
need to do this with more than one picture). 
Helpful tips: Tips in N64/4 and 14. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Record a time of under 1'20”00 on 
Mario Raceway (1'07" on NTSC). 
Proof: A picture of the records screen or the title screen (hold 
down R). Manage that can you? 
Helpful tips: Review in N64/4, tips in N64/5. DGG + No. 2. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Win Gold medals on every event. 
Proof: A picture of the medal screen. 
Helpful tips: There's a guide in N64/6 and tips in the 
Double Game Guide + on the front of N64/19. 

challenge (J) 
What you must do: Complete the Time Challenge Mode in 
under 3'00"00. 
Proof: A picture of the final screen with the time clearly 
visible — important, that bit. 
Helpful tips: None available. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Win a gold medal on Neptune. 
Proof: A picture of the medal award screen for Neptune. 
Helpful tips: Tips in N64/8 and the Double Game Guide + 
on the front of N64/16. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Break 1'17"00 on Sunny Beach Time 
Trial (1'04"00 on NTSC). 
Proof: A picture of the records screen. 
Helpful tips: There's tips in N64/2 and the DGG + on the 
front of N64/14. 

challenge 

What you must do: Score more than 34,848 in the main 
section of the game. 
Proof: A picture of the game's final score screen at the end. 
Helpful tips: The tips in N64/16 and the Double Game 
Guide + on the front of N64/9 should prove very handy. 

challenge @ 

Yoshi's Story 

it ta. LA a 

What you must do: Complete the game in under 5 hours 
and 30 minutes with all 100 jigsaw pieces and 900 notes. 
Proof: A picture of the game save screen — simple! 
Helpful tips: A huge guide in N64/19 and DGG + No. 9. 

challenge (%) 

What you must do: Score over 80,000 in the ever so tricky 
Contest mode. 
Proof: A video of you doing it would be best, although we 
will accept a picture of the high scores record screen. 
Helpful tips: N64/22's Double Game Guide +. 

challenge (§) 

What you must do: Beat the Joker Cup on ‘Master’ setting. 
Proof: Only a video will do. Beat the cup and then press 
Record to capture the delightful end sequence. You must 
record all of the sequence, though. 
Helpful tips: Plenty of hints in N64/24's DGG +. 

challenge @) 

What you must do: Complete the game with 100 Gold 
Skulltulas and 20 hearts 
Proof: Pictures or a video of the quest status screen. 
Helpful tips: The tips in N64/26 will tell you everything you 
need to know. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Finish the first level in under 40 
minutes. Go on, give it a go. 
Proof: Save the game at the end of the first level, quit, and 
take a pic of the load game screen. 
Helpful tips: This is very tough. Plenty of tips in N64/24. 

challenge @) 

What you must do: Clock up 30 kills (and a Gold medal) 
on Death Star Trench Run. If you haven't reached it, type in 
DEADDACK as a password to open up all the levels. 
Proof: A picture of the end-of-level medal screen. 
Helpful tips: N64/27's guide, or N64/31's DGG +. 

challenge () 

What you must do: Be the champion at the end of a whole 
season, that's 17 races, on simulation mode. This will take time. 
Proof: A picture of the awards screen when you've won. 
Helpful tips: Check out the course maps and tips in the 
Double Game Guide + on the front of N64/22. 

challenge Q 
What you must do: Win the World Cup, on the hardest 
difficulty setting, playing as Belgium. 
Proof: A video of the full time results menu, and the 
subsequent awarding of the World Cup. 
Helpful tips: Check out our guide in N64/28. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Complete Sunken City and Scrapper's 
Run on the Semi-pro Podracing Circuit clocking up times of 
6'46"450 and 2'45"762 respectively. 
Proof: Proof of the lap time screen on completion of the race. 
Helpful tips: Look at the tips in N64/31 and N64/32. 

a> 

FIFA 99 



Club 
complete 14 challenges 

E'RE WAITING FOR YOUR EVIDENCE! YOUR 
NAME COULD BE HERE NEXT MONTH! 

Club 
complete 7 challenges 

COMPLETED NAME 

GOLD Club 
complete 10 challenges 

NAME COMPLETED Simon Moore, Liverpool : Alan Dundas, Angus 
Richard Davies, 

René Laurent, 

Andrew McGrae, 

Matthew King, 
Derek Thomson, 

Jon Davies, 
Jan-Erik Spangberg, 

Sweden : 
Kelly Humphreys, Marlow 
Graham Underwood, 

Cumbria 

Stuart Richards, 
Stephen McMahon, 

John Kostons, 
Piet dem Dulk, 
Paul Isaia, 

Robert Gallagher, 

Ingvar S. Arnorson, 

David Sharp, 

Shane Roberts, 
Andrew Mills, 

Spalding 

Mark Currid, 
David Nicol, 

David Keane, 

David Crowther, 
Daniel Syversen, 
Stelios & Orestis 

Michael J.K Bevan, 

Kostas A. Mitzithras, 

Greece : 
London : 

Phill Young, Northallerton : ¢teye Keenan 
Richard Ford, 

Michael Mawdsley, 

Scott Brown, 

Afong Toh, 

Brett Slader, 
Gary Thomson, 

Nick & Chris Robinson, 
West Sussex : 

Glasgow $ Greg Duncan, 

issue 31 

Edinburgh : 

Wallet : Jestis Ramos Membrive, 

Co. Down } 

Nederland : 
Holland ? 

Southampton : 

? Andrew Harvey, 
Eastleigh : 

Clackmannanshire : 

? Kenton Knop, 
: Michael Cunningham, 

Londonderry : 
Ireland : 

Cambridge i Alex Deas, 

Sandwich } 
Kent ? 

Norway 

} Matthew Weston, 
Giaremelos, Greece : 

Southport : 
Stocksfield : 

Daniel McCann, Glasgow : 
: Martin Rosinski, 

The Netherlands ? james Hegarty, 

Australia ? Jamie Hobbs, 

Mid Lothian : 

: Jeremy Hammett, Woking 

Rotherham Tom Spurrier, 
Ireland : 

Stephen Lockhart, Ireland : 
: Mark Reilly, 

Southport : 
Bromley : 

Southampton 

Glasgow 

Antonio Vites Carmora, 

Spain 

Chris Partridge, 

East Sussex 

Spain 

Angus 

Nairn 

Chris Ross, 

Ross Duncan, 

: Joshua Takaoka, Newbury 
Gregor Richards, Dorking : 

Dorking : 
Paul Northend, 

Middlesborough 

Bill McCoist, Fareham 

Ross McKinstray, Arbroath 

Tom Magee, Catterick 

Peter Tweedie, Woking 

Twyford 

Daniel Carlsson, Sweeden 

iceland Chris & Kevin Fennelly, 

London 

Gregory Kuzdenyi, Ealing 

America 

Australia 

Scotland 

Davy James, Powys 

Lawson Gavin, 

Co. Offacy 

Nottingham 

Rages tae Gearoid Reidy, Co. Offaly 

Chris Smith, Tyne & Wear : Christopher McCabe, 

County Down 

Robert Clark, Kent 

Dee Dee Ramone, Cumbria 

Norfolk 

Daniel Lorenz, Oxon 

Chris Richmond, Australia 

Chris Gray, Fife 

London 

Belfast 

Norfolk 

Nick Haynes, Orpington 

Colin Taylor, Barnet 

Mariusz Panczar, Poland 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

A,B,C,D,G,H,| 
A,B,C,D,G,I,J 
A,B,D,E,G,H,| 

~ A,B,D,E,F IJ 
A,B,D,E,F,l,J_ 
A,B,D,E,F,G,| 

Kevin Spring, Bradford 

Kenneth Pickering, Ayrshire 

Shaun Bell, Trowbridge 

Kurt Peter Radford, Rotherham 

Richard Davies, Rotherham 

Philip Foster, Havant 

Derek Topper, Bristo/ A,C,E,F,G,H,| 

Chris Scearce, Reading A,B,C,D,F,G,1 

Arthur Van Dalen, The Netherlands _A,B,D,F,G,H,! 

Ciaran McDermott, Ireland —=OA,B, CD, E,,H 
Rony Costa, Middlesex A,B,C,D,E,I,J 

Andrew Castiglione, Bristo/ ~A,B,D,E,F,H,| 

Jon Olav Larsen, Norway ———S=«CYCB, CE, 
Mario Sioutis, Greece _ ~A,C,D,E,F,G,H 

Andrew Rutherford, Macclesfield A,B,C,D,F,G,1 

Ben Campion, Staffs A,B,C,D,F,H,1 

Ben Cook, Shoreham-By-Sea A,B,C,D,G,H,1 

Chris Constable, Devizes =~—A,C,D,F,G,HJ 
Craig Scotney, Leighton Buzzard —A,B, C,D,G,H, | 
Dave Bloemer, Holland A,B,C,D,F,G,K 

The Terrible Twins, Banbury A,B,C,E,F,H,| 

Craig Silcocks, Trowbridge  ~—SA,B, CD EF 
Gard Mellemstrand, Norway —=O CDE, 
Andrew Taylor, Cheshire A,B,C,D,F,H,I 

James Cruickshank, Clackmannanshire A,C,D,F,G,H,| 

Tom Clarke, Bucks 5 A,B,C,D,F,l,K 
Kevin Gilbert, Upton A, K 

lain Dalby, Tyne & Wear ~_ A,C,D,E,F,G,H 
Brian Mulheran, Tyne & Wear A,C,D,E,F,G,H 

Dylan Foale, Devon — ~ A,B,C,D,F,G,I 

Robbie Klijn, The Netherlands ~A,B,C,D,E,RL 
Stuart Derbyshire, Bolton ~A,B,D,E,RG,I 
John Heelham, Manchester A,B,D,G,H,1,K 

Adam Denton, Crewe A,B,D,F,G,H,| 

Jeremy Scoble, Plymouth A,C,D,E,G,H,! 

Lewis Cave, Loughborough —SCOS BEF, 1,N- 
Stephen Mansfield, Derby  —=AB CD, EJ, M 
Steven Said, Australia A\B,E,F,G,1,M 

Pedro Manacas & Rui Mota, Portugal _A,D,E,F,H,1,N 

David Gamble, Co. Antrim ~~ A.B N 
James Bundy, Reading — AC,DE,FLL 
Griffin Leadebrand, Australia A,B,D,F,1,L,M 

M. Mina, Essex ~ A,GE,F,M,O 
Luke Yeandle, Abertillery A,B,C,D,E,G,P 

? Kevin Loughlin, Slough 
: Alex Mclver, Edinburgh 

: Martyn Bibby, Cheshire 

: Christopher Smith, Surrey 

: Aidan Murray, Co. Cork 

i Chris Kerry, Essex 

: Matthew Weston, Nottingham 

? Torri Marco, Switzerland 

: Laurie Eggleston, Kent 
: Ryan Mclivenna, Antrim 

i Philipp Sokolean, Switzerland 

: James Hegarty, Belfast 

: Richard Whitham, Pou/ton-le-Fylde 

: Matthew Wilkins, Wiltshire = 
? David Lonroy, Lancastershire 
? Richard Sutton, Kent 

? Phillip Renyard, Ashford — 

: Ben Woodridge, Whitby 
i Matthew King, Bromley 

i Chris Gray, Fife 

? Kevin Seeney, Bury St Edmunds 

i Aaron Norris, Australia 

: Steven Ward, Hawes 

? Nils Menzler, Germany 
? Jimmi Aarela, Finland 

: Geoffrey Maddocks, Australia = 
i Christopher Grant, Inverness 

i Anthony Gruitt, Sittingbourne 

? MHall, Middlesex 

? Pieter van den Brink, Netherlands 

; Sam Thompson, Aberystwyth 
: Alex Underhill, Wolverhampton — 
? David Littern, Middlesex 

? Steven Dalton, Stockton-on-Tees 

: Paolo DeLuca, italy == 
: Reuben Barker, East Sussex 

i Martin Flynn, Kent : 

i Andrew Cox, Cornwall 

? Ryan Bledsoe, Knaresborough 

: David Albon, Herts 
: Andrew Hannath, Swindon 

i Matthew Prior, Norwich 

: James Vallerine 
aul Davies, Conwy 

A,B,D,E,H,O,P 
A,B,C,E,I,N,O 
A,B,D,E,FI,P 

A,D,F,G,1,M,N 
B,C,F,H,I,L,M 

A,B,C,D,F,.G,M 
A,B,D,E,-.M,P 
A,B,G,H,1,K,L 

~ C,D,1,M,N,O,P 
~A,C,FJ,L,M,O 

A,B,D,E,-£.M,P 
A,B,D,E,G,H,I 
A,B,C,D,H,K,P 

~A,C,D,G,L,N,O 
A,C,D,E,F,.L,O 
A,B,C,D,E,F,.N 
A,B,D,H,1,L,P 

~A,C,D,E,EM,N 
A,B,C,D,F,G,H 
A,B,C,E,G,H,| 
A,E,F,G,1,M,O 

~ AB,C,D,G,1,M,O 
-A,B,C,E,F,K,M,O 
A,B,C,F,.K,L,N,O 
A,B,D,E,F,G,H,| 
A,B,C,D,E,G,I,J 
A,B,C,D,F,G,H,| 

~~ A,B,C,F,G,1,K,L 
A,B,C,D,G,H,1,L 
A,B,C,D,E,L,M,N 

~A,B,C,D,F,GJ,M 
‘A,B, C,D,F,I,K,L 
A,B,D,E,H,|,L,M 
A,B,F,G,H,J,N,P 
A,B,C,D,F,G,L,O 

~ A,B,D,E,G,1,M,N 
‘A,CE,F,G,H,M,O 
A,B,I,F,L,M,N,O 
A,B,D,F.I,L,N,O 

~A,C,D,H,1,M,N,P 
—_AB,CD,E,FG,1J 

A,C,D,E,FH,1J,L 

A,B,C,D,1,L,M,O,P 

A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,1,K 



NAME 
Andy Howard, Cambridge 
Remco Van Wingerden, Holland — 
Mark Odell, Derby 
Thomas Suckling, /pswich — 
Dylan Foale, Devon 
Lee Robertshaw, Southampton 
lan Gore, Somerset 
Graham Cookson, Kent 
Dave Bloemer, Holland 
Erwin Zeevaart, Holland 
Steve Paget, Bonsall 
Philip O, Herts 
Benjamin Lo, London 
Robert Lynch, Middlesex 

Owain Brimfield, Isle of Man 
David Newbrook, Staffs 

Alex Schwassmann, Germany 
Jonathan Townsend, Gwent 
David Myring, Bristol 
Ben Davies, Coventry 
Matt Peck, East Sussex 
Mark Rundle, Herts 
Mark Walker, Bedford 
Jonathan Davies, Coventry 
Sandy McKenzie, Fife 
Adam Khattak, Belfast 
Matthew Kitis, Liverpool 
Joe Cape, Stirling 
Ewen Summers, Ayrshire 

Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 
David Holmes, Doncaster 

Tom Wyatt, Staines 
Ben Stevens, London 

James O'Sullivan, Somerset 
Keith Tannahill, Ayrshire 

Jamil Yahyaoui, Belfast 
Michael Achilles, Chingford 
Jan Dehm Neves, Portugal 
Ben Wakefield, Twickenham 
Omid Elliott, Co. Tyrone 
Nick Syrad, Reading 
Patrick Laakso, Sweden 
David Gibson, Fleet 
Mark Underwood, Cumbria 
Daniel Longstaff, Chigwell 
Vincent Coyne, Galway 

COMPLETED 
_A.B,D 
 A,B,F 
A,D,E 
A,D,F 

eer A 
AEF 
A,B,F 
A,B,H 

Sandy McKenzie, Fife 
Norman Glover, Cleveland 
Alex Johnson, Sidcup 
Damian Unwin, Southampton 
Chris Hinkley, Peckham 
Gordon Willmott, Edinburgh — 
Johan Brown, Grantham 
Rod Bayliss, Australia 
Russell Higgins, Shropshire 
Wajahat Ali, Blackburn 

A,C,D 
B,C,D 
A,B, F 

ae 
A,B,D 
A,D,H 

A,C,E 
AGI } 

NAME 
: John Hope, Northampton 
3 Joshua Clarke, Birmingham 
: Matthew Harper, Gloucester 

Christopher Green, Reading 
Chris Knowles, Cheshire 

i Turo Halinen, Finland 
Dennis Schuh, Holland 
Niall Quigley, Co. Tyrone 
Guy Burdge, Somerset 
Brian Davidson, Co. Tyrone _ 

i Scott Butler, Co. Armagh 
Andrew Phillips, London 

: Alastair Edwards, London 
Paul Shinn, Deptford 
Oliver Carson, Devon 

Christopher Balzan, Kent 
i John Davies, Staffordshire 
; Steven Mai, Staffordshire 

Daniel Green, Thornton 
Ben Dawson, Sheffield 
Richard Best, Dundee 
Marc Edgeworth, Gloucester 
Chris Pitchell, Bristo/ 
Harrison Bolt, Surrey 

! James Arnold, Australia 
: Alun Thomas, Haverfordwest 

Mark Aquilina, Malta 
Gokhan Kurt, London 
Raymond Wan, Cheshire 

: John Stackhouse, Walsall 
Lee Fletcher, Halifax 
Myles Giles, Huddersfield 

: James McKeown, Ayr 

: Adam Skeggs, Leicester 
Nader Kohbodi, Anglesey 
Christopher Thompson, Co. Antrim 
Plemis Luijnenburg, Holland _ 
Chris Tate, Tyne & Wear 

Manolis Kalaitzake, Cork 
Neil Keery, Co. Down 

Peter Bowden, Manchester 
Craig Thomas, South Wales — 
David Heath, East Sussex 
Kari Bogdanoff, Finland 
Donique Visser, Holland 

i Jimi McGuinty, Cheshire 

Lochlan McBride, Australia 
Gavin Major, Worcestershire 
Michael Lam, Southport 

: Andrew Gray, Oban 
: Andrew Robinson, Darlington — 

Kristof Villers, Belgium 
Paul Mann, Evesham 
Edward Lunn, West Sussex 
Frederic Azais, Canada 
David Conroy, Accrington 

Club 
complete 3 challenges 

COMPLETED 
AFI 
A,CF 
A,D,I 
A,D,F 
A,B,D- 
A,D,K 
A,C,D 
A,B,H 
A,D,E 

 A,B,D 
A,C,G 
A,D,J 
A,D,J 
AK 

A,C,D 
A,D,F 
A,D,F 
A,C,D 

: Jostein Austvik Jacobsen, Norway _ 

z Daniel Aherne, Manchester 
: Mark Jackson, Cumbria 
: Paul Howling, Suffolk 

COMPLETED 
ABE 
A.B,D 

NAME 

: Ricardo Perez, Southport 
: David Fisher, Hull 
: MD Lin, Crawley 

i Harris Tsalidis, Greece 
: Matthew Greig, Angus 
: lestyn Roberts, Caernarfon 
: Bent Eigil Sumelius, Norway 
: Nick Fell, Oxshott 
: Christopher Poole, Bristol _ 
? David Sanderson, Worcester 
{ Anthony Reynolds, London 
: Luke Wells, Chester 
: Tom White, West Sussex 
} Liam Allsworth, Oxford 
: Daniel Allsworth, Oxford 

Lim, South Croydon 
: William King, Bromsgrove 
: David Kelsey, London 

; Sam Ranford, Cornwall 

: Andrew Fong, Bebington 
: Hedley Gabriel, Essex 
: Simon Johansson, Sweden 

: John Mellor, Huddersfield 
: Luke Sculley, East Sussex 
: Asim Haneef, Croyden 
i Jack Tappenden, Kent 
: Michael Betts, Northampton 
? Gregory Moore, Radley 
: Nicholas Crew, Petersfield 
: James Whitehurst, Dorset 
: Morville O'Driscoll, Worcester _ 
: Aaron Woolridge, Monmouth 

: Daniel Tiller, Eastleigh 
: Jenny Lam, Southport 

: Toby Searle, Kent 
: Paul Murray, Switzerland 
: sam Wills, Wolverhampton 

i Christopher Conn, Aberdeen 
Andrew Grant, Shetland 

= } Martin Cullum, Middlesex 

Adam Bull, Leeds 
Tormod Krogh, Norway 
Remko Veenstra, Holland 
Moe Aboulkheir, London 
Oliver Bolton, Kent 

ALK 

AFG 
A,D,J 
A,C,F 
A.B,F 
A,D,E 
CFJ 

A,B,D 
A,E,F 

_ ACG. 
A.B,E 
E,G,| 

Alan Hooper, Weston- -super- Mare 
Alexander Filipowski, Warrington 
Wayne Parkes, Cornwall 
Joel Porter, London 
Floryn Cleverens, The Netherlands 
Martin Hunter, Edinburgh 
Richard Holmes, Derbyshire 
Alex Wood, Ipswich 
Mike Hodzelmans, Holland 

AGE : 
Robert Moore, Co. Cork 
Emil Tanem, Norway 
Michael Elderfield, Canterbury 

i Tjing Lam, Netherlands 
Lesley Hodges, Switzerland 

i Tom Hill, Wickford 
Mart V. D. Ven, Holland 
David Conroy, Lancaster 

i John Addis, Marlow — 
: Victor Supica, Australia 
Ben Duffield, Great Yarmouth 
Rowan Sloan, Orpington 

i James Hulston, Manchester 
Mike Barber, Stoke-on-Trent 

Michael Petch, Doncaster 
Simon London, Norwich — 
Peter Campbell, Belfast 
William Shutes, Norwich _ 
Simon Lyddon, Devon — 
Steven Smith, Essex 
Henry Rummins, Ashford 

Edward Rummins, Ashford 
Ryan Carson, Devon 

Ashley Bennett, Essex 
Thomas Vincett, Weston- -super-Mare | 
Sarah Margle, Ware 

Toni Ylaranta, Finland — 
Tom Badran, Basingstoke 

SADIE 
Bahasa AR CAB 

A,G,1 
A,C,G 

i Gary Townsend, Norfolk 
Chris ‘The Pyemaster’ Madden — 

Australia 

? Aodan McDangh, Ireland 
: Jonathan Rockcliff, Tadcaster _ 
: Tim Matthews, East Sussex 
: Ben George, Middlesex 
: Andrew Squires, Harlow 

~ : Tan Lander, Leeds 
: Gary Azzopardi, Telford _ 

Aidan Murray, Co. Cork — 
: Carl Bullen, Liverpool 

Alex Mann, Bedford 
: Mark Quinn, Preston 

Daniel Weserholm, Finland 

David King, Kent 
: Martin Leng-Smith, Kent 
: William Luing, Penzance 
: Alex Symington, East Sussex _ 
: Stephen Whelan, Kent 
; Adam James Rigby, Bedford 

: Olli Oja, Finland — 
: M O'Driscoll 

: Michael & Ashley Phillips, Surrey 
i Ricky Field, Waringham _ 
: Paul Davies, Edmonton 
: Chris Thomas, Wallington 
: Tom Walker, Halstead 

Lawrence Gilbey, Bridport 
: Neil Williamson, Nottingham 
: James Leigh, Clevedon 

A,B,C,F 
A,B,G,l 

_ A,B,D,H 
A,B,G,H 

__A,C,D,F 
A,B,E,I 
B,D,E,I 

;G : Andrew Davies, Essex 

: Richard Woodall, New Zealand 

: Martin Drew, Bognor Regis 
: David Park, Tyne & Wear 

: David and Chris Mason, Plymouth 
$ Scott Winterburn, Norfolk 

: Andrew Granville, Bridgend — 
: Ivo Miguel Castro 
: Tony Hobbs, Leeds — 
: David Shuker, West Midlands 
: Anthony Coombes, Bridgewater 
} Nick Mushlin, Selkirkshire 
: Luke Butcher, London 

: Christopher Grant, Scotland 
: Steffan Hole, Bridgend 
: Chris Barnes, Burton-on-Trent 
: Chris Barlett, Kent 
: Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 
: Robert Ward, Middlesex 
: Alain Keersmaekers, Belgium 
i David Lewis, Birmingham _ 
: Aaron Tuson, Essex 
} Simon Webber, Wokingham 
: Stephen Rogers, Manchester 
: Pat Shields, Co wn 
: Benjamin Khan, Bradford — 
i Per Nilsson, Sweden 
: Panagiotis Bagiokos, Greece 
: Roeland Van Straalen, Holland 
; Aynsley Welling, Cyprus _ 

Mark Herjan, Poland 
- Charles Ayesa, Australia 
: Mark Green, Cheltenham 
} Chris Kerry, Essex 
: Daniel Metcalf, Norwich 

i Richard Brady, Essex 
} Steven Bigham, Whitburn 
: Ashley Hamilton, Co. Tyrone 
: Andre Bifleuen, Holland 

Roger King, Suffolk 
: James Smith, Gloucester 
; Alain Keersmaekers, Belgium _ 
} Are G Pettersen, Norway _ 
: Andy Pearce, Featherstone 
: Graeme Downes, Surrey _ 
: George loakimidis, Greece 
} Gavin Cole, Tyne & Wear 
: Jonathan Cole, Tyne & Wear 
: James Register, Surrey 
: Jack Gilbey, Bridgeport 
: David Taylor, Fife 
: Justin Servis, Co. Roscommon 

: Max, Steven and Hal, Dundee 

NAME COMPLETED 
A,C,D,G 
A,D,GJ 
A,D,F,G 

~_AB,D,E , Liverpool 
: Michael V Williams, Cardiff 
i Mikael Bogdanoff, Finland 
: Tom Carver, Devon 

Steven Goacher, Surrey 
: Kevin Gurton, Kent 

Antonio V. Carmona, Spain — 
: Paul Jerome, London 
: Gavin Cullen, Earlston 

Mark Shackcloth 
: Daniel Brown, Australia 
} Jerden Marinus, The Netherlands 

Steven Woolley, Norfolk 
: Jaakko Hermunen, Finland 
: Antony Bogan, Cleveland 
: Richard Doherty, Newport 
: Jonathan McConnell, Truro 
? Ross McConnell, Truro 
: Barry Glover, Manchester — 

David Faggiani, Manchester 
: Chris Lowe, Tyne & Wear 
: Steven Astley, Wigan 
: Mike Smith, Gloucester 

A,B,C,D 
A,C,F,G 
A,F,G,I 

A,D,F,M 
A,B,E,H 
A,B,D,N 
A,B,C,I 
B,D,H,| 
B,D,E,J 
A,B,E,F 
A,B,E,F 

_ A,B,D,M 
A,B,D,F 
A,C,D,H 

A,E,F,J 
A,B,C,M 
A,B,D,.M 
A,D,G,O 

A,B,C,H 
A,B,C,H 
A,D,O,P 
B,H,N,O 
A,D,1,O 
A,B,C,F 
A,B,F,M 
A,E,1,O 

A,E,F,M,N 

uto, Madeira 

A, B, D, E, F 
A,C,D,E,F 
A,B,D,E,F 
A,CE,F.H 

iown 

A,B,C,FI 
CE,F,G,I 

_ACDJ,M 
A,B,D,G,H 
A,C,D,F,H 
A,B,C,FI 

A,C,D,F,G 
~A,B,C,D,H 

A,D,FH,I 
__AGEH,I 

A,B,D,H,1 
A,B,E,G,1 
A,B,D,F,| 

A,B,D,F,G 
A,B,FJ,L 

A,F,G,1,M 
A,B,D,F I 

A,C,D,O,P 
_A,B,C,D,H,I 
A,B,C,F,G,H 
A,B,C,F,G,H 
A,B,C,D,F,H 
A,B,C,D,FI 
A,C,D,F,H,1 
A,D,E,G,H,| 
A,B,C,H,1,L 

in, Huddersfield — 

i Adam Holmes, Birmingham 
: James Steer, Maidenhead 

Robert Beaver, Manchester 
Carl Brennand, Cumbria 
Henry Edmondson, Preston 
Richard McCann, Wirral _ 

i Thomas Taylor, London 
: Simon Nash, Watford 

Henryk B. Zaleskijr 
i John Lucas-Herald, Edinburgh _ 

Michael Craze, Chigwell 

Martin Cater, Hucknall 
: Daniel Lally, Berkshire 
i James Hinton, Knoresborough 
: Michael Walker, Londonderry 
i Asgeir Vikan, Norway 
: Andrew Carrington, Pontefract — 
; Raymond Wells, Essex 
: Ed Higgins, Essex 
: Joel Radford, Australia 
: Kane Dorey, Jersey i 
+ David Dixon, Cumbria 

: Rodney McComb, Londonderry 
: George Roberts 
: Nick Taverner, Suffolk 
: John Brockie, Cumbria 
: Tony Mendum, Middlesbrough 
: Ciaran Spence, Ireland 
? Sebastian Vass, Bath 
: Charles Brent, Southampton 

David Grice, West Bromwich _ 
: Billy Newing, Kent 
: Richard Walklate, Hampshire 

A,C,D,FH,L 
A,D,E,H,M,N 
~AB,C,D,H.I 

_A.B,C,D,M,N 
A.B,D,F.J,P 

“A,B,D,E,F,G 
A,B,D,M,O,P 

dlesex 

TAD.EG IM 
A,B,D,F,H,O 

IN 
August 1999 

o 
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FANZINES 
@ N64 owners wanted to write for 
fanzine. 14-year-olds and over 
preferred, but if you have a good 
writing style then age doesn't 
matter. Send £1.50 for an issue to E 
Faulder, 6 Yester Drive, Chislehurst, 
Kent, BR7 5LR. 
@ Wanted! N64 issues 1-5 or later. 
I'll pay £20. Write to Dale Wassal, 
Theaerie, 7 Hamilton Terrace, Lower 
Foxdale, Isle of Man, IM4 38B 
@ Tips/cheats — at least five pages of 
full colour pictures and maps for 
only £1.50. Send a sae to Andrew 
Lawes, 14 Bushops Close, Stratford 
on Avon, Warwickshire, CV37 9EP. 
@ N64 Magazine issues 1, 3-11,13, 
14, 19 and 27, video and all the 
extras for sale. Write to Darren 
Francis, 33 Dawsmere Close, 
Camberly, Surrey, GU15 1ST. 
@ Wanted! Issues 1-3 of N64 
Magazine (with video). Contact Dan 
Morris, 17 Eyton Close, Winyates 
West, Redditch, B98 OJY. 
@ Please send me N64 Magazine 
issues 12 and 14. | will pay £8 for 
both or £4 each. Call Gary Smith on 
0181 797 0572. 
@ N64 Magazine issues 13-22 with 
free gifts. All excellent condition £3 
each. Call Ben on 01242 526773. 
@ Wanted! N64 Magazine issue 
number 20. Will pay up to £3. Must 
have Banjo guide. Contact James 
Bull, 23 Kingsway, Wellingborough, 
Northants, NN8 2PB. 

cs ice Th CiIAD GAMES TO SWAP 
@ Will swap Quake, Lylat Wars, 
Body Harvest, Mario 64 and Turok 2 
for your DKR, Micro Machines, 
Rogue Squadron, Forsaken, South 
Park and F Zero-X. Please call 
Stephen on 086 870 9431. 
@ Top Gear Overdrive in mint 
condition for £28. Or will swap for 
1080° plus £5, or Micro Machines 
64, Body Harvest or ISS '98 plus £8. 
Call Joe on 01423 358753. 
@ Will swap Lylat Wars for WCW vs 
NWO World Tour or WCW/NWO, 
Revenge. Interested? Please call 
Mike on 01359 270207. 
@ V-Rally to swap for GoldenEye, 
DRR or Zelda. Call Steven at the 
weekend on 01376 550824. 
@ | want to get rid of Diddy Kong 
Racing. Will swap for any decent 
(not football) game. Please call 
Angus on 01249 813007. 
@ Will swap F1 World Grand Prix 
for WWF Warzone, F-Zero X, Rogue 
Squadron or Mario Party. Call 
Richard on 01480 407975. 
@ Will swap Super Mario for V-Rally 
or Mischief Makers for 1080° 
Snowboarding or both for South 
Park. Call Kirk on 01203 303847. 

issue 31 

: @1 am willing to swap GoldenEye 
: for Mario Kart 64 boxed with 
} instructions. And will also swap 
i issues 26-28 of N64 Magazine for 
: Game Boy game. Interested? Please 
: call Peter on 01396 831783. 
} @ Would like to swap Blast Corps. 
} Any other game considered. Call 
: Kaifai on 0181 885 6187. 
} @ F-Zero X for £25, or will swap for 
: Action Replay or Body Harvest. Call 
! Dave on 01225 723563. 
} @ I'm mad - Top Gear Rally 
: (unboxed) with instructions, plus 

rumble pak for £20, or TGR 
} separately for £10, or will swap both 
: for Shadows of the Empire. Call 
: Robert on 01652 656347. 
} @ Will swap Mario 64 or WCW vs 
! NWO World Tour for Diddy Kong 
: Racing or 1080°. | also want to sell 
{ Warzone and NBA Courtside. Call 
} Steve on 01873 850012. 
} @ My GoldenEye, MK4, F1 WGP or 
$ 1080° for your Mario 64 or Mario 
: Kart 64. Contact 01705 796681. 
} @ Will anyone swap WCW/NWO 

Revenge for Turok 2 in excellent 
: condition. Please call Mario on 
: 01236 436613. 
} @ Will swap my V-Rally ‘99 for 
= WCW vs NWO World Tour or 
: WCW/NWO Revenge. Call 
: Ben on 01656 667808. ; 
 @ | have Diddy Kong Racing and will 
: swap it for Banjo-Kazooie or Zelda: 
: 64. Call George on 01543 428511. 
¢ @ Will swap SNES and games, an 
? Action Replay, Super GB, mouse and 
: extra controller for N64 stuff or for 
: money. Please contact Dave on 
: 01992 589686. 
 @ Will swap GoldenEye or Mario 64 
: for Zelda 64 or Gex. Please call Lee 
: on 0115 917 1967. 

¢ @ Will swap Mario, Quake, Body 
: Harvest, GoldenEye, Turok 2, Lylat 
} Wars or 1080° for Banjo-Kazooie, 
: Micro Machines 64, DKR, FIFA ‘99 

or Mission: Impossible. Call Stephen 
} on 00353 86 870 9431. 
} @ For sale, Game Boy with three 
} games: Wario Land, Soccer and 
: Super Mario for £15. Please call 
? George on 0181 699 5410 
} @ Will swap World Cup '98, SCARS, 
: San Francisco Rush or Top Gear 
: Rally for Lylat Wars, Extreme G2 or 
? an Action Replay. Please call Owen 

on 01293 775801. 
: @ Will swap Turok for Rampage, 
: Extreme G or Bomberman 64 - 
? Rampage most wanted. Write to 
Andrew Cartledge, Peaslows 

: Cottage, Sparrow Pit, Buxton, 
: Derbyshire, SK17 8ET. : 
 @ If you want World Cup '98 all you 
: have to do is give me your boxed i 
: South Park, Mario Kart or F-Zero X. 
: Call Richard on 01276 479186. 
? @1 am willing to swap my Yoshi's 
} Story for your Silicon Valley, South 

Park or GoldenEye. Please call Alex 
on 0181 423 6594. 
@ | want to swap Turok 2 for DKR, 
Banjo-Kazooie, Mario Kart or any 
other decent game. Please call 
Stewart on 0141 571572. 
@ Cruis'n USA for £15 (boxed with 
instructions) or swap for NASCAR 
‘99. If you're interested contact 
Matthew on 01403 250972. 
@ | would like to swap NBA Live '99 
for WCW/NWO Revenge. Call 
Michael on 01968 674206. 
@ Will swap Yoshi's Story for 

: Mystical Ninja, Gex 64 or 
Bomberman Hero. Please contact 
Wyllie on 01803 865784. 
@ | will swap Turok 2 (including 
guide) or Top Gear Rally for 1080° 

; Snowboarding. |f you're interested 
call Ben on 01737 780212. 
@ 7080° Snowboarding for £28 or 
I'm willing to swap for Mario Party, 
Zelda or Mario 64. Please call Sam 
on 01273 494501. 

@ |'ll swap Shadows of the Empire 
for Rogue Squadron. Call Harvey on 
0117 941 3241. 

@ Will swap Turok and Quake for 
WCW vs NWO World Tour and 
Killer Instinct. Also want Killer 
Instinct handbook. Call Mr 
Townsend on 0114 250 0513. 
@ | will swap Pilotwings for Wave 
Race or Mario Kart. Please call 
Aaron on 01934 516946. 
@ Will swap WWF Warzone for 
1080°, DKR, FIFA '99, F-Zero X or 
Rogue Squadron. Call Luke on 
01489 601975 after 5pm. 
@ Will swap Pocket Game Boy with 
Metroid 2 for FIFA '99 or will sell for : 
£35 ono. Will swap NBA Live '99 for : 
FIFA '99. Call 01584 781584. 
@ | am willing to swap my Rampage 
World for Micro Machines, 1080°, 
Snowboard Kids, Rogue Squadron, 
Bomberman or Monaco Grand Prix. 
Call David on 01482 219865. 
@ Will swap DKR (boxed) in 
excellent condition for WWF 
Warzone or an Action Replay. Call 
Robert on 01202 575507. 
@ | am willing to swap my Wave 
Race or Cruis'n USA for XG2 or an 
Action Replay. Interested? Please call 
George on 01705 467393. 
@ I'm willing to swap my Wave Race i 
for your WWF Warzone, South Park 
or any other decent game. If you're 
interested then please call Andrew 
on 01784 249187. 
@ Excellent condition South Park 
with Official Strategy Guide worth 
£9.99. Boxed with instructions, 
hardly used for £30 ono - swaps 
considered as well. Please call 
Michael on 01827 281620. 
@ | will swap Wave Race 64 (boxed) 
in mint condition for Micro 
Machines 64 Turbo (boxed). Call 
Daniel on 01476 530689. 

@ | am willing to swap South Park 
for Rogue Squadron. Please call 
Elliot on 01705 264982. 
@ Will swap American South Park 
with Passport for English Ze/da, 
Mario Party or Micro Machines 64. 
Contact Simon on 0118 961 8670. 
@ Will swap Shadows of the Empire 
for any decent game or sell for £20. 
Call Matt on 01530 270273 after 
4pm on any weekday. 
@ Swap Banjo-Kazooie or 
GoldenEye for Zelda 64. Call Jordan 
on 01256 465547 — evenings only. 
@ Will swap my V-Rally ‘99 for your 
1080° Snowboarding or any good 
game. Call Tom on 0161 287 6806. 
@ Will swap my Duke Nukem 64 for 
your MK4 or Mission: Impossible. 
Call Haytham on 0777 152 8562. 
@ Will swap Yoshi's Island for South 
Park, WCW/NWO Revenge or Duke 
Nukem: Zero Hour. Please call Will 
on 01793 828741. 
@ | am willing to swap Turok 2 or 
Body Harvest (including box and 
instructions) for your WWF Warzone } 
or F-Zero X. Please call Oliver on 
0161 766 3943. 
@ | will swap /SS '98 (boxed with 
instructions) for F-Zero X, Turok 2, 
V-Rally ‘99 or 1080° or sell for £25. 
Call J Porter on 0151 727 1812. 
@ SNES with Super Mario World, 
Zelda, Mario All Stars and Putty 
Squad. Will swap for any decent 
N64 games. Please call James on 
01443 465655. 
@ | have WCW vs NWO World 
Tour, Turok and Mario Kart. Will sell 
for £35 each or swap for GoldenEye. 
Call Adam on 01255 475002. 
@ | want to swap F7 WGP, Mario 
Kart, V-Rally ‘99 for Turok 2, GT64 
or Mission: Impossible. Call Dan on 
01489 787685. 

@ | am willing to swap my Mario 
Kart 64 for Blast Corps, Zelda or an 
Action Replay. Interested? Please call 
Robert on 01256 327111. 
@ | will swap my Zelda, South Park 
and Snowboard Kids for your Action 
Replay, Body Harvest or Rogue 
Squadron. Please call Nathan on 
01656 862736. 
@ World Cup '98 or FIFA 64 for 
WCW vs NWO World Tour or 
GoldenEye or Mario Kart 64. Call 
Richard on 01482 861411. 
@ | will swap my Extreme G, FIFA 
‘98 and GT 64 for any good 
game. | might even swap my other 
games if a good offer is made. Call 
Mikuni for details on 01222 251863. 
@ | am willing to swap my WWF 
Warzone for your V-Rally '99 or 
your Top Gear Rally. Please call 
James on 0161 864 4919. 
@ | desperately want to swap my 
Yoshi's Story for Banjo-Kazooie or F- : 
Zero X. Please call Adam on 01204 

: 418923 if you're interested. 

i @ | will swap South Park 64 for 
Vigilante 8. Please call Stuart on 
0181 505 2990. 

+ @ I'll swap my N64 with six games 
: for your PlayStation and five 
: games. Call Eric on 0181 959 6026. 
? @ 1 will swap Turok, Extreme G or 
} Diddy Kong Racing for Zelda, 

Vigilante 8 or Mission: Impossible. 
Call Allan on 01283 224867. 

GAMES WANTED 
@ Wanted! WWF Warzone or 
GoldenEye - will pay a fair price or 
swap for Mario. Please call Andrew 

: on 01462 629483. 
: @ Wanted! NBA Courtside. Will 
? swap for Mission: Impossible, 1SS64, 
: Blast Corps, V-Rally, Virtual Pool 

TGR or will buy. Please call Sion on 
: 01758 760202 if you're interested. 
> @ 1 want Rogue Squadron 
: desperately. Will swap my Banjo- 
: Kazooie, Lylat Wars or Mace. Or | 
: will swap for two of my games. Call 

Ryan on 01829 760448. 
} @ Wanted! Any material on 

Hysteria. Material of My Manz 
Bassman, Trigga, Spyda and Parma. 

? Call Rakesh on 0116 224 0904. 

PENPALS 
: @ Penpal aged 11-13 years old 
? wanted. | like basketball and music. 
: Must like your N64 and gaming. 

Please write to Gareth Nicholson, 53 
Harmer Close, Newton Heath, 

: Manchester, M40 2AT. 
: @1 would like a penpal aged 9-12 
: years old. Male and N64/PC owner 

preferred. Write to Alexander Watt, 
i 20 Market Terrace, Strichen, 

Fraserburgh, Scotland, AB43 6TS. 
@ 15-year-old male looking for 

: female penpal of same age. Must 
love footie and music. Write to 
Robbie Smith, 188 Bridge Road, 
Sutton Bridge, Spalding, PE12 9SF. 
 @ Penpal wanted aged 12-13 years 

: old, must like Star Wars and N64. 
: Call Ben Kersey on 01254 878628. 
+ @ Female penpal wanted for 12- 
: year-old male. I'm an N64 fan who 

likes music, football and having a 
laugh. Write to Stuart Edgar, 22 
Sunningdale Drive, Felixstowe, 
Suffolk, IP11 OLE. 

} @ 28-year-old Norwegian wants 
: adult pen pals from all over the 
: world. Interested? Then please write 
? to Johnny Ree, Kolsbergvei 12C, 

Krisand, Norway, 4616. 
: @ Penpal alert! 19-year-old female 
: wants 17-26 year old, male or 
: female penpal. Must be an N64 fan, 

like playing F1, and enjoy music. 
i Write to Ann Church, 24 Lovel End, 

Chalfont, St Peter, Bucks, SL9 9P. 
: @ 12-14 year old penpal wanted. | 

like N64, South Park, music and 



science fiction. Write to Nicholas, 
12 Park Edge, Harborne, 
Birmingham, B17 9ER. 
@ Male penpals wanted - 16-year- 
olds and above. My interests are 
N64, horror films, music and having 
a good laugh. Photo appreciated. 
Write to Matthew Othold, The Fox & 

Hounds, Tytherinton, Frome, 
Somerset, BA11 5BN. 
@ Male penpal wanted aged 12-14 
years old, who likes chatting, music 
and N64. Please send a picture to 
Lisa Harper, 87 Rectory Road, 
Dickleburgh, Diss, Norfolk, IP21 4PB. 
@ Female penpal aged 12-14 years 
old. Must like your N64 and having a : 

: @ Male penpal wanted for 16-year- 
: old female. Must be 16-18 years old, 
: like N64, The Simpsons and movies. 

Write to Sophie Baverstock, Rose 
@ | am looking for a penpal aged 12- : 

: Wilts, SP2 9AR. 

: @ 22-year-old male seeks female 
} penpal who's 18 years old or over. 
: Any interests, but must have a good 
: sense of humour. Please write to G 
: Bearcroft, 34 Skeffington Court, 
: Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 3BY. 
: @ 10-year-old boy wants penpal 
: from anywhere. | love GoldenEye 
? and love the N64. Write to Zak 
= McClymont, 1st Floor Flat, 9-11 
: Westgreen Road, London, N15 5BXx. 
: @ Penpal wanted for 11-year-old 
: boy. Interests include N64, music and : 
computers. Please include a photo. 

: Write to Jean-Xavier Bourherat, 13 
: Martins Street, Roath Park, Cardiff, 
: Wales, CF2 5HA. 
} @ 13-year-old girl wants a 13-14 
: year old boy, who must love to talk 

good laugh. I'm 13-years-old. Please 
write, enclosing a photo, to Adam 
Kirkly, 148 Ashby Road, Donisthorpe, 
Derbyshire, DE12 7QG. 

15 years old. Must be female. Write, 
enclosing a photo, to Jason 
Boxall, 5 Alvinston Road, 
Wippingham, IOW, PO32 6NZ. 

@ 12-14 year old penpal wanted 
who likes N64 games and having a 
laugh. Please reply to Scott Gaffney, 
33 Kippielaw Drive, Dalkeith, 

Midlothian, Scotland, EH22 4HT. 
@ I'm a 12-year-old boy who's 
looking for a penpal who likes N64, 
PlayStation and PC games. Please 
write to Daniel Jones, 132 Willow 
Road, Dartford, Kent, DA1 2QP. 
@ Penpals wanted! Must be 18 years 
old and over. Must be into football 
and be female. Please write to 
Gareth Ludowich, Flat 1, 
Cornerways, Station Road, Bramley, 
Guildford, GU5 OAY. 

Gute ouranuls and send 

MAGAZINE 

Name 

? @ I'm seeking a 12-13 year old 
: female who likes South Park, N64 
: and swimming. I'm 13 years old. 
? Contact Richard Clarke, 13 

? Gelligeiros, Gellinudd,Pontard, 
: Swansea, SA8 3DZ. 
; @ Penpal wanted! 15 year old male 
: wants female penpal aged 14-17 
} years old. Reply to Chris Graham, 78 
: Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, SE23 1BS : 
: — and please include a photo. 
: @ Penpal wanted! Girl or boy aged 

11-14 years old, who supports 
 Middlesborough and has an N64. 

: Write to Stephen Wood, 5 West 
? Church Court, Buckie, Banffshire, 
AB56 1DZ. 

Cottage, Quidhampton, Salisbury, 

about Zelda, but hate football. Write 
: to Nicola Orr, 5 Greymouth Road, 
: Newton Abbey, Co. Antrim, Northern 
} Ireland, DE36 7DR. 
} @ Male penpal wanted - 17 years 
: old or older. Must own an N64, like 

sports and have good sense of 
humour. Please phone Sarah Sackett 

? on 0181 985 6370. 

: GAMES 
 @ Star Wars: Rogue Squadron, F- 
Zero X, Smash Bros and Bio Freaks 

: for sale. Please call Callum on 0151 
474 0212 if you're interested. 

? @ Will buy Mario Kart or Mario 64 
: for £10 or will swap for issues 26-28 
: of N64 Magazine with free gifts. Call 
: Peter on 01396 831783. 

} @ Zelda and MK¢4 for sale (boxed 
: with instructions) good as new — for 

: £35 each or will accept £65 for both. 
Call Jeremy on 0181 427 4259. 

} @ | have F1 WGP for £25 and FIFA 
i 64 for £15. Also, 256k memory pak 
: for £3. All in mint condition. Please 
: call 01296 612562 for details. 
? @ I'm selling V-Rally '99 and Mario 
: Kart all for £50 in perfect condition 
: or £30 each. Please call Miguel on 
: 0171 685 1078. 
; @ For sale: Quake, Mace: The Dark 

: Age, Duke Nukem, Mario Kart 64, 

: Mario 64, Killer Instinct - all £25- 

: £35 each. Please call Will on 01684 
293755 if you're interested. 

¢ @ SNES with Donkey Kong Country 
: 2 & 3, Doom, Mortal Kombat 2, 3 & 
: Ultimate, Street Fighter 2 Turbo, 
? Plok!, Killer Instinct. Will sell 
: separately. Please call 01684 293755. 

Address 

? @ Please swap my Extreme G or 
: Wave Race for any wrestling games, 
: or £27 for Wave Race or £22 for 
? Extreme G. Please call Ricky on 
: 01803 834659. 
$ @ Snowboard Kids for sale £20-£30 
: (game boxed with instructions). 
: Stockport areas have an advantage. 
} Please call James on 0161 477 4511. 
: @ FIFA ‘98: RTTWC and ISS64 - £25 

: each or £40 for both. Or will swap 
: for Warzone, Forsaken, Body Harvest 
? or Mario Kart. Please call Adam on 
01332 691938. 

: @ Final Fantasy Legend III for sale 
: (Game Boy) cost £25, sell for £15 or 
} swap for Final Fantasy Adventures. 
? Call Ronan on 01263 752305. 
? @ Games for sale: Virtual Pool for 
: £30, F1 WGP for £25, Warzone and 
: V-Rally for £20 each, Mario 64 and 
: NFL QBC '98 for £15 each. Please 
: call Graeme on 01592 203650. 
: @ | will sell my Top Gear Rally for 
: £30 and Star Wars: Shadows of the 
: Empire for £25. Please call Tamer on 
} 01322 400524. 
 @ ISS '98 for £30, F1 World Grand 
: Prix for £30. Zelda with Prima Guide 
} for £50 — all excellent condition. Call 
} Jonathan on 01334 478471. 
 @ SNES for sale with three 
: controllers, one joystick and seven 
? games. Also Doom 64 for £20 or 
: swap for DKR. SNES is £80. Call 
} Rhuraidh on 01384 872612. 
: @ I'm selling Turok 2 and Quake or 
: swap for Donkey Kong 2 & 3. Please 
? call Ben on 01780 764344 - caller 
: must collect. 
 @ Super Star Wars, Donkey Kong, 
: Country 2, ISS Deluxe for £25, 

tarwing, Doom, Kick Off for £15. 
All boxed with instructions. Call 
ames on 01249 677263. 
@ Quake 64 for sale (boxed with 
nstruction booklet) in good 
ondition. Will sell for £30 or swap 
or WCW/NWO Revenge. Call 
Damien on 0171 625 7558. 
@ WWF Warzone for sale only £30 
ncluding tips book, instructions and 
box. Call Chris on 01283 540194. 
@ Will sell Extreme G and F7 Pole 

: Position (both boxed with manuals) 
: for £20 each. Please call Lewis on 

1923 492841 if you're interested. 
@ Games for sale: Ze/da for £32, 
080°, Mario 64, Turok 2 and F-Zero 

i X for £25, Goemon, F1 WGP, 
: Snowboard Kids, MK64, Yoshi's 
} Story and ISS '98 for £23. Body 
i Harvest for £20, ISS64 and Turok for 
i £15. Please E-mail John at: 
: jheelham@yahoo.com. 
? @ Zelda 64 for sale in vgc with box 
: and instructions - £40 , no offers. 
: Call Robert on 0181 953 5544. 
: @ Games for sale: Wave Race 64 for 
? £20, Yoshi's Story for £25, Mission: 
: Impossible for £30, Lylat Wars with 
: rumble pak for £40 and Fighters 
: Destiny for £25. Call Stewart on 
? 07901 758407 after 6pm. 
! @ For sale! Extreme G, Banjo and 
: Mario 64, £20 each. Please call 
¢ Michael on 01329 661238. 
? @ | will swap GoldenEye for 
} Rampage World Tour. Please call Joe 
¢ on 0113 258 0631. 

: @ 1 am willing to swap Doom 64 and 
} a rumble pak for 7080° or F1 
! World Grand Prix. Please call 
? 01883 343572. o 
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Out of five. 

HIGHLY 
RATED 

The five top games in 
Directory. Send us your 

own charts if you 
disagree. 

FIWGP 93% 

i games in Directory over TWO years 
ago so, whilst they might have deserved their 

superseded by newer games. Our Star Mark 
shows how we feel the game fares now. 

It’s now super-easy to see whether the game in 
question got a Star Game Award (85% or over). 
If it did, we recommend you buy it! 

WaT 
trike a light! Your most up-to- 
date N64,games directory just 
gets better every issue... 

LOC a ly 
NE | Information now TC Tl 

expansion pak i includes whether ee ‘neil 
iewer (see opposite) a game uses a Rumble, se ean mane 

i jarcus Hawkins 

N E | Yep. we reviewed some of aa SOntrolict Gr Expansion. Pals ATA 
Here we tell you whether you Wil Overton 
should buy the game or not, ina Zy Nicholson 

mark then, some of them have been quick and informative fashion. one 
ere CC 

TM ie are) 
AT la cog 

IVE bal andar 

In here will be a tip of the ues 
. Steve Jarratt 

toppermost variety, packed \ 2 bs Martin Kitts 
like tuna into a nice and Mark Green 
concise space. Handy! Dean Mortlock 

| Ei 
BEETLE apvenTure RACING 

EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller Pak 
Issue 27 @ MK 

Enjoyable American-style racer with squillions of 
shortcuts and stacks of detail. 

Bib sresscscreraciaees 
BiO FREAKS 

GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak @ on cart 
Issue 20 @ JA 

Arm-ripping beat-'em-up with excellent graphics, 
but a little bit shallow on the gameplay front. 

You can rest assured, we know 
our games and we know how to 
tell if games are good. 

ALL-STAR BASEBALL 2000 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
expansion pak @ Issue 28 @ MG 

More of the same for hardcore baseball fans. Not 
much of an update really, but still quite impressive. 

Bear 
ALL STAR TENNIS 

Ubi Soft @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
on cart 
Issue 26 @ MK 

Schizophrenic tennis game that can't decide 
whether it wants to be sim or arcade. 

ence 
AUTOMOBIL!I LAMBORGHINI 

Titus @ £20 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 10 @ TW 

Not bad, just competent. 

a 
ad 5 cet £50 

ooo 

pipe s mastery is 
nce again 

nstrat 

AERO FIGHTERS ASSAULT 
Konami @ £55 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 16 @ MK 

Good in spells, but flawed and disappointing at 
length. Feels realistic but is too dull, too often. 

AERO GAUGE 
ASCII @ £55 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak © controler pak 
Issue 17 

A real stinker of a Wipeout clone with pop-up, 
cheating opponents and terrible controls. 

ALL-STAR BASEBALL 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players , ' is vast, stunningly 
rumble pe © contretier pak beaut ario-alike. 
Issue 2 ts ie 

A meticulously put together baseball sim, with 
hi-res graphics and ultra-detailed gameplay. 

t Geemiin’ § 200 1 player 
rumble pak @ on cart 

| Iss Tw 

rilliant shoot-'em-up 
with stacks of bug- 

basting tonnes of 
vehicles and huge 
worlds. 

BATTLETANX 
300 @ £40 @ 1-4 Players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 26 @ TW 

Strangely compulsive multiplayer tank blaster. 



BOMBERMAN 64 
Hudson/Nintendo @ £20 @ 
1-4 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 8 @ ZN 

Oh dear. The one-player mode is tedious and the 
multiplayer game has been completely ruined. 

a 
BOMBERMAN HERO 

Nintendo @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 21 @ TW 

Uninspiring 3D adventure, but compulsive at 
times. Up against Banjo, mind, it looks rubbish. 

BUCK BUMBLE 
Ubi Soft @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

Dodgy graphics, unconvincing controls, but not 
the worst shoot-'em-up we've ever played. 

cece 
BUST-A-MOVE 2 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ JA 

One of the best puzzle games in the world, and 
certainly the finest so far on the N64. 

acre 
BUST-A-MOVE 3 

“Acclaim @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 24 @ MK 

Bust-a-Move as it's always been except for a 
simultaneous four-player mode. Recommended. 

Seer 
CASTLEVANIA 

Konami @ £40 @ 
1 player @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 27 @ JB 

Learn to live with the ropey camera and the 3D 
Castlevania delivers shocks aplenty. Spook! 

| ciara 
CENTRE COURT TENNIS 

Hudson @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak 
controller pak @ Issue 25 @ TW 

Not the tennis game we were hoping for. We still 
yearn for a 64-bit version of Super Tennis. 

ese 
CHAMELEON TWIST 

Ocean @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ on cart 
Issue 10 @ JD 

Thrills and spills but it won't take you long to 
finish. The multiplayer game is okay, mind. 

BB tsar 

CHAMELEON TWIST 2 
Sunsoft @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ MG 

Unimaginative, short-lived platform dross. With 
no multiplayer it'll last you all of two hours. 

| cae 
CHARLIE BLAST'S 
TERRITORY 

Kemco @ £35 @ 
1-4 Players @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 30 @ MG 

Creaky old Amiga game, Bombuzal, given a 
most basic tarting up with dodgy 3D graphics. 

Bn 
CHOPPER ATTACK 

GT @ £50 @ 1 player 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

A simple yet engrossing helicopter shoot-'em-up, 
very much in the Desert Strike tradition. Top! 

a 
CLAYFIGHTER 637: 

Interplay @ £20 @ 
1/2 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 9 @ JB 

As painful as a game where you have red hot 
needles shoved into your eyes. Very, very hard. 

ee 
CRUIS'N USA 

Nintendo @ £20 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 13 @ TW 

Dump. Less about driving, more a rule book on 
how to cock-up console games. 

Bea 
CRUIS'N WORLD 

1-4 players @ rumble pak 
on cart @ Issue 20 @ TW 

Why Nintendo put their name to this appalling 
sequel is a mystery of Area 51 proportions. 

ear 
DARK RIFT 

Vic Tokai @ £20 @ 
1/2 players @ on cart 
Issue 9 @ JD 

Uninspiring special moves and similar characters. 
Nicely animated but, ultimately, really rather dull. 

__ iel 

DOOM 64 
GT @ £25 @ 1 player 
controller pak 
Issue 7 @ JA 

Solid and workman-like but, up against Turok 
and GoldenEye, it looks dreadfully old hat. 

ie 
DUAL HEROES 

Bitwave/Hudson @ £30 
1/2 players @ controller pak 
Issue 17 @ MK 

Stashed full of innovative features, this is sadly 
ruined by some terrible Al. Shame, that. 

displaced 

OFFICE 
FAVES 
This month's 

favourite lunchtime 
pastimes. There's 

nothing like a good 
multiplayer game, 
and these have 

sucked up more time 
than anything else. 

1 

> 

eS Ss 
Se 

SMASH BROS 
roma 2502ROUND 
AR tie x 4 . i o 

P 
EPISODE 1 RACER 
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PETE’S 
CHOICE 

That a Star Wars 
game should be 

Pete’s number one 
choice came as little 
surprise, given his 
Yoda-like antiquity. 
Mr Travers has spent 
approximately 19 
years watching the 
movie trilogy over 
and over again. 

titel 

Fi POLE POSITION 
Ubi Soft @ £25 @ 
1 player @ controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JD 

Good fun in places, but obvious flaws include 
horrendous pop-up and stop-dead banks. 

Set your fuel level to a mere 10% before a 
Grand Prix and you'll find that you‘re super 
fast and you never run out of petrol. 

F1 WOF 

you'll career off 

pirecTorY Club(o24 
EPISODE 1 RACER 

EA @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 2 @ TW 

How in the wide, wide world of sport was this 
made legal? Like a rash. Only not as enjoyable. 

Remember, only tap the shoot button once. 
The delay is terrible but you will eventually 
produce something. 

FIFA "98 
EA @ £30 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 10 @ TW 

Banishing the memory of FIFA 64, there's plenty 
of promise here. Not perfect, but better. 

Try using the lob (Top-C) to seek out 
players in front of you. It’s safer than the 
ground-level pass. 

FIFA '99 
EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak 
Issue 26 @ TW 

Thebes FIFA game yet. FIFA 99 actually plays a 
game of footie. It's no /SS ‘98 though. 

As with every FIFA game don’t forget that 
it may take several minutes before your 
button presses are registered on screen. 

FLYING DRAGON 
Interplay @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
controller pak @ rumble pak 
Issue 27 @ TW 

The game formerly known as Art of Fighting 
Twin comes to the UK, and proves to be fairly 
enjoyable but instantly forgettable. 

To be able to play as the oddly-named 
Bokuchin, simply beat him in a normal 
fight. 

GASP!!! 

A stinky old fighter, sneaked out quietly. We 
sprang out and punched it in the face. 

Beat the game to come face-to-face with 
the two terrifying boss characters: the 
Sumo and the Werewolf. Exciting? Yeeeno. 

GEX 64 Enter the Gecko 
GT @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 21 @ JP 

This rough-around-the-edges 3D platformer isn't 
so much dreadful as painfully average. 

Think about this: Mario 64. Banjo. 
aT Mystical Ninja. Aaaand goodnight. 

GLOVER 
Hasbro @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 21 @ MK 

An inspired, superbly odd idea turns out to be a 
stonking, but hard, 3D adventure. 

Pause the game and press Left-C, Right-C, 
Left-C, Right-C, Left-C, Right-C, Left-C and 
Right-C for a Fisheye lens. 

GOEMON 2 
Konami @ £40 @ 1/2 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 29 @ JB 

After the excellent Mystical Ninja 3D adventure, 
Goemon steps back to the days of the SNES for 
this average 2D platform romp. Disappointing. 

Konami @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller r pak e 
Issue 22 @ TW 

Keep the analogue stick pressed diagonally 
up at 45° to get the maximum distance 
when swinging on the poles. 

es scenery < ind a 
tly judged 
Ity curve. About 

Ocean @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ TW 

Handles well, but it's slow, ugly and there's far 
too much pop-up. Not what we were hoping for. 

Win the championship on Easy mode to get 
the mirror tracks. * Win the championship 
on 24 laps-per-race to get the secret track. 

HEXEN 
Midway @ £30 @ 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 5 @ JD 

Fun in a retro kind of way but, in the light of 
GoldenEye, hard to recommend. 

Cheat menu: Pause and press Top-C, 
Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C. ¢ Invincibility: 
Left-C, Right-C and Bottom-C. 

HOLY MAGIC CENTURY 

1 player @ controller pak @ 
Issue 23 @ MG 

RPG which could have been better but for the 
tedious random battles and Americanised plot. 

Hf you get caught in a random battle 
between towns - and you will - then just 
leg it at the earliest opportunity. 

IGGY’S RECKIN’ BALLS 
| 56% * | Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 

rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

Push left or right and watch the CPU opponents 
win every time. As dull as Chris Tarrant. 

Wearing dark glasses is clinically proven to 
reduce the risk of vomiting at the sight of 
Iggy’s rat-faced grin. 



Bonus teams: At the Start screen press Up, MACE: The Dark Age 
GT @ £308 
1/2 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 9 @ JB 

A highly competent fighter that'll tide you over 
‘til Capcom arrive on the scene. 

Highlight Ragnar, Dregan and Koyasha and 
press start on each one. Pick your fighter 
and he'll be wearing giant fluffy slippers. 

Left-C, Right, Right-C, B, A, hold Z and Start. 

KILLER INSTINCT 
Nintendo/Rare @ £20 @ 

ea 1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 3 @ MH 

Great in its time but who wants a 2D beat-'em- 
up in the light of Tekken and even MK4? 

To access the extra options during the 
character bio screens in the intro press Z, 
B, A, L, A, Z in sequence. 

KNIFE EDGE 
Nintendo @ £30 @ 
1/4 players @ on Cart @ 
rumble pak @ Issue 24 @ JA 

A light gun game on a machine that doesn't 
have a light gun. Dull. 

Remember! Use the C-buttons to strafe 
from side to side. Especially useful when 
you come up against the Giant Sock. 

controller pak @ 

The first 64-bit outing 
sy for the Madden series 

is a great success but 
it looks a bit dated 

NBA Courtside 

This hi-res 
plays just as 
al 
a practice a sharp graphics and a 

; a control system 
Se) make this 

ntroller pak @ on cart @ 
Fl) 

= you get just one 
| game, it must be this. 

Check out N6424 for a guide « on how to 
complete the firs wage and N64/25 
and 26 for more details. 

LODE RUNNER 3D 
Infogrames @ £40 @ 
1 player @ on cart @ 
rumble pak @ Issue 29 @ JB 

This is the latest in a long line of retro puzzlers 
with gameplay unchanged since the days of the 
Commodore 64. There's plenty of it too. 

Unlock all levels: Pause, hold Z, and press R, 
B, A, B, A, Top-C, Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C, 
Top-C, Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C. 

y not to land on B 
will happen nae 

14a ie 

vp s perf tas it 

|Achi gold medals on all levels for the 
four-player Tank and modes. 
* Guides in N6¥/8 and 9 and DGG + no. 2. MILO’S ASTRO LANES 

Interplay @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
on cart @ Issue 26 @ TW 

‘Stunningly dull’. Give it a miss. 

TOP OF 
THE FLOPS 
If you see any of this 
lot coming towards 

you, run for your life. 
It’s the games you 

can’t even give away. 

Barbiturates are a quicker and less 
expensive method of ending it all. 

, Biles 

ae = 

BR Shoes 

This could ¢ 
sulphuric acid y 

Creep along in that ae fashion and then 
SUDDENLY GET CRUSHED BY A PILLAR. 
Then place your fist into the TV screen. 

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 17% 

MORTAL KOMBAT 4 
GT @ £45 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

The best version of MK yet. 

On the options screen, highlight continue 
and hold run and block for about 10 
seconds to get the cheats menu. 

MORTAL KOMBAT rmuocy 
GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ NX 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ \ 
Issue 1 @ TW . 

This is really poor. A wealth of options, cheats, 
extras and finishing moves can't save it. 

Beat 8-Player Kombat and you'll be able to 
select Shoa Kahn's Lost Treasures, including 
bonus games of Galaga and Pong. 

MULTI RACING cuampionsnip 
Ocean/Imagineer @ £30 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 8 @ JD 

The conversion job has done it no favours. 
‘Gritty’ graphics and it's also far too easy. 

Hidden cars without beating them: Select iS 
one of the closed garages in vs mode, wtf 
and choose a one-player game. 

August 1999 NG, 25 



pirectory Club(2<| 

16-BIT 
Sometimes it’s easy to 

forget just how 
massive the leap in 

technology from SNES 
to N64 really was. 

Many of the best 64- 
bit games had a 

previous life as 16- 
bitters. See if you can 
spot the difference. 

Check out the review in N6¢ 
complete walkthrough of the game in 
N64/15 and 16. 

NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS 
Konami @ £45 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ JD 

Luge, bobsleigh, halfpipe, curling, they're all here 
and they're all extremely boring. 

To succeed at Luge, press the Left and Right 
shoulder buttons occasionally until you 
reach the end. Quite literally, crap. 

NASCAR '99 
EA @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 23 @ MG 

A tedious slog round a succession of oval tracks. 
Kind of like spinning round on a swivel chair. 

When you get bored of driving 
rar round in circles, go to bed. 

NBA HANGTIME 
GT @ £25 @ 
1-4 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 6 @ JS 

The problem here is that two-on-two basketball 
gets very boring, very quickly. 

Try these matchup codes: 025, 111, 120, 
273, 284, 461, 552, 802. * To duplicate star 

players, use 0000 as your pin. 

NBA PRO '99 
Konami @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 27 @ JP 

Konami ill-advisedly take a break from /SS 
brilliance to tackle basketball. The results are 
painfully average. 

Should you have £40 to spend ona 
basketball game, buy Kobe Bryant in NBA 
Courtside instead, eh? 

NBA JAM '99 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 

ra rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ MG 

Not quite up to the standard of NBA Courtside, 
Jam is nevertheless good value. 

Use Left-C to produce ‘alley-oops’ when 
an opponent tries to slam dunk. This, for 
those unsure, slaps the ball out of play. 

NBA LIVE '99 
EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ JB 

Lacking Courtside's moves and Jam's sense of 
humour, Live is the poor man’s basketball game. 

Press R during play and C-button icons 
appear above your nearest players, tying 
each of your team to one of the yellows. 

NBA PRO '98 
Konami @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 14 @ JP 

An enjoyable multiplayer game and lots of 
options. Good, but hardly brilliant. 

Tap Up on the controller a few times to 
improve your chances of landing your free 
throws. 

NHL PRO '99 
Konami @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 27 @ JP 

An above average slice of ice-based puck-hitting, 
yes, but one that can't compete with the Wayne 
Gretzky series. 

Three pointers are astonishingly rare, so 
attempt to shoot from inside the D as often 
as possible. 

NFL BLITZ 
GT @ £45 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ MK 

Arcade-style 
American football. 
Fast play with 
plenty of scraps and a 
customisable Editor. 

At the Matchup screen, tap in 2-0-3-Right 
for Big Head mode, while 4-0-4-Left gives 

you extra speed when you play. 

Check a comprehensive five-page 
guide to Yank-thrashing in issue 12. 
* Full list of cheats in issue 19. 

constant injuries enter HSPTL. 

NHL "99 
EA @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ JP 

Good but not great. Buy Wayne Gretzky instead. 

Try these codes: BIGBIG (big players), FAST 
(speed up), 'Y (big heads), FREEEA 
(bonus t ) 

vant to enablefthe 
10w: On the title screen press Left-C, 

NHL BREAKAWAY ‘99 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ JB 

Mildly diverting hockey sim that never comes 
close to challenging Wayne Gretzky. 

Catch those magic replay moments by 
zooming in on an individual with the 
D-pad. 

OLYMPIC HOCKEY 
GT @ £25@ 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ MK 

Cheap, cynical cash-in on an event that 
generates only total indifference in the UK. 

Check out N64/5 for loads of tips for the 
original Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey which 
also apply to this unsubtle con trick. 

PENNY RACERS 
TeHO @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak 
Issue 25 @ MK 

The slowest, boringest racer ever. Even when it 
begins to speed up. Dump. 

Take your £40 down to HMV and 
steer clea of this tripe. 

in a cave on Crescent Island and on the 
bridge-shaped rock on Holiday island. 

QUAKE 64 
GT @ £25 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ JP 

Tidy new light sourcing, polygonal monsters, a 
lame two-player deathmatch and lots of blood. 

Debug mode: Select ‘Load Game’ and do 
not use a memory pak. Fill the password 
entry box with little ‘Q’ symbols. 

RAKUGA KIDS 
Konami @ £40 ©@ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 22 @ MK 

The most adorable characters in the world scrap 
it out in this 2D graffiti-'em-up. 

If you press R and then press Forward or 
Away from your opponent, your character 
will produce his or her Magic Move. 

RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR 
GT e@£45@ 
1-3 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

This conversion of the age-old arcade classic is 
fun but, ultimately, it's expensive and limited. 

Find a Scum Lab facility, eat the toxic waste 
barrels and you will be transformed into 
the mighty Vern for the rest of the stage. 

ROBOTRON 64 
GT @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ JN 



An entertaining update of the classic arcade 
shoot-'em-up, but more than a little repetitive. 

At the Setup menu press Down, Up, Left-C, 
Down, Left-C, Right-C, Down, Right-C to 
get a handy level select option. 

RUSH 2 Extreme Racing USA 
GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak ® 
Issue 24 @ TW 

You'll either love it to death or hate it with a 
passion. Better handling and lots of secrets. 

Go to the Set Up menu and press L, R, Z 
and all four C-buttons. Hold L, R and Z and 
press the C-buttons to activate the cheats. 

SAN FRANCISCO RUSH 
GT @ £25 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 11 @ TW 

Gravity-defying leaps, rattling top speeds, mid- 
air multi-car pile-ups and tonnes of explosions. 

To turn your car into a mine, press Right-C 
Right-C, Z, Bottom-C, Top-C, Z, Left-C, 
Left-C on the car select screen. 

SCARS 
Ubi Soft @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 23 @ MK 

Kind of like a futuristic version of Mario Kart but 
there are several better alternatives out there. 

When you have a multiple weapon, fire the 
last two or three at low-power, and hold 
the trigger down to charge up the last shot. 

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 
Nintendo/LucasArts @ £40 @ 
1 player @ on cart @ 
Issue 1 @ JA 

Fab snowspeeder and space battles are ultimately 
let down by some lacklustre Doom-style bits. 

* Challenge points guide in issues 2 and 3. 
¢ Ultimate cheat in issue 17. 
° Double Game Guide + with issue 18. 

get extra distancl" on or Fm Handy! 

SOUTH PARK 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak ®@ Cotroller pak @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 25 @ JA 

Monotonous and basic first person shooter. 

Here’s one for all your South Park fans. 
Enter BOBBYBIRD as your password to 
unlock absolutely everything. 

contegien yok ue 14. @ JA 

@ Mario Kart 
ically a little 

dy y rec 

« d but still 
¥ . za it fun. Check out 

“the multiplayer! 

On a long straight, hold jump for about 
Ea five seconds to get a speed boost (your 

character will say ay ‘yeah’ if it’s worked). 

STARSHOT Space Circus Fever 
Infogrames @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 22 @ JP 

A 3D platformer that's been pre-dated by Banjo. 

Warp mode: Pause and select ‘Continue 
Level’. Press Top-C, Bottom-C, go to New 
Game, press Top-C, Bottom-C, go to 
Options, press Right-C and then A. 

ice. 

selecting tl the Start Game 
option and you'll be treated to a cut scene 

«aq Everything tats 
made previous Mario 
es et jleshed 

into 3D. Second 

* Double Game Gi e+ no. 4 (issue 15). 

TETRISPHERE 
Nintendo @ £20 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 13 @ SJ 

Confusing, complicated and frustrating. 

Type in the word VORTEX on the 
screen, then press and hold the Reset 
button for A strange animated sequence. 

TOP GEAR RALLY 
£40@ 

| 1/2 players @ controller pak @ 

eee 
sold of the astest, 

ealistic driving 
0 grace a 

| compute gee. Well 
Pr sieted acks 

jame ‘seasons’ ‘to earn (in order) 
ck, | Helmet Car and Ball Car. 

© Double Game Guided on issue 18. 

TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE 
Nintendo @ £45 @ 1/4 players® 
rumble pak ® expansion pak @ 
on cart @ Issue 24 @ TW 

Arcade-standard visuals adorn a racer that you so 
desperately want to love... but just can't. 

Complete the mirrored seasons to access 
the Taco, N, Nintendo Power and Hot Dog 
cars. Finish all seasons for the secret track. 

TUROK Dinosaur Hunter 
Acclaim @ pte 
A er @ ler pak @ img “\ 

Screen-fillin 
dinosaurs, ludicrously 
ody violence and 
some breathtaking 
weapons. Fantastic! 

+ Type LKMBRD and use Land R to fy 
around the level, © 7 
NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK for all cheats. 

TUROK 2.Seeds of Evil 
Acclaim e oe © 1-4 players @ 

READER 
AWARDS 
The top games of 
1998, as voted by 

you. Check out issue 
27 for the full top 20, 
complete with all the 
individual category 
awards. It was just 

like the Oscars, 
except Shigsy didn’t 
jump on his chair and 

start blubbing his 
eyes out. 

-up to a superb 
ys with an eye- 

melting hi-res mode. 
Alongside Zelda, an 
essential purchase. 

Enter BEW, VAREOBLIVIONISATHAND 

for access to all the in-game cheats. 

TWISTED EDGE 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak ® controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ TW 

An amateur snowboarding outing. Just competent. 

Just after the word “Go” disappears, press 
Up twice. If done correctly you should get a 
jump start. Nicely! 

VIRTUAL POOL 64 
Interplay @ £40 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 26 @ MG 

Surprisingly playable pool sim. 

To make the computer miss, press R to 
switch to the overhead view and use the 
analogue stick to move the CPU's cue. 

VIGILANTE 8 ¢ 
Activision @ £40 © 1/4 players G 
controller pak @ expansion pak 
Issue 28 @ JB = 

Average Twisted Metal clone, with a few nice 
touches and a few moments of utter tedium. 

Use the password JTBT7CFD1LRMGW to 
unlock all stages and vehicles. Try 
MAX_RESOLUTION to enable a hi-res mode. 

ge 

veal Sty De. 
rs @ rumble pak @ 

= r pak @ I e 22 @JA 

Finally, the N64 gets 
an | cade! racer to 
compete with the 
PSX's best. Fast and 

furious, this i is terrific. 

ore 100% in Arcade mode to get 
access to two sets of secret cars. 
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WALALAE counrry cius Gotr 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 21 @ TW 

It's golf, but golf that looks like it's been through 
a meat processor. 

READER'S 
CHART 

Leigh Madden of Hull 
sent us his top five, a 

list of what he 
reckons are the most 
underrated games on 

the N64. 

On any shot under about 150 yards, you 
only need to use a maximum of 3/4 of the 
power bar. 

WAR GODS 
GT @ £25@ 
1/2 players @ No backup @ 
Issue 7 @ JB 

Once you've sampled all the character's delights, 
and the silly moves, the novelty soon dissipates. pirnectory Club To enable the cheat mode, press Right on 

the D-pad three times, A, A, B, B. You lucky, 
lucky people. 

Fe 

| BUST. A MOVE 2 ” 
a 

scintillating 
pla r- make this just 

selecting your 
character. * DGG + no. 3 with issue 14. 

WAYNE GRETZKY'S 3D HOCKEY 
GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 6 @ TW 

For sheer whizz-bang, puck-zipping magic, 
Gretzky is hard to beat. 

Super teams: Go to Set-up then Options, 
hold L then: Right-C, Left-C, Left-C, Right-C, 
Left-C, Left-C, Right-C, Left-C and Left-C. 

~ RAKUGA KIDS _ 

WAYNE GRETZKY’'S 3D HOCKEY ‘98 

GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

When all's done and dusted, is it really different 
enough to warrant buying? No. 

YOUR 
CHART 
HERE 

Want to see your 
name and our 

Issue 11 featured a guide to two-player 
excellence in the original Gretzky. It also 
applies to this sequel. And Olympic Hockey. 

WCcW/NWO REVENGE 
TeHO @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 22 @ MG 

Plenty of new characters and faster gameplay, 
buphdwhere near as good as WWF Warzone. 

ing a match, press Z to make the 

NWO wortp Tour 
TeHO @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ TW 

ceptable, technically solid beat- 
juite Tekken, though. 

aracter has two special moves, one 
ls and one for heads. Hold A and 
the analogue. 

Ocean @ £30 @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ JP 

Reasonably priced take on the age-old Tetris 
theme, with water and mountains. 

Complete all 16 practice rounds to get a 
choice of groovy floor patterns. 
© Guide in issue 18. 

MIPEOTNTSY 

The trendies future 
racer around finds its 
ta home on the 
fr and 

ic. 

Using j the airbrakes on gentle « corners can 
a earn so save them 

| A fantastic a. fest 
| with hi-res visuals, 
rent of fighters, TV- 

king and a fab 
-create-a-player mode. 

aracter biography screens, push 
down on the analog to select the 

white Yoshi (3- 2: When you find poochie 
yapping at a red pipe you can't reach, go 
down the next pipe’and look for the ?. 

Import releases 

64 O-SUMO 
Bottom Up @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 11 @ ME 

AIR BOARDER 64 
Human @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ TW 

Unusual and quirky but there're no proper objectives and 
no real challenge. Looks great, plays boringly. 

AUGUSTA MASTERS '98 
T&E Soft @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 14 @ JP 

Your N64 could run this with the power off. A very poor 
conversion of a dated game design. Avoid at all costs. 

BOMBERMAN B-DAMAN 
Hudson @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
on cart @ Issue 20 @ JP 

Cheap and nasty mixture of simplistic shooting games. 

BOTTOM OF THE NINTH 
Konami @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ 
on cart @ Issue 30 @ TW 

Baseball with none of the hi-res majesty of Acclaim’s Al/ 
Star games. Truly unremarkable. 

umo it may be, but Bottom Up have turned 
ae wrestling into a fun-filled fat fest. 

CHORO Q 64 
Takara @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ MK 

Painfully slow clockwork racer. A decent enough track 
designer, but a total lack of speed-based skills. Tedious. 

DENRYU IRA IRA BOU 
Hudson @ 
1/2 players @ 
Issue 12 @ JN 

Denryu is a console-based version of the game at fetes 
with the copper stick and wire. It's up to you. 

DEZAEMON 3D 
Athena @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

A complete shoot-'em-up development kit. Tricky, but fun 

DORAEMON 
Epoch @ 1 players @ 
controller pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 2 @ TW 

A slightly confusing and all-too-tedious Mario clone. 

DORAEMON 2 
Epoch @ 1 player @ 
on cart @ 
Issue 26 @ JB 

The world's favourite blue atomic cat returns in another 

Namco @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 11 @ TW 

Not quite the Namco debut we were hoping for, but 
probably just about edges it as far as baseball games go. 

FOX COLLEGE HOOPS 
Fox Interactive @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ TW 

A weeping canker sore of a basketball game. Even the 
Americans aren't stupid enough to buy this. Or are they? 

GET A LOVE PANDA LOVE UNIT 
Hudson @ 1 player @ 
on cart @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ TW 

Impenetrable Japanese girlfriend simulator. No, hang on, 
that came out all wrong. | feel all dirty now. Hwwwrrr... 

GLORY OF ST. ANDREWS 
Seta @ 1-4 players @ 

issue 1 © TW 

GOLDEN NUGGET 
EA @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ TW 

A gambling sim but the only money you'll make is the £5 
you'll get for it at your local games exchange. 

HARVEST MOON 2 
Pack In Soft @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 28 @ MK 

Wonderful farming RPG, packed with features. Reams of 

JANGOU SIM MAH JONG 64 
Video System @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JD 

The best mah jong game yet? Well, probably, but does it 
really matter? It'll fly off the shelves in ker-razy Japan. 

J-LEAGUE DYNAMITE SOCCER 
Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 8 @ TW 

What chance has a sprite game in a world with /SS '98? 
Incredibly basic but persevere and you may get some joy. 



J-LEAGUE ELEVEN BEAT 
Hudson @ 1/2 players 
controller pak @ 
Issue 10 © TW 

Dynamite Soccer was an ugly but enjoyable fat-bloke 
footy game. Eleven Beat is plain ugly. One word: /SS '98. 

Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 1 @ TW 

BD Konami prove their footballing dominance with a 
magical soccer sim. 

JEOPARDY! 
Take 2 @ 1-3 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

Less a game, more a vile disease. 

JIKKYOU WORLD CUP '98 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 18 @ TW 

@ ISS '98 in all but name, this Jap version boasts an 
official World Cup '98 licence. 

KING OF PRO BASEBALL 
Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ 

core ran ° issue 1 @ TW 

The deformed players are funny for a bit but the slow 
runners and skilful CPU will eventually get you down 

KIRATTO KAIKETSU 
Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 25 @ TW 

Complicated Japanese board game involving a team of 
detectives, battles, dice, and sub-games. Odd. 

LEGEND OF THE RIVER 
KING 

Natsume @ 1 player @ 
on cart @ rumble pak ® 
Issue 26 @ JB 

One of those fishing RPGs the Japanese adore 

LET’S SMAS 
Hudson @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 23 @ TW 

Not the tennis game we were hoping for. Enjoyable for a 
while, but we still want a 64-bit version of Super Tennis. 

LODE RUNNER 3D 
Infogrames @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ 
Issue 28 @ MG 

Classic retro platform puzzler in 3D. Fans of the original 
will enjoy it, but it’s nothing special in this day and age. 

GICAL TETRIS 
Capcom @ 1/2 players @ 
on cart @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ JA 

uite why games developers think they can improve on 
Tetris is beyond comprehension. 

MAH JONG 64 
Koei @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 3 @ JD 

MAH JONG MASTER 
Konami @ 1-4 players 
on cart @ controller pak @ 
Issue 1 @ WO 

More of a beginners guide than previous efforts. 

JOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 
Nintendo @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ 
Issue 18 @ MK 

Fast paced baseball action with players who must have 
fallen out of the ugly tree. 

: 
oO 

: 

NIGHTMARE CREATURES 
Activision @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 25 @ MK 

Gory gothic slash-'em-up — a haze of unplayability clouds 
the control system like a gaseous mound of chuff. 

OFF ROAD CHALLENGE 
Midway © 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controlier pak @ 
Issue 19 @ JA 

Loathsome racer which graduated from the Cruis'n USA 
school of unplayability with first class honours. 

PACHINKO WORLD 64 
Hewia @ 
1 player @ 
issue 13 @ TW 

Pachinko is like pinball without the skill. So dull, death 
seems enticir 8 

SNOW SPEEDER 
Imagineer @ 1/2 Players @ 
controller pak @ on cart @ 
rumble pak @ Issue 26 @ JA 

Skiing and snowboarding in the same game sounds like a 
winning combo, but Snow Speeder lacks the spark 

STAR SOLDIER 
‘Hudson @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

Competent and enjoyable retro blaster, but a little on the 
easy side. Nice score attack mode, mind 

SUPER BOWLING 
Athena @ 1-4 piayers @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 30 @ MG 

Rather good straight bowling action with plenty of cool 
little extras. PAL version soon, please! 

PIKACHU GENKI DECHU 
Nintendo @ 
1 player @ rumble pak 
Issue 25 @ ME 

With the new Voice Control headset, tell Pikachu to naff 
off. Good fun. If you're fluent in Japanese. 

POCKET MONSTERS SNAP 
Nintendo @ 1 player @ 
umble pak @ on cart @ 

issue 29 @ MG 

POWER LEAGUE 64 
dudson @ 1/2 piaycrs @ 
cantroller pak @ 
issue 7 @ JA 

This effort from Huc is tragically awful 

POWER PRO BASEBALL 4 
Konami @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ 
issue 3 @ TW 

This went ballistic in Japan but we prefer King of Pro. 

POWER PRO BASEBALL 5 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
issue 17 @ MK 

Strictly for fans of Japanese 

PUYO PUYO SUN 64 
Compile @ 1/2 piayers @ 
on cart @ 
Issue 10 @ ZN 

You didn't buy your N64 to play this but it’s still 

weirdness. 

rollickingly good fun. So, if you're rich, try it on for size. 

AMPAGE UNIVERSAL TOUR 
Midway @ 1-3 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 29 @ MK 

Utterly rancid arcade yawnfest. One of the most tedious 
games you could possibly waste your money on 

SIM CITY 2000 
Imagineer @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 13 @ JP 

Although it looks no different to the SNES version, this 
still plays as magnificently as ever. 

Nintendo @ 1-4 Players @ 
on cart @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ JB 

82% Beautifully playable, totally original platform 
beat-'em-up, starring classic characters. 

SNOWBOARD KIDS 2 
Atlus @ 1-4 Players @ 
controller pak @rumble pak @ 
Issue 28 @ JA 

Similar to the original, with improved stunts, but a little 
slow. If you don't love it, you'll hate it. 

SUPER ROBOT SPIRITS 
Banpresto @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
issue 20 @ MK 

The Japanese love their anime robots, but they won't like 
this too much. A disappointing waste of a great license. 

SUSUME! TAISEN PUZZLE DAMA 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 15 e 7 

UL CHYGYAG.C air WIC 

TAMAGOTCHI WORLD 64 
Bandai @ 1-4 players @ 
~umble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ JN 

! it e hat’s Tun pu goes on a bit, 

TETRIS 64 
Seta @ 1-4 players @ 
on cart @ Bio pak @ 
issue 26 @ JA 

Clip the bio pak’s monitor to your ear and look like a 
plonker as you play another inferior Tetris clone 

TOKON ROAD 
Hudson @ 
1-4 players @ 
@ issue 12 @ DM 

TRIPLE PLAY 2000 
EA @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
issue 29 @ MG 

Inferior baseball game from the kings of inferior sports 
efforts. Will no doubt sell millions in the US of A 

TRUMP WORLD 
Bottom Up @ 
1-4 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 21 @ MG 

Slow, nose-achingly pungent card game where it's 
impossible to win. A real Lenny Bennett of a game. 

VIRTUAL CHESS 
Titus @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 18 @ TW 

Just what your N64 has been waiting for - a chess sim 

WwCcwW NITRO 
THA ® 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 27 @ JP 

A third-rate conversion of an already ropey PlayStation 
game. Avoid like True Evil itself. 

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
Gametek @ 1-3 players @ 
rumble pak @ 
Issue 11 @ TW 

Awful visuals, bad animation and hideous Americanisms 
Worse than accidentally falling off a cliff. And surviving. 

WONDER PROJECT J2 
Enix @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 1 @ WO 

Guide a robotic girl through various ‘real-life’ situations 
Weird and very Japanese 

DRIVE ME 
TO THE 
MOON 

On air, sea, or plain 
old tarmac, these are 

the best straight 
racers money can buy. 

AdOLITEIO 

TOP GEAR RALLY 



SAVE UP TO 33% 
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A. 
SAVE CASH! 

Save up to a third with a 12 issue 
subscription by Direct Debit! 

at 
GAME RACK 
For all UK subscribers. 

Call the subs hotline on 

GAME GUIDE + ¥ rhe ST eT eee eC Rt: Yop y 

FREE tips book, packed with useful 3 
hints and cheats on two BF i’ Ai 

wd <>’ top games and more. od 

A Ree | 01225 822523: i ot ee FREE 3 ga 
Ref 

GAME OVER is the greatest book ever 
written on games — and it's all about 
Nintendo. A rattling good yarn, full of 
oleh A Leer Lae Ce Eom 



Elda hy Daal evra 

BEE Em eet) 
Shadowman, the N64's 

ie Co goriest game yet — we visited 
Pets Mec peeerm ECU ka ee TT 
7 pres ww Special Investigation. We also 
Pe (es eT Feet acel-] iy Te golem 
Lh cua os Tusa lt ace mW EUS 

game yet and Acclaim's swear-’em- 
up South Park, @ The DGG + provided complete 
walkthroughs for DMA's Body Harvest and 
Silicon Valley. 

BS = 
egy ry 

The Duke Nukem Edition 
Re arte ra 
the world to review Duke 
Nukem: Zero Hour. Also 
inside were the first EVER pics 
of Resident Evil, Star Wars 
Ifo) kxele (Wh at-1 <a Ul} 
Command and Conquer. 

@ And if all that wasn't enough, we gave 
away another games rack FREE! Remember, you 
can't buy these in the shops. 

aan 
‘Zero aM 

sel wih PY 

Personal details 

Title Initials 

Address 

Surname 

Postcode 

Daytime telephone no 
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Die r\ Se eden 
We finally got to discover a bit 
more about Konami's super- 
lem eZee ema Ce Ue 
looked fantastic! Plus reviews 
of FIFA ’99, Nintendo's Smash 
Trek wee MTR) 

also a 16-page Game Boy section 
packed full of reviews, previews and features. 
@ The Double Game Guide + concentrated on the 
masterpiece that is Zelda. 

aS came cnet 

eld Ores 

The Star Wars Edition 
We had the first play of Star 
Wars Episode 1: Racer plus 
new pics of Rare's blockbuster 
Jet Force Gemini. We also 

ie tipped Duke Nukem: Zero 
“40028 Hour, Monaco Grand Prix 

and Castlevania. 
@ The Double Game Guide + provided a complete 
walkthrough for Turok 2 and extensive tips on 
multiplayer smash Mario Party. 
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You voted and we took note. 

oa nD 

The results of the 1999 N64 
Magazine are all here. There's 
FUROR melee aes 
Castlevania, WCW Nitro and 
Monaco GP. @ Because we're 

very kind there are two free 
books with this issue. Don't miss out on guides for 
RY aU LO Aa lel Mm CTCL oe 
Games Challenge book. 

oe 

The Perfect Dark Edition 
It's going to be bigger than 
GoldenEye and we had 60 new 
pics and an exclusive Q&A with 
Rare. Plus latest news and 
shots on Resident Evil 2, Jet 
Force Gemini, Donkey Kong 
64 and Quake II and a huge 

review of the fantabulous Star Wars Episode 1: 
Racer. @ Issue 30 also came with an exclusive 
N64 keyring. Don't miss out! 
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a Bond: Where’s the key to the 
aeroplane? 

32 [NC 

Arkangalensk airfield, Russia 
Bond enters small hut, finding First 
Soldier and Second Soldier inside. 

Soldier One: Ha! We wouldn’t leave it 
just lying around for you to find, Bond. 

Bond: There it is — on the table. 

Soldier Two: Er... yes. 

Have you ever stopped to really 
think about the plots of N64 

games? We have... 

LOSNG 

PLOT 
with your genial host 

Mark Green. 
ast your mind back to the last movie 
you saw. Now ask yourself this: did 
the plot make sense? We'd hazard a 
guess that it was so full of holes, it 

risked falling apart completely. Most 
Hollywood films are the same: chock-full of 
niggling inconsistencies, continuity errors 
and physical impossibilities. Why are all the 
bad guys such bad shots? How can the hero 
fall through a glass window without dying? 

N64 games, of course, are a different 
matter entirely. Expansive brains, such as the 
one belonging to Nintendo's head 
programming honcho Mr Miyamoto, 

practically overheat in their quest to ensure 
every plot nuance fits comfortably into the 
big picture. As a result, the stories behind our 
favourite Nintendo titles are faultless. 

Or at least, they should be. Start asking a 
few questions of even the most watertight 
game plots, and they start to unravel before 
your very eyes. In fact, if the storylines of 
major N64 blockbusters were presented in 
script form to a Hollywood producer, they'd 
almost certainly come back with red pen 
scrawled all over them, and ‘NOOO!’ written 
on the front in six inch-high letters. Allow us 
to demonstrate... 

The Pitch 
Using guns, stealth and a collection of smarmy wise- 
cracks, an upper-class British secret agent foils a 
terrorist attempt to destroy London town with a gob- 
smacking satellite weapon. 

DDpacielstommanlewa 
If you owned a 
horrendously expensive 
flying vehicle, what would 
you do with the key? Carry 

: it with you at all times? 
: Lock it away in a safe, 
? maybe? Or leave it lying on 
: a table a few metres away 
: from the ‘plane itself, and 
: station two soldiers to 
: stand watching it 24 hours 
: a day? Exactly. 



* D’oh! 

Severnaya bunker, interior 
Bond enters from left, 
crouching, looking a bit 
sneaky. He aims his silenced 
pistol and quietly destroys a 
wall-mounted security camera. 

> Bond: (Whispering.) Tee-hee! 
Now they’ll never spot me. I’m great, me. (Alarm sounds.) 

Excuse me? 

: It's all very well creeping about, but 
: shooting security cameras is just asking 
: for trouble. For one thing, the huge 

: bang as the camera explodes should 
: alert even the doziest guards. And 
: where there are cameras, there's a 
: bloke sitting in a control room, who's 
: going to get a teeny bit suspicious as 
: the monitors start filling with static, 
: one by one. 

Excuse me% Scene 7 i 
Monte Carlo, Frigate, interior 
Bond bursts onto bridge, stumbling 
upon a terrorist and a visibly 
terrified hostage. 

Bond: Drop the gun! 

Terrorist: No chance. 

Bond: Looks like we’ll have to do it 
my way, then. (Fires pistol, instantly 
killing terrorist.) 

Hostage: (Panicked.) Aaaarrggghhh! 
(Flails arms, screams, runs.) 

Bond: My work here is done. 

St. 
Petersburg, 
Statue Park, 
exterior 
Bond and 
Valentin are 
talking. 

Valentin: So, 
Janus is waiting for you by the 
statue of Lenin. 

Cr me DR re ce eT mar) 
an MI6 operative in the middle 
eon tiers 

Bond: Thanks, mate. 

Valentin: Right, I’m off. (Moves to 
leave.) 

Bond: Bye! Oh, hang on a minute. 

Valentin: What? 

Bond: (Fires 
pistol, killing 
Valentin.) Ha, 
ha, haaaaa.! 

We've all done it - callously killed Valentin with 
a shot to the back of his big fat head. But later 
on, as Bond arrives in St. Petersburg for his 
driveabout in a tank, Valentin is back, strutting 
about like a picture of health. Something has 
clearly gone very, very wrong. 

Excuse me? ——— 2 
: Excuse me? 

: uttered a slightly-too-revealing speech and given 
: the hero a fighting chance. And doesn't it seem a 
: little too convenient that Bond happened to have 
? packed his watch laser for this mission, and this 
? mission only? 

: St. Petersburg, military archives, 
: interrogation room 
: Bond watched over by two guards. 

First Guard: Tell us everything you 
: know, Bond. 

Bond: Well, I could do that. Or, I could 
: do... this! (Grabs gun and ammo from ; 
: table and pumps bullets into guards.) 

Second Guard: (Gasping final breath.) 
i Clever... very... clever... 

Guard: So Mr. Bond, what do you know 
about the theft of the 
Goldeneye? 

: Congratulations to the guards for imprisoning an 
: infamous British spy, but commiserations for the 
: foolish act of leaving a gun and ammo lying on a 
? table immediately in front of him. 

: Voice of 
: Janus: Good 
: luck with 
: the floor, 
: James! Oh, 
? what a 
i giveaway! 
? Dammit! 
: Dammit! 

: Excuse me? 

: Bond isn't strictly ‘rescuing’ the 
: hostages here — he's leaving them to 

™ : run around the boat in a blind panic. In 
|: fact, judging by how they entirely 

: disappear after a few seconds, they 
? seemingly end up jumping ship and 

= drowning in 
the icy 
water. You 

me hero, you, 
} James. 

é 

Somewhere near St. Petersburg, train, 
: interior 
: Bond and Natalya are trapped inside 
; a sealed 

carriage. A 
bomb is ticking 
away nearby. 

Natalya: 
James! What do 
we do? 

Bond: To be honest, I haven’t got a 
: clue. We’re doomed. 

By revealing the location of the sealed trapdoor, 
Janus joins the long list of bad guys who've 
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The Legend of 

Zelda, oftime ‘ 
Kokiri Forest, shop 
interior 
The 
Shopkeeper 
and Link 
are talking. 

Link: I’ve 
come to buy 
that Deku 
Shield. 

Shopkeeper: Where did you get the 
money for that from? 

Link: I just ran around in the grass 
outside. Oh, and I stole some of it from 
other people’s houses. 

Shopkeeper: Police! 

Excuse me? 
Link's thieving exploits make a mockery of the 
‘crime doesn't pay’ maxim. And the value of 
money which is freely available in clay pots and 
long grass is precisely zero — why sell your 
possessions when you can simply grab some coins 
from the garden? 

Kakariko Village Windmill, interior 
Adult Link and Windmill Guy are here. 

Windmill Guy: I’m going to teach you 
The Song of Storms, young man. 

Link: Righto. 

Windmill Guy: I learnt it from you 
when you were a child. 

Link: Eh? But I’ve never heard it 
before. 

Windmill Guy: Er, that’s true, that’s 
true. But after I teach it to you, you'll 
know it then. 

Link: But how can you know the song 
if I’ve never played it to you? 

Windmill Guy: Oh, blimey. 

Excuse me? 

There are so many time travel-related problems 
like this that they've got a special name: 
paradoxes. Link doesn’t know the song until he’s 
been taught it by the Windmill Guy. But the 
Windmill Guy can't teach it to Link until he’s 
learnt it... from Link himself. Get out of that! 

Big Goron: It’s 

: | Hyrule field, exterior, night 
: Link and a skeletal Stalchild are in 
: pitched battle. 

: Stalchild: You fight like a true 
: warrior! Your mastery of the sword 
: must have arisen from years of 
: training, using knowledge passed 
: down through countless generations 
: of your family. 

LOOOOO 

Link: Not 
really. I 
found the 

* sword in a 

chest a few 

» minutes 

daytime 
: Big Goron and Link are here. 

: Big Goron: Okay, I’ll have that big 
sword finished for you in three days. 

Link: What? Everyone else in Hyrule 
: does exactly the same thing day after 
; day, doesn’t grow any older, and has 

every item I need readily available, 
: and now you’re 
: telling me itll 
: take three days 
i to make a 
sword? 

a really big 
sword. 

: Excuse me? : 
: Miyamoto was a brave man to attempt to 
: introduce ‘real time’ into The Legend of Zelda. 
: It's very pleasant watching the sunsets and 
: sunrises of Hyrule, but Link seems stuck in a 
? perpetual Groundhog Day-style scenario, where 
? everyone acts the same way every single day. 

: Link. 

: Zoran: I’ve \ 
: been b. 
: searching 
: for 
: Princess 
: Zora for 
: days. 
: Where can she be? 

: Link: Well, according to this bottle I 
: found at the bottom of the lake, she’s 
: in King Jabu Jabu’s stomach. 

The Pitch 
Pointy-eared, tights-wearing elfin child embarks on a quest 
to retrieve shiny stones, only to be caught up in a time- 
travelling quest to save the mythical land of Hyrule from an 
angry-looking piggy dictator. 

: Lake Hylia, daytime 
: Zoran 
? approaches 

Zoran: Oh, really? A bottle, you say? I 
: must have missed that bit of the lake. 
: Or something. 

; Excuse me? Ly 
: Throughout his quest, Link stumbles across 
: swords, shields, catapults, hook-shots, 
: boomerangs, bombs, ocarinas and horses, all of 
: which he uses expertly mere moments after 
i finding them. This is the kind of kid who learnt to 
: ride a bike without stabilisers. 

: Top of Death Mountain, exterior, 

3 Excuse me? 
: The Zorans spend most of their lives gallivanting 
: around underneath the waves. Yet on their 

‘exhaustive’ search for Princess Zora, they all 
managed to miss a giant bottle lying at the bottom 

: of a near-empty lake. Highly irregular. 

: Top of Ganondorf’s Castle 
: Link enters Ganondorf’s organ room. 

: Link: Hey! 

Ganondorf: 
Oh, hello. I 
didn’t see 

you there, 
I was busy 
playing the 
organ. 

Link: You 

do realise 

that I’ve murdered every single one 
: of your evil henchman? 

Ganondorf: Listen to this — I can play 

; Chopsticks. 

Excuse me? 

: The arrangement of Ganondorf's castle means that 
i from the comfort of his organ room, he can see 
? anyone wandering around. But rather than throw 
: some thunderbolts in your direction — or even flob 
? on you from above — he's happy to play a 
: menacing tune on his giant keyboard. Odd chap. 



super Mario 64 7
 ais! . 

The Pitch 
A humble Italian plumber arrives at his lady 
friend's castle for a slice of cake, only to find 

an evil dinosaur has taken her hostage. 
Plumber embarks on a surreal quest to save his 
lady and squish the dinosaur. 

Princess : Bowser World 3, platform 
Peach’s castle, ; suspended in space 
interior : Mario and King Bowser are 
Mario stands e : here. 
before a three- 2 om: 
way corridor. 

Mario: Mama mia, which-a way now? 

(Heads left towards picture.) Mama 
mia! Am I getting-a bigger? (Heads 
back the other way towards another 
picture.) Mama mia! I appear to be-a 
getting-a smaller! 

: Bwa-ha-haaaa! 

A passing physicist: Sorry, Mario — 
it’s nothing but a trick of the eye. ? the bombs you’d 

Mario: Mama mia! ; 
: Bowser: Yep. 

Excuse me? 3 
Did you notice that Mario's size change is actually 
a cunning trick? If you manage to swing the 
camera around as Mario walks up to one of the 
pictures, you can just make out that it’s nothing 
more than an optical illusion created by the 
sloping walls, floor and ceiling. * grabbing hold of it. 

Lylat Warsp 

Lylat system, Sector X 
area 

Fox: Okay, Slippy, listen. 
You’re a bit over-confident 
at the best of times, and - 

Slippy: Look, a planet- 
sized robot! I’m going in! 
Arrgghh! I’ve been punched by ine robot's Ss ‘giant hands! 
My ship’s broken! I’m going to crash! Heeeelp! 

i Saal 

Fox: Shall we rescue Slippy, Falco? 

Falco: Slippy? Who’s Slippy? 

Fox: Good lad. Let’s go home. 

Starfox is supposedly a crack squad of ace space pilots, but simpering fool 
Slippy comes close to messing up entire missions at every turn. What 
possessed Fox to let the clumsy toad join up in the first place? 

Bowser: Mario! We meet for 
: a third time. How are you 
: going to defeat me now? 

: Mario: Well, you remember 
: last time, when I picked you 
: up by the tail, swung you 
? around faster and faster, 

: then throw you into one of 

: thoughtfully placed around the platform? 

Mario: I thought I’d just do that again. 

Bowser: Oh. Admittedly, that’s probably going to work. 

; Excuse me? 
: Why does Bowser never learn? After his second humiliating defeat, you'd expect him to dispose of the 
: bombs around the arena. Or at least sellotape his tail to his back to prevent that pesky plumber from 

ff fe aoe 

Lylat System, Zoness area 
i Five giant missiles hurtle towards the 
: Great Fox mothership. 

: Fox: Raise the shields, ROB! 
ROB the Robot: Fox, the Great Fox hasn’t got any shields. 

| Fox: Right. Fire anti-missile flares! 
ROB: I really wish I could, Fox, but we don’t have any. 

Fox: Well then, engage lasers and shoot those missiles! 

ROB: Lasers? I’m looking... 
: lasers. Did you forget to pack them? 

Excuse me? 2 Excuse me? 

: What's the biggest thing you can think of? Skyscraper? Double-decker bus? 
: Elephant? The Great Fox probably has room for them all, and yet Starfox 
: couldn't find room for one defensive weapon. Inevitably, come the next level 
? (Area 6), ROB's finally found the laser button. 

The Pitch 
od A motley collection of furry superheroes embark on a quest to 

liberate a planet from alien attack, only to be caught up ina 
galaxy-wide quest to save the entire Lylat system from an angry- 
looking monkey dictator. 

ahsae vA 

I’m looking... I can’t see any 

SPARTA eee 
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n Mark Green 

n the 16 years that I've been 
clasped in the vice-like grip 
of videogame addiction, very 
few games have made me 

laugh out loud. Admittedly, the 
hilarious awfulness of Milo’s Astro 
Lanes and the like has occasionally 
had me spitting tea into my lap, but 
by and large, games are rarely funny 
for the right reasons. 

True, fat men wearing nothing 
but their pants aren't everyone's cup 
of tea, but behind the surreal jokes, 
Mystical Ninja was a great game in 
its own right. Aside from an errant 
camera, it featured some of the best 
3D platforming to emerge outside of 
Factory Nintendo. With the blue- 
haired hero travelling up skyscraper- 
sized poles on the back of spinning 

So when Konami's quirky 
Mystical Ninja starring Goemon 
arrived on the shores of Blighty last 

year, translated and fully PAL- 
ed up, it was break-open-the- 
champagne time. Packed with 
hilarious moments — whether 
it was Goemon's chubby 
sidekick Ebisumaru trying to 
negotiate a shop discount by 
taking all his clothes off, or a 
small dog complaining about his 
aching feet - Mystical Ninja had me 
splitting my sides wide open time 
and again. 

CK 

=? Issue 31 

fish, smacking balls into the pockets 
of monster-sized pool tables, and 
clambering inside giant robots for 
first-person boss battles, | suddenly 
realised that the untouchable 
brilliance of Mario 64 was looking 
more than a little vulnerable. 

And that wasn't all. A suitably 

attempts to convert 15th Century 
Japan into a musical stage show — 
allowed Konami to blend the 
platforming action with a carefully 

bizarre plot — featuring an alien duo's 

crafted role-playing element. Talking 
to citizens, collecting and using 
objects and enrolling new team 
members (such as the lovely 
mermaid girl Yae) were part and 
parcel of the gameplay. And, 
thankfully, the hints on what to do 
next were just that — hints, rather 
than annoying“Hey! Go There And 
Do This!" signposts. 

Partly because of the £60 price- 
tag (caused largely by the 128Mbit 
cartridge needed to pack in the 
game's two, ever-so-slightly- 
disturbing songs), and partly because 
eccentric foreign titles never perform 
well, Mystical Ninja didn't exactly 
light up the UK charts. If you can 
find a copy, though, do yourself a 
favour and snap it up immediately; 
unless you can sleep easily at night 
knowing that you missed chatting to 
an old man who helped the aliens 
conquer Japan in exchange for 
five muscle car magazines and 
a poster. 
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Color Gameboy now available in various 
colours: Berry Red, Yellow, 

Lime Green, Turquoise,Clear,ClearPurple & Purple. 

720 SKATING £21.99 TOPGEAR RALLY (+RUMBLE) .... £22.99 SUPER MARIOLAND 1 0R 2 
DEFENDER & JOUST 99 V RALLY £21.99 WARIOLAND 1 OR 2 

% F1 WORLD GRAND PRIX £21.99 WARIOLAND 2 £21.99 ZELDA 
INT. SUP’ STAR SOCCER 99 1.99. WWF ATTITUDE £22.99 
HARVEST MOON $9 ZELDA £21.99 GAMEBOY POCKET PINK 
HOLY MAGIC CENTURY GAMEBOY POCKET PRINTER 
MAYA THE BEE ALLEYWAY £7.99 ACTION REPLAY 

POCKET TALES CONKER 99 DONKEY KONG LAND £16.99 TRAVEL BAG 
POKEMON PIN 99 DR MARIO £9.99 LINK LEADS - u 68° 5.068... £9.99) 

£24.99 FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 1,20R 3. £19.99 
£21.99 JAMES BOND 007 £18.99 
£21.99 LION KING £17.99 

£21.99 MARIO & YOSHI £9.99 
£21.99 POKEMON (RE OR BLUE} £24.99 

GAMEBOY 
CAMERA 

STARWARS 
SUPER MARIO BROS DELUXE 

gra ee 
moe Te 
COLLECTABLES. 
= Available: Mario, Yoshi (4 Colours), 

Donkey Kong, Bowser, Wario, DiddyKong, 

Luigi, Toad, Banjo Kazooie & 

& Mumbo Jumbo. Buy 3 get Mumbo Jumbo Free 

“Buy all four Yoshis for £24.00” 

Soft Character Beanie Babies - 

Talking Beanies - 

WATCHES 
i} MARIO OR 

{YOSHI 
=, ONLY 

= 12” Plush Talking Characters - 

DUKENUKEM 

Duke Nukem 

P oniveeses — “epavaiatie cette a 
Sek 2s EPISODE. I eu 

¥ “es | Action ungle Uuttl 

¢ Nignerne |  Liguces 
ss | from 

Female | 
Jungle 

BO iterre | SERIES 2"| Sees 
~ Yoshumitsu, Ehree 

True Ogre, | 
Heihachi 
Mishima 
& Devel 

Also 
Available: | 

Iron | 
Maiden | 

et of 4 
only £39.98 ZELDA 

Pack of three (Zelda, Link & 
Gannon) £14.99 

Male 
Major 

Dinosaur) S&H 
A, Hunter | 

Display | S& 
BUYMERYL FOR 

Just IF PURCHASED 
AT THE SAME TIME AS 
ANY OTHER METAL GEAR 

SOLID FIGURE 

from 

Preys 
revo) Ao) 
Prices include 
N64 CONSOLE 
N64 & MARIO 
N64 & GOLDENEYE OR F ZERO 
N64 & ROGUE SQUADRON OR SUPERMAN 
N64 & ZELDA OR Fi WORLD GP 2 

N64 & STARWARS:RACER 

Mea Ra PUR Tar 
a a 

ALL MACHINES ARE OFFICIALUK 
CONSOLES AND ARE FULLY GUARANTEED BY NINTENDO FOR ONE YEAR AND 

WE OFFER FULL AFTER SALES SUPPORT. IF YOUR MACHINE IS FAULTY WE 
WILL COLLECT IT FROM YOU AND REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE. 

Just ADD £2 to any of the packages below 
if you want a GOLD coloured Official Control 

Rare ee ata) 

within 2 working days. 
£67.99 

£82.99 

£89.99 
£99.99 

£99.99 

£103.99 

If You Order A US Game Before The Release Date... 

1080 SNOWBOARDING 
ALLSTAR BASEBALL 2000 
ALLSTAR TENNIS 99 

NJO KAZOOIE 
BEETLE ADVENTURE RACING 
BLADES OF STEEL NHL ‘99 
BODY HARVEST 

BUGS LIFE .. 
CASTLEVANIA .... 
CARMAGEDDON ..... 
CHARLIE BLASTS CHALLENGE 
COMMAND & CONQUER 
DIDDY KONG RACING 
EARTHWORM JIM 

| F1 WORLD GRAND PRIX 
F1 WORLD GRAND PRIX 2 

j F1 WORLD GRAND PRIX 2 
& MAD KATZ WHEEL 

FLYING DRAGON 
F-ZERO . 
F-ZERO & RUMBLE PAK 

5 FIFA99 
GOLDENEYE & N64 GAME CASE 
HOLY MAGIC CENTURY.... 
JET FORCE GEMINI 
LYLAT WARS 
MARIO 64 ... 
MARIO KART 64 
MARIO PARTY............. 
MICHAEL OWEN'S SOCCER 99.. 
MICRO MACHINES TURBO ..... 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE & FREE 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE VIDEO 
MONACO GRAND PRIX 
MYSTICAL NINJA 
MYSTICAL NINJA 2 ......... 
NASCAR REVOLUTION .. 
NBA PRO 99. 
NEW TETRIS 
NFL QTR BACK CLUB 99 

QUAKE 2 
RAKUGA KIDS 
ROGUE SQUADRON .. 
RUSH 2 : 
SHADOWGATE 64 
SNOWBOARD KIDS 
SOUTHPARK & PLAYERS GUIDE .. 
STARWARS:RACER 
SUPERMAN. 
TONIC TROUBLE 

VIRTUAL POOL 
VIGILANTE 8 

QUTHPARK VOCALISER 

£33.99 

£33.99 
£36.99 
£29.99 
£33.99 

. CALL 
£19.99 

. CALL 
++. £32.99 

.- £34.99 

-. £28.99 
. CALL 
. £23.99 
CALL 
£24.99 
£33.99 

“£24.99 
£41.99 
£38.99 
£35.99 

csr £36.99 
TUROK 2 & FREE PLAYERS GUIDE....... 

++. £33.99 
-. £35.99 

£33.99 

UK 
NEW 2nd HAND 

£29.00 
£29.00 
£31.00 
£23.00 
£29.00 
CALL 
£16.00 
CALL 
£28.00 

£28.00 
£25.00 
CALL 
£20.00 
CALL 
£21.00 
£30.00 

£55.00 
£30.00 
£24.00 
£30.00 
£30.00 
£28.00 
£19.00 
CALL 
£24.00 

£21.00 
£20.00 
£30.00 
CALL 
£30.00 

CALL 
£31.00 
£21.00 
£32.00 
£28.00 
£32.00 
£33.00 
CALL 
£28.00 
£21.00 
£31.00 
£28.00 

£34.00 
£21.00 
£36.00 
£36.00 
£32.00 
£34.00 
CALL 
£28.00 
£32.00 

CONTROL PADS N64 WHEELS 

OFFICIAL 

COLOURED 

CONTROLLERS 

or £16.99 
for two or more 

MANTARAY 

CONTROLLER 

Features Slow 

«available in grey, clear red, 

clear blue and clear black 

9am-9pm Monday, 9am-8pm Tuesday-Friday, 10am-6.30pm Saturday, 10.30pm - 4pm Sunday & Bank Holiday 

NAME, 

POSTCODE 

CARDHOLDERS SIGNATURE 

TEL: 

WHEEL 
TOP DRIVE PLUS £54.99 

MAD KATZ WHEEL 
~& PEDALS 
MEMORY CARD SLOT 

AND BUILT 
IN RUMBLE 

GAMESTER RUMBLE 

WHEEL 
PROGRAMMABLE FOOT PEDALS: 
NO BATTERIES REQUIRED 

TOP DRIVE 
STEERING 

V RALLY. ‘ 
WAVE RACE 64 
WCW/NWO REVENGE * : : j ; : . 
WIPEOUT 64 
WWF ATTITUDE 

WCW NITRO 
YOSHIS STORY & YOSHI BEANIE 
ZELDA 

1080 SNOWBOARDING 
BUGS LIFE 
CARMAGEDDON ......... . 
COMMAND & CONQUER .. 
EARTHWORM JIM . 

F1 WORLD GRAND PRIX 2 
JET FORCE GEMINI 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE. 
MONACO GRAND PRIX 
POKEMON SNAP 
QUAKE 2 
SHADOWGATE 
SUPERMAN 
SMASH BROTHERS 
STARWARS: RACER 

SUPERMAN ...... 
SHADOWMAN 

TONIC TROUBLE 
WCW NITRO 64 
WWF ATTITUDE 

DRIVER 
FINAL FANTASY VII .............. 
GRAN TURISMO - Platinum 

METAL GEAR SOLID ‘ 
RIDGE RACER - TYPE 4 .............. 

They will initially be in 
short supply so make sure vere 

you get yours firs 

These speak the words you'd like to in the voices 
Kyle & Cartman. WARNING: Adult Lannie 

Pe 1 et NC 

OFFICIAL 
RUMBLE PAK * 
only aed) 
Nugen £7.99 

RUMBLE PAK & 
MEMORY CARD 
With bullt In 1MB Memory Card 
only 
With 1MB Memory Card (No 
Battorios Required) 
only 

now in 

1SS98 OFFICIAL MEM. CARD. 
DATEL EXPANSION PACK 

iat 

‘ 0F "Ty 
a 

CABLES & CARDS 

NEW 2nd HAND 

£33.99 £30.00 
1. £23.99 £26.00 

£27.99 £30.00 
vn £28.99 £32.99 

.. £41.99 £26.99 
CALL £20.00 

..£32.99 £22.00 
£37.99 £23.00 

: £19.00 
£49.99 £39.00 

su £49.99 £39.00 
seve £49.99 £39.00 

£49.99 £39.00 
- £39.00 
- £39.00 

ats £19.00 
£49.99 £39.00 

- £39.00 
£49.99 £39.00 
£49.99 £39.00 
£51.99 £39.00 

- £39.00 
- £39.00 

£39.99 £32.00 
£49.99 £39.00 [iM 

.£49.99 £39.00 
£52.99 £39.00 

..£52.99 £39.00 

£29.99 
... £16.99 

. £16.99 
£29.99 

LG £29.99 

SHOCKWAVE adds force 
feed-back to ALL GAMES. 
1MB Built in Memory Card 

CASTLEVANIA 64 PLAY-GUIDE 
SOUTHPARK PLAYERS GUIDE 
QUAKE PLAYERS GUIDE 
TUROK 2 PLAYERS GUIDE 
YOSHIS STORY PLAYERS GUIDE 
ZELDA PLAYERS GUIDE 

N64 STICKER KITS - COVERS, 
N64 & CONTROL PADS 

ADDRESS 
a 

It] 
LJ I [ 

L IL 
INTERFOILS IF SENDING POSTAL 

EXCITEMENT r DIRECT. 
ORDER 

1ST FLOOR, STREATFIE 
INLY SEND CASH IN A RECORDED/REGISTERED ENVELOPE 

SARTERTON. OXON, OX18 3XZ {OUSE 
ailability, 

ALVESCOT ROAD. 

a alee A 
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REVIEWS 
THIS ISSUE 

PREMIER MANAGER 64 

SHADOWGATE 64: TRIAL 
OF THE FOUR TOWERS 

SUPERMAN 

MARIO GOLF 64 

A BUG'S LIFE 

FIGHTING FORCE 64 

OTHER GREAT 
STUFF! 

ARMORINES SPECIAL 
INVESTIGATION 

JET FORCE GEMINI 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION 

PERFECT DARK FUTURE 
LOOK 

TOP GEAR RALLY 2 
FUTURE LOOK 

QUAKE II FUTURE LOOK 

EXCLUSIVE DONKEY 
KONG 64 SHOTS 

FIRST NEWS ON TWO NEW 
SOUTH PARK GAMES 

STAR WARS 
EPISODE 1: RACER TIPS 

SHADOWMAN 
DEVELOPMENT DIARY 

ACTION REPLAY FEATURE 

NEW ZELDA GAME NEWS 

ALL NEW SKILL CLUB 64 

GAME PLOTS THAT DON'T 
MAKE SENSE 

GAME ON 

MAGAZINE 

Completely independent 
Nintendo 64 advice 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 



ZO-NAM< K<ADZ—-<Z-FMAYV 

WE’ ARE A’ SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE DEDICATED /TO/ PRESERVING /A’ PART 
OF /CLASSIC GAMING THAT, SEEMS TO BE /OVERLOOKED MOST /OF THE TIME. 
NAMELY/ CLASSIC VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES. 
OUR GOAL IS TO PRESERVE THESE MAGAZINES BY DIGITIZING 
AND RESTORING / THEM BEFORE THEY ARE LOST FOREVER. 
BESIDES LETTING PEOPLE ENJOY, SELECT/ ARTICLES DIRECTLY ON THE SITE /AND 
ON TWITTER, WE ALSO CREATE CBZ FILES, 
SUCH AS THE ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT RIGHT NOw, 
THESE CBZ FILS FEATURE THE COMPLETE MAGAZINES FROM START /TO FINISH. 
THIS GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF CREATING MUCH HIGHER RESOLUTION VERSIONS 
THAN WHAT IS FEASIBLE ON A WEBSITE. 
THIS WAY, ANYONE WHO IS BUT A MOUSE-CLICK AWAY WILL BE ABLE 
TO ENJOY THESE CLASSIC MAGAZINES ONCE MORE. 

WE DO HOWEVER ONLY SEEK OUT MAGAZINES WHICH WERE RELEASED AT LEAST 
10 YEARS PRIOR TO THIS, WRITING, UNLESS PERMISSION HAS BEEN GRANTED 
BY THE PUBLISHER IN QUESTION TO DO OTHERWISE. 
REPRINTS AND RE-ISSUED CLASSIC MAGAZINES IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM 
(DIGITAL VERSIONS INCLUDED) WILL BE TREATED LIKE NEW MAGAZINES, 
WHICH MEANS WE WON'T BE SCANNING OR DISTRIBUTING THEM IN ANY SHAPE. 

THE REASON FOR RESTRICTING OURSELVES TO MAGAZINES PUBLISHED 
BEFORE A CERTAIN DATE, IS TO GIVE PUBLISHERS ENOUGH BREATHING ROOM 
TO/SELL REPRINTS OR DIGITAL VERSIONS OF/ THEIR OLD MAGAZINES 
IF/THEY/ WISH /TO/DO SO. 
THESE ARE HARD ENOUGH TIMES /AS IT /IS/FOR’/PRINT/AND / THE LAST/ THING 
WE’ WOULD 'WANT/TO DO IS HAVE ANY/ KIND OF/ NEGATIVE EFFECT/ON / THEM. 
WE’ SEEK OUT, TO); WORK’ WITH PUBLISHERS AND/ARE’ ALWAYS LOOKING’) TO 
SEEK APPROVAL /TO DIGITIZE, RESTORE /AND RE-DISTRIBUTE THEIR’ WORKS 
IN/ WHATEVER WAY/ THEY, SEE FIT. (PUBLICLY/OR WITH SILENT, APPROVAL) 

WE HAVE/NO INTENT /NOR DESIRE / TO’ PROFIT/ FROM ,THESE’ DIGITAL.’ MAGAZINES 
IN/ANY /WAY,’ SHAPE OR’ FORM.’ NOR/DO /WE/HAVE’ ANY /DESIRE)TO/ FINANCIALLY, 
HARM ANY, PUBLISHER, /EDITOR,) WRITER /OR PERSON INVOLVED IN CREATING 
THESE,’ OR’ ANY /OTHER/MAGAZINES FOR/THAT/MATTER. 
WE /ARE/NOT HERETO DO’ HARM, /BUT/TO HELP PROTECT) THEIR LEGACY. 
THAT IS /WHY THE 10 YEAR TIMELINE /IS IN, PLACE: 
TO/PROTECT//THEIR/ BUSINESS /AND'LIVELY-HOOD,/AND/TO/MAKE’ SURE /THAT/WE 
WILL’ BE /ABLE/TO’' KEEP/ ENJOYING NEW MAGAZINES FOR MANY/YEARS’TO/COME, 
WHILE /AT/ THE SAME TIME /ENJOY// THEIR / BACK CATALOGUE. 

WE’ WOULD LIKE/TO)/THANK/EVERYONE ;WHO MAKES THIS’ PROJECT POSSIBLE. 

FROM |THE’ ORIGINAL WRITERS,’ EDITORS’ AND/PUBLISHERS,’/TO/ TH : 
=) NERC’ AND EVERYONE INVO!L VED In e 5 IEfes | VET > I OLVED It -QUIRIN¢ 

THIS /IS /A’ PRELIMINARY / VERSION /OF/THIS/MAGAZINE, /WHICH MEANS THIS /IS 
AN ISSUE’ THAT, IS NOT/QUITE/READY/ FOR FINAL: RELEASE. 
THE /REASONING’ BEHIND RELEASING / THESE LIKE THIS, IS BECAUSE /AT//THE POINT, 
OF/ THIS “WRITING, 'I/HAVE’ NEARLY, 400/MAGAZINES IN VARIOUS /STATES 
OF, BEING’ SCANNED /AND EDITED. 

IN’ A/ BEST CASE /SCENARIO,/ WHERE ‘I/ WOULD’ RELEASE /ONE ‘ISSUE /A’WEEK, 
IT/ WOULD TAKE ME /OVER/7/YEARS’TO/COMPLETE /JUST//THESE /MAGAZINES. 
AND/EVEN /THAT//TIME-—TABLE’ IS’ JUST /NOT/FEASABLE /FOR ME’ WITH / THE /AMOUNT, 
OF /WORK /THAT/, GOES INTO / EACH 'ISSUE,’//AS WELL’ AS/WORKING/A’ FULL-TIME /JOB. 
COUPLED (WITH /THE SERIOUS HEALTH ISSUES’I’HAVE HAD TO DEAL WITH OVER 
THE ,PAST/ COUPLE OF / YEARS, 1, FEEL: /THAT/ NOW’ MORE-SO/ THAN EVER, TIME 
IS OF /THE ESSENCE’ WHEN IT, COMES’TO MAKING’ SURE’ PEOPLE’ CAN /ENJOY//THEM. 

A/,100' PAGE /MAGAZINE TAKES’ ON/AVERAGE’ AROUND | 40’/HOURS/TO’' COMPLETE. 
THE /ISSUES IN /THIS’ SECTION ‘HAVE’ BEEN’ SCANNED,’ STRAIGHTENED, /CROPPED, 
COLOUR /CORRECTED ' AND/HAVE’ RESCANS /DONE WHERE’ NEEDED,’ 
SO /THESE’ ALREADY /HAVE/ AROUND /15’' HOURS /PUT/ INTO) THEM, 
DEPENDING/ON CONDITION /AND PAGE /COUNT. 

THESE /ISSUES DO’NOT REPRESENT//THE (QUALITY, OF / THE ORIGINAL: / MAGAZINES 
AT / THE / TIME OF /THEIR’ RELEASE,’ NOR’/DO/THEY/ REPRESENT /THE LEVEL 
OF /QUALITY /OF/THE/END’ PRODUCT, /ONCETHEY/ HAVE GONE / THROUGH 
THE FULL’ RESTORATION PROCESS. 
SO/PLEASE /KEEP /THAT/ IN’ MIND. 

|, DECIDED /TO/RELEASE THEM IN /THIS’ STATE,’ WHILE’ I/ CONTINUE “WORKING /ON THEM, 
SO')THAT PEOPLE ,CAN ENJOY THEM /AND USE /THE INFORMATION STORED INSIDE 
THEM, /AS/I/KEEP/WORKING/ON RESTORING /THE PAGES /TO /THEIR’/ FORMER’ GLORY, 
AND TURN BACK) THE HANDS’ OF /TIME/TO MAKE /THEM’LOOK/BRAND /NEW/ AGAIN. ZO-NAM< K<ARPZ—-Z—-FMAY 


